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FOREWORD
This book was written by Rev. Harold K. Dancy and was originally
published under the title “Mission Buildings” by the Sudan interior Mission,
Toronto, Canada in 1948. The Intermediate
Technology
Development
Group Ltd. feel that its exceptional value as a practical field building manual
justifies reprinting, and the Mission have kindly granted permission for this
so that it can be more widely circulated.
Mr. Dancy was the chief missionary builder for the Mission for
many years, and this manual is the outcome of a thorough and wide experience of building under a great variety of ground and climatic conditions
in
different parts of Nigeria. The manual has since been used by senior staff of
ITDG in East Africa, who found its simple and practical instructions
could
he readily followed and carried out.
Research and training activities carried out by IT Building
project staff have revealed 2 general lack of suitable guidance for managers
of small building units in both the private and public sectors. This dearth of
suitable training material and facilities is a major constraint on the development of indigenous constructiun
industries, and local contractors.
Thus IT Building have worked out 9 training methodology
that
can be used as a basis for a comprehensive construction
industry training
programme.
The foundation
of such a programme must be tl-,e formulation
of long term training strategy which takes into consideration
the type and
length of courses, the subject area, the level of material, and tht selection
and evaluation of participants.
Within this overall strategy, publications
have a part to play and ITDG believes that this particular manual forms a
valuable addition to the list of IT Building publications
which appears at the
back of this volume.

PREFACE
In many lands,
Mieeionaries
and Ministers
are often corn-gelled
to deefgr
and/or erect their
own buildings.
Nearly all
of them have done well but would have been glad of some help,
for lack of which there has heel> loss of time, money, materiale,
energy,
and in some instances,
of health
itself.
This volume is
sent forth
to meet th8.t need.
But, unless we are mistaken,
it is a pioneer
in it8 field,
cutting
a rough trail
through
the foreat,
reaching
the goal, but
admittedly
rough and single
file
at certain
point8
en route,
we
hope that those who are intereeted
in seeing it develope
into a
smooth, broad,
streamlined
highway for all travellercs,
and at all
8I)eed8, will
communicate with us at their
earliest
convenience,
It is inevitable
that some readers will
at least tend to
chafe over the presentation,
here and there,
which does not suit
their
particular
need or experiences
But the material
ha8 been
prepared
for three groups of readers,
amateur builders
graded
a8 excellent,
fair,
and those utterly
inexperienced
and quite
of both aexee, In an
without
building
and mechanical
instinct,
attempt
to help the latter
we way weary the former.
We believe
that the material
in Borne section8
of the book
could have been used, with varying
degrees: of profit,
right
here
in the home land.
In distant
lands there is a growing number of artisan8
and
contractors
who, in aaeking to combine Eastern
and Western ideas,
material8
and ekills,
should find help in theee pagee.
By certain
friend8
8ome of the euggestione
contained
herein
may be challenged,
but we beg to remind them that a8 Missionaries
to work in the conventional
way, but are
we are unable,
often,
to do aomething the beet ww
coIopelled,
by various
cireumstancee,
we can. Hence, the book is not to tell
MissSonaries
what they
ought to do, but, a help for them in doing what they must and will
do, It8 Biblical
category
is ?helpe’,
I Corinthians,
12:28.
Its over-all
purpose i8 to conserve the time, energg,
it iS
health,
material8
and money of those whose chief busineee
to preach,
in sea8on and out of seasone the glorious
Gospel of
the blessed
God, 80 hastening
the return of His Son, Jeeue Chriet,
who loved u8 and gave Himself
for us; and to Him alone be the
glory for ever.
&K.Dancy.

blew York,

April,

1948.
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BOOK ONE PREPARATIONS

c:.AwTJl ONE
I.

GENERAL APFROACIi

SEEKING ADVICE.

BECAUSE in the planning
and erection
of a building there are many costly
pitfalls,
and because,
for man:' of us,
buildings
involve-the
largest
expenditures
of our lifetime,
therefore we should make every reasonable
effort
to securwadvice
of an architect
or an experienced
builder.
But when we must build without
the advantage
of such adthen let us
-vice,
1. Plan carefully
all that xe would make or build.
2. ?&Ice all

our

changes

and mistakes

on paper.

I
of all
Q.
Flace all our ideas on P aper for the benefit
those who will
have a part in the project,
before,
and after
construction.
during,

OUR BUIIJING IS AN INVESTK5X! AS WELL AS A UTILITY;
AND IX PROPORTION TO THOROUGHPLAJWING, THE USE OF
GOCD ?&TERIAI.S, LABOUR AND CONSTRUCTICI: WE WILL AVOID
Eh9I;E;SS AXB WXCESSARY EXPENSE, 11!-EFPICIERCY, AI?D
DISSATISP'ACTIOX.
Am,AZ A RULE, KISTAKES, WHETHER IN DESIGN
OR CONSTRUCTION, ARE COSTLY, AFYAREFT, PERKAlZNT.
II.

SXLECTIKG A SITZ.

It is unwise to make the final
decision
on a
buclding
design until
the site has actually
been secured and all
its important
features
are known. A hou&e which is satisfactory
on one site will
not be 80 acceptable,
necessarily,
on another.
Secure information
about the conditions
on end around
with respect
to its suitability
for:
the site in all seasons,
1, Your Xealth.
Temperature,
humidity,
altitude;
the time,
value and direction
of winds;
soil erosion;
swamp: rainfall;
the
to unsanitary
conditions
or
prevalence
of disease ; proximity
places over which you will
have no control;
depth of soil;
the
presence of large masses of rock which radiate
heat;
the presence
whether
the site is on a hill
or in plain
or
and value of trees;
its proximity
to other buildings
and the character
of
valley;
those buildings;
etc.,etc.
to and from the people;
2. Your War'-. Accessibility
centres
of population
and appeal;
government
favour;
proximity
to
other work whether of your own society
or otherwise;
etc.
3, Building
Conditions.
Enquire
about supplies,
labour,
building
by-laws,
restrictions,
future
developments,etc.
weather,
Occasionally
an.area
is found which is quite unsuitable
for building and/or
compound.
4. Environment.
Especially
in built
up areas.
The proxim-

1.

2

GEKERAL APPROACH

ity of the site to congested
areas,
features,etc.
railways , objectionable
5. Utilities.
Water. light,

institutions,
sanitary

roads,
services,

rivers,
etc.

III,

SECURING AUTHORITY.
who have
1. All officers
of your society
anything
to do with buildings
should b’e acqiainted
with the pro-The application
to plan and build
should state what the
ject.
building
is for, why it must *e built,
its general
size and locatfor it.
ion, and what funds you G
FIXAL PZFU.~SSION IN WRITING should be secured upon the
basis of approved plans,
specifications
and estimates
before
any!
expenditure
is made,
2, Be sure of all necessary
Government uermission
before
entering
into any financial
obligations.
Almoat iivariably
&his
will
mean a Government stamp or signature
of approval
on your
plans or in a letter.
Consider
the compensation
for,
or purchase
of land;
aurvey fees and requirements,etc.
Yative paths and/or roads through
a site are sometimes
objectionable.
Acquaint
yourself
with the law respecting
the closing of such thoroughfares.
3. Inform yourself
about municipal
building
laws and condi%ions,
fees, inspections,
sanitation,
lighting,
etc.
4. Financial
ebility.
Consult
those who have erected
buildings
something
like your omn. Compare prices
and conditions.
Ee sure that there is enough money to complete a aizeable
unit of
the work before going to the expense of bringing
a gang of workmen
to the job. Secure written
authority
for ceiling
expenditure
and
consider2bl.e
caution
needs to be exercised
to keep within
that limit. Act;ial
construction
must cease before
the money is all used up
because there are many expenditures
connected
with closing
down a
job!.
5. Consider
the reactions
of associates,
neighbours,
and
they have no authority
to hinder
the project,
others who, although
mry,nsvertheless,
be SC inconvenienced
or offended
as to make the
building
more or less a liability
to your work.
i’J.

SCAXXIBG TXE FUTURE.

1. Faith.
With respect
to outlay,
it is well
to exercise
faith
and believe
that if it is God’s will
to live and
build
and Kork in a ?erta.in
place,
it is also His will
to build wiseWe. may not be able to build
very much at one time,
1 7. adequately.
bii we can envissge
and draw up a complete
set of buildings,
and
then build
permanent units,
one at a time if necessary,
until
at the
lest an organized,
efficient,
durable,
and attractive
plant ha.8 been
developed
to the glory
of God.
2. The u.nit system. It is incomparably
more satisfactory
to plan a properly
appointed
house and build
it section
by section,
a period
of time, than it is to restrict
as able, through
the main

GENERALAPPR3ACH

3

and then have to add and alter,
or
plan to sometking
inadequate,
it to perfection.
even abandon, never being able to bring
3. Permanence.
Determine
that every building
is to be
of
permanent.
Tothisend,
la' out the whole site as for a period
25 years.
Ske+ch in every possible
building
and feature.
If it is
in some smaller
building
until
the main dwelling
necessary
to live
.
block in its
is erected,
;u.' dp a garage, workshop or kitchen
prcper placq, .md of permanent construction.
II. SURVEY OF OPXRATTONS,

START EARLY TO PLAN. By early,
we mean
months or even a year or more ahead. By planning,
we mean the polthe method, the season, the schedule,
the buildicy, iti:r: Tzsign,
er's ari>Tsements,
orders for materials,
etc.
we offer
the following
calendar
or schedule
as e guide
Abo en:.5“re the builder
to see at a glance the full
scope of building activities
so that he may have all the materials,
personnel,
and preparation.ready
and moving down the assembly line on time.

3.
4.
2:
l:
9.
10.
11,
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
1'7.
18.

GRZZAL BUILDING CALEXYDAR
Necessity
for the project
thoroughly
established.
Mission
approval.
Government approval.
E'inancial
ability.
Conference
of interested
parties,
Rough sketch.
Proper drawings
and spet:Picdtions.
Estimates.
Xission
and GovernFinal authority
.tc go ahead, in writing,
ment.
Orders for ali ,;;lterials,
labour,
transport,etc,
Contract8
award*:3.
Lumber sawn or ::trchased.
Bricks made.
Work and storage
sheds erec+ed.
Make scaffold,
frames, doors h~;d windows,
built
in furniture.
Local.materials
gathered.
Building
site cleared.
Construction
begun: Layout.
(and manufacture
of frames if none ready.)
1s. Excavations.
(Ladders
and scaffold,inr.
walls.
20. Footings
anti9 foundation
21. Concrete
and metal ant coursing.
(inr s if none ready.)
22, Door frames set in wall.
(And ail arch forms,lintels,inr.
23. Main walls built.
( And roof frame preparation.)
(And ceilings
made and erected)
24. Roof frame erection.
and completion.)
25. Outside plaster.
( And roof covering
wiring,
built
in
cupboards,etc.
26. Plumbing,
27. Inside
plaster.
28. Doors and windows fitted
and hung.
foundation
pointing.
29. Concrete
4 loorf,
verandahs S steps,
30. Interior
trim,
screens
and cupboards,etc.
32. Grading and drainage.
3i. Painting
and glazing.
salvage,
completed
records,
wind up whole
33. Inventory,
building
project.
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POLICY.

A wrong policy or attitude
will produce trouble in any
sooner or later.
We therefore
suggest that a
enterprise,
and we offer
the following,
in
building
policy be formulated,
their order, as a guide:
That is that the completed structure
will
1. Efficiency.
serve a specific
purpose, adequately.
First,
let there be sufficient
room for all activity,
and
for f;lrnfture,
equipment, special
features,
storage,
etc. Arrange
the plan so that all occupants will
have all reasonable
convenience.
building

ventilatioti,
protection,

a little

Safeguarnealth

insulation,

by providing
shade, quiet,

etc.
Beware lest you curtail
misapplied
economy.

the

sufficient
privacy,

efficiency

cubic air space,
damp and insect
of a building

by

“When we build,
let us think
2. Durabilit
Ruskin
says'are not in a position
we build +. orever.”
EBost
of us
to build
forever, but we can at least build durably.
We may not be able to
tile
and bronze,
but we should not on the other
granite,
afford
hand assent to shacks for dwellings,
schools
Md churches.
Resist
the penny wisdom which results
in pound foolishness.
Let there be durability
to withstand
weight
and stress,
weather and decomposition,
wear and abuse, invasion
by insects,
animals or man.
3. Econoq.
Design and erect efficient,
durable
buildings
economicallv,
Missionary
finance
restricts
us in style,
richness
of
materials,
workmanship
and appointments
to that which is absolutely
necessary,
But it is false
economy to cut below practical
efficleni
cy and sound construction.
We repeat,
plan what is right,
and then
build the essentials
of one
when there is enouuh money to properly
unit,
RO ahead.
A great deal of waste can be avoided by consultinn
an experienced
builder
about the quantity,
quali.ty,
and use of certain
materials:
lumber in ceiling
and in roof frames;
cement principles,
that

etc.

4.
is necessary
enhances the
ance as well
rest,
light,
be ignored in
our culture.
II.

Form and Fini$h.
This means making the most of what
and finishing
it as attractively
as is practical.
This
value of the property
by giving
it a pleasing
appearas by preserving
it, Proper colours
also contribute
to
coolness
and general
satisfection;
not altogether
to
countries
where the general
tendency
is to deteriorate

PIQT L4YOUT.
1. Plan

the entire
plot,
site or compound before
of any building,
Make a scale drawing of
the compound, place all buildings:.dwellings,
school,
church,
dispensary,
store,
shop, garage,
kitchen,
staff
quarters,
guest house,
etc. Drainage
and sanitary
arrangements
and equipment
;:yg\*:.ded for;
~180 mark out gardens,
farm and recreational
areas,
roa%,
i.vells,

commencing the erection

DESIGN
trees,
ture;
etc.
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etc.
2, Provide
space for dwellings
for new staff
in the fufor the extension
of church,
school,
native
staff
quarters,

3. Yake the dwelling
fit
the site as to orientatioti,
convenience,
weather,
elevation,
etc. Place the house far enough
forward
on the plot
to make room for secondary
buildings
where
at the side or in the rear.
they belong,Compounds can be laid out so that the entrance
to every
building
can be observed from one or more points
in the main
dwelling,
if this
is a desirable
arrangement.
Another
advantage
of plot
layout
is that work sheds,
stock piles
and many other features
of a new compound can be acso avoid much moving and concurately
placed the first
time
fusion.
Be sure that no building
in its original
or completed
form including
verandahs,
steps,
roof overhsng,etc.
even touches
the boundary
line of the site.
In municipalities
there is often a building
line at a
determined distance
from the street
or road and within
the boundary line of the site,
Buildings
must not extend beyond that line.
Enquire
of the municipal
architect*
s department
whether there be
such a line and if there be, have it located
for you on your site
by some authority.
There are thirty
two principal
ways of using or placing
It costs little
or nothing
to
one house plsn on an ordinary
site.
consider
every possible
arrangement
in en effort
to find the best.
There are eight principal
locations
or pOSitiOnS
for a
and in any one of these there are four ways
house on many plots,
of using the one plan.
and

In Figure
1 are
shown the eight principal
locations
for a house on
a compound or site.
Any
one of these can be moved
farther
back from the plot
line.
Figure
2 is a
simple house plan.
It can
be used in any one of the
eight plots
in four diff erent way6.
A house plan.

Yig.2.

Various
arrangements
house on a building

of a
plot.

DESfGN
Fig.5

F1&3
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In Pigs.3-6
are shown four arrangements
of. one plan.
Any one of these can be used on any one of the eight house sites
shown in F2g.1,

Fig,

Fioad

7. Compound ?;ayout
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9. Compound Layout
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These compound layouts
are t’ne merest suggestions.
The
main thing
is to sit down and carefully
consider
the growth of the
work through
the years and make provision
for expansion,
allocating a suitable
area to each main department
of the work. In most
seminaries
will
be better
off
boarding
schools,
cases, hospitals,
by themselves
with large compounds.
This ultimate
planning
is
for the first
station
planted
in a tribe
or section
more necessary
than for the ones which follow.
III.

PUBS.

1. DBAWIXGS AZD SPECIFICATIONS express on paper the arconception
of the building.
T>Z 3RK?IXGS show the ares, arrangements,
measurements,
details
of construction,
etc.
openings,
features,
TBE SPECIPICATIONS are written
particulars
about prothe quality,
quantity,
and care of materials;
excavations,
perty,
and about workmanship,
contracts,etc.
Few builders
can dispense with a fairly
full
set of
drawings
and specifications
without
wasting
time and money, and
without
incurring
unpleasant
misunderstandings
and permanent
dissatisfaction.
Drawings
and specifications
are absolutely
essential
to
a proper understanding
between building
associates,
architect,ownbuilding
superintendents,
foremen,
contractors,
er, owner’s wife,
Xission
officers,
municipal
and other Government officials,etc.
The builder
should have signed drawings
and specifications from his director,and follow them.
Proper quantity
lists
and full
estimates
can tnly be made
and specifications.
from an adequate set of drawings
Once more, make all your mistakes,
change your mind as
often a8 you want to,- on paper,but when you come to final
drawto .them. Changes after
this stage should only be made
ings s stick
upon the most careful
consideration.
2. Factors
in the preparation
of the first
sketch.
(1) In the tropics
we intend
to build
a house which will
be sun,
and storm proof;
lightning,
heat and glare proof;
ant,insect
rain,
and beast proof;
thief,and
stare proof;
damp, cold and dust proof;
and abuse proof.
wear, stress
of all the rooms and features
des(2) First
make a list
ired;
living
rooms, store rooms, study,
bathroom,
pantry,
ztc.,
built
in cupboards,
book cases, f ireplaces,etc.,
and all porches,
Be sure that each occupant
of the house has
verandshs,
steps,etc.
opportunity
to share in the discussion.
(3) Determine
the general
style
of the house, whether
square,
rectangular
or ‘I,’ shaped.
(4) Consider
the privacy
and quiet necessary
for bedrooms,
living
room, study;
freedom from intrusion,
kitchen
heat,
smells
and noises, etc.
The ‘Mission
Bouse* shown in Fig.10
is an excellent
example of segregating
the main living
rooms to give them the greatest
possible
measure of privacy
and quiet.
The whole front
of the house
can be kept free of the business
and clamor of the day’s work.
chitect’s
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9
House Plan.

Fig.10
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If a hedge or fence runs from the toilet
ed *x* to the nearest boundary of the front yard,

wall corner markand a similar
fence from the corner
'x' of the dish-washing
roomt the front
of
the house can be kept free of uninvited
guests and passersby.
In turning
the ?&issien house plan end for end, keep the
office window and door in their
left-right
relation
as here. The
window is at the left
of the desk as it always should be.
Book cases can line the entire
wall between and behind
the two doors of the study or office.
The cupboard between the dish-washing
room and the pantry
is open both sides,
When the dishes are dried they can be put in
there while the door on the pantry
side is locked.
A swing door is very convenient
between the pantry
and
the dining
room=
The dotted
lines between the kitchen
and the house indicate the roof joint.
The kitchen
can be built
6" above the grade
snd this is low enough to take advantage of the extension
of the
main roof without
changing pitch.
The house hip rafter
at that corner can be made long enough to reach the kitchen
roof.
The straight
line from the kitchen
to the house hip is
the ridge of the kitchen
roof. As shown it is ths ridge of a roof
which has equal sides but it offers
no protection
over the walk
from the pantry
to the kitchen.
If such protection
is desired,
make the front
pitch
of the kitchen
roof longer
and move the ridge
to the right.
The 45 degree dotted
line to the right
of the ridge
is
the valley
formed at the junction
of the two roofs.
The dotted
line to the extreme right
is the extended eave of the main roof.
The spare room, of course,
msy be a store room, sewing
room, nursery
or guest room.
The bay window is useful
as well as ornamental,
but is
not an essential.
The bay frame can be set on the main wall if
desired.
If the bay is not used at all,
then put the 4 unit window in the main wall in the usual way.
9ote that this house has four through
air currents,
the
bedroom being the best ventilated
room in the building.
This house msy be considered
as the minimum
size of a
permanent
dwelling
for a normal family
where visitors
are few and
infrequent.
Phat will
be termed the *Large Nission
House* will
be
found more suitable
where there are frequent
visitors.
It is
29' x 40', roof 41' X 52'. The living
room is two feet wider and
two feet longer,
and the pantry
is two feet wider.
On main mission
stations
where more than a small family
are regularly
served meals, the *?&IN MISSION HOUSE' plan should
be used. This is four feet longer
again, measuring
2gV X 44',
and the roof 41' X 56'.
The living
room is now 14' X 27'. The pantry
becomes 8*,
the office
8', and a 3' passage leads from the rear verandah to
the living
room between the office
and the spare room. The width
of eight feet is sufficient
for the pantry when it does not have
to be used as a passage as is the case in the *Large*
style plan.
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I-

workers.

Fig.11

11

12
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The ~ZdISSION DUPLEX~ is a gesture
toward an economical
of the problem of securing
the maximum privacy
and freetwo persons living
under one roof.
Some of these rooms may be reduced,
but only at the expense of the convenience
and comfort of the inmates.
The common room serves as both living
and dining
room.
If we consider
a 12’ X 21’ living-dining
room not out of the way
for a married
couple in the %ission’
house, then 14’ X 14’ is
not extravagance
for two single workers.
The study serves as a private
reception
room and also is
most acceptable
for language
study with the native
teacher.
The partition
between the study and the bedroom may be
of pl,ywood and non-transparent
glass, and be only door height.
This arrangement
would give the bedroom more air and light
and
give the impression
of being a larger
room.
The toilet
and store rooms may be interchanged.
There
would be this advantage
that the store room door could be left
locked.
However, the virtue
of the present
arrangement
is that
the toilet
is as far removed from the bedroom as possible.
The passage from the psntry
to the kitchen
should be COVered, the roof making a proper joint
at each end with the two larger roofs.

solution
dom for

DWEUINGS z”ZR ORE PERSON.
The *JUNIOR’, the VINTERIBDIATE* , and the ‘SENIOR’ plans,
Figs.
12,13,14,
may be used in a progressive
way: as duties
and
accommodation
and
age increase
from term to term even so greater
convenience
and comfort
are required.
The ‘Intermediate’
might be adapted for housekeeping.
Since the route to and from the kitchen
through bathroom and bedand that through
the front
door would
room is quite
inadvisable,
it would be well to add a side door to the
be very inconvenient,
living
room. The pantry
and kitchen
unit could be at the rear of
accessible
from the house for the convenience
the house, easily
of the occupant.
In all of these house plans it is to be understood
that
is removed through
a
if dry earth toilets
are used, the bucket
trap door; there is no need for anyone to enter the house for this
purpose.
To obtain
the utmost use of
(6) The Passage Principle.
every bit of floor
space use the passage principle
in which all
furniture
and equipment
are placed in the room before
doorways
located.
And, not merely place the furniture
but streamline
it
that no space is lost and there will
be no awkward corners.
If
all possible
do not place doorways next to a wall,
but fill
in
corner with aome furniture,
even though it be an 8” bookcase.

are
so
at
the
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Of course we cannot always place

doors juet

&e-we want to

we are on the alert we can eliminate
all possible
waste arethe door at one end could as well. be a
as. In the illustration,
window if the room were merely a store room. In the 'Mission'
house
plan the passage principle
has been thoroughly
worked out. Even in
the office,
there is an eight inch space behind the doors to allow
for book shelves.
Although
this
is a very narrow room it is an excellent
example of using every inch of space to good purpose.

but

if

3. Final

Form of the Sketch.

Make a sketch incorporating,
if possible,
all your ideas. Use a large sheet of paper and draw in two or three
of your main rooms to the scale of one half
inch to the foot.
This
will
give some good idea of how your various
rooms can be fitted
in.
(1) Check your plan for balanced
l&vout.
De as careful
consider the importance
of each
as wi.th the office;
with the pantry
room to your work and avoid having very large living
rooms with
small bedroom and/or office.
Large rooms should have commensurate
balance the rooms as well as the whole house. No
ceiling
height;
bedroom should have less than 120 square feet of floor
space, nor
ceiling
less than 9’ average height.
(2) Provide bedrooms with adequate privacy.
Hang doors the
in this has made a bedroom inconvenient,
especright may. Failure
ially
for the early afternoon
rest perfod.
The open door meant no
privacy,
the closed door meant no air.
Fig. 17

IZone of these
give privacy

All of these give
a large measure
of privacy

BEb

\

/
‘Q+

L

A\

‘I-

Study the position
(3) c onvenience.
There are sixteen
every door in the building.
for hanging one door in any one room:

In any one 02ening
in a wall there
are four ways to
swing the door. -

and direction-swing
of
different
arrangements

DESIGN
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(4) Ventilation.
N
factors govern the ventilation
ark
temperature
of tropical
build
-=?f ngs where there is no mechanical
air conditioning.
Other xfiings being normal:
coolness
in any huildina
is
proportional
to the amount of shaded, ventilater!
air space and
the degree of that shade.
The sources of heat are direct
sun, glare,
light,
radiation from sazd, rock, stones,
walls
and ceilings,
stove and body
heat, all lamp6 etc. Coolness cannot be expected
in places where
there is no current
of air as for example a room in which there is
no opening except the door which is nearly
always closed.
The principles
involved
and the methods used to obtain
coolness:
(a) Volume of ai.r. Other tM.ngs being equal,
the larger
the room or the building
the cooler
it will
be. This does not nezessarily
include
porches
and versndahs
because,
very often,
the6e
are good but not necessarily
effective.
If
are hot. Eigh ceilings
the pocket above the door height
is not ventilated
the room may be
quite warm.
(b) Adequate opsnings.
Large door6 and windows,
properly
placed,
are essential
to good ventilation.
Large interior
doors
or ether opening6 promote circulation
but it should be possible
to
close them. Ventilator6
close to the ceiling
should be standard
Further
coolness
and ventilation
is secured by buildinstallation.
ingin ventilators
close to the floor
in outside
walls.
These must
be screened and provided
with doors to close in cool seasons.
Ventilators
in the ceiling
are not always effective.
Some buildings
have closely
built
in spaces over the ceilings
with the result
that
during the heat of the day hot air 2.6 forced downward -through
every opening.
Even where there is a well ventilated
space between
roof and ceiiing,control
shutters
should be part of the ceiling
ventilator,
Strictly,
a conduit
should lead from the ceiling
ventilator
to a ventilator
in the top of the roof. This will
be e’.Sective to draw off hot air from the room brat in cool seasons thij
conduit should be closed.
A well ventilated
space over the ceiling
is recommended;
also a well insulated
ceiling.
And the more air and light
there is
under the roof the iess attraction
there
is for birds,
bats,rodents
and vermin.
A well ventilated
gable end roof is cocler
than a hip roof.
On the other hand a hip roof gives required
shade on all four side6
whereas the gable roof can give shade on only the long sides of the
building.
French window6 and double door6 are helpful
in obtaining
maximum air currents.
Ordinary
window sills
should be low, never more than 2’6”
in a bedroom.
If some are &t this height,
one at least
in another
place may be 5'.
In all living
rooms window area should be at least one
tenth of the floor
area. Screens,
curtains1
blinds,etc.
curtail
the
effectiveness
of window ventilation.
Make allowances
for thia.
As
much as one third
the area of some window6 is covered by curtain6
or other air-impeding
accessories.
Space and locate
windows to catch and transmit
air cur-
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It msy be necessary
to turn the house one way or another
to get the full
benefit
of the breezes.
Air may be funnelled
into
certain
rooms by having them back in a little
pocket
formed by
other rooms projecting
somewhat. An 'I,' shaped building
properly
oriented
would do this
also. A bay window may be necessary
to
catch air currents
which would Otherwise
be lost.
If possible
place and orient
the house to catch all
breezes.
And avoid placing
the hOU6e in proximity
to walls or
other structures
which will
seriously
impede air currents.
(c) Shade. Permanent shade is provided
by the eave of
the roof and/or a good
evergreen
tree.
The roof eave can be located so that the sun will
be cut off from the window sills
at
any desired
hour of the day. For ex6mple,
in an east wall,
the
sun will
be cut from the window sill
at approximately
9 A.M. if
the eave is set at 45 degree6 from the sill.
Similarly,
the afternoon sun will
not rest upon a west sill
until
3 P.M. if the eave
is at the same angle.
by the manipulation
of
Shade can be controlled
daily
solid
or of louver shutters,
the closing
of door6 or of heavy
curtains.
At night open everything.
As the heat of the day draws
close door6 and shutters
to keep out the maximum of sun,
i:&e,
or even a warm wind . Let there be an air current
of the
coolest
available
air.
The ordinary
verandah floor
generates
heat when the sun
is upon it. If a verandah
is necessary*
shade it a6 much a8 possible.
A roof may have considerable
overhang without
the necessity
of a floor
under it. Brackets
instead
of posts can be used to
is not always necessary
support
the roof. A deep eave or overhsng
to give coolness
but almost.invariably
in the tropic6
it gives
welcome protection
to the windows from heavy rain and dust storms.
(d) Insulation.
With all of the above properly
attended
to, the house may yet be heated somewhat through walls
and ceilings, doors and windows which absorb and transmit
heat. Texture,
colour
aud angle are chiefly
responsible
for the attraction
snd
absorption
of heat. Untreated
mud walls
often transmit
heat into
the interior.
Thin rock and untreated
concrete
wall8
also transmit heat. The outer surface
of all masonry walls
should be smooth
in texture
and light
in colour.
Rock walls
should be at least
15"
thick.
Xud mortar will
be less heat conducting
than cement,although
the former
should be cement pointed.
Glass windows should always
be shaded from the sun for at least
the six hour6 of greatest
heat.
Corrugated
iron door6 and shutter6
should be backed with
some solid
insulating
material
such a6 plywood.
Corrugated
iron walls
can be insulated
by backing
them up
with mud brick.
Anchor the brickwork
at the studding,
but leave at
least
one clear inch of air space between the iron and the brick6
provide
for the escape of the hot air
all the way up. If possible
generated
in this space.
Wood and various
kind6 of manufactured
sheeting
used for
but may need earth or other
insulation
from
ceiling6
are popular,
roof heat. These ceiling6
without
insulation
are often noisy and
dirty
from the variegated
life which frequents
the garret.
Corrugated iron ceilings
can be insulated
with two inches of earth.
Plastered
ceilings
are recommended. Ceilings
less than two feet
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a roof should be provided
with extra thickness
of insulation.
Roofs. A high roof,
that is one Set on high walls
is
cooler
than one set on low walls.
A roof with a steep pitch or
angle is coole r than one with e. low or flat
pitch.
In spite af
the great heat from corrugated
iron roofs there are several
ways
of avoiding
this drawback,
or at least mitigating
it somewhat0
Allow plenty
of cool air to circulate
under the roof.
This ha6 at least one v1rtv.e that when sun heat fails
the iron
and the air under it immediately
cool off. The iron can be paintcolour,
ed a light
preferably
aluminum.
Or, a light
thatch
can
be put upon the iron,
care being taken not to puncture
the iron
roof with nails.
Floor heighta.
Almost invariably
lower floor6
are cooper than upper floors.
This may be due to one or more of the following factors:
more shade, better
insulation,
greater
distance
from warm air pocket6
under roof,etc.
A well ventilated
upper
floor
with properly
controlied
Shutter6
and adequate insulation
from roof heat ought to be cooler
than the lower floor
because
it receives
more and cooler wind, Where there is just one floor
it should be as high as is practicable
and economical.
Two feet
to three foot six above the grade would seem to be ideal.
(e) Isolation.
Heat from kitchens,
wash up rooms, launeliminated
by placing
these rooms in a
dry, etc. can be entirely
building
unit of their
own, or at least
cut off from the main
house by a masonry wall.
They should be on the lee side if possible.
(f) Colour.
Light
coloure
refract
light
rays while dark
colours
attract
heat rays. The difference
is often as much as
fifteen
degrees.
But light
walls
and other surroundings
will
of
course intensify
the heat of sny building.
Artificial
coolness
can be produced by
(g) D-=66.
and areas around the hOu6e on dry
damping floors,
mats* screens,
hot days.
(h) Outside
features.
Sandy and rocky areas near a house
sometimes to a very considerable
extent,
will
contribute
heat,
Insofar
as these unfavourable
conditions
exiet
seek to neutralize
Keep all bUShe down
them by grass,
flowera,
bushes, trees,etc.
to a five foot level
and trim all trees which are close to the
hOU66 up to at least
ten feet from the ground. A 6olid
row of trees
may act as a barrier
to much needed breezes,
whereae plenty
of
trees ecatterd
about will
cool the breezes which pass under and
around them, However be advised &bout the trees which give the beet
shade and are the leaat
likely
to harbour
Offensive
birds,
ad
bats,
inSeCtS,etC,
Artificial
air currents.
Mammoth fan6 called
punkas
and motare made of wood and canvas, euspended from the ceiling
ivated
at certain
times by a cord pulled
by a servant.
They are
most used over a desk and over tbe dining
table,
The cord Passes
through
the wall and over a pulley
to the one who pull6
it, The
at the
punka is about 2$6 n wide and 4 to 6 feet long and weighted
the pendulum motion necessary.
The lower
lower edge to facilitate
edge would not be closer
to the flocr
than seven feet.
Where there
one
of
the
most
welcome
functions
of
the
punka
are no screen8,
is to discourage
the presence
of flies
whether
in office
Or din-
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room.

Screene. When every breath
of air is required
for ventilation,
there is no doubt that screening ehuts out some much
and the freedom from the nuineeded air.
However, since health
sance of insects
ie more important,every
house and kitchen
should
be screened.
Screen need not be finer
than 14 per inch. By itself
it may not bar sandflies,
but then a screen fine
enough to do
that might be a liability,
There can be little
doubt that sleeping without
a mosquito
net over the bed is cooler.
To do this
safely
one would need to be very sure thae the house was mosquito
free.
With this in mind, it may be well to have double screen
one on each end of a vetitibule.
doors leading
tc the outeide,
(5) Doore, windows,
ventilators;etc.
StandaM
door aiaes
are a8 follows:
2’6’9 X 6’6”
6’6” is minimum door height.
298n X 6’8”
When it is known that a perftcn over
291O”X
6910”
six feet in height
is to live in a
39
x 79
house make all door heights
6’10”
French Windows:
at least.
18” X 6’6” each
"
20” x 698”
22’9 X 6’10”
A
249’ X 7’
*
Consider
carefully
all sill
heighte.
And when decided,
mark
them on plan and also make a list
of them, We offer
the following
suggestions
for sill
heights:
Living,
dining
rooms
2’6” to 3’
5’ over furniture.
Bedruoms
2’6”for
common windows and 5’
for long windows over a bed.
Office
39
6” above work table.(About
394”
Panky
from the floor)
Storeroom
39
Bathroom
5’ to 5’6”
long window’
6’
Toilet
A double door between the bedroom and the living
room ie a
great help to maximum interior
air current.
Ventilation
without
draPt ie achieved by the use of ventilatore
near the ceiling
and by tran6omee
over doorB. What we call
the ‘?Jiesion9
window is along the 3ame line.
It consieta
of two
solid
ahuttere
in one window opening.
The lower shutter,
2’5” wide
by 3’ high is hinged at the side;
the upper shutter
ia 2’5” wide
by 2’ high and is hinged at the top. When privacy
is desired,
or
the lower shutter
ie closed.
This haa
when glare
is objectionable,
proved to be an excellent
bedroom feature,
6 Indicate
on the sketch all furniture
and equipment.
A roof can be arranged
I 7 1 Do not worry about the roof.
to fit
any floor
plan.
The floor
plan is the most important
part
If you want a gable roof,
have it m It can be
of house planning.
built
safely.
(8) When your sketch ie a8 near perfect
as you can make
it, offer
it to others
for suggestions.
Pay careful
attention
to
all advice but do not consider
seriously
any untested
idea if a
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failure
would interfere
with the usefulness,
durability,
or appearance
of the building,
or incur monetary
loss.
4. The Scale Drawinq.
Having brought
the sketch to completion,
draw it to scale,
putting
in every detail
and measurement. One quarter
inch to the foot is a suitable
scale to use for
this drawing.
Draw in every piece of furniture
and equipment
to scale.
If this does not work out, make small pieces of paper to scale to
represenz.
the various
articles
and move them about until
everyimportant
piece has its proper place.
It may be necessary
to move
dours and windows a little
here and there to obtain
the greatest
convenience.
The measurement of a door is the actual
doorway. Do not
fit
furniture
to the last in&.
Plaster
thickness
does not show
on most plans.
Flaster
reduces the measure of a room by at least
one and a half inches.
Check all your measurements
with buildings.
rooms, and
eauipment
to which YOU have access. The importance
of this can
scercely
be over-emphasized.
If you check carefully
you can be
sure you will
get what you want. Also you will
not be tempted as
so many have been to change the plan during
construction,
Once more, when you have done your beet,
consult
with
the most experienced
friends
within
reach.
If the plan is done
well in time, there will
be opportunity
to send the plan by mail
of official
approval.
to ask for comment,to
say nothing
5. The Cross Section.
We have been dealing
with the drawing called
the Plan showing rooms, openings,etc.
We must now see
what heights
there are in the building,
character
of the roof,
sGme details
of construction,etc.
The cross section
may be descrlbed as a picture
of what we would see if the building
were 6awn in
two from front
to back, one half were removed, and the saw cut
photographed.
Provided
of course that we saw the true length
of
every line.
We would see the ground level,
the depth of the footings
and their
dimensions,
materials,
construction;
the foundation
wall
built
upon them, the ant coursing,
the height,
thickness
and conthe height
and construction
of the ceiling,
struction
of the floor,
the details
of the roof 9 etc. Full
instructions
on laying
out a roof
of design
are given in Book Three, Chapter Seven, but the elements
are given here that we may draw up the cross section.
(1) First
of all,
determine
which type of roofing
the
grass,
galvanized
building
must, or may, have, whether mud, tile,
or other metal or composition
sheeting.
Shingles
are almost never
used.
If, for any reason,
the building
must be mud roofed9
the
walls mat be massive,
the roof supports
rigid.
No dwelling
roof
of mud construction
should be less than sixteen
feet from the floor.
Tile roof.
This is a heavy roof and would not ordinarily
be undertaken
without
experienced
advice.
See notes in Book Four
for further
information.
Grass Roof,If
large,the
frame should be deeigned,and
the erectiOn at least eupervised,by
the missionary,The
grass is heaoy,but
the
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frame does not present
my problem.
Grass roofs should not have
lees lope than 45 degrees.
Avoid sharp hip corners,
iron roofs.
Corrugated
Because they are fireproof
and
otherwise
so practical
they are very popular.
(2) Types or styles
of roofs.
(a) So-called
flat
roofs.
These are used on buildings
which are
not used for mieeionariee9
living
quartem.
The roof may be built
over the two walls
or it may be encircled
on three sides with a
masonry parapet
for appearances.
Due to driving
tropical
raine,it
is not wise to use lees pitch
than one foot in six.
If iess than
this
is use& the end and side joints
should have greater
lap or
else be well jointed
and have some filler
to prevent
rain from
driving
in.
CROSS

SECTIONS OF FLAT ROOFS
PIG. 19

--

------------PERSPECTIVE

ROOF

FIG.22
CROSS
SECTION
FOR
OR HIP
ROOF
G4BLE
(b) Gable end roofs are suitable
for practically
any type of building. Gable roofs are cheaper than hip roofs although
they have the
same area of iron or other covering.
The difference
in cost is the
extra labour and materials
involved
in the hips.
And there is always some waste in cutting
the iron for the hips.
There Is a natOF

GABLE

BUILDING
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gable walla, but this ia largely due
ural dieclinatioa
to build
no doubt to failures
in the pact and lack of expert
advice as to
the cau8e of those failures.
The two main cau8e8. of collapse
are:
either
in lack of masonry or eolid
earth
inadequa'*e
foundatidin,
base or both, or, inadequate
supporting
wall in the first
8torey.
A gable end roof
ie emminently
suitable
for a church or
other assembly building.
Church roof8 should not be leas than 45
degree pitch
for the sake of appearance
a8 well a8 coolnese.

---

-----=-...

-

FIG. 23

HIP

ROOF

RECTANGULSR

ROQF

FOR
BUILDING

-

-

FIG. 24

PYRAMIT>

Rem=

FOR

SQUARE

BUILDING

JWNCTlON

Having determined
the etyle
of roof,
develope
the rest
era88 section
drawing.
Draw in lightly
a grade line to represent
the ground level.
Then draw in the floor,
the ceiling
and the roof.
Now go below grade
The foundation
wall extend8 down from the floor
showing solid
earth.
and is four to six inches thicker
than the upper wall.
The footing
which rests upon the hard earth ie at least one font wider than the
foundation
wall which rests upon it. The projection
of the footing
beyond the foundation
wall must not exceed the thicknese
of the footing. Interior
wall8 do not need foundation
wall8 thicker
below floor
of the
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height.

But it doe8 need to go down to eolid
footing.
A eolid foundation
wall without
a
footing
a8 8hown at the right
18 a Waste
of material
by mi8application.

earth

and rest

on a

when Corrugated
iron or simDsterminin#?
the roof all~ls
ilar
roefinct
material
ie u8ed. Draw a cro88 section of the walls,
inch
floor,
and ceiling
of your hoU8e, with scale of one quarter
equal to one foot a8 here:
,

FIG. 27

Indicate
the point >Jf the eave. That is how high it is
to be above the floor
height
and how far out from the wall.
Seven feet above floor
18 a good height,
And 81x feet out
from the wall haa been found to be a practicable
overhang.
It can
be eupported
by bracket8
and is effective
in giving
adequate
shade. Eark the eave point
on each side of the house. Ordinarily
these will
be level.
Now make a centre
line between them, regardleas
of where
wall8
come. The ridge of the roof will
be orA this line.
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Now put a common ruler
from the left
hand eave mark to
the centre line a8 shown in Fig.2R.
Place it at the angle you
Thirty
degree8 is about a8 low as a house
want for your roof.
roof should be, and forty five degree8 for a church roof. To obtain several angle8 without
special
instrument8
u8e a common ruler a8 here:
1

table
The f.ollowing
ie a ueeful
of any roof elope:
Var I&
len Jths o pan
9’
No. of length8
-78’
8’
9’
1 length giveell’6”
13’
;+
“8
II
15’6” 17’6”
21’6”
23
”
g;:
26’
26’6”
G
!
30’6” ;;:6”
38’6”
t+
It
34’
n
43’
38’
5
length

for

determining

obtainable
110’
112’ 3
110’
112’
17’6”
14’6”
19’6“
;38:6”
24’
29’
35’
33’6”
$6”
38’6”
43’
52’
48’
58’

the

Ueing a
6” lap
joint.

By using this table you can have the approximate
pitch
you want and use every inch of iron,
where88 in determining
a
pitch
and holding to it there la usually
waste in joints’
or in
than ia
cutting pieces, or in having the eagle come out farther
Since 6’ length8
are the most widely
sold, we will
use
neces8ary.
them in our present
calculation.
With the ruler
placed at 30 degrees,
one end on the eave
point,
the reading
at the centre
line is five and a half
inches.
Since the drawing
is to the scale of one quarter
inch eque.18 one
fact,
the five and a half inChe8 represents
22’. We now refer
to
the table and read down the 6’ length
column and find that four
coverage on the roof. Keeping the
length8
of 6’ iron give a 22’6”
turn it upward until
the readend of the ruler
on the eave point,
ing is five and five eights
iqches which mean8 22’6” on the roof.
Draw a line fron the eave point to the centre line.
This
represents
the roof iron,, To get the rafter
line,
measure 2" and
8” beneath the iron line in 3 perpendicular
direction,
Now perhape this rafter
seriously
cut8 into the wall top
a8 planned.
Determine
now whether
the wall,(and
ceiling
) will
have t.:, be lowered
to accommodate the roof,
or whether the whole
roof will
lift
enough to clear
the wall.
One choice would be to
slide
the roof,
a8 it were, over the wall corner.
This will
lower the ridge and move the eave point
out and up a little,
To obtain
the maximum strength
in the part of the rafter
which overhang8
the wall we recommend that no cut be made for the
wall plate.
The under edge of the rafter
rests
on the wall plate.
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FOUR
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FIG. 32.

RLlNESl

CENTRE

WALL

ROOF

2.x

PITCH

4”

LINE

*LATE

PNE
PNE

2=X6”
28%

RAFTE

Examples of roofs with

FIG.

unequal

eave overhang.

33

FIG.

34

a regular
roof has unequal
eaves or overhang.
In Fig.33
If in this arrangement
the eaves are too high,
the whole roof msy
be lowered until
it touches the ceiling
of the main front
rooms
as in Fig. 34, This will
mean lower ceilings
for the rsar rooms
In both of the examples given above the roof
which is permissible,
may be eLther hip or gable type.
Example of irregular
tlppe of roof.
This is usually
confincd tc smaller
bllildings
and almost always to gable type of roof.
An irregular
roof is less attractive
but is often a necessity.
Example

of

irregular

roof.
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6. Elevation

Drawings.

An elevation
is the frontp
side or
showing the roof,
end lines
of masonry,
end view of a building
doors, windows,etc.
We show the cross section,
end view and front
view to demonstrate
how the various
heights
are transferred.

FIG.

I

37.

CROSS

39

FRONT

ELEVA’rloN.

I

’

FIG.

FlG.38.

SECTION

BEDROOM-END

Elevations
of all walls
will
be a help to the
contractor
as well as to
others.
They help to get
intc the minds of the
builders
the details
of
the wall.
So often in
the stress
of building
operations
an opening Is
forgotten
and some brickwork must be taken down.
This elevation
view and
the list
of sill
heights

VIEW

ELEVAT\ONS

OF

WALI

jcap

FIG.40

is

LIVINT,

a great

7. Detail

help

RaOM-EIJO

in doing

Drawings.

WALI,

the

FIG.

right

40

thing

A.

FRONT

at the

WALL

right

time.

Special
architectural
and st,ructural
features
should be drawn to large scale in what are called
detail
drawings
which show how they are built.
This is especially
valuable
for the
workmen. They should EhOWevery part clearly
and have every essential measurement written
in. And it should be understood
that the
workman is to abide the figures
so written
in. Make detail
drawings
of large arches,
lintels,
fireplaces,
doors,
sash, built
in furn-
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iture,
special
joints
of the ant course,
reinforced
concrete,chimney tops,etc.
In fact any part of the atructurc
whose details
of
construction
are not clear from the plan section
and elevations.
Examples of detail
drawings.
Lintel
FIG.

over

door

ELEVATION

41.

F4CE

OF

and wardrobe
mu3m

in

SA-~ROOW

Vdiseion’

RIGHT

610~

?
9

LINTEL

s

House.

CROSS

rpm

LINTEL

RESTS

l=lC%.43.

TOP

l------

WALL

OF

ON -PLATE

VIEW

OP

WOOD LINTEL

SECTION

FIG.

42.

FIG.

44.

tiousE’

I’LASTG

10’9” .-+j

Lintel
specifications:
The over all width must be from outside
the plaster
line and not as in Fig.44,
The first
row of bricks
on
the lintel
must be on edge. The under side of the lintel
is completed
with a 1" X 12" board called
a soffit.
The ends of the lintel rest on wood plates,
the grain running
at,,right
angles to the
lintel.
TOI
FIG.
OF

45.
WRY

LONG.
EA7Tn-l

SEC-nON
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Detail

of arch

between

dining

and living

room in ‘Large*
and *main’
miesion

houses.
MUNG

T
iI/c
A-

ARCI-!

8EwEEY

DIN-

ING AND LIVIUG
mm%.
FOR
LA@E OR
MAW MISSIQN
MOWS ONI...

+-----

14’

-------A

FIG. 46.

One of the chief values of an arch drawing
of this kind is that
the right
allowance
will
be left
at the top for the three rings
of the arch. Better
leave an inch to apare than have the third
ring extend above ceiling
line and so necessitate
cutting.
If a
small projection
is desired
at the base of the arch as shown at
the left,
build
it in at the f irat
so that it may be bonded in
with the wall supporting
the arch. These little
projections
are
often used to set a potted
plant or other decoration.
IV.

SPECiPICAT1O?Ki.

Becauee misunderstandings
on buildings
result
in mistakes,
whether left
or remedied,
arite
down what you want
the builder
or others concerned
to do. It ia 80 much easier
and
tc write
it down than take it for granted
they can
pleesanter
read your mind and then reproech
them for not being able to.
A aet of epecificetions
should accompany each set of
drawings
sent to the Mission
office,
government
officials,
contractor,etc.
The following
is a guide to writing
up the specificat ions.
1, Particulars
about the exact position
of the building
to complement the graphic
location
in the plot plan.
2. Any requirement
of Government or Municipal
authorities with respect
to a new building,
aa for example notification
to a department
before
a building
is begun and again after
the
foundation
has been put in.
3. Municipal
requirements
about the protection
of the
public
from building
operations,
pita,etc.
and any regulation6
of labour
relsfionr,eto,
4,Clearance
of the bililding
site and the dispoaition
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shrubs,
boulders,
buildings,
fences,etc.,
which
of any trees,
have to be moved.
5. The nature
of the soil on which the footing
is to
rest,
particularly
with respect
to hardness,
drfness,etc.
6, The kind and quality
of materials
used in the footings and foundation
walls
and the proportions
of any mortar,
plaster,
concrete
which may be used.
7. All particulars
about the concrete
and metal ant
course.
8, The type of masonry in the main walls,
and bond, mortar, plaster,
pointing,
workmanship,etc.
9, Ceiling
material,
construction,
i?sulation,finish.
10. Roof material,
frame, workmanship,
joints,
iron lap
and gutters
and down pipes,etc.
end and side, tying,
nailing,
11, Outside
and inside
plaster.
12. Concrete
floors,
thickness,
proportions,
workmanship,
curing
and care,etc.
13. Decoration.
14. Doors and windows.
CHAPTER THREZ BUSINESS DETAIL
I ESTIMATES.
If building3
cost more than is expected
is generally
due to lack of estimates
or to the lack of care
/or experience
in their
preparation.
Outline.
I. The Compound.
II.Lumber.
III.Wall
Materials.
IV.Cement.
V,Roofing.
VI.General
Hardware.
I.

The Compound.

(1)

it
and

ESTIMATING GTJIDE.
VlI.
Imported
Goods.
VIII.I,ocal
Building
Materials.
Building
Equipment.
IX.
General Wages.
General Expenses.
Ii.

Clearance,
grass,
bush, trees,
rocks,
ings.
Digging,
preservation
at the bottom,

build-

Wells.
at the
top.
Roads, entrance
to the compound, on the compound.
Grading,
cutting
down knolls,
filling
holes,
terracing,etc.
culverts,
bridges,etc.
Drainage,
ditches,
Equipment
for digging,
cleaning,
hoisting,
climbing,
clearing,etc.
II.

Lumber.

1*. Production.
Sawyer contract,
saws, files,
Uses.
(1) Temporary dwellings
and furniture.

2.

carriage.
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(2)
3
I41
(5)

(6)
7

t8j

(9)

ladders,
scaffold,
saw benches,
brick
Equipment,
making moulds,tables,etc.,
hardware
and material
racks,etc.
shop, tool sheds, work benches, material
shelters.
Frames, doors, windows,
built-in-cupboards,
wall
ventilators,
battens,
door and window stops,
etc.
verandah and wall plates,
rafters,
ties,
Roof, posts,
struts,
purlines,
face boards,etc.
Geilings,
joists,
support
beams, trap doors and
frames.
Doors, windows,
shutters,
screen frames,etc.
Yiscellaneous,
beams, lintels,
arch forming,
sills,
trusses,
partitions,
stairs
and steps,
railings,
concrete
forming,
fences,
barricades,
clothes
line
posts,etc.
Furniture
and equipment.

III.

XASONRY.
1. Stone for footings,
foundation
walls,
main walls,
verandah walls,
posts,
tanks,
floors,
terrace
walls,
etc.
2, Brick for all purposes
in all buildings,
manufacture,
carriage,stc.
3. Concrete block construction.
Cement, sand, water,
machine manufacture
or rental,
contract,
carriage
of
curing,etc.
blocks,
4, Other types of wall,
materials,
labour,etc.
IV.

Cement,

Lime,
Floors,
Foundations,
footings,
pointing,
ant courser
Plaster.
Miscellaneous,
well tops,
steps, water tanks,
sills,
platforms,etc.
5. Lime for plaster,
whitewash,
mortar,etc.

1.
2,
3.
4.

V. ROOFIKG,
1-.
2.
3.
4.
5.

v'I.

window

Sheet metal for ant coursing,
Roofing.
including
ridging,
gutters,
down pipes,facing.
Ceiling.
Doors and windows.
~~scellaneous
-.
stove pipes,
sinks,
brackets,
shelves,
funnels,
weat;ler
strips,
furniture
reinforcement,
ventilators,
chimney caps, roof flashing,stc.

GENZ?ALRARDWARE.
1. Rails,
common for equipment,
tool boxes, stores,
benm
brickmaking
or concrete
blockmaking
equipment,
lodgings,
scaffold,
bracing,
frames,
doors and windows, roof framing,
ceilings,
furniture,etc.
Old nails
for driving
into brick
wall to hold plaster.
Special
nails
for furniture,
galvanized
nails
for roof,
tacks for screen,etc.
2. Screws for hinges,
hasps, locks,
frame ties,
fittings.
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3. Bolts
for roof,
roof iron,
equipment,etc.
4. Hinges for doors,winlows,
traps,
cupboards,
screens,
hooks and eyes, door bolts,
locks,
night
5. Fastenings,
latches,
casement fasteners,
etc.
6. Handles,
drawers,
doors,
shutters,
and knobs.
7. Bale or strap iron for frame ties,
ceiling
supports,
roof ties,
repairs,
ladders,etc.
trusses,
8, Wire, mosquito
screen,
for doors, windows,
food safes,
baby cribs,
ventilators,etc.
9. Water system, pipes,
taps, fittings,
tanks,
red lead.
lo-Expanded
metal or woven wire for concrete
reinforcement, store partitions,
thief
guards for windows,
lintel
reinforcell.Rod
iron, %", +", *I1 for concrete
ment, water tanks,
roof frame pins,
shutter
fasteners,
rivets
for all sheet metal work,
etc. chicken netting,
building
cord, well rope, building
lines,
fittings,
door closers,
curtain
rods, blinds,
lamp brackets,etc.
12. Electrical
supplies
of all kinds.
13. Fire and lightning
protection
equipment,,
14. Health
and sanitation
necessities.
15. Paints,
oils,
varnish,
stain,
filler,
turpentine,
cclours
and pigments,
distemper,
lime, cement paint,
tar,
glass,
putty,
points,
sandpaper,
brushes for all
purposes.
VII.

VIII.

IX.

IMPORTED GOODS, (From another
country.)
wall boards,
doors, windows,etc.
1. Construction,
2. All house hardware.
3. Furnishings,
curtains,
blinds,
rugs,etc.
4. Equipment,
pump, tools,
garden tools,
etc.
LOCAL
1.
2.
3.

BUILDING MATERIALS.
Rock for foundations,
see under Masonry.
Sand for all purposes.
Water for mortar,
concrete,
sand washing;
curing,
plaster.
4. Carrying
receptacles
for clortar,
cement,
shelters.
5. Mats aI?d pole s for temporary

BUILDING EQUIPMENT.
shovels,
hmmers,
axes, crow bars,
Ficks*
p.utty
kr?ife,
glass cutter,
bench
screens,

concrete
water,

mud.

buckets,
vise,etc.

sand

X, GEYERAL WAGES.
fill,
carriage
of rock or mud from a dis1. Excavation
labouring
on
tance,
unloading
railway
cars , general
the building,
cleaning
up,etc.
2. Masons,all
departments.
3. Carpenters,all
departments.
4. Concrete.
5. Plumbing,
6. Sheet metal.
7. Electrical.
8. Painting
and decorating.
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XI.

GENERAL BXI’ENSES.
1. Government

licenses,

fees,
leases,
expropriations,
survey,
tree
etc.
fees, transportation,
stationery
supplies.
expenses,
travelling,
equipment,
accommodat-

2. Architect’s
3. Builder?s
ion,etc.
4. Owner’s expenses,

struction.

5. Transportation
6, Quarters
for

travelling

of materials,
workmen, built

before

and during

con-

workmen.
or rented.

of a building
as
If possible
secure a copy o f estimates
near like your own as possible.
A great many items will
ap;rar
there that will
be almost unpredictable
and which should be allowed for.
Get comment of the other builder
upon costs and the
conditions
which helped or hindered
their
enterprise,
The same building
as yours in another
locality
may have
cost such more or much less.
Get the fu llest
information
possible
about building
costs in your locality.
This is the conclusion
of the estimating
guide. The text COBtinues with Section
II. Orders.
II. GBDEBS.
The order is the fina.
quantities
list,
giving
only the
particulars
necessary
to a business
transaction
in the purchase
of materials.
But to get the best service
from your supply dealer
state for instance
that 20 pieces of 2” X 6” are required
for scaffold,
20 for frames, 20 for roof,
10 for doors,
10 for furniture,
grade of lumber for each type of work will
etc. so that the right
be supplied
if possible.
Vrite
every order,
for record purposes
at least,
including orders for trucking
and for water,
mud, stone,
sand,etc.
Then
check up afterward
and see t’nat the full
amounts delivered
is
shown under the heading Materials
ordered.
Whether the material
is
ordered or not, paid for or contributed,
write
it down.
Always keep a copy of your orders.
I II.

CONTRACTS.
Here again a-i experienced
builder’s
advice is invaluable.
Too many contractors
are unable to give a fair
figure
or tender of
the work. If they bid too low and you accept their
tender
there
will
be loss and bad feeling
or what is more probable
there will
be fraud and hard feeling
the other way. It is poor business
ethic
to take advantage
of an inexperienced
and hard up contractor
or
artisan
by accepting
a palpably
low bid and trying
to hold him to
it.
Conversely,
of course, contractors
may try to take advantage of inexperienced
builder-owners.
Hence it is good for all
parties
if quantities
of materials
and cubic content
of concrete
and masonry work is submitted
to the contractor.
J.nd it is also
well to have at least
two contractors
bid for one job. The lowest
tender is not necessarily
the best, Nor is the highest
a guarantee
of good work.The
best contractor7
are the best guarantee.
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always

include:

1, The name of the final
authority
on the job, the one from whom
the contractor
takes orders
and who is to interpret
the plans and
specifications
for the owner. There should be also the name of a
mutually
satisfactory
third
party to adjudicate
in case of difference of opinion
between the contractor
and the building
superintendent
mentioned
above.
2. The interpretation
of drawings
and specifications.
Generally
the figures
on the drawing
are to ‘be followed.
State whose is the
financial
responsibility
if the contractor
takes the wrong meanHe ought to seek interpretation
if
ing of two which are possible.
he is in doubt and pay for misinterpretation
if he goes ahead on
the wrong line.
3. The contractor’s
responsibility
with respect
to care of materequipment,
bad workmanship, etc.
ials,
amounts are to be paid as the work progresses,
when the,y
4. Vhat
and on what basis.
In this connection
it is well
are to be paid,
to have the contractor’s
requisition
for Saturday’s
wages in your
hand on Friday night.
tb,e job by a certain
date, and
5. Bonus, if any, for completing
contrariwise
penalty
for going beyond a certain
date,
or addition
to the plans
6. Extra work. That is, some alteration
after
the contract
has been awarded. One solution
is to agree on
paying the contractor
10% or 15% on the cost of such addition
or
alteration.
But the order for the extra work must be in writing,
each party having a copy.
7, The contract
may also have to include
some arrangement
about
the kind of labour employed.
Certain
tribes
may have been found
to be troublesome,
All business
transactions
between architect,
builder,
receipts
for funds,
to be recorded.
owner, including
IV.

JXCOUPU’TING.
It is excellent
prac’tice
to have an account book
for each building
in which to record every expenditure
and every
item used whether paid fcr or received
as gift.
In other words a
This record will
be of assistance
to
record of the true cost.
the Mission
stzas
well as to yourself
and other builders
later on.
l&&e remarks which will
throw light
on the conditions
under which you carried
on,
If all dates are properly
entered
the account will
show
the amount of time taken for the whole job. There should be a record of how long the foundations,
walls,
roof,
concrete
work,etc.
were in prcrcess.
The pay book itseif
may well. be in duplicate,
showing
each man’s pay each pay day, The copy of this can be sent to the
Mission
office.
The account should show the quantities,
grades9 and
costs of ali materials.
Finally
make a list,
with cost,
of all
Complete the whole project
in
left
over materials,
equipment,etc.
every detail
as soon as possible
and wind up all accounts.
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V, CAR3 OF XATEHIALS.
1, Lumber.
Lumber should be stacked on strong,
straight
cross pieces about 2 ‘5” apart so that when the pile
is completed
it will
be held in its original
straight
position.
If the lumber
is very green it may be stacked with considerable
air space, but
not in such a way that the lumber will
warp.
Protect
the wood from sun, rain,
pilfering.
The ends of
the sticks
tend to split.
It may be necessary
to hang a mat or
old cloth
over the end of the pile
and soak it occasionally.
It days to be on hand to supervise
the drawing
of stock.
See that wood suitable
for each job is taken. Otherwise
the best
will
be taken first.
See that the pile
is left
in a neat conditget left
here and therz during the day, have them
ion. If sticks
picked up and stacked
again.
They will
soon warp out in the open.
2, Cement.
This material
is so susceptible
to moisture
that it is very difficult
to keep it strictiy
dry through
a rainy season. Keep it off the floor
and in the driest
room available.
If it has to be kept over the rainy
season attempt
to seal it in
absolutely
waterproof
containers.
Cement absorbs moisture
from
period
of exposure may not do much harm to cethe air. A little
ment in the ordinary
containers,
but a whole wet season would be
‘Xhen the cement granulates
it deteriorates,
whether
it
fatal.
can be reduced to powder again or not.
3. Hardware must be kept dry in proper receptacles.Keep
nails
scrted and under lock and key,, See that the
nail boxes are
stocked
each morning.
This mill help you to keep a check on the
quantity
being used.
4. Door and window frames should be well braced,
stacked on a level floor
or bars, and protected.
5. Nd bricks
can be made ahead of time, If there is no
danger of rain,
they may be neatly
stacked around the building
site within
easy reach of the labourers
serving
the masons. If
there is danger of rain damage, pile
the bricks
as compactly
as
cover them, and drain the base of the pile by an encirpossible,
cling
trench.
6, Roof iron is not only expensive
but mishandling
seriously
interferes
with its usefulness.
Hence take every precauthandled,
from the suppliers.
It mustnot
ion to have Lt carefurly
in the bundle o’r in separate
be thrown down on its end, either
If carri.ers
bring
it by head load, ensure if at all possheets.
sible
against
their
stealing
the banding
iron,
or bending the
sheets double to make handy head loads.
This latter
practice
results
in distortion
of the corrugations
and makes a tight
joint
roof almost impossible.
Care in Design,
thorough
preparation,
and adequate supervision
are essentials
in keeping
down building
ccsts.
Everything
that can be brought
and prepared
for use before
the building gang comes will
help to get the job off to a gcod start.
All
the lumber should be on hand; and also if possible,
all scaffm,
benches,
shelters,
frames,
doors, windows,
lintels,
arch forms,
etc.,be
prepared
by the time the gang comes.
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If transportation
is uncertain
for any cause at the critical construction
period,
be sure that everything
is brought
to
the site well ahead of time.
Make provision
for an adequate
supply of water for all
building
operations
as needed, without
fail.
Lack of water,
as
well as of other materials,
for even brief
periods
adds heavily
and unnecessarily
to labour costs.
If necessary
secure drums or
make some other provision
for a constant
supply throughout
each
day.
Always have water in good supply before
the water c;lrriers
go home each night.
CHAPTRR FOUR
.-.

LABOUR

i SELECTiOl? OF LABOUR.
The following
factors
should be kept in
mind h-hen making a selection
of labour'.
suitable
for
1. Season. All seasons are not equally
building
operations
for various
reasons.
There are the busy eeasons when labour
is scarce,
the wet season when travel
is diffiseasons when housing
is scarce,etc.
Sometimes,
feasts,fasts,
cult,
and other religious
customs interfere
with building
programs.
2. The number employed.
This should depend upon one or
more of the QCllowing:
the urgency of the particular
project;
the
disposal;
his ability
to handle
amount of time at the builder’s
a gang; distance
from which a gang must be brought;
the possibility of sharing
this cost of transport
with someone else in the
more or iess immediate neighbourhood;
the equipment
on the job
to keep the men going if they did come; the number of local
labourers
available
at the time of building
is a considerable
item
especially
with respect
to supplying
the masons at all times with
all the materials
they require.
Be have found on standard
dwelling
jobs that a gang of
twelve to sixteen
masons and eight
carpenters
was an ample and
well-proportioned
gang. A number of *?!ission'
houses were built
with a gang like this,
each house being completely
constructed
in
from 24 to 26 working
days.
When time is not a vital
factor,
the gang brought
any
considerable
distance
must be cut down to a minimum.
3. The various
types of labour
employed.
Try to have a
gang which is accustomed
to your speech and method. This applies
particularly
to those who are kept busy building.
Failing
this,
have a nucleous
of at least one good mason and one good carpenter
who have been with you previously.
Eut
it is better
to have at
least
four masons who can build plumb corners,and
of carpenters,
two good on doors and windows,
and two good on roofs.
Ilasons'
apprentices
should be restricted
to one for every four bricklayers.
Carpenters'
apprentices
are more acceptable,
and may be employed,
one to every three or every two of the skilled
men.
Usually
labourers
are not imported,
but occasionally
the local
labourers
are so unused to cement mixing and kindred
jobs that one or two strong,
experienced
and reliable
men may
profitably
be brought
in.
Tribal
wrangling
may be serious
enough to restrict
the
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labour
on any one job to one tribe.
labourers
are drawn9 and one tribe
II

That is, one tribe
frcm which artisans

from which
are drawn.

AGREEMENTS.
When labour
is first
engaged,
some fair
idea
of the job;
its approximate
durshould be given of the locality
ation;
the missionary
purpose and status;
the general
wage level
and hours of work; sick,
overtime
and travel
pay, if any; whether
or not a man may bring
his wife;
it is frequently
necessary
for
one man out of five or six to bring his wife who will
cook for
that group; discuss
the food supply problem and come to some aatisfactory
arrangement
about it; the men are often upset on the job
because there is not the kind of food they are used to; rental
arrangements
riJhere men are already
paying rent on their
own homes.
Show the men that you want to do the right
thing by them
and ask for a fair
return
on their
part.
III

WOUR

&ABOlUR RELATIONS.

Christian
employers
have a three-fold
reaponeibility,
social,
economic,
and religious,
which may not always
be recognized
until
too late. We live
in critical
days and need
to be informed of the labour view-point
and temper before the job
begins.
Get acquainted
with labour
laws in your district.
A very
small incident
can, as often in the past,
lead to widespread
and
long lasting
trouble,
injurious
to the missionary
testimony
and
sometimes adversely
affecting
the labour market over a wide area,
Hence, be slow to discipline,
as for example dismissing
a man summarily
for an offence.
1. may be wiser to separate
him
Then
from the other workers
and give him a different
job as well.
if nece88ary,
release
him on pay day, saying that you do not require his services
any further.
If advisable,
cive him a little
gift
for good will.
This may save yourself
and your mission much
serious
trouble.
Never resort
to violence.
Never lay hands on a man if it
can be avoided.
If physical
restraint
is necessary,
let the workmen attend
to him.
Sit down tactics
may be encountered.
In one case there
were no more men to be had, and these labourers
knew it: The case
was handled wisely
and there was no further
trouble,
in most areas to set one price for
It is unjustifiable
any one trade.
Iages vary considerably
between one part and another.
We need not pay the highest
wages, but we nearly
always
take,
in various
ways, if we pay the lowest that men will
lose,
or if we hire the poorest
workmen.
A missionary
may not know what it ia to mix concrete
all
day and be tempted to hustle
men who do. Let willing
workers have
a breathing
spell occasionally.
Concrete
mixing by hand is very
heavy work. The golden rule ought never to be an abstraction
on
mission
buildings.
Before work commences, some mention should be made of
the conduct expected.
Xany if not all of the men will
have been
accustomed
to quite different
working
conditions
and leisure
time
regulations
than a missionary
is able to countenance.
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Loss and waste due to deliberate
disobedience
of an orto be made up, as far as possible,
by the man responsible,
Pay should be cut for deliberate
idleness
and excessive
early quitting,etc.
lateness,
Mention
should be made of it at the
time, a record made in the book and the fine deducted
on pay day.
Since this
is the most distasteful
experience
for the man, give
him the opportunity
to make it up by overtime
work.
Positively
no building
materials
should be appropriated
for the private
use of the workmen. They tend to pick up scraps,
but these very scraps are worth money and have many uses, during
building
operations
ar,d for years afterward.
If any man wishes to
use anything
he must ask for it, and failure
to do this ought to
be punishable.
Fighting,
quarrelling
with food vendors,
bringing
a woman on the compound, gambling,
drinking,
smoking,etc,
on the compound should be forbidden
from the very start.
Keep food vendors off the site at all times if possible.
They may be allowed
to come near enough to be convenient
for the
mr:n at pre-arranged
times for breakfast
or some other lunch time.
Discourage
carousing
and other objectionable
irregularities
of conduct with the townspeople,
It is generally
very much to the disadvantage
of the employer
to allow carpenters
particularly
to do piece work for outsiders
after
working
hours,
certainly
if such work is done on the
The carpenter
is strongu
tempted to sharpen tools,
for
compound.
employer’s
time, use his nails
and other
this job, in his regular
materials
surreptitiously,
to say nothing
of depleting
his energy
for the next day’s regular
work.
or demand as majr be rd’visable,
the keeping of
Encourage,
a record by each artisan
himself
of
all monies received
from the
time of employment until
he is finally
released.
Xake it known that thieving
and burglary
will
be severely dealt with.
To minimize
temptation,
pick up all cuttings,
nails
and
other attractive
bits
as ofte:
as is practicable.
der

is
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1. Prol;er technical
direction
is a probto obtain
satisfaction
apart from one m-an’s
It is difficult
Another
missionary
should be on
time supervision
of labour,
to order and check materials,
employ local
labour,
attend
to
correspondence,
cash, time, wages, station
duties,etc.
The wage bill
goes up unnecessarily
when there
iS no SUThis is due in *part to inexpereven for a few minutes.
pervision,
ience and in part to the universal
tendency
to let down when left
alone.
Very often the artisan
has no adequate conception
of
what he has been told to do, especially
if he has not worked previously
for this employer.
In anattempt
to preclude
the many costly mistakes
due to misunderstanding
we have developed
and employed the following
technique
with good results.
It is no reflection
on labour
in any part of the world amd its use will
improve relations with labour rather
than the reverse.

lem.
full
hand
all
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The Building

Superintendent's

Five

Commandments:

several
times and one thing at a
1. Tell the workman, plainly,
time, what you want.
2, Show him, as may be most practicable,
what you want: put your
hand on the material,
mark it if necessary,
anything
so that
there can be no question
what you mean.
visit
him to see that he is doing
3. Stand by him, or frequently
if it is a new job for-him.
what you want, especially
4. Do not ask questions
which you can answer for yourself
by investigation.
This does not infer
misrepresentation
on their
it means that they give what they think
is the correct
part;
ansxver to the impression
they received
from your question.And
their
answer is the very reverse
of the facts too often.
Why
not save time an< confusion
by seeing things
for yourself?
5. Take away their
finished
work before
they spoil it.
State,
receat,
emphasize,
that when you give an order it
must be carried
out as given,
and not be changed because they
think
so and so.
Urge, beg, plead,
demand that if they think
the order is
they must first
call your attention
to -If
it is faultfaulty,
y, acknowledge
it and thank them for pointing
it out. WheGver
possible
employ the piece work principle;
it is mutually
helpful.
2. Manipulation
of labour.
Thorough preparation
of the
work as a whole, and for each particular
job will
richly
repay the
effort.
iiave all equipment,
materials
and supplies
ready for the
men every time they come on the job.
Yhen men have been well started
on one section
of the
prepare
the next stage so that there will
be a
work, thoroughly
minimum loss of time when they change over@
hqep each tradesman
to his own occupation
a.8 far as possible;
let l>bourers
prepare
scaffold;
masons should not, except
perhaps one wh6 m?y superintend
the job. Do not let a carpenter
do what his epprentice
can do, and do not permit the apprentice
to
do what a labourer
can do. Sometimes a simple gadget will
do the
work of holding
material
that labourers
have been nccustomed
to do.
In cement work especially,
constant
supervision
and forethouught is needed to prevent
confusion,
delay, waste. Keep every
part of the assembly line moving.
Discourage
advance payments,
especially
after
the men have
ha.d one pay day. Have the pay made up in good time so that when
the wages are handed out, every man will
have what is right
and so
avoid dickering
and argument.
Pay the men every penny that is due
from the very start.
Let pay day be as happy as possible.
Be punt tual ; start
and stop work on time.
Saturday
afternoon
off has sometimes been a problem.
We
have met it by working
a 48 hour week ending about 12.30 Saturday
noon. Daily hours, 1:onda.y to r’riday,
8-l/2
hours per day,Saturday
5-l/2
hours.
It is customary
in many places
to give the men time
off for breakfast
about !?.A,M.
Most men are eager to have early
closing,
and that means
working
through
from 7 A.X. until
about 3 F,M. with just a little
time out for lunches.
This program is pretty
strenuous
for the
missionary
and it is doubtful
if it is as good as the two half days.
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CHAPTER ONE TYl?ES OF 'RALW

make the best use
ways wise to build
hand. Be sure that
a period
of years.
ent types of walls;
will
have.
I km OR

Economy demands that we
of materials,
local
or imported.
It is not alwith the cheapest materials
that are ready to
as seen through
you have the best construction
A few suggestions
are offered
here of differlook them over before
deciding
what your job
AiXBE BRICK.,

This has been found to be one of the
most practical
types of wall construction
where the clay is suitable and there is enough dry,hot
weather
to bake the brick.
Mud bricks
are adaptable
to all building
requirements
with the exception
of staff
bath houses and toilets
where there
is a constant
washing or splashing
of water.
ldud bricks
lend themselves to corners,
jambs, arches .and other awkward as well as
they may be classed
as
straight
wall work. On a proper foundation
sound and permanent
construction.
The greatest
drawbacks are inability,
more in some localities
than in others,
to withstand
rain,
and their
complete vulnerability
to the ravages of the termite
or white ant.
The frrst
has been .,vercome, at least
in some areas, by
waterproofing
the mud plaster
with cotton
seed tar, which '::hen
dried in will
hold cement wash and that in turn is a satisfactory
In a few instances
a weak cement plaster
base for lime washes.
has held to the mud brick,
but this seems to be the exception
rather
than the rule.
The different
rate of expansion
in mud brick
and in cement plaster
causes the latter
to peel from the face of
the brick.
Brick sizes are given in the chapter
on brickmaking.
II
MUD BIQCK. Many builders
prefer
mud blocks
to mud
bricks.
They lay up faster,
and on a good foundation
may be considered
permanent construction.
They require
special
bonding at
corners
to give adequate
strength,
and they are definitely
not so
satisfactory
for odd measurements,
awkward corners,
and special
featllres.
Mud blocks
are heavy and missiunaries
will
be well ad- i
vised not to do much of that kind of work themselves.
III
BURNiD BRICKS. These ha.ve been used where cement
plaster
was co%God
a requisite,
where the mud was of such
poor quality
that mud bricks
were not satisfzctory,
or where, for
foundations,
stone or concrete
were prohibitive
in cost. The'y cost
more to make, nearly
always have to be carried
a greater
distance,
take longer
to lay up than mud brick.
And, in main house walls,
their
size involves
a three brick
wall which is thicker
than the

i
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standard
mud brick wall and is obviously
more expensive.
bricks
pre not always strictly
waterproof.
It seems that
lacks the properties
necessary
to an impervious
product.

Burned
the clay

CONCRETE BLOCK. It is hardly
necessary
to enumerate
IV.
the advantages
of this type of construction.
It is indestructible
as far as wetting
is concerned,
is ant proof,
is clean and strong,
is always acceptable
to the authorities,
and is, or ought to be
It has also this great virtue
that it can
eminently
attractive.
be built
anywhere at any time.
it has the great and obvious
But, to the missionary,
drawback of considerable
cost. Especially
in regions
remote from
the cost of the cement alone is invariably
railways
and roads,
Then there
is the question
of the block-making
maprohibitive.
Very few workers
care to make a block mould and the alternchine.
ative
is to import the commercial
product.
This is tremendously
heavy and added to it is the weight
of the scores of metal pallets.
The lay UF is also expensive
if the work is to be done neatly.
However it should be said that some builders
have learned by hard experience
that the attempt
to snve money has resulted
in so much patching
and other trouble
throughout
the years that
a concrete
block building
would have been the best after
all.
Of
course this does not apply to all buildings
but to those which
are for public
or semi public
use, which should have been soundly
and in which the firs{
cost
and attractively
built
at the first,
would have been the last cost.
Sseful
information
about concrete
blocks will
be found
in Tiook Tour.
In many places
stone is the most practical material
for footings
and foundation
walls.
But it has not
always been recognized
as a pretty
costly
material
for the house
It does not lend itself
to fine measures,
jambs, special
walls.
It costs considerable
to lay up properly;
and must be
features;
pointed
*.vith cement, another
costly
item. Then, if cement plaster
is used on the inside,
there are enormous cavities,
comparatively
speaking,
which must be filled
and this just eats money. And stone
walls have to be thicker
than mud brick
walls to provide
the necessapJ stability.
Of course a well built
stone wall is permanent,
attractIt may be a necessity
where mud is unsatiafaci
ive, substantial.
tory and where stone is not expensive.
v.

STONE

WALLS.

VI. _CORRUGATl3DIRON. This type of wall is not commonly
user! for dwellings
but for some other types of structures
it is
It has some unique properties.
It can
of ten the most practicable.
and finished
job when
be built
in a day or two, is a waterproof
fastened
to its place,
never requires
attention,
and, ma.y be used
at some later
time for another purpose.
It can serve as a dwelling house wall very acceptably
for a year or two if it is backed
Like cement blocks
this
which
in
turn
is
plastered.
uF by mud,
type of wall ca.n be built
anywhere at any time, and if skilled
labour
is not available
does not involve
heavy work to instal.
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-We have already
dealt with corrugatVII.
VEXLXR W ILLS
I e same principle
applies
to burned brick
ed iron veneer -----em
walls.
and to concrete
block.
It is possible
and permissible
to build
a
thin outer course of waterproof
brick
or concrete
block with a
thicker
backing
of mud brick
or mud block.
Details
are taken up
in the varsous chapters
dealing
with the bonding
of bricks
and
blocks.
This veneer type of wall
is strongly
commended as the solIt should be stated
here that one
ution
to many of our problems.
of the essentials
to good construction
is frequent
and adequate
ties between the veneer and the backing,
whether
by iron or by
the more satisfactory
method of headers or cross blocks
and
bricks.
TYPES OF WALLS

VIII.

PISd OR RAMMED RARTH.

In this method, slightly
damp soil is rammed in a removable
form. When the form is full,
it is taken down and set up again along the wall where it is again
fiiled.
The builder's
preferance,
climatic
conditions,
the prethe scarcity
or complete
lack
sence of the right
soil,
shrinkage,
the ability
to make and properly
handle the mould,
of bricklayers,
reduced handling,
etc.,
are perhaps
the chief
factors
cleanliness,
in determining
whether
this type of building
construction
will
be adopted.
IX.

COE."ON MUD 17AILS.

In some localities
this type of
7le do not recornrnend it for permanent
wall is amazingly
durable.
dwellings,
but it should not be ignored
as a possible
type for
if it is built
on a stone foundatother buildings.
For instance,
ion with concrete
ant course and sheet metal ant course,
and is
it is practically
permanent.
The greatplastered
and waterproofed,
est difficulty
would seem to be that ofcpersuading
the native
builder
to keep his walls plumb and straight.
If staff
houses and other buildings
must be constructed
by putting
in the stone footof mud, why not make them permanent
and ant course? This does not mean a
ings,
foundation
walls,
and it will
certainly
save further
building
expense.
great outlay,
X,

THICKNESS AND HEIGIIT OF WAILS A.ND GABIJZS.

This is a
consideration
in selecting
the type of wall for a building.Gables,
two storey buildings,
high church walls,etc.,require
special
care
in design.
The following
is recommended as safe procedure
in most
cases.
'Yith all of the designs
given it should be understood
that
a base of firm,
undisturbed
earth,
thorough
waterproofing
inside
and outside,
and adequate stiffening
or bracing
at every storey
height
are absolutely
essential
contributors
to the stability
of
every masonry wall.
The drawings
themselves
do not make sufficiently
clear
that mass is an essential
constituent
of masonry durability.
In
some if not all of the examples given the thickness
of the wall

TYPES OF WALLS
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may be quite inadequate due to the presence of unusual stress by
weight or by vibration.
Masonry walls,
including
partitions
must
be massive enough to resist
cracking
due to above ground conditions.
The thickness

Three

of walls

types

for

common one storey

of base for

gable

walls

t
I

buildings.
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I
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I
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Xote that in Figs. 56 and 57 the concrete
course provides
a solid
base for the gable even though there might be a plaster
failure
through which water might find a way, In Fig.58
there
is novelnerable
spot.

TYFGS OF WALLS
Thicknesses
of gables and
their
supporting
walls.
Neither

stress
walls.

scaffold

nor

any other

kind

should be borne by high gable
Unless there are a couple of

of

buttresses,
there should be a rigid
stay to the top of the main wall
and a stay for every ten feet above
it, These stays should not be removed until
all heavy work including
roofing
is completed
and the frame
which is to hold the roof permanently is in its final
place.
Yove2nent in a green,
unsupported
mason7
ry wall is danger3us * In a house
wall
there are usually
cross walls
to stiffen
the
end wall supporting the gable.
Leave the masons’
scaffold
in place
until
the ro*#f
frame has been
secured to the
*
gable wall.

12'

FIG.
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CHAPTER TWO BRICIWING.
I.

E

BRICKS,

l..Earth-in
many tropical
and sub-tropical
countwith a hot sun and dry air,
are favries has properties
which,
ourable
to making durable
mud bricks,
blocks,
and walls
of mud,
Clay and sand are essential.
Clay alone shrinks
and
sand mixed in with the clay in the right
proportions
will
cracks;
but too much sand will
weaken the
prevent
shrinking
and cracking,
clay and also make it too soluble.
Hence no more sand should be
added to the clay than is absolutely
necessary*
If the best bricks
you can make without
cracking
are too weak, add plenty
of chopped
grass or straw or hemp to the mixture
and mix thoroughly.
Brick
clay should be dug ear2. Digging
the brick
clay.
ly in the dry season because it is so much easier
to handle it
then and because it will
not require
so much water to make mud.
The local builder
has a simple device for determining
and maintaining
the proportions.
He first
of all clears
away everything
extraneous
from
the earth he intends
to use. He then digs a pit v;ith two or three
two layers,
the sand.
vertical
walls.
When he digs, he cuts through
the same depth for one batcl
y one and the clayey one. He maintains
If that one proves to be satisfactory
he
of mud if he is testing.
always keeps his clay pit the same depth,
always has the scame proportions
of sand and clay.
Some earth
is so happily
blended that
it can be dug and used indefinitely.

PIG, 62
FIG.

63.

3. The native
builder
digs and mixes the mud about three
days before he wants to build
or make bricks
with it. He giles
up
a good quantity,
pours water on it and covers it. At the end of
three days very little
water end mixing produce good mud. 'iVhether
the mud has tempering
groperties
we do not know, but it is an established
practice
for both mud and lime mortar to prepare
them
some time before use. Cn the first
soaking,cover
will
prevent
too
much baking,
hardening.
TTo large lumps or stones are permissible
in brick
mud
but small stones of not over 5/8 inch diameter
are not objectionable, they may even be beneficial.
4. Brick
sizes.
It is well to follow
some tested
method
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b i k sizes.
Brick
require
to hsve a depth proportional
to
iEei.f length
so that they will
not easily
break in two. Their
length
should work in well with building
measurements
and their
width should always be a little
less than half their
length.Carefully
plan your brick
size if you do not follow
standard
sizes.
FIG.

44.

8FvWEEN
WIDTH

SHOVlNG
LENGTH

OF

‘RELATION
AND

BSICKS.
$(’

JOI

The following
has been found eminently
practical:
width,
5-5/8 inches;
length,
12 inches;
thickness,
3-l/2
of this
size is that just six
inches.
One of the advantages
brick
make one cubic foot when laid up in the wall.
5. Brick moulds. Make these of hard wood, strictly
to
size and accurately
squared.
If hardwood cannot be secured,
run
a metal strip
along the top of the soft wood to prevent
wear as
striker
moves over the edge to shear off excess mud.

FIG 67~

MULTIPLE

MOulD
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6, Special shaped bricke,
It is possible without extra
cost to beautify masonry by the use of round corners. The round
corner is also a more durable corner than the conventional
sharp
corner which is so easily damaged, especially
if made with mud
plaster.
But a slotted brick for use against all door and window
jambs is a virtual
necessity.
The slot accommcdates the strip on
the frame so that the frame will not shake loose in the wall.
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When manufacturing
bricke,have
as many as four moulde
if there are that many skilful
men, and there are enough labourers
to keep them going.
If bull nosed and slotted
bricks
are required,
make up
one mould wit> bull
nose metal corner and the slot block attached, ;7ith this mould make all the bull se
slotted
brick
required. Then remove slot block and make all the plain
bull noee brick
and use the
wanted. When that is done, remove the metal comer
mould for regular
brick.
7. Brick
quantities,
Calculate
the total
area of all the
Vultiply
the total
lineal
feet of wall and multiply
by the
walls.
height.
There are six standard
brick
to every square foot of 12"
thick
wall,
The area of a gable is the width multiplied
by one
The total
area elf two identical
gables is their
half the height.
width multiplied
by their
height.
In estimating
brick
quantities
do not deduct for openings except for some special
reason.
All extra brick
will
be useextra.
ful.
In fact if you have the money, make a few thousand
Estimating
bull nose bricks.
Count on 10 for the arch of
foor of every corner they are
every 2'6" door, or 3 per lineal
18 are required
for every door opening.
used on. For example,
Each door also requires
18 bull nose slotted
bricks.
Make plenty
over after
all openings
are
of all special
brick;
if ang are left
built
in, they can bz used up in dead walls.
8. ?&king mud bricks.
There are two main methods. Bricks
can be moulded on a table and carried
to the drying
area in the
mould. Or, they can be moulded right
on the ground.
The former
is
probably
the best for making accurate
bricks,
but most jobs do
not require
such exactitude.

rJATES l?JmEL
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Table
method: a quantity
of plastic
but not sloppy mud
rinses
the mould, making
The brickmaker
is placed on the table.
care being
sure that the surf aces are clean. The mould is filled,
taken that the corners
are .well packed. The excess at the top is
struck
off with a board or some easily
handled tool with a sharp
edge, If the mud is stony or filled
with straw, a fast back and
forth
movement of the striker
board may be necessary to produce
be not smoothed.
surf ace. We recommend that the surface
a straight
A broken surface
will
hold mortar better.
The full mould is then grasped in such a way that it can
be drawn to and over the edge in one deft movement which will
not
dislocate
the moulded brick.
The mould is carried
on edge as
shown to the smooth, hard drying
ground where it is deposited
carefully.
When the mould has rested
on the ground for just a moment, lift
the mould carefully.
A little
practice
will
teach
how to make the whole process most satisfactory.
Once accuracy of
The bricks
technique has been achieved, speed is the great factor.
are laid as closely,
in rows, as is practicable,
because invariably good drying space is at a premium.
like a stone boat
Ground method: make a small platform
on which to place the mud for the moulder.
Every moment or two,
the labourer
who brings
the mud to the moulder,
draws the mud
along to keep it handy for the man who uses it. On the platform
there should also be a receptacle
in which the moulder may rinse
the mould each time he uses it. The mould is placed on the ground,
lifted,
rinsed.
All the area on which bricks
are
filled,
scraped,
to be laid should be carefully
smoothed and made as hard as poeeible
so that the moulder does not have to work over it each time
he wants to make a brick.
The following
sketch shows what happens when a brick,
moulded on the table
is dumped abruptly
on the drying
ground,
or
is placed carefully
on uneven ground either
from the table or, GY
the ground.

MUD 8RItK
CL---

rr-

S\VE OF lu7OULD

ENLARGED.
UN
If the brick
mud is too wet, the brick
will
slump when
the mould is lifted,
This slump widens the brick
so that when two
of them are placed
side by side in the wall,
their
combined width
is greater
than the length
of a cross,
or header brick.
It makes
for bad bricklaying,
excessive
plaster
coats and other irregularities.
The mud is to be just plastic
enough to make solid brick.
The drying
area should be as close to the job as is convenient
every way, and if at all possible,
protected
from the in-
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vasions
of dogs and goat8 particularly.
The latter
have been
known to have destroyed
a large number of brick8
in a few minute8
of running
about.
If there i8 danger of rain falling,
make numerOU8 ehallow trenches
to carry off surface
water which would otherwise
ruin the brick.
The brick8
would.have
to be covered with sheet8
of roof iron. Every reaeonable
opportunity
should be taken to
make brick8
when rain8
are completely
over.
Adopt 8ome system to preserve
the moulds from drying
and
They may be soaked in kerosene
each night,
or merely
warping.
left
in the barrel,
submerged.. Pores,
roughne88,
or accretion
will
mar the bricks,
It may be necessary
to line the moulds with
sheet metal. However,
if this is done, sandpaper
the metal to a
slippery
smoothness and soak with keroeene before
using.
9. Trimming the bricks,
If in spite of the best you can
do for a smooth and hard drying
ground the under side of the
brick
is objectionably
uneven, trim it. This can be done when the
brick
ha8 hardened enough to be turned
on its edge for more even
drying
and baking.
10. Care of the bricks.
Each one i8 of value. When sufficiently
baked to be stacked,
take them to convenient
place8
close to the building
from which they can be quickly
picked up
and handed to the masons. If you have been zble to leave the
brick
on the ground long enough to be thoroughly
baked, then the
piles
can be tightly
packed. But, if on breaking
several,
it is
seen that they are not quite dry and hard, then pack them loosely, but evenly in the piles.
Bricks
not completely
dried when
laid,
will
shrink
in the wall.
Usually
this is not necessary.
II.

MUD BUICKS.

It is hardly
necessary
to say that mud block8
should be moulded close to the job. More than bricks,
they need
chopped grass,
straw or hemp to make them strong
enough to handle
without
breaking.
Piece8 of block will
be required
on the job. Ueually,
cut blocks
are mangled,
weak, To obviate
this as far as possible,
carefully
plan out your
bond in every wall and try to work out a
system whereby one or two or even three sizes of pieces will
out about how many of each you
serve the whole job. Then figure
will
require,
and make them. For further
suggestions
about block
bonding,
see Section
IV Block Bonding,
in Chapter Eleven.
Block8 take longer to dry out than bricks.
Make allowance for this.
III.

BURRED BRICK.

1. Clay.“Clay
for burned brick
is a common
eart’n of various
colours,
compact and brittle
-nhen dry, t-At plastic and tenacious
when wet. It is a hydrous aluminum silicate,
generally
mixed with powdered feldepar,
quartz,
sand, iron oxide,
and various
other minerals.
Experiment
with a8 many different
samples and burning
Try different
temperature8
for
arrangements
a8 is practicable.
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slightly
varying
period8
on each sample of clay before
incurring
the expense of burning
a large number which may not be satisfactory.
Usually
the addition
of clean,
sharp sand to pure clay
will
correct
the tendency
to warp, fu8e, or crack.
"The strongeat
brick
clays are thO8e possessing
the greatest
plasticity
and tensile
strength,
and are usually
those which contain
the highest
percentage
of hydrated
aluminum 8ilicate8.W
The latter
ingredient
is necessary
to the tensile
8trength
of burned bricks.
Keep out

organic

matter.

2. Idouldin
Xould the brick8
as ordinary
mud brick8
are
o have them a8 near the true shape and size a8
moulded,
but T-ery
possible.
They must be absolutely
dry before being built
into the
kiln.
Break them open to make sure. Multiple
moulds shouldbe
used.
3. Size. The same principle
applies
to burned brick
a8
to mud brickTconnection
with the relation
between the width
and the length.
One American size is 8" X 3-3/4"
X 2-l/4".
This
will
work in very well with Nission
practice.
So also will
the
9" X 4-l/4"
X 2-l/2"
size.
be
well to use at least
two
It will
multiple
moulds of four compartments
each when making these amall
brick.
4, The kiln.
The dry brick
are stacked
on edge, about 2"
apart,
in row8 so that the fire
can reach to all brick8
and a8
evenly as possible.
According
to the number of brick
required,
there are one or more firing
chambers,
formed by arching
the dry
brick8
to make a tunnel
about 30" wide and 15' to 20' long.

2d X 50’
KILN
WILL AccomMODATE
BR\CK
FOR AN umlWRY
HOUSE

I I

LEAVE
AKOUND

AT
EACH

LEAST
S3RlCK.
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The brick8

mu8t G

be thoroughly
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dry

before

being

built

in

the kiln;
the mud :,laeter
on the outside
the kiln
should be quite
and after
firing,
the kiln
will
take 8oms time
dry before
to cool,
even after
the plaster
is removed,
Gather plenty
of firewood
80 that there will
be no possishort during
the firing
period.
Some care should
bility
of running
be taken to get the drieet
and hottest
fuel.
During the firing
period
a fireman will
have to be on dut-*-J all night.
Four day8 may
for
the burning,
but probably
this will
be insufficbe eufficient
ient.
The openings
to the fire
chambers should be keat pretty
well
closed when not stoking
the fires.
Remove the plaster
when it can be handled.
When the brick
are cool enough to handle,
see that they are sorted out. The beat
burned brick
are for the outer face of the main wall8 and the least
burned brick
are for partition
walls.
If burned brick
are made for
the
srior
wall8 only,
the best burned are for the lower part of
the wall which is meet exposed to water.
Usually
the upper part of
the exterior
wall is protected
by the roof.
Burned brick
are often more fragile
than mud brick.
Handle
them carefully.
Burned brick
should be drenched
just before being
laid in the wall,
especially
if cement mortar
ia used.
fiPFngt
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LAYOUT
CHAPTEh Tm

I e AUTHORITY.
1, Be sure that Government and municipal
requirements
have been met even before
layout
work is done.
2. If the plot plan has not been drawn up, figured
and
signed by a Mission
officer,
the builder
should have some senior
colleague
indicate
the exact position
and orientation
of the
building
and drive pegs at once to preclude
any misunderstanding.
Leave the pegs until
someone in authority
sees that the building
ie where it ought to be.
I I.

Cl.zAF&XE &
Prepare
the entire
building
area so that all layout,
d.igging,
and construction
work can be carried
out without
unnecessary obstruction.
Cut down grass,
remove boulders,
level mounds.
Layout requires
quiet and thoroughness.
If possible,
therefore,
do it when there are no unnecessary
workers
about and
you have no preoccupations.
Try to layout
the entire
foundation
at one time,
III.

ACCURACY,

If at all possible,
have a properly
drawn and figured plot plan and foundation
trench
plan. Do not guess nor try
to do figuring
out in the sun.
le recommend a metallic
wired cloth tape for ordinary
building
work. Old tapes should be checked, whether
your own or
borrowed. The greatest
drawback to steel tapes is that they are
so easily
broken,
and once broken very difficult
to repair.
To
have one or more neat sticks
aid in laying
out the trench plan,
cut to the exact width of the trench.
A helper
can follow
your
outside
line and peg out your inside
line with such a stick.
Check
every line for accuracy
before
turning
the layout
over to the
diggers.
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MYOUT.

10. SouarinQ the laYout.
It is difficultto
overemphasize
the importance
of msking the layout
square and accurately
dimensioned.
One man must make sure. If you are the builder,
do not
take any line, or angle, or measure for granted;
you may have ar
aseistant
but see with your own eyes that every measure is absolutely correct.
Discrepancy
in the foundation,
particularly
in the
squaring
makes trouble
all the way in
Methods of aquaring:
1, The steel
square for very small buildings,
not larger
edges at one
than 10' X 10'. With the square use two straight
time.
2, The three-four-five
method, Any angle is square when
the two sides are three unite
and four units
resoectivelv
c and the
diagonal
or hypotenuse
is five units.
Sets:
3 4 5 inches,
or feet,
or yards.
W
W
w
W
68
10
"
I-- '.
W
n
W
W
9 12 15
It
I
\
II
A
II
W
12 16 20
w
etc.
' 3
I
const~ction,

,
3’

\

3. Diagonal
by exoeriment.
Determine
the front
line of the building.
Mark the two cornersa
Vake the rear line of the building
parallel
to the front
line.
h!ake the two end lines from the two front
corners
and as near
square as you can with the eye or a eteel
square. Move one
or other until
the distance
between them at the rear line
is the same as it is at the front
line.
From one of the front
corners
measure the diagonal;
then from
the other front
corner measure that diagonal;
probably
they
will
be unequal.
Move the end lines together,
one way or
the other until
the two diagonals
are equal. When they are, the
layout
is square.
FRONT

LINE

I

\

/

REAR

LINE

4. Diagonals
by square root.
This is the most accurate,
--i
least
exssperat
ng method of squaring,if
done at the desk.
Example:
To find the diagonal
of the ?Jission House main trench
layout,
29' X 40'.
Add the square of these two numbers:
29 x 29 - 841
40 X 40 -1600
2441
the sum of the squares of the two aides.
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the

Find

the

square root of 2441.
24.41
largest
number which
+4,41
d24,41

14

14

1 841
4(24,41
16

a9

1

square

within

from

the

the first

right:
set:

and place it before
and after.
Place
the square of 4 that is 16 under the
first
set and subtract:
Bring down the next set and double the
number in the quotient,
bringing
it
down to repeat the first
operation.

4lg*41

-

will

in two’s

14
3

8

Mark off

kg,,
-

a41

801
-xl
49.4

Now add to the divisor,
8, that number
which when used to multiply
the complete
divisor
will
not exceed the main number.
In this case it is 9. We add the 9 and
multiply
89 by 9, Again we subtract
Place-9- in the quotient
and make the
decimal point.
Since we have no more sets to the left
of the decimal point,
we bring
down two
ciphers.
Again we double the quotient
and add a number by which we can multiply the divisor
Here the remainder
is so sJmal1 that our
.4 in the quotient
is close enough. If
there were considerable
remainder,
then
the former process would be taken another step
figure
in the
. . . to get another
quotient.

1
.4 is in this
case .4
or I/lOths
of a foot.
This is not good enough, so we take 4/lOths
quarter
inches which is 4 X 12 X 4 which comes out
15
which is Q-3/4 inches.

of’ a foot in
to F inches

The diagonal. we have found is 49 feet,
4-3/4
inches.
To use this figure
in laying
out, place the ring of the
measuring
tape on one front
corner of the building
and make an
arc across the rear line of the building
at the 49 foot,
4-3/4
inch mark.
Where this arc cuts the rear line
is the corner
of the
building
or layout,
Measure from this point
along the rear line
the same langth
you have in the front
line and connect the point
with the corresponding
front
corner.
Just for certainty,
measure
the other diagonal.
If there
ia a discrepancy
it will
be due to
arit?imetical
calculation
or to inaccuracy
of measurement
on the
layout.
It is well to have the diagonal
of the house walls
whether you have the diagonals
of the trench plan or not. The foundation may or may not be absolutely
square by the time the men have
finished
with it, hut the house must be square and the four corn-
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en started

must be absolutely

al

of the two sides,-

if you are re-

by the use of the steel
square is 12” X 24”. We would distinsteel
square and the true framing square used
is 16” X 24”. However, although both are ueeuse of a framing square for your building.
the diagon:
former example, we will calculate

5, Determining

The’common
this
z%ieietween
by carpenters which
ful, try to get the
To use the

square. Again,

steel

the diagonal

29’

and 40’.

I’II~~/~IIIIII~IIIIIIIIIIJ

FIG. 87.
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Every framing
square has two different
sets of inch markBy examining
the square closely
you will
ings, one on each side.
find that the inch markings
on one side have only three divisions
what is termper quarter
inch,
twelve per inch. This constitutes
ed the scale of one inch to the foor wherein
each division
in the
inch represents
one inch in the full
size;
one inch being equal
to one foot.
Thus, we can draw up a small building
by the use of the
Now if,as
often happens,the
building
dimension
framing
square.
exceeds 16' X 24' we may still
use the square by counting
each
In this case each division
on the
half
inch as equal to one foot.
square would be two inches.
In our present
example, we will
have
to use the half
inch equals one foot scale,
On the tongue we locate 14-l/2"
for 29 feet,
and on the
blade we locate
20" for 40'. On the latter, place the end of an
unless of course you have a scale of your own,
ordinary
ruler,
Let the ruler
pass over the 14-l/2"
mark. In figure
87 it will
be seen that the reading is just beyond the 3/16" mark past the
24-l/2"
mark which to us is 49'. Each quarter
inch in the half
represents
3". One must
inch scale represents
6" and so the l/8'
calculate
that in our present
reading
we have something
just over
In practice
this is,good
enough, for when the four build4- l/2”.
ing lines are stretched
and the diagonal
is checked,
it takes only
a moment to move one or other or both to make each diagonal
equal.
of a nail
or the
What with the sag in the tape, or the thickness
sligFtest
movement of a peg, it is practically
impossible
to get
diagonals
closer
than one quarter
inch to each other.
However diagonals
are calculated,
write
them down at once
on your plan so that they will
not be lost.
6. Where there are a number of buildings
to be erected,
it may be well to make a template
especially
of the smaller
size,
of wood. This is really
a gigantic
square or better
still,
a45-90 triangle
as shown here.
\
+
V. REFEBENCE PEGS,
When the four main lines
have been located,
drive reference
pegs
on each, about five feet from each
corner of the building
as shown
in Fig. 89* and protect
them
from dislocation.
It may be
necessary
to drive the peg
nearly
to ground level.
These pegs conserve
the
accurate
measuring
and
squaring
work done in the
layout.
Once the building
has been begun, such work
is difficult,
almost impossible.
If possible,
make level marks on these
so that the whole
levelling
job does not have to be done when the walls are going up.
Always use the inside
edge of a peg for the purpose of measurement,

pegs,
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NSIDE
OF

EIx)E

-PEGS

.

1. The conventional
method of securing
levels
is by
the engineer’s
level.
For a large building
such ai a hospital,this
instrument
is to be used if at all possible,
If it is used,
place level pegs or marks at all the .key points.
2. The commonest, slowest,
and most erratic
method is by
straight
edge and common level.
3. The fastest,
most practical
method on ordinary
buildThis is just a level glass in
ings is the use of the line level.
a metal case and fitted
with two hooks by which to hang the level
on a line,
These three methods of levelling
are demonstrated
in
Chapter Six, FOTJXDATIONS.
4. Levelling
improvisations.
(1) A sighting
stand on a
tripod,
using pi tested
level.
----------o----I--K E,H"u a= SIGHTING GUIDE

Of course tnis crude instrument
can only be used in a straight
line with one set up, but it has proved a very good substitute
for an engineer’s
level,
Use a high lamp stand or other easily
portable
table on which to rest the sighting
guide device,
Thie
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case rigid
enough to
msy be made of metal or wood, but in either
resist
distortion
once it has been set in the level position.
It
may be screwed or even tied to the board or table top which supports
it. Make the table top as level as you can %ith the use of
the level.
Then place the level
on top of the level guides and
pack one end or the other until
they are perfectly
level.
We can
sight over the guides with or without
the level remaining
on
them. If it does not interfere
with your sighting,
leave it there
to refer to constantly
to make sure that your guides have not alTo test any level,
tered.
turn it end for end,
Make as many level pegs in one row as you will
require,
then set up the stand near number one peg once more but in line
with the cross wall at that point
and set out another
line of
pegs. You will
now have two lines
intersecting.
Again set up the stand by number one peg, but this
time
in line smith the far diagonal
peg. When this has been marked or
set for level,
you will
have levels
at the four corners.
The two
a line
remaining
sides can be filled
in if necessary by sighting
or by the use of *T’ sticks.
‘TV sticks.
Drive
(2) By the use of a level and three
two pegs in the linei you wish to level,
and close enough together
so that your level will
reach from the one to the other.
Now place
the ‘T’ sticks
as shown and drive the highest
peg down until
the
tops of the two sticks
are level.
Now go down your line to the
it. Put the
position
of the first
level peg you want, and drive
third
?T’ stick
on it and drive down the peg until
all three
sticks
are in line.
-----------------.__

T

4l
L
(3) Finding
levels
where you have no levelling
instrument. Make a triangle
as shown and place it on top of two ‘T*s*
Use it as a level,
When the plumb bob hangs dead across the
centre
line marked in the base, the base is level,

FIG. 93.

LEVEL

BY

?umB-BOB
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EXCAVATION.
CHAPTER POUR

EXCAVATION

I,, HARKING ACCURACY.
When all the trench
lines
are in nlace.mske
accurate
marks in the ground before
removing
the line&i
IfWthri
ough lack of cord, all the Lines cannot be laid out at once,mark
sli the outside
trenches,
then,
I and
the area is still
clear,
lay out
es.
When this has been done, earth dug from trenches
will
be thro&
in the unmarked spaces and so will
avoid interference
and unnecessary movement of the heaps,
l -

LlNES

MARKING

II,

DISPOSITION

--

6UOUhlD

SU4FACE

TRENCHES.

OF EARTH.

Before
digging
commences decide just
where the earth
is to be put. Generally
all the trench
earth can
be used inside
the foundation
for fill
to support
the floor.
But
if the trenches
happen to be deep and there will
be little
fill
dispose of the earth so that labour will
not be
for the floor,
wasted.
III.

ACCURATE DIGGING,

Toorly
dug trenches
ca
cam be a major source
of wall settling.
There is no object
in digging
the trenches
too
In the first
case there will
be waste of diglarge or too small.
ging effort
and then waste of materials.
In the second case there
will
be insufficient
bearing
for the building
and usually
in this
kind of carelessness,
carelessness,
the wrong kind of base as shown at the left.
It
will
help workmen achieve
accuracy if each is given a measureing stick
the exact width of the trench.

FIG.‘W. IYC6WftEC-T TRENCH
f \GI 46
CORRECT
TRENCH
IV. DEPTH,
Do not dig deeper than is necessary.
A safe rule is to
remove all loose,
disturbed
earth,
and all vegetation,
rubbish,
so that you come to hard,undisturbed
earth.
building
debris,etc.
It may not be hard for a long way down, but it will
be firm,
Where there is no frost,
depth is no particular
advantthe surface
may wear
age Q If the site has a heavy wash of rain,
In this case put the foundations
away as much as an inch a year,
down a bit and try to divert
the wash. When the subsoil
is very
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EXCAVATION
it would seem to be wiser
waterlogged,
the surface ad of extra width.
Booting8 should be kept level
The dotted line represents the contour
of the eurface of the hard earth.

FIG.

97.

FOOT1 NCS

to have the footing

near

as shown in Fig.97.

ON A

SLOTS

v. EMERGENCIES.

If when the trench is oeing dug, good, solid, undisturbed
earth is not found due to swampy earth, old stream bed,
fill,
etc., it msy be necessary to:
1. Select another building
site.
2, Srfdge the gap
3. Go to the bottom
4, Use a grille
5. Make special
corners.
2. Bridging the gap.

Fi LL.

3, Going to the bottom
--

-

33XCAVATI01[5
L grille.
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The grille
would nut be used unless
a building
had to be
support.
put In a place where no other device would make proper
The reinforcement
shown would be 5/8" bars,
certainly
nothing
less than l/Zn. They should be spaced every two feet for a wall
up to 11’ in height.
The concrete
should not be less than six
eight
inches would be best.
inches in thickness;
Special
corner support
is often
required,
and since it
small
can be put in when the footings
are put in with negligibly
it will
be worth while to put them In where there is
extra cost,
the least doubt about the corner settling.
What is shown in Fig,,
101 is supposed to be below ground and hence it does not have to
have the smart appearance
Indicated
in the drawing.
The stepped
there
buttress
is used when a porch or other wall Is to be built
later.
The sloping
buttress
16 not a suitable
joint
for another

' 16

Another
snd more expensive
device for preventing
corners from settling
and 60 causing more or less dangerous
cracks up
the wall near the ccrner,
is to put metal rod reinforcement
in
another
reinforcement
just above window
k the concrete
ant course,
Since the tendency
is for
. height,
and a last one at wall height.
I the corner to fall
awsy, the reinforcement
prevents
it by tying
the four corners
tnclP+her at the vital
points.
Such reinforcement
ncbes from the exterior
of the wall and be
should be about ta.
around the building,
At window height
securely
joined
-.,
-1 be such that a metal rod would fracand wall top the corner.
Tm
-te this,
embed the metture the mud brie’
al rod In concret*’
+ar-tFIVE3 FOOTINGS.

I. FOOTING REQUIREKEXl’S.

a footing
is the witie r‘rase
By def lnltion,
or the wide base for a wall.
“ri
It distributes
the weight
of the wall over r
than the ordinary
base of the wall.
Its width depends L_
nature of the subsoil
and the weight
to be Imposed upon lt.‘-‘c
The thickness
of the footing
depends upon the projection,
A safe rule is: thickness
of footing
equals its projection
beyond
the wall.
Footings
must be impervious
to moisture
in the sense that
moisture
will
never disintegrate
them, In other words,
footing6
must be made of rock, burned brick which will
not dissolve
in watu
And the rock or burned brick must be laid In
er, or, concrete.
cement mortar,
or at least be pointed
with cement mortar
so that
water will
not get at the mud mortar eufficiently
to soften
it.
Never use mud bricks
below ground unless
there is never any moisture below ground nor at the surface.
The best footing
is made of solid
concrete
and we would
always use It except for the high cost of it,
It ought to be used
for the footings
of two storey
buildings,
towere,
etc.,
and whereever a solid,
flat bearing
is required
for durability
or safety.
Small stone should never be used in a footing
by itself.
It may be!
used to fill
In Interstices
between larger
atones,
or in concrete.
of a wall,

FOOTINGS
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lthout

a footing,

FM%. 103,

FIG 103

WRONG

WRONG

FG. 106.

FIG

lO8.

WSONG

33OND

FIG.NW. CsRRECT BOND
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In Fig. 104 a too common footing
is shown, A little
consideration
ShOWS why it is very bad. In the wet season, water
will
soften
the earth and the whole weight
of the building
on
such point6
of Stone as are shown will
send these stones down
Into that soft earth.
Just a very little
of that sort of thing
will
crack a house dangerously.
Study each
the diagram6 and learn to avoid the faults
and incorporate
the good points.
As long as cement mortar
is used to point
the surface
joints
of all footings
and foundation
walls,
mud mortar may be
used In the interior
joints.
But If there is danger of excessive
moisture
in the footing
trench
after
the building
is erected,
then it will
be safer to use cement mortar
in all joints.
Sand
and cement mortar
iS more effective
if one half part of lime is
put in for every part of cement,
with the exception
of concrete
Every tjrpe of footing
must have a bed joint
of mortar,
When the whole foundat ion is
there should be no voids.
complete,
All cement pointing
should be done when the mud mortar
or other mortar
is 6till
grcen.(moist)
Where excessive
dampness is present
and there is danger
of it soaking up into the walls
through
the footing,
lay a demp
course of tar i;cigier 8s slxzz c:: +-5p of the concrete
footing
in
Fig.liC.
of

Tar paper damp course,
if

any,

goes here

=+- IS” FoUNDAl-ION WAL

b” -ww.KCTION

FIG. 110.

CH.AJ?TER
SIX
I,, SPECIFICATIONS.

CONCRETE

WXJTIN+

FOUNDATION WALLS.

If the footing trenches
have been accurately
dug, the foundation
walls
can be built
upon them without
further
of course for the right
projection.
But before
mea6ur e , allowing
the foundation
wall emerges from the ground,
it should be carefully checked from the reference
pegs so that no change in its line
will
be necessary
above ground for the purpose of correction
of
measurement e
tie in all cross walls with the main walls
If possible,
of the foundation
as it is built.
If rain threaten6
while the foundation
wall is being
built,
smear the joints,
inside
and outside,
with mud plaster.
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FOUNDATIONS
Fig,

The heavy
The light

ehading
shading

Outside

111 &TASTERDRAWING OP FOUXRATION

indicates
indicates

Plaster

1:4
1:6

cement
cement

mortar
mortar

and pointing,
or mud mortar.

I

26 gauge sheet metal
ant course,
projecting l/2" beyond plsater inside
and outside each wall

Burned

or mud brick

Inaide

plaster

Four to eight
inches
thick
concrete,or
etone in strong cement mortar
ant courseConcrete

H&x-d, aadi 8 turbed

parthu
FIG.

III.

floor
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?%is may be soaked or even washed off during
the storm, but if it
protects
the mortar from washing out, it will
be well worth while.
Study Fig.111
carefully
and apply it to your own foundThe first
terminus
of the foundation
wall is the
ation drawing.
base of the ant course,
That in turn is the underside
of
the
floor.
Whether concrete
or stone is used for ant course,
level off
the foundat ion wall at this point.
Do not merely plaster
it with
thick mud, but build
it solidly.
Be sure that it does not sag between corners.
If a line
is used to bring
it to proper
level,support the line in one or more places and sight
it to make sure
that it does not sag. Sag means loss of money in the cement of the
ant course.
II.

LEVGIJJXG TKE FOUNDAT10X WALL,
If
the reference
pegs were marked for level
at the time
from them for each corner
the job was laid out, then get levels
of the building.
Using the line level.
Get -one corner up to the determined height
and stretch
a line from the top of that to the next
corner@ Measure half way between resting
points
and hang the line
level there.
Make a note of the level
at corner two and proceed
from there to corner three and thence to four.
Try the level from
there to number one again to check. Once you have been accustomed
to the line level you will
find it a very useful
tool.
LEVEL
STRAIGHT

QEQ
- X-_ e-.
---.
I- -.

FIG. l\2.

I
EDGE

I

-I
-

--

USING THE REFERENCE

PEG LEVEL

-FIG II3
USING L\NE luEVE.L
use the level
and straight-edge
as in
If you have no line level,
Fig. 112 and proceed from the first
corner
to a point
on ‘the wall
at the extremity
of the straight
edge. Establish
that level with
an embedded stone or sawn piece of wood. Go on from there right
around the building.
Turn level and straight
edge end for end to
check for accuracy.
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ANT COURSING

CHAPTER SEVEN

Ant coursing cOnSi8tS of a continuous
layer
of concrete
on every foundation
wall,
and on this
a strip
of sheet metal with
the metal wide enough to project
at least one
soldered
joints,
half inch beyond the finish
line of the plaster
inside
and outside.
It does not guarantee
to be ant proof,
but it does make it
exceedingly
difficult
for them to get as far as the metal,
and,
they muat then come out and around the exif they get that far,
posed edge of the metal before
they can get into the upper wall.
and this
The metal is approximately
four inches above the floor
gives opportunity
to spot the invasion
and seal off the opening
through which the ants have come.
Ants will
go through wet cement. So to keep them at bay
while
the cement and water,
or cement mortar
is hardening,
pour
kerosene
or D.D.T. or any other repellent
you have found satisfactory
down the hole first.
Then plug it with the cement.
The fact that the white ant can operate
through
a hole
of a typewriter
shows with what
the size of one standard
period
care ant coursing
must be laid down, and the very worth whilenees
of putting
in plenty
of cement to make it right.
Round house ant
XII, Chapter Seven, Book 3.
coursing is dealt with in the section
1. Comrete ant coursing.
According
to your pocket book
be from four to eight
inches thick.
Six inches makes a
it
itself
should not be weaker than a
very good job. The concrete
1:4:4 mixture.
(One part of cement, four parts
sand, four parts
small stone.
The ant course may be reinforced
with a l/2 inch steel
rod near the outer edge and completely
circling
the building.
Will
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at the inner edge of the wall.
Note the chamfer or cut off corner
This is to make the longest
possible
concrete
joint
with the floor
to reduce to a minimum the access sought
by ants to the upper
levels.

ANT COURSING
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It ia very importent
that the upper edge of the 2” X 61
or 2M X 8” used for the forming of the ant course be perfectly
straight
and smooth, and that it be made perfectly
14vel before
the concrete is poured. Otherwise,
it and the metal ant course
laid oIT it will not be of a uniform heLght above the floor
and
besides being very untidy may give trouble when the time, &mee
to attend to ant invaeions.
In Fig. 114, it will
be observed
that some larger
atones
are set in the outer edge of the concrete.
By having su.ch stones
ready when the concrete
is poured,
a WOT%form on the outside edge
becomes unnecessary.
When a little
concrete
is laid,
place a row
of these stones at the edge, then a little
more concrete
and more
atones until
completed.
At every croes wall,
leave a jagged cavity
for the cross
wall concrete
to fill,
making the meet effective
bond poesible.
At every door position,
deprese the top of the ant course
80 that at least one inch of the top coat of floor
will
cover the
ant course.
It is most advisable
to run the ant course continuoualy past every door. If you are using only a four inch ant course
you will
have to depress the level
of the foundation
wall at every
door to accommodate this continuous strip,
as shown in Fig. 115.

Before completing
the foundation
wall,
be sure that provision
has been made for all plumbing.
Where each pipe is to pass
a slightly
wedge
shaped
insert,when
building,
through
the wall,
round block larger
than the pipe.
The depressed
foundation
and ant course is an attempt
to
cloee off one of the most wlnerable
points.
If the ant course
etops at door ways and separate
concrete
is poured in the door way
later
on, the inevitable
crack will
invite
the ants.
Wet the top of the foundation
wall and the forming
edge
of the 2” X 6” just before pouring
the concrete.
Every effort
must
be made to prevent
the concrete
drying
out in less than four days.

AN!l? COURSING
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Finish
the top of the ant course a8 you would a floor
Sometimes little
irregularities
in the sheet metal allow rain to
be driven
through
the wall.
To prevent
this somewhat, make the
surface
of the concrete
to slope outward.
3/16” ought to be ample.
A8 8oon ae the concrete
can withstand
wetting,
cover it
with grass and wet it. Keep it wet for at least four days. In
be need to build
on it as soon aa possible,
most case8, there will
Great care should be taken not to pound on it or otherwise
abuse

it.
FIG, \I9

FIG. I 18. 2”
FOR INTEl3IO

X 4” FOR

JOINT QF CONCRE3-E

COURSE
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If.
If you do not intend to make this
Metal ant coursinq.
sheet,
both edges everywhere
expoaed and absolutely
continuous
thout noles,
do not bother with it for it will
be wasted,
The metal itself.
Where money seems of little
object,
or chemical
store where it
copper is used. Except in a dispensary
might possibly
become exposed to sulphuric
acid,
it is practically indestructible
from a chemical
point
of view. But in handling
it and laying
it in the wall,
it will
require
great care to prevent puncture
and tearing.
Nothing
lighter
than 28 gauge (British)
galvanized
iron
should be used for ant course.
26 gauge is the best because it is
about as heavy as we can handle.
is jointed
at the
If 24 gauge
factory
it might be alright
as then we only have to make
corner
joints.
Width.
If you are using flattened
pans, you are more or
less limited
to a half pan for main walls.
This will
give about
fourteen
to fourteen
and a half
inches.
This means that the brick
waR1 cannot be even a little
over 12 n for the plaster
is usually
nearer
3/411 thick
than l/2".
So we need all the 14-l/2"
of metal
to give us the minimum of l/2" projection
beyond plaster
finish
each side of the wall.
Be very particular
in cutting
the iron
that there be no feather
edges, On all ouside walls,
turn the cut
The other,
factory
edge,is
usually
less dengerous.
edge outside.
The reason for feather
edges and how to avoid them is given in
Sheet Retal Work, Eook Five. Directions
for flattening
corrugated
iron are also given there.
One of the preparatory
jobs for any building
might well
ant
be the jointing
of the ant course 50 that when the concrete
course is laid,
there will
be a roll
of ant coursing
from which
lengths
can be cut,and
so that the only work necessary
will
be
intersections.
Making the common joint:

(1)

Bend one 5/8”

seam under,

one over,

FIG.

120.

then

line

as here

-+i
(2)

Hook them together,
as h&e,
flatten
the seam as here
--h

(3)

Lock

the

seem as

FIG.

here

--hR

-3

FIG 122.

up the

121.

two pans and
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(4) Rivet the seam as shown, but
sheets is straight.
Failure
here

be sure that
means trouble

the line
later.

of the

two

PG. 123.
STRAIGHT

EDGE

POINT OF ATTACK
FILL

COMPLLTELYI

FIG;

124.

(5)

Solder the joint
as shown. To make the best job, solder
the
under side as well.
When all the ant coursing
is ready to lay on the wall,
it is turned upside down and the under side is thoroughly
coated
if you have
with coal tar. Be sure that the opening
in the joint,
not already
soldered
it,
is completely
filled.
The following
method of making right
angle and ‘TV joints
make a list
of all right
angle and *T’
may appeal to some. First
Then lay out what you require
on the full
width
joints
required.
of the flattened
roof pans as shown here. Do not cut any pans in
two strips
until
you have calculated
how much straight
iron you
will
have as by-product
of the special
joint
cutting.

When making the joint
between two pieces,,
the far ends
of which are anchored,
it is easy to cut
a piece short,
and this
involves
putting
in a’short
patch and a lot more trouble.
In any
common joint,
allow three widths
of the joint
extra as shown in

ANT COURSING
Fig. 127. For example, if the width
the allowance will be l-7/8”.
+cu-r

of eeem you make ie 5/W, then

HERE

<-ALLOWANCE
PIE.CE

k

ONE
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-

PIECE lwo.

3 TIMES

LAP

In practice,
thi e mark ie made when
piece one is laid on piece two

Corner joints:
(1) Place the end of one piece over the side of the other piece
ae shown. and mark. Be careful
that the two piece8 are at
right angles to each other w ?n you mark.

FIG 12%

2
ONEL&Q

FIG 12‘4

AmOX
i INCH

(2) Mark a triangular
tab and cut on this triangular
mark BC)that
the tab can be turned back and the seem can be folded ug then
back.

(3) Make an equal seam on the other piece of metal &d fold down.
Hook this into the other and complete the joint
aa for axmon joint.
When this has been done, turn the tab down and rivet it in place. Practice
will show how to manipulate the tab
so that there will be no aperture between it and the iron entering from the aide. Of course all joints will be soldered,
but it ie well to make every joint a8 iron-fast
as possible,
and not count entirely
on the-solder.
Join up all cornere and lTv~
before working
common joints.

on

ANT COURSIl!TG
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that

there

The 'T1 joint
is made like the
are two tabs instead
of one.

corner

joint,

except

Ant course at door ways.
Get your plan and see which way each door opens, At door ways
let Zhe metal project
about 1-l/2".
When the metal is secured
aiong the wall in its right
place,
atend the door frame on the
metal in its final. position,
and mark the face of the jamb on the
mark the metal as in Fig. 136,
metal a8 in Fig. 135. Then further
(1)

------.
--

---.

(2)

Cut on the arrow lines
nailed
to the jamb,

- - -----a-----

and bend up the flange.

This

will

be

hZT
l/i- 5 -- ---- ._ 8 .,
-..
‘.,

.

.I
‘-

I/

.

_ *
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FIX&
CHA.PT~R EIGHT

FIIJL

It may be well at this point
to discuss
the relative
merits of two distinct
ways of developing
the building
calendar.
In
one, the entire
foundation
is put down, including
the floor,
and
as it were, on the floor.
the whole building
then, built,
the walls are built
right
up from the
In the other,
footings
as a vertical
unit
so to speak, and the floora
are put
in when all other construction
work is done.
there
is one obvious merit
In the one mentioned
first,
If there is to be a very busy buildand one other possible
merit.
then it may be justifiable
to
ing season and every day counts,
put
down the foundation
with floor
over all during
the wet season. There is no doubt that the moist air is better
for concrete
work- The possible
merit
is that a very good job of flocr
and
foundation
put down in this wsy means that there is no structural
hence less opportunity
for
break between the wall and th@. floor,
invasion
by white ants,
But this very good job does take more cement than the
floor
requires
in the other development.
And furthcr,
it depends
somewhat on what we might call perfect
earth or semi-rock
base.
Of course this latter
condition
is more the exception
than the
rule.
The greatest
objection
to the early floor
method is that
there is almost invariably
a difference
in settlement
between the
walls and the floors
and this causes cracks
in the floors
anywhere
from the wall out to a distance
of 18”.
Another
objerition
is that the ordinary
building
operatalmost certainly
destroy
the fine finish
of the floor.
ions will
A less important
matter
is the unsuitability
of the concrete
for
some scaffolding
bases.
To have a good ant course on this over-all
flcors
there
needs to be a 4” wall of concrete
built
on the concrete
floor.
wiil
Otherwise
the metal, which there should be in every building,
rest on the floor.
This is a most unsatisfactory
arrangement
beunder the metal,
and, if ants do find *access
cause dust collects
it is a most difficult
matter
to stop them.

FIG. G3‘l. OVEfW+U. FLOUR

FIG. 140.

SEFAIUKE
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Other disadvantages
of the over-all
floor
construction
are: labour has to be brought
in, as a rule,
and this makes for
additional
expense;
the cracks which do appear will
be quite
irregular,
unpredictable;
there
is the very great difficulty
of
putting
down a large concrete
floor
in one day and making a good
job of it; if it is not put down in one day, there will
be joints
between the two sections,
and there will
almost certainly
be
cracks at such points;
if these cracks are in the room they will
be unsightly,
if they are in the wall area they become an invitation
to ants.
The advantages
of the other method are now more or less
obvious:
the whole building
job ia done at one time,
is one transportat ion job, the wall is one unit
and if it settles
a little,
before
or after
the house is completed,
it will
not affect
the
floor
much if at all;
as a matter
of fact in a good foundation,
there wiil
not be much settlement
after
the roof and ceilings
are
on; in the rough
and tumble of building
there will
be no floor
to
damage or stain;
scaffold
supports
will
be much more conveniently
fixed and much more safely
too; when all construction
work is
can be put in without
rush,
in the cool shade,
done, each floor
wetted,
segregated,etc.;
and when the house is
can be protected,
to be occupied
there will
be a flawless,
clean,
natural-cement
colour
floor.
CH!“mR
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MORTAR

I CO?DOSITION.
Mortar
for stonework
should be as strong
as possible
having a good proportion
of clay.
It does not matter
very much if
there some atones in it, but preferably
none.
For brickwork,
the mortar
ia usually
made from the same
mud as the bricks
themselves.
It should not have any stones in it
but if the only mud available
has very small stones,
say one
the mortar can be used provided
that it is
eighth
inch in size,
put on thick
enough.
they must be screened out by
If there are larger
stones,
reducing
the mortar
to a fluid
state and running
it from a bed or
pool through
a acreen to.a lower pool where it can dry out somewhat before use.
II

9UANTITY.

It is easy to underestimate
the quantity
of mortar
required
on an ordinary
masonry job; and the miscalculation
often
leads to shortage
of supply so that masons are without
it too
of the mud ready, a large
often.
Hence, have large quantities
amount always ready mixed. And this means at quitting
time at
noon or night.
The all too common practice
is for the mud slixera
to relax about half an hour before
quitting
time, when they see
that they have enough for the masone. Of course it is quito
impossible
for them to have any ready when the masons start
agaln.
should be waited
upon by an
To keep costs down, every artisan
adequate number of labourers
who keep him supplied
at all times
Carrying
receptacles
for mud morwith the materials
he requires.
Have
a
good
supply
in
readiness.
tar is often quite
a problem.

MORTAR
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Be economical
in the use of mortar;
even mud mortar costs
to make and to carry.
And remember, we are building
a brick
not a mud one. Wherever practicable,
pick up excess mud and
it back into the receptacle
or on the mortar board. At noon
night,
have all receptacles
with as much mortar as is left
taken back to the mortar pool and thrown in.
The thickness
of mortar
should depend upon the accuracy
of the brick
3urfaces.
If these were perfect,
a mere buttering
would be enough. But since the function
of mortar
is to take up
the inequalities
between bricks,
as well as to provide
some adhesive medium, then the less mortar
that can be used the better.
Wet mortar
is more difficult
to handle,
but it is vastly
superior
to more or less dry mortar.
Fill
all joints
with wet mortar.

money
wall,
throw
or at
over

III

:APPLICATION.

The most economical
method of applying
mortar to
the wall is not by trowel,
but by pouring.
As the mzsons are completing
one course of brick,
the labourer
with a suitable
can,
pours mud on the wall,
starting
from the corner.
A very little
practice
will
show how this can be done so that 3.11 the mason has
to do is spread it evenly with his trowel.
He then drops his trowel and lays bricks
with both hands, pushing
each one up against
the
the last one laid so that an end joint
is gathered
up and compressed between the two bricks.
On most jobs this
method will
cut
by as much as one third.
masons' wages bill
IV FINISH.
While a true surface
is most desirable,
the actual
appearance
i8 not of any importance.
But a great deal of time is
spent on some jobs smoothing
the joints
and giving
the wall a very
ihis
is objectionable
on two grounds:
it is unregular
aspect.
and secondly
it is a positive
hinnecessary
and hence expensive,
drance to the proper
adhesion
of plaster.
If mortar projects
from
new work it can be left;
if there are rough,
sunken joints,
leave
them so, they make excellent
keys or grip for plaster.
Any projections will
harden and when,they
are broken off later
will
be irregIf wet joints
and projections
are trimmed
ular which is desirable.
they should be cut or scraped to leave a rough surface,
not smooth.
V. LI?dE NORTAR.
Where weather resistant
burned bricks
are to be
used as the permanent
face of the wall,
or when stone or concrete blocks
are to be similarly
used, lime mortar may be used.
It is not advised where there is constant
dampness.
Lime comes in two common forms, lump or unslaked
lime,
and, hydrated
lime. The latter
is a commercial
product
in powder
form put up in bags. It is mixed with sand, one part of lime to
three or more part3 of sand according
to the desired
strength.
Of course
this
is most convenient
to handle,
but it i3 not commonly procurable
in many outlying
sections.
The lump lime has to be slaked,broken
down by soaking
it
in a leak proof box. The lumps are spread out and water is poured
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on them

that they are thoroughly
soaked. The operation
requires
continuous
supervision
because there
is violent
action
and if the
lime gets some water and dries or burns it is rendered less effective. On the other hand the lime is not to be submerged for then it
will
not slake normally.
Eventually
the whole mass becomes a thick
fluid.
This is usually
achieved by the attendant
using a hoe
It is quite
alright
to make a pool of sand in which*to
slake the lime. When lumps fail
to break down, or if,as
in poor
quality
lime,there
are many lumps after
the slaking
process,
screen
the lot into a lower bed where the sand will
be added.
The sand should be free of all stones.
It is mixed with
the new hot lime until
it becomes almost solid.
It is then left
for about a week. Longer periods
help rather
than hinder
the besr
results.
When the mortar
is required,
it is taken in batches
in
its hard state and wetted
and mixed until
all white
lumps are broken down and the whole is a homogeneous mass and reduced to workable consistency.
In this condition
it will
slip easily
from the
trowel.
VI.

30

Cm=-LIME

MORTAR.

This
probably
the best mortar made,It
is made of a combination
of lime mortar
as described
in the last
sect ion, and cement mortar.
Have the lime mortar prepared
in ample quantities
well
ahead, When the cement-lime
mortar
is to be made, make cement
mortar of one part of cement to three parts of sand, and to the
usual conaietency.
Then combine the two mortars
in equal quantifies and use at once. No mortar with cement in it should be unused
for over one and a half hours. Use it within
that time, whether
it means overtime
work or not.
This mortar has all the advantages
of lime :mortar in
easy workability,
cohesiveness,
and adhesiveness;
and of cement
mortar’s
hardness,
water-proof
qualities,etc.
Cement-lime
mortar
is particularly
valuable
in footings
and foundations
and all other
masonry subjected
to regular
or irregular
wetting
or dampness.
is,

CRAP~3R TF,N BRICKLAYING,

1, mners,
Brickwork
is commenced at
by corners,
corners,
or, in the case of chimneys or columns, built
If possible,
have a corner built
at each end of a wall before
the
masons come to do the body of the wall.
Of course corner3
are to
and
usually,
you will
put your best mason
be plumb and square;
are up about %wo to
on this part of the work. When the corners
etretch
a line and go to work on the rest of the wall.
three feet,
lay dry bricks
from one corner of
Before using mortar,
the building
to the other,
leaving
‘dry’
joints,
and
determine what the bond for the wall is to be. Having determined
whether the first
brick
is to be longwise,
a ‘stretcher*,
or crosswise,
lay it in mortar and proceed with
called
a ‘return*
in a corner,
That is the outside
bricks
and only as
building
a shell
corner.
many of the inside
bricks
a3 are necessary
for the corner
itself,
30

30
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DRAWING

FIG. HI.

Each layer of brick
ir ealled a lcoureet.
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SO

A& soon as the four corners
are established
by measure
atretch
a line all the way around and
and squared by diagonal,
lay the first
course of the corner
each way to the line.
As
bricks
are added to the corner,
place a straight
edge from the
corner
to the bottom couroe.
This will
keep the entire
corner
in
line.

Sl-RAIGH-I-EDGE

HOW

ON A

‘Line

out

TO

-PUT

A

LINE

C0RNE-R.

from, and

of brick
? _. -.;;:
.:all;
wrap
?
a &.“i g 4 tik Ed the line as shown
and hold wi+:i the finger
until
the
man at the end who is sighting
the line
gives his O.K. If your brick
is too low, it
must be lifted,
more mortar put under it.
When all is O.K. place a piece of brick
on the
twig to hold it in place,
If the supporting
brick
is laid in the right
place it will
not have
to be moved when the wall is built
up to it.
The reason we prefer
the line above the brick

as well

a8
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clear of the face is that so many lines have light
ends protruding and they get coated with mud. Also, the brick often have
small irregularities
which would touch the line were the line to

be at all below the upper line of the brick.
At each corner the
line can be held
from the wall by a piece of
board.
One of the best plumb rules
that can be used may be made in your
foolproof
in
shop. It is absolutely
itself.
We admit that it is not so
convenient
as the glass and bubble
type, but these latter
do get out of
and too often,
unfortunately,
order,
the user is not aware of it. Of course
one great advantage
of the store
variety
is that it combines level
glass with the plumb glass in the
one tool.
Whenever a glass type
plumb or level is being used, reverse
it frequently
to make sure that it is
correct.
All glass levels
and plumb
rules
should be checked before the
job begins.
‘17e have found masons
using a level that was ‘out ’ to the
extent
of four inches in five feet:
i7alls which are plastered
on the inside
do not need an
inside
line.
Each row of headers is a guide to the line of the
inside
face of the wall,
Vith properly
designed
and made bricks
there is no need for stretchers
on the inside
face to protrude,
Masons building
corners
should be cautioned
against
using too little
mortar for if they do, the men out gn the wall
will
find it impossible
to get their brick
down to the line.
Wall heights.
Before the masons start
the corners,
II.
prepare
a storey rod. It should be the height
of the wall from the
ant course to the top. Lay up several
bricks
on the mortar joint
you want maintained
throughout
the job. Xeasure one complete
coursebrick
plus its joint.
Then mark out the whole rod, lightly,
with
the height. of one joint.
If it does not come out evenly,
increase
or decrease the joint
to make the courses come out right.
Then
make heavy marks. Two storey
roda are sufficient
on a house. See
that its use is explained
to the mason on the corner,
and see
will
save a lot
trouble
also that he uses it. This practice
later
on.
Make a list
of all sill
heights,
built-in
furniture
posand any other features
about the walls which may otheritions,
wise be forgotten
by a busy superintendent
until
wall has been
built
which must be torn down again.
Speed in bricklaying.
Eliminate
every condition
which
III.
causes bottlenecks,
idleness,
and other waste. For instance,
one
mason about the middle of the wall has to put in the one piece required.
See that he or someone else has that piece ready before
the
so that he will
not hold up the entire
gang
the course starts,
while he fumbles around getting
a piece and putting
it in. See
that all the mortar and brick
are ready before
the course starts.
off

of
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Speed in getting
the bricks into the wall
w&LY~&
has already been referred
to under the Se&ion
dealing with mortar consistency.
The method whereby
the labourers pour the mortar on the wall and the
br!cklayer
just puts the brick to the line, will
meet with considerable
opposition,
but it is worth
trying.
It is not a question of driving
the men,
but of getting the greatest amount of work dons
for the labour they give.
As soon as the bricklayer
nearest to the
corner has laid pairs of bricks or headers for
three feet, the labourer can start to pour the
mud for the next course. mhen the corner man has
met the next man, he and his corresponding mason &:i+4<&)
at the other end of the line can loose the line,
so that the moment the course is completed, the
line can be pulled tight and bricklaying
commence again.
The very common practice
of placing a
row of bricks,
or blocks, on fairly
stiff
mortar
leaving the cross joints
empty, and then when
the row has been filled
in, puttering
around
filling
cross joints,
using straight
edges, etc.,
cannot be too strongly condemned. The best cross
joint is made by squeezing some bed mortar
against the previous brick laid. Before the
masonWs hands leave the brick it should be
‘on the line* so that it will req
further
adjustment.

f-------

SLIDIN6.

INTO

-PLACE
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The whole

question

of bonding

is taken

up in the next

chapter.

IV. Frame setting
and tying.
Frames improperly
built
in
cause a great deal of trouble
later
on. Encourage
the mason to
call for the carpenter
in plenty
of time to brace the frame and
tie it into the wall.
The first
frames to be set are the door5 in the outside
wall.
As shown in the chapter .on ant course,
the foot of the
frame is nailed
in place.
Be sure that the face of the frame is
on the finish
line of the plaster.
and not on the line of brick.

To line up the frames in one wall,
mske little
blocks
5/8” thick
and place them behind the line at each corner.
These
blocks
will
have to be retained
for the masons, which means that
instead
of having the line close to the bricks,
it will
be at
with a gauge block
if
least
518" away. Each mason can be supplied
necessary
so that if he is uncertain
whether his bricks
are the
correct
distance
from ‘the line,
he can check. This may seem a
but it works.
Since the plaster
very precarious
way to lay brick,
takes up the inequality,
there is no really
valid
objection.
The
final
result
justifies
it because the plaster
and the face of .the
frames is one straight
line,
whereas if the frames are placed in
line with the brickwork,
the plaster
will
extend beyond the frame
s.nd a very unsatisfactory
joint
will
result
at every frame.

The masons are tempted to anchor the line intermediately
along the
while the sections
may be
wall.
Absolutely
forbid
this
practice.
the Whole wall certainly
will
not be. Insist
on a free
straight,
line from corner to corner,
no frame, or brick,
or mortar touchOtherwise
it will
not be straight.
We have shown
ing it anywhere.
that a line may be SUDDOrted intermediately,
but that is Only
done when the corner man sights
through
each time to see that the
line
is not only level but in direct
line from corner
to corner.
We have not tried
to finally
brace frames in the plumb
position
until
there has been a few courses of brick
laid against
it to ‘anchor’it
at the bottom.
Further
details
of frame setting
are given on that subject
in Book Three,Carpentry.
When setting
a sill,
whether
of stone or wood, do not bed
Use fairly
thick
mortar
only under
the whole length with mortar.
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the points
of the sill
tration
at these points
between these points.

which
will

have jambs. Otherwise,
the concencause the sill
to bend up or crack
I I

i
V. Scaffold.
This subject
taken up in Book Three, Carpentry,
but at this point
we may discuss
the merits
of the inside
and outside
methods. of scaffolding.
On buildings
of over one storey,
the floors
of the building are used for the workmen, particularly
the masons,during
the
erection
of the walls.
But there are difficulties
in working
from
the inside
when there are small rooms. Scaffold
becomes a problem.
Not only because planks have to be cut but because of the congestion and the delivery
of materials.
Hence we use the outside
for
scaffolding
wherever
possible.
The scaffold
itself
was a problem until
we adopted the
shinglers'
jack scaffold.
Of course it would not be satisfactory
for regular
bricklayers
under many conditions,
but it does work
on mission
buildings.
It provides
a platform
three feet wide if
necessary,
but it is seldom necessary
to make it more than two
is

FIG

IS6

JACK

SCIWFOLD.

CRAPTER ELEVEN
I.

BONDING

VALUES.

their

Masonry walls have little
tensile
strength
compared
hence, when them is the least settlement,
great weight,

to

the wall tends to crack.
The bonding
especially
near a corner,
or tying
together
of units
of masonry,
bricks,
blocks,
stones,
way of preventing
cracks.
Contrary
etcD, is the best practical
for
care in bonding
saves time also,
to opinion
in some quarters,
if the bond is studied
out a little
in the first
two courses of a
be the minimum of trouble
all the rest of the
wall ( there will
way. Provided
that a wall is plumb,
The greatest
fault
in bricklaying
is a straight
joint.
Rot only
avoid them but do not mske jolnts
that are nearly
and
virtually
straight
joints.

The next great fault is to build too many
of strithout a course of headers, as in Big, 159. Even if this
etaEd op, header
csn be laid ulp faster
than
courses

course6

stretcher
ALL

all

courses.

STRETCl4ERS

+

the way, wrongiweak.

But because we do need longitudinal
strength,
we use more stretchers than headers.
do not recommend having more than five course8 of stretchers
to every course of headers.
To prevent
as far as
pGSSible the harbouring
of vermin,
see that there are no extensive
Voids,
wall joints,
etc. in the wall,
We

For mud OF burned brickwork
we recommend either
of the
gives a large amount
two bond3 Bhown above. The one on the right
of longitudinal
strength
while it has enough headers
to not only
make it knit together
cross wikle but be aleo fast in the lay up,
It ie easier
to ley two headers then two etretchera,
The he adere in each case given above, and in all exampPee in this book start
at two or two and a half brick8
length
from the corner.
The reason i.e that the corner
ie thoroughly
well
and does not need headers to hold things
togethbonded crose-wise
er. What we do want near the corner
is longitudinal
strength,
and
wherever
headers are introduced
there tenda to be poorer bond a8
far 88 longitudinal
strength
is concerned.
Along the same line,
and to 8ave cutting
pieces,
we reshorter
than 5'
coxcnend that no header6 be used at all in walls
For every euch wall has cro38 bricke
either
at jambs or by intersection
with another wall.
For the same reason that we keep headers well away from
we keep them away from all jambe or other termini
of mascorners,
onry.
Note that on the right
side,
the I./4 brick
used to start
the headera,
ie in two pieces.
There are 80 many pieces
lying
about that it is waste to cut a long brick
in two for the purpose.
Note that the only purpose of this piece is to make the header
come evenly over the joint
beneath.
Hence, wherever
headers are to
to be started,
they must come squarely
over the joint
beneeth,
no
matter what size piece is required
for the Purposes EmlY maBone
use a 3/4 piece to start
headers.
On the extreme left,
the second course is indented
at
the end, This is called
‘toothing’
end is eometimes done when
one part must be built
up at once and joined
up later.

‘/
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1, The one brick
wall.
This is
acceptable
for partitions
where they-will
not be subjected
to vibThis type can also be used in panels where
ration,
bumping,etc.
there are frequent
posts or pilasters
into which the panel is secured by bond or by metal tie.
FIG. 162.
I

To9

I

VIEW

ONE

I

SRICK

WALL

I

I

PI LASTER

2, The two brick

wall,

in commonest

L

PI LASTER
usel,FIG,
\63
STRETCHERS

Note

the bonding

of headers

COURSES
TiiiRD,

Every
ately.

corner
Never

I

I

ALWAYS

FIG. 164.
and stretchers

FIRS-r,
FIFTH.

in a two brick wall use6 these
put pieces
in or near a corner

two courses alternor at jambs.
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Two-brick

FIG. 167.

3. Three-brick

Alternate

walle,

*TV joints.

ALTERNATE CO!,MW
IN A ‘T’
3olN-r

---I
-4

FIG. 16%.

wall

bond.

courses in three brick wall corners.
Pricks
not on the face of the wall are pushed into place
as shown in Fig. 150, 151, 152. But in the backing
up of a wall
like this three brick
wall,
there h&B to be a sidewise
movement
a3 well to fill
up the wall or long joint.
It is not easy to do
this,
and that is why we say that headers
lay up faster
than stretchers.
If the wall and cross joints
have not been completely
fiiled
by the pushing
process,
the new spread of wet mud will
flow
down into the unfilled
spaces. No end of money has been wasted by

BONDING
Three-brick

wall

'T'

joints.

FIG. 171.

Alternate

courses.

masons filling
these cross and wall joints
after
the bricks
have
been laid.
The waste begins by having rather
stiff
mortar
on which
the bricks
are placed,
more or less gently,
and with no mortar
in
the cross joint
at all.
When all the bricks
of a course are laid,
a sort of pause that refreshes.
of joints
begins,
the'chucking'
The mortar being rather
stiff
seldom sticks
to the bricks,
and so
the wall ie weaker and more expensive
than is necessary.
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Fig,

173,

arrangement
of headers
in a
three brick
wall,
using a
header course for every three
of stretchers.
.de face
Inside

of the wall
header

0utside
/

course
header

course.

The first
outside
course in any wall
ia headers.-

Alway
lap
header8*
This
holds for any wall
three or more bricks
wide. Be particular
about
this
in foundation
walls.
Ordinarily,
no line
is required for the inside
face of the wall
if the mason will
see that the wall
Joint
between the outside
header and
inside
stretcher
is maintained
at a uniform thickness
throughout
the whole wall.
of using a straight
edge to true
Some masons have a habit
up a wall,
instead
of using the line.
The habit
should be discouraged. Very small irregularities
in the face of a wall which is to
be plastered
are somewhat of an advantage.
Sometimes there
is need for tying between one wall and
another
where the courses are not level,
or for some other reason
headers
cannot overlap
a6 in Fig.173.
In this caee we metal ties,
and preferably
of course , of non-rusting
material.

BONDING

a frame, piece of built
Brick
on edge. When any feature,
a lintel,
etc.,
must came at a height
not in agreein furniture,
ment with the courses
of brickwork,
use leee mortar,
more mortar,
or else a course of bricks
on edge to accommodate the frame.
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III.

BIDCK BOND.

1, Blocks

2, Blocks

which

which

are oblong.

are square.

In Fig. 177 we have shown how square blocks,
6” X 12” X 18”
may be bonded at the corner
either
by the use of a one-quarter
piece or by the use of a three-quarter
piece.
In Fig, 178 is shown one way to bond square blocks
at the
corner.
In Fig. 179 another
method for square blocks.
Whenever the
bond has been figured
out, make the pieces necessary
in the moulds;
do not count on masons cutting
pieces
on the job. It takes time,
and the piecea are not strong when cut.
In the main part of the wall have all blocks
arranged
to
lap one half on the blocks
beneath.
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IV QUOINS.
These are chiefly
ornamental,
but in some cases they
are the strengthening
device for a corner
and very little
extra
work is required
to accentuate
them and so give a very attractive
appearance.
FIG.

rgo.

QUOINS

FIG

181
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In Fig. 180 we are merely showing what was done with the
concrete
reinforcement
used on the corner of a stone wall building. The concrete
forms were fitted
with appropriately
shaped
moulding
which produced
the chamfer effect.
The concrete
was
poured into a mould about six feet high,
and rammed irto
the part
which projects
as a tooth into the stonework.
When the concrete
as completed,
masons plastered
it and finished
it neatly
as in
the illustration.
In Pig, 181 the heavy line indicates
the quoin which may
be distinguished
from the rest of the wall in various
ways: by a
different
colour
of brick;
by itself
pro jetting
from the wall
an
inch or inch and a half;
or by projection
plus a course of brick
between each quoin laid even with the rest of the wall.
v.

PILASTERS.

We may define pilasters
as piers
built
into and with
They serve a variety
of purposes.
of a
Instead
of building
a heavy wall the entire
length
e msy have a number of pilasters
which afford
the rebuilding,
the intervening
wall being lighter.
Very often
quisite
strength,
the intervening
wall is very light
and may be called
a panel.
Where a wall is adequate
in itself
but unable to support
concentrated
loads as from roof trusses
or other heavy beams, the
pilasters
are designed
to carry that extra load.
Sometimes they are ucied In interiors
for acoustic purposthe wal;.
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VI.

BUTTF#BSSESt
Buttresses
are piers
or webs built
against
walls
to stiffen
them, especially
where there are roof thrusts.
Somstimes the wall requires
support
after
it has been built
and a
buttress
seems the only practical
answer.
In this
latter
cases
dig out a goodly number of bricks
so that the buttress
can be
f-1-A
-- into the wsqq.
AAL.
Buttress
foundations
should be as solid
as for a house0
with footings
resting
on hard undisturbed
earth.
Thoroughly
waterproof
the buttress,
especially,
of course
if it is made of mud brick.
Otherwise
it will
conduct moisture
to the main wall.
Each projection
of a buttress
should be capped
with at least two inches of reinforced
concrete.
This cap may be
made on the
buttress
or

er, make a
cavity
in the
brick
so as
to form the
anchor on
the under-

Side

view

of concrete

cap.
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and a21 C&Tresponding
bricks
below
them, bond into the main
wall as do the
pair X X at
the top.
Note
that all other
bricks
on the
face of the
buttress
are
trimmed headers.
while
this type of
buttress
is
not very attractive,
its
looks are improved in proportion
to the

steepness

of

the ,egPe.
II _E c--A.*---Lwccreae

is not plastered,
the hesders are
laid as ire the
top course of a
gable wall.

BONDING
VII.
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BURNZD BRICK AND CCNCRKTE BLOCK VENlUR.

1, Burned
Brick,
The following
diagram shows how to build
a mud brick wall
with a burned brick
veneer for that part of the wall e.xposed to
the weather.
Aa previously
indicated,
the only real problem is
adequate
tying.
To reduce expense to a minimum, use only one
course of headers for every five or seven of stretchers
and somewhere in between use metal ties.
These ought to be waterproofed,
durable
and heavy, and equipped with lugs or other device for
gripping
the mortar.
MUD SRICK
The block marked T in
TRANS1-U-ION
the partition
wall ties
in with the
the main wall.
Wherever possible
tie in this way.
M.T.indicates
a metal
tie not less than l/16"
thick.
If iron is flat,
make an effective
hook
at each end. If neceasar, gouge a small hole
in the brick
to accommodate this hook.
The masons are
tempted to hemmer
the iron straight.
3bud bricks
and
blucks may be
used in the
foundation
wall above
grade level.

..~,
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The blocks
need not be thicksr
2, Concrete
block veneer.
than two inches,
but ought to be laid in cement mortar,
be tied
whether by headers or by metevery course to the backing bricks,
al ties.
As with the burned brick,
it need not be used higher
than the level of the roof eave. That is, if weatherproofing
is
its sole purpose.
If it is neatly
laid and pointed,
it can be
painted
with cement wash or other decoration.
It need not be plaetered.

I& 191.

Transition
from concrete
block
veneer to mud brick
at the level
of the roof @ave.
From this point up there
will
be an irregular
cavity
the
width of the concrete
biock,
but
only for two courses at a time.
This can be filled
with pieces
shown
in
the
diagram
and marked
--_
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The concrete
block in Figs.
189,190,
are 2W or 2-l/2”
or
8” high,
and 16v. long. The bricks
are the standard
size
elsewhere,
5=-5/E!” wide,
121t long and 3-l/2”
deep.
The occasional
concrete
header block shown can be used if
desired.
It is 8” high,
8” wide, and 16” long.
Its effectiveness
wiil
be increased
if the top and bottom surfaces
are rough, moulded that way,
The cement block can be made with one part cement to six
parts
of sand. The msximum strength
which is practicable,
is obtained
by making these blocks
in the rainy season and keeping
them
wet for at least ten days. But the longer they are kept wet, the
more they harden.

3” thick,
mentioned

LINTELS

CHAPTER TWELVE

A lintel
is any beam supporting
a Wall over an Opening,
It may be part of a door frame9 or it may be separate,
or it may
be over the door or window lintel
to bear weight
which is too
great for the frame lintel.
In this latter
class there are three main types:
the concrete lintel,
the wood lintel,
and the angle iron lintel,The
concrete lintel
is described
in Book Four, Concrete.
The wood lintel.
For mud brick,
this lintel
need only be
2” thick
over a three foot opening.
If the opening
is wider than
this,
there would be presumably,
intermediate
jambs, technically
known as mullions.
Wood lintels
placed along side the lintels
of frames,
e:lould take up all the space and be even with the plaster
finish.
It is a little
extra work at the time, but it saves a deal of
trouble
later
on.

This construction
is
vc~y objectionable.
If cavity
is plaster<.he
plaster
will
ed,
proi~‘.1~v fall.
A wood
insert.i.iq..
to look
right
? *. ; difficult.
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LARGER.
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195.
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I

lintel.

I

I

Brick
on edge or
headers
are the
best construction
over lintels.
Brick
on end,
called
*Soldiers*
are often used for
appearances,
but
are invariably
supported
by an
angle iron
lintel.
Mud blocks
are
poor construction
over lintels.
To
relieve
the dead
weight
on the lintel,
shape the
blocks
just a little
as shows. Note that
the bed of mortar
is arched-a
little.
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Nearly all lintela
require
the additional
support
afforded by a temporary
post in the middle while the blocks
or bricks
and until
the mortar
ha8 hardened.
Be sure that
are being
laid,
if the post rests on a frame, the under side of the frame has a
block.
If the post is on a masonry sill,
place a block base for
it,
at least a feat
long. One post is all that is required
a8 a
rule.

r

. _

The support
of wood lintels
over wide or double doors is
a problem.
The solution
which seems the least obtrusive
and most
satisfactory
is a bale iron support
from the lintel
to the top of
the wall.
The length
of the bale iron is calculated,
the lower end
is formed to hook the lintel
as shown, and then the bale iron is
led up through
the wall as the wall is built.
At the top it is secured to a block.
Of course the lintel
requires
a post support,
and the
sooner it is put in the better.
If possible,
force the lintel
up
in the middle as much as l/2”
in a five foot opening,
It will
help
to warp the lintel
in an upward curve which is preferable
to a perfectly
straight
line when all the work is done, Be sure that the
post has a wood block and Otherwise
solid
support.
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Bale iron affixed
to door lintel
when there 18 8n arch
ower
the iron may
_ -- the other half of the opening. If preferable,
e batten,
fastened to the top of the
be hooked under a lengthw
frame.

.
.

In Fig.

202 the double lintel
is supported
batten well fastened by Icrews

hooked under a stout
both lintels.

FIG. 203.

by

a bale iron
to

or nail8

Rale

CHAETERTHIXTEE8
I.

iron

coming

up from

lintel.

AIicms

SEGMENT,

Mark out the
curve with a
t-rape or a
measured rod.
The radiue
for
an arch like
this is approximately
five
thirds,
2 times the
opening.
An
I
ordinary
2'6"
door hab a
masonry opening of aPProximately

II
36”.

I

f--J-----

1
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of five
feet.
give a radius
If arches 8UCh as this are desired
throughout
the house
make one or two arch supports,
for door and window openings,
called
cambers. Directions
for making are found in Rook Three,
Chapter Six.
If the masonry between the arch and the frame is to be
then mark out the shield
as well as the
covered by a wood shield,
camber when you are using the tape or rod.
Keep the end of the arch about Z/4” above the frame to
allow for plaster.
The brickwork
cut at an angle to receive
the arch is
called
a skewback. One method of finding
this angle is to place
a square on the camber so that the corner
of the square is almost
way to get it is by extending
the
touching
the camber. Another
lower line of the camber wood when the curve is being made. Extend the tape or rod beyond the curve,
and the angle formed between the two lines
is the angle of the skewback.

This

would

FIG. 207.

\
\
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This

would

give a radius
of five feet.
If arches such as this are desired
throughout
the house
make one or two arch supports,
for door and window openings,
called
cambers. Directions
for making are found in Rook Three,
Chapter Six.
If the masonry between the arch and the frame is to be
then mark out the shield
as well aa the
covered by a wood shield,
camber when you are using the tape or rod.
Keep the end of the arch about Z/4” above the frame to
allow for plaster.
The brickwork
cut at an angle to receive
the arch is
called
a skewback, One method of finding
this angle is to place
of the square
is almost
a square on the camber so that the corner
way to get it is by extending
the
touching
the camber. Another
lower line of the camber wood when the curve is being made. Extend the tape or rod beyond the curve,
and the angle formed between the two lines
is the angle of the skewback.
\
\

LUMBER

FQR CAMBER

\
i” Y 6 ”

LOurANCE..FOR

PLASTER

\

FIG 208

c;ND VIEW

CENT-RE_

Make allowance
everywhere
around the arch for plaster.
If the wood shield
is ueed, note in Fig. 207 that there is a Stub
end on the shield.
This will
keep the brick
of the arch up from
the frame at the front.
At the rear face,
the
camber is to be even
with the shield,
When
the plaster
is applied
to the under side of
the arch,
it will
not
come below the top edge
of the door frame.
Note that in
Fig. 208 the face of
the brick
ie back from
the face of the shield.
This Pgain allows
for the
I
the plaster
finishing
I
flush with the face of
FIG. 210.
the shield
and the
frame.
Again note that
the brick
core on the
frame lintel
is kept back from the rear face of the lintel
so that
when plaster
is applied
it will
not project
beyond the wood.
When a shield
is used the brick
is laid directly
on it without mortar between.
Mortar
is never used on the camber. But mortar
is always used on the core and for the bed joint
of any brick
above
the first
ring.
As on the right
in Fig.210,
always lay the edge of the
brick
solidly
on the support,
whether
camber or bed joint.
The radius line should be the centre
line of every brick
of the arch.
MaEons not used to doing arch work sometimes get thing8
confused
as at left
in Fig.210.
In all arch work, use only enough mortar
to keep the brick
from touching
each other and to supply the w.edge joint.
Lay up about half the arch on one side,
then start
the other
side. Measure the intervening
space as you approach
the centre
in
an attempt
to avoid cutting,
or the use of a very thin brick
for
the centre or key brick.
It does not take long to place dry bricks
right
over the arch first
to see how they will
come out. Ry keeping
the joints
very thin,
or by trimming
each brick
a little
and using
thin joints,
you may avoid trouble
at the last.
On the other hand,
just a very little
extra mortar
in each joint
may enable you to
come out even.
To avoid hold up and the making of many cambers, get one
opening ready ahead of the others,
and arch it. Since the mud mortar
dries very well in about five hours,
try to put in three in one day
with one camber, one at 7.A.N.,
one at noon, and one just before
closing
time.
A quick release
device for holding
the camber is described
in Rook Three, Chapter Six.
The segment arch should not be closer
to a corner than
two feet for a three foot opening,
four feet for a five foot opening.
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AND PARTITIOI ARCYl#S . The half-round,
and beet .for most purposes.
'Roman' arch is the strongest
ius %a one half the opening.

or
The rad-

.
'Fl6.2lI. T)OEl?OMANA-RCW
A wood form called
a eantring
is expensive
to make and ie unneceesary. Firet
make a deck or support
of 2” X 6” or 2” X 12’ and hold
up with poets.
The center
line of the horizontal
piece should be
level with the centre of the arch 80 that a nail can be driven ae
ahown. Make a trammel ae shown. 3/4" X 2" ie satisfactory
for thie.
at each end being
Bow lay dry brick
on the deck, the outer cornera
placed even with the end of the trammel,
or juet a little
short of
it. When the entire
semi-circle
has been outlined
thie way, fill
the spaces betvaen corner8
with thick
mud and make the outer line
conform perfectly
to the circle
deecribed
by the end of the trammel, Make sure that the surface
of thia mud ie perfectly
level
crone-wiee,
because thie
is actually
the finiah
line of the under
side of the comple’ted arch.
When the mud haa dried,
ley the firet
ring upon it, without
out mortar between the form and the brick.
arch can be used
The eegment arch or the aemi-nlllptlcal
alao between rooms or for outer verandah walls.
But the elliptical
type should not be used close to the end of the verandah wall.
It
require8
considerable
reeistance
in the supporting
pier.
The eemi-elliptical
arch construction
ia described
in the
next rub-eection.
in dealing
with bay windows.
III GOTHIC ARCH5S. Thie Is the etrongeet
arch,
and the
strength
of the Gothic is proportional
to its height.
For the best
effect,
the height
of the door or window should never be lees than
twice the width.
The aupport
for the arch is made in the eemb way
as for other arches.

ARCHBS
To open window in tog of frame,
hinge at the cross bar ae
shown in Big. 212.
Gothic-doors
axe
expensive
and are
likely
to warp.
Divide
the opening ae shown in
Fig. 215, using
plain,
equaretop doore,

h

Big. 216 shows the Gothic-arched
intericr
door of a church.
The forming
is of 1” X 12m
forced
into a curve and well braced.
Heavy
shading
indicates
the brick
and mud fill
neceseary
to complete
the true curve.
The
brick
of such a steep arch can be laid
to the trenznel and the fill
put in
216
place afterward.
That ie, until
the
arch is half built.
In the second half
.ng can be built
ehead
the arch bricks.
In a very high arch
the wall should be
built
up as the arch
proceedal
As a matter
of fact,
the corner8
of the wall at each end
should be built
f iret,
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BAY WINDOWS
CHJQTER ROURTEEN BAY WINDOWS.

Apart from the fact that a bay window is an attractive
f sature,
it has decidedly
utilitarian
values in a house, especialthe floor
area without
increasing
ly in a bedroom0 It increases
It commands a view which is not othereize of roof or main walls.
wise posrrible
and which ie frequently
more than merely seethetic.
Moat important
of all, however, is the fact that it ie able to
catch air currents
which cannot be utilized
without
it. The particular
bay window shown here La the highest
that can be used
with 821 eleven foot ceiling.

Steps

in construction
of the Bay Window.
1. Follow
cloeely
the foundation
trendh plan on Page 53.
2. Put in footings
the full
width of the trench.
3. Make the bay window sill
and brace it according
to inetructione
of Bay window.
in Book Three, Chapter Two, sub-section
4, Lay this sill
on the footing
and start
the foundation
wall
air inches outside
of this sill
face. At ground level,
check
Lhe foundation
wall,
making eure that it is just
six inches
outside
the frame face.
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5, Make the

ant course outside
line to conform exactly
to the sill
the ant course la to be plastered,
keep it back of the
sill
face about one half
inch.
6, Before
jointing
the metal ant course,
lay the sill
on it to
check every measure and angle.
7, Lay the first
couiss of brick
in the bay, and then lsy the sill
on them, to check that the brick face is 3/4. back from the
face of the sill.
This is to allow for plaster.
If these brick
are
not disturbed
afte? this
checking,
and are plumbed from, the sill
does not have to be used again for dimension,
and can be joined
up
to the rest of the bay window frame.
The line on the face of the brick
wall is l/2”. back from
the rear corner of the jamb which is next to the wall.

face,

If

SILL

FIG.214.

ON WALL.

m=rTED LINL INDKATLC
SltICK

JAMS

ASWE

MAml WmA

FOUNDBcttUN WALL LIIUE +

-------a---

St&.

LINE.

W-B

In Big, 219 note the dotted
line which
indicate6
the brick
jamb to be built
above the brick
sill.
The distance
between these jembe, 8'4" is noted in
the drawing of the cl111 in Book Three
and it is important
that this
FIG. 22Q
measure be carefully
maintained.
%A-+
WINfK)W SILL
The chamfer is to be eorbelled
to a aquare comer Hn from the
AbID WALL SECTION
top of the window frame.
The horn of the window
sill,
marked 'Ii' is to be completely
built
in as ehown.
Brace frame well when plumbed,,
Corbel
is the architectMmAL &N-l’ COw1IS
ural term for a maeonry brackQLiN?
et on the face of a wall,
formed by the successire
projections Of coumee of brick
or stone,

/
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A6 soon 8~ the frame hais been built
in, prepare
the C&I
88 fOllOWQ:
Get three long poets of 2” X 4” or 2’ X 5” or 3” X 4”
seven feet long;
three ehort poata about 4’6” long;
three crone pieces 8bOUt 5’ long, 2” X 6”.
and support by
Plscs the three cross pieces
88 tshown In Fig,221
None of this scsffold
mriet project
beyond
the poate 8s indfcatad.
although
the CrOef3 piacee
he line of the insida
face of the wall,
hould come to within
one inch of the line
6” X 8'4' aed
On top of the CroQe p’
th the top of
en this is on thQ line of th
for the grQ8t
6 is the euppo
the frame, wedge it in p1acQ.
hich supports
tha arch. See that all
weight of the dry brick
core
&rQ
poets are firmly
b8Qedb end all croee piece8 end other part0
eQcured againrt
movement.
UppOrt

BAY wIlYDcm3
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Eow at 12" from sach snd of thr plank eupport and about
down from the uppQr edge, drive the nail of the 12" trammel
shown in the diagram. The end of the trammel muet just touch the
jamb in each ~808.
Then make the 7’4” tr8mmQl for the CentrQ arrd fasten
it
The eseentisl
condition
for thie centre
tramto a 2" X 6’ post.
mel is that when f8BtQnQd and mung OTQr the short tremmsl,
ths
twc QndS will
perfectly
coincide.
When the tramme
are all in
place,
the building
of the dry brick
corQ can be begun.
l/2*

r

ThQ
for
core
must

2' X 6" Cr0138 piece8 which project
outside
the fr8mQ 8r~ used
ecaffold
support.
Inside
the frame thay will
be ueed for ths
which support8
the dams, This is the mason the8Q croezl Pisces
be underneath
the window head. They may be nailed
to the winhead, to their posts and to the eupport plank with 3" aails
The naila
into %hQ frame head must be drivsn up.

i

on page 106 for

the Rom8n 8rCh.

rI
-~

~

Floor
Big. 224 Completed bw windo
arch on dry brick
core with mud
surfacing.
men ring number two is complete,
attach
8 strong
bale iron to ths upper horn of the frame nQ8reQt to tha corner
of the house, and lay the bale iron on the course 80 that it ~8x1
be brought
out at the top 88 ehown. The entire
support
for the
8rCh is left
in place until
the dCmQ ia complete
and hae had opportunity
to dry out.
When this
large arch ie complete,
floor
the Lay on top
of the croee pieces,
and fill
the dome space with e ty drum0 or
will
take up space. Then thro
boxers; anything.which
on pie-0
of
brick
to 8n approximation
of 8 segment of dome, and round out with
mud.

BAY WINDOVS
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.Before any brick
are laid on the frame, nail
8 1" X 1"
strip
to the upper side of the frame head, about l/2"
back from
the face. Thie strip
ie essential
to the anchorage
of the dome
bricks
to the frame head. The strip
QXtQndQ from wall to wall.

FIG 225

FIG. 2263. FRONT VIEd
OF DOME C0NSTRWCTlO

RCOBTYIIIG
CHAPTXR BIFlLEElV

ROOB TYIm.

The time to think
about tying
the roof to the masonry
all8 are atill
la when the masonry
8boUt five fett
from the top.
Prepare bale iron Str8pS as 8h0wn here. A Simple C8lCUl8tiOn
will
Show how long they must bc to provide
for the hook at the bottom
end and to wrap Sufficiently
on the rafter
at the top. To make the
wrap the bale iron hook arouz?d a block
the lower end 8mply secure,
or 8 sheet Of met81 88 shown.
The method of tying
the roof after
the wall is up is not
Grooves must be dug in the wall and plastered
up a88ti0f8CtOPy.
The Slightc:et
movement of
gain when the iron has been inserted.
the roof caueeB the iron to move and so the plaSt;er
over the iron
cracks.
If it la felt
that two iron ties are required
for each
and let them emerge from the wall,
rafter,
place them in pairs,
is
one on each side of the rafter,
The actual
tying of the rafter
further
dealt with in Book Three, Chapter Eight.

I .I

ti,jiY7WE
WALL
Ill
‘IL--

Tying verandah posts.
Whether the post ie of masonry or
of wood, it requires
8 thorough
8nChOragQ. A wood post IS anchored
d the anchor iron la faetened
to the lower part of the post.
At the top another
iron connects with the plate.
But with masonry
poets,
it is neceeeary
to run the 8ncher iron from its an&or
below tht floor
right
up through
the poet and to the plate.
He8Vy
yoeta have been seen Swinging
becauee they did not have this con-

ROOF TYIEG
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tinuoas

anchor-to-plate
iron.
Roof brackets,
Due to the great difficulty
in accurately
roof or rafter brackets
while
the rsllr
are being built,
placing
we recolnmsnd patting
them in after
the raftera
have been fixed in
poeition,
Thie also is taken up ila Book Three, Chapter Eight.
To accurately
place the wall ties for each rafter,
draw
L plan of wall taps and roof frame.
Big,

233,

Roof

HOUBB, ehowing
md Vail Plan of tMi16ionq
where roof ties are to be placed.

II
I!
II
4

‘C’ raftsra
bearings
of
It rests on.
tied to the

are csrAra1 between cornem.
‘X9 &owe the four main
roof truerase.
Every rafter
ehould be tied to the wall
ho at the far end and three at this end ehould be
exterior
wall whether
tied elsewhere
or not.

WAIiL TOPS
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CHAPTER SIXTEEE

WALL TOPS AND GAEZES.

on any wall ahould be headers.
The last course of bricks
The last three courses of a wall should be strictly
level,
whatever the others
are. Aa shown in the diagram,
level up the wall
at the fourth
course down.

Finiehing

a alant

top

or gable

wall.

I
F\G. 23s
' FrlC. 236.
Aote the change of bond 80 that the firet
header of the gable
might reet upon two etretchere
and not upon a header.

’

I

pIKEPLAcES

WALL TOPS
Capping

a masonry

wall

CHAPTER SEvEpJTEEn
place
given
ion.

with

!.17

concrete.

PIKEmIACES Am mUm?EYg,

It is worth*hile
going to the trouble
to make your fireand chimney a8 effective
as possible.
The general
deeign
here is accepted
a8 the latest
word in fireplace
conetruct-

Heat ia deflected
into the room by the overhanging
back
wall of the hearth.
The opening immediately
above the hearth
for
the escape of the amok8 ie called
the throat.
It is long and narrow, and aa near the flant
a8 poaaible.
In practice,
the smoke
clings
to the back wall of the throat
until
the curve changers and
then the smoke is beyond chance of coming out into the room*
The wind shelf
imediately
over the hearth,
and at the baee
base of the chimney,
acts a8 a buffer
to cold
down drafts.
The
flue should be of uniform
cross section
all the way to the outlet above the roof, and should be as omooth a~ possible.
Metal
pipes tend to collect
soot more quickly
than masonry because they
are cooler when the heat and smoke etrike
them. Thie elowa down
the speed of the column of Bmoke, ga8,etc.
by chilling
it, and
deposits
on the metal are more quickly
made.
If possible,
have a clean out door behind
the wind &elf,
and in any case, keep the flue clean.
Before a fire
ie lit,
the air in the flue is cold,
It is
good practice
to take a good handful
of paper,
light
it, and stuff
it up the throat
toward the wind shelf before
lighting
the fire
in the hearth.
This preliminary
fire
heats the air in the flue
and often prevents
that first
back draft
of smoke’ that ia sometime8 experienced.
The fireplace
may be put in a corner ae shown in the
plan of the *Yiesion*
houae. Another
location
is the wall opposite the front
door, between the pantry
and the office
doora.
In this case, the hearth
and face of the fireplace
need only project
into the room eix inches,
The chimney and any other adjustment can be accommodated in the office
wall and space.
The clean
out door can be arranged
thie way.

FIREPLACES
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FIREPLACES

Build up the fireplace
a6 the house walls
go up, On top of the hearth,
lay out one
course of maeonry
Then build
a core
indicated
in Fig.

as shown in the plan.
of brick
and mortar
a@
243. With this as sup-

port, build the back wall of stone and
cement, or of concrete,
bonding each
course with those on the splay or eide
wall%. When the cold air shelf has been

formed,
continue
the brick
core aa indicated by the dotted
linec.
Put paper hetween this core and the back wall so that
when the core is removed it will
leave a
emooth surface.
When thie core is oomplete,
smooth the front
aurf ace and put paper on
it. Thie serves as the back face of the
concrete
lintel,
When the lintel
la
formed and hard, the entire
brick
core
ia removed revealing
a fully
moulded
f irebox
and throat.
The rest of the
conetruction
ie indicatad
QI the eection and plan at the ri@t,
Thd
dtrectfona
for making the concrete lintel
are given in 3o3k
Four.
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FXREPUCES AND CHINNEYS

Flues shok.ld always be circular.
The upward current
of
air is circular
and if the flue is square,
there are air pockets
in the corners which impede the upward flow.
The circular
flue
is
more easily
built
and more easily
cleaned.
Building
tt:: circular
flue:
Frocure
a piece of store pipe
the size of the flue you want. 331' the f?.replace
the flue might
;;;ler
be at least $".diameter.
As this is not a regular
stovepipe
make a piece this size. Sandpaper or otherwise
emooth the
exteiior
as much as possible
and smear with kerosene
so that it
will
elip past the plaster
easily.
When you have a course or two of the chimney started,
insert the pipe and fill
all corners
with mud. As each course is laid
laid up, fill
around the pipe until
about 3/4 of '-he pipe is built
in. Then by a circular
motion,
gently
withdraw
the pipe until
it
Is only about l/4 built
in. Repeat the process.

Permanent Kitchen Chimneys,
As for house walls,
go down to solid
earth and dig a
proper
flat
excavation
to take a footing
capable of supporting
the chimney. The chimney may be part of the kitchen
wall or be sestgarate
as shown here. An iron bracket
can be used near the top
of the rail
to steady the chimney.
Observe the gut:*r
faetemed to
the chimney to preserve
it from the roof wash.
It pays to put a cement cap on the chimney at the very
first
,iliI.ding
and so save much trouble
in later
years.
'Jse 45 degree angle elbows for leading
smoke from, stove
be better.
Use as little
metal chimney
to chimne:.
The dral"t wi'l
as poesibie
and as little
exposed in the kitchen
as you can. It
heats th= piaLe.
Avoid angles,
cornerti,
drafts,
pockets,
constrictions
in
and poorly
constructed
chimney caps which interfere
with
fluee,
"raft.
?detal chimney manufacture
is described
in Book Five,
Part Two.
One of the most difficult
operations
in building
chimneys is to obtain
a plaster
finish
which will
resist
cracking.
For
cracking
means that water enters,
On a burned brick
chimney use
cement plaster.
Do one patch right
around the chimney so that it
will
all dry together.
Round the corners.
See the next chapter.

FIFEPLACE

S.M.G.

AND CHIMNXYS
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i
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r
The *Saddle * or weatherproofing
of a chimney against
a roof is
described
in Book Five,
Chapter
Four. Concrete
chimney capsconstruction
detailed
in Book your,
manuChapter
Three. Stovepipe
facture
directions
in Book Five.
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CHAPTER EIGW
I OUTSIDE PLASTER,

PLASTERlXG AND POINTING

1. s burned brick,
Presumably,
only
cement plaster
would be used on burned brick.
Ordinary
cement
plaster
is made of building
sand and cement,. Proportions
being
one part of cement to six parts of sand.
There should be some experiment
about praportlons
because
sometimes a we& mixture
stays on better
than 8 strong nix.
It has
that the sand must be clean,
always been laid down as an essential
aut we have seen sand with a great deal of impurity
used with
cemperfectly.
e@t and holding
It may be atated that if the hardness
of the outside
plaster
exceeds the hardness
of %he wall to which it is applied,
it WL11 probably
peel off because it expands at a greater
rate
when the sun strikes
it.
We strongly
recommend the inclusion
of lime in the cement
plaster.
The lime gives what the trade calls
a fatty
texture
which
is so effective
in causing the plaster
to work well snd to adhere
to the masonry. The proportions
of cement-lime
plaster
are as follows : one part of lime mortar added to one part of cement mortar.
The lime mortar
is first
made as described
in the chapter
of sand, accordon Mortar,
one part of lime to three or more parts
ing to the strength
or quality
of the lime. On the day that the
it should be mixed to the consistency
of
lime mortar is required,
Vhen the cement-sand
plaster
has been mixed, an equal
the plaster.
amount of iime: plaster
is added. Mix together
thoroughly.
The part of the wall to be plastered
should be wetted
just before plaater
is applied,
All supplies
and equipment
ought to be ready the night
‘before so that the actual
plaster
cas be applied
the first
thing
in the morning when the first
batch is ready. Bach wall should be
plastered
in one continuous
operation
in one day,,
If possible,
arrange
the scaffold
so that the men may
cover from the ceiling
or top o’f the wall to a point
they may reach
This means that when they have done this
from the ground or floor.
they can continue
without
delay when the scaffold
first
top patch,
has been removed.
For outside
plaster
particularl.y,
take care wSth the edge
of the top patch to which the bottom patch will
be joined.
Almost
invariably
it is done as at left
in the diagram with the result
that weather gets in and the plaster
peels off.
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It may be faster
in the long run to make a strip
of wood
ith the upper edge bevelled,
and nail
it to the wall where you
want the upper patch to conclude.
This would ensure the full
thickness of the plaster
at the joint,
as well as give it that definite
tip of overhang which is admittedly
hard to make.
Mix small batches of plaster,
according
to the number of
be on the wall and
masons, so that all mortar of each batch will
finished
not later
than an hour from the time the cement has first
Feen wetted.
On no account must csment plaster
be left
over when
men go to lunch.
Impress upon the men that when plaster
c&mea to
the scaffold,
they are to be prepared
to stay there until
all the
mortar has been applied
and finished.
Put enough men on a wall to finish
it in the shortest
possible
time, so that joints
between patches will
not show nor
crack open.
If it is impossible
to do two walls which meet at a corm=
er, in one continuous
operation,
stop short of the corner or go
around it at least
six inches so that the joint
will
not Se at,
or on,the
corner
itself.
The joint
should be a perfectly
plumb
line,
snd care taken when the joint
is made up that it is as
even a surface
as poesibla,
If the front
wall of a house is done first,
maku this
top to bottom joint
around the corner
on the end wall,
The plaster
should not be thicker
than is necessary
to
make a true surface
over the whole.
All plaster
must be quite free from all lumps9 granules,
stonee,etc.
Experience
may have shown that the plaster
which is
ircned
to a glass-like
surface
does not hold the decorative
covering -3 well as a surface
more or less porous.
We are of that opinion and hence try to effect
a more or less pcrous surface.
'Usually the first
stroke
or two of ++he iron trowel
on
a new coat of plaster
brings
water to the surfacen
If there is
no further
trowelling,
the surface
assumes o, porous looking
finaish due to the recession
of the water.
This is an objectionable
finish
for floors
and other types cf work, but it is desirable
8. coat of decorative
covering.
And
for plaster
which is to
of tours:
it is cheaper.
Of course,
too, it nay not have such an
even c)r true surface
as an ironed
finish,
and so to overcome this
probability,
bring
the plaster
to as true a surface
as possible
with the wood float
or troael
used just prior
to the metal trowel.
If the masonry does not have 8 true surface
it will
be
difficult
for the plasterer
to obtain
a true surface
for the
Pchis moved over
plaster
without
the use of a a straightedge
the wall vertically
and horizontally
to remove high spots.
In the
best practice
the wall is trued up with a straight
edge the
height
or the length
of the wall,
and then a long tool called
a
is used to even out the surface.
Following
that,a
tfloatQ
'darby,'
or wood trowel,
and finally
the metal trowel.
One of the shortcomings of the masons is the use of a trowel
which is little
better
than a spoon. The effective
edge used for plaster
finish
is rounded and about three to five
inches long: Encoursge
the
masons to use the regular
plasterers'
trowel,
12" long, rectangor at least
a pointed
trowel
of not less than eight
inches
ulxr,
hold
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along the working
edge,
in length.
A~;:J cement plaster
on the shady side of the building
if possible,
and as soon as the plaster
can resist
washing,
wet
it to prevent
too-quick
drying.
Here again,
the longer
it is kept
wet? the better
t3e cement will
set.
Plaster
applied
to the west side of the building
in the
mornizg may be dried too quickly
by the afternoon
sun and it iS
well to protect
it if you can.
Try to have all constructional
work complete
before
and
plastering
work is done, so that there wi 11 be no cutting
patching
later
on.
If ladders
must be used against
the wall after
plaster
has been put on, pad the ladder top with rags.
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2. Outside plaster
on mud brick.
Experiment
may lead to
the conclusion
that cement plaster
can be used on mud brick.
In
one case it did so. The proportions
were one part of cement to
ten parts
of sand which was not at all clean.
The surface
of the
brick
in that particular
wall was rough and the small stones in
the brick
mud were somewhat prominent.
Presumably
the rains had
been allowed
to wash the wall somewhat. But this condition
is an
exception
rather
than the rule.
In other cams,
the mud bricks
were studded with rirsty
nails,
three and four inches long, the heads being allowed
to
protrude
about one half
an inch to give a key for the plaster,
In other cases again,
chicken wire was nailed
to the mud brick
wall.
We do not recommend any of these examples,
we simply mention them to provide
ideas which may in certain
circumstances
prove of value.
iKe do recommend that mud plaster
be applied
to mud brick,
that the horizontal
joints
especially
be rough,
depressed,
that
the mud plaster
be as strong as possible.
It is customary
to look for ant-hill
or worm cast or
similar
local
clays which have been specially
prepared,
naturally
or artificially,
ard mix a suitable
quantity
of this
special
clay
with the building
clay used in the manufacture
of the brick.
Be acquainted
with the very best preparations
of the
local builders,
but be sure that you see how their
work has stood
up to the weather before
adopting
their
formula.
The remarks about the porous finish
of cement plaster
are
very particularly
applicable
to mud plaster
finish
which is to
take some waterproof
coating,
These are dealt with in Book Five,
Part Four.
All the remarks about cement plastering
should be read
before
doing mud plastering,
for with few exceptions
they apply
also to mud plastering,
Whatever the material
used in plaster,
if there are depressions
in the wall which have to be filled
with plaster,
do not
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attempt
to fill
them with one or two thick
coats,
but apply thin
coats and let each one dry out before
applying
the next, Any plaater coat which is to receive
another
coat should be Vscratchedt.
That is, scored with a small rake-like
tool which will
leave small
rough scratches
to which the next coat will
adhere.
If mud plaster
cracks too readily,
use more building
sand
in it.
But remember that building
sand is soluble
and therefore
use no more of it in the plaster
than is absolutely
necessary.
Mud plaster
should be applied
as tacky as possible.
If it
is too wet it will
crack.
If it is applied
too thick,
it will
crack m
3. Chimney plaster.
Being entirely
exposed to the weather,
chimneys merit
special
attenand subject
also to the inside
heat,
tion to plaster
and weatherproofing
because failure
leads to softThis if unchecked
causes collapse,
ening by water.
The concrete
chimney cap should hava a downward cut similar
to that at the lower edge of the plaster
patch so that if a
not run into it.
crack does develop%, water will
the chimney all around
Whether with mud or cement , plaeter
are almost negligible
from the top down for about two feet,, Joints
when made in a few minutes;
nevertheless,
do not finish
the verticbut stop short or go around.
al edge of a patch at the corner,
Round the corners,
When one patch is completed
right
around the
cant inuing
down to the ground.
chimney,
do the next as for a wall,

The usual

method of plastering
a
chimney is to finish
a Datch on
one side as deep as five or six
Inevitably
these edges at
feet.
whether
abrupt or
the corners,
will
develop% cracks a
tapering,
We recommend, therefore
that t!.<:
brick
corners
be chipped
a lit:.Le
as shown in Fig.254,
and plaster
applied
right
around the chimney
to a depth of 18’ or 24” without
attempting
to finish
the surface
until
it is all on the wall.
In
this way there will
be no joints.

A special
chimney weaknesses
grass or sisal.

brick may be made which
at once. The mud should

will
eliminate
several
be well reinforced
with

With this type of chimney,
there will
be no vertical
joints
or weak spots
in either
the masonry or the plaster.
It requires
plumbing
on only two
sides and not at eight
corners,
eliminates
the trouble
of forming
a flue,
and will
lay up faster.

II.INSIDE

PLASTE?.

We have had little
or no trouble
with inside
whqther of cement or mud.
When able, plaster
the lower 4'6" of all walls
liable
to
through passage of persons
or objects
being carried,with
abrasion
cement plaster c Also all walls
requiring
mashing,
or which are exposed to moisture
as in bathrooms,
dish washing rooma,etc.
Whether
this cement plaster
is painted
or merely kalsomined,
heavy wear will
will
not do the damage Which is done to mud plaster.
If round corner brick
are not being used in the interior,
it will
be well to knock off the corners
of the bricks
of door and
This
window jambs and either
round the corner or form a chamfer.
too will
save the plaster
and decoration
from much disfigurement.
Ceiling
plaster.
The first
eeaential
is tough grass or
sisal
ingredient
to give the greatest
possible
tensile
strength.
We believe
that good mud with this reinforcement
makes as reliable
a plaster
ceiling
as the common run of plaster
made with lime and
is no reason why cement-lime
mortar with sisal
sand. Indeed there
carefully
mixed in should not fens a perfectly
satisfactory
plaster
for ceilings.
To make the job as secure as possible,
place or?% man above the ceiling
with a supply of the plaster,
and he will
press
plaster,
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down through
the chinks of the lath,
leaving
a CORsiderable
amount above the lath.
In this way there will
be no
Fig.732,
page 293,,
doubt about a complete key fcr the plaster.See
Wood lath for this job are approximately
l/2” X LN+ In
some cases it will
be cheaper to buy expanded metal lath.
Whether wood or metal lath is used for a ceiling,
a seeond or even a third
coat is required
to give a proper finish.
The metal lath is particularly
useful
in giving
artistic
effects
without
any additional
cost. As for instance
a rounded
and the wall.
In large rooms
corner 1 or cove, between the ceiling
with high ceilings,
this is particularly
desirable
as it kills
the barn-like
effect
of a square corner between a high wall and
ceiling.
The metal would be slit
at the corners
and shaped as desired,
the edge being nailed
to the brick wall.
This plastered
ceiling
has no drawbacks.
When the first
or scratch
coat is hard, dry earth can be spread over it to give
further
ineulaticll
from the heat and to deaden any sounds of
scampering
later
on. The reason we suggest putting
the dry earth
on when the scratch
coat is hard is that if there are any mishaps
during
the operation,
it will
result
only in cracking
the scratch
coat. Let all work above the ceiling
be done before
the final
coat of plaster
i-s
applied.
Application
of wood and metal lath and the suspension
of
the ceiling
is dealt with in Book Three, Chapter
Ten.
III.

TECHHIQUE.

An advance in plastering
technique
is long overdue,,
We do not expect t: see a mason who is bricklayer,
stone mason,
and concrete
floor
sorker
develope
also into an expert modern
plasterer.
But that does not mean that plastering
need continue
in its present
very primitive
method.
The equipment.
Several
rffectfve
straight
edges of vari ciu; length6
long enough to give line-perfect
guidance
to the
g&u;ing
strip
from floor
to ceiling
at each corner,
or corner
to
corner
at floor
and ceiling.
The derby mentioned
in the previous
section.
The float
or wood trowel,
rectangular
in shape, about
4” x 12”.
trowel,
of metal,
and the Bame
The plasterers
9 emoothing
size as z&ove.
hawk. This is a square mortar board held
The plasterers’
in the left hand, and from which mortar
is
scooped by the trowel.
A large mortar board with legs, or, supported
on a box.
This may seem like a large order,
but in our opinion,
the plaster+ ing work on a building
can be speeded up at least four times the
present
rate by the use of thia comparatively
inexpensive
equipment.
Modern plastering
technique
adapted for mission buildings:
With all of the equipment
assembled,
apply a strip
Of plaster
about eight to ten inches wide from ceiling
to floor
at each end
of the wall of the room. Plumb each strip,
The main-thing
is that
In first
class work they must be. But when comthey be parallel.
pelled
to work where walls are not always plumb, then make each
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near plumb as possible,
but they must be of equal batter
plumb. Batter
ie divergence
from the plumb line inwards,
If the straight
edge does not reach from one of these
strip8
to the other,
then make a strip
part way. This too, must
be parallel
with the Others,
and a line will
be necessary.
Get
three 3/4” blocka,
holding
the line on one at each end, and bringing the middle strip
of plaster
up to the point where the third
block will just fit between the line and the plaste?,
In first
of wood or metal are used for theee guide Btripa
claea work, stripe
an6 they are called
screeds.
We use the name screed for these
plaster
guide strips.
When the two end screeds are ready, we plaster
from the
ceiling
down for about three feet,
and from end to end. The plastwith a strong pressing
sweep, and a8 quickly
as poser is applied
sible. Then a straight
edge is placed horizontally
from BCreed to
screed and with a slight
back and forth
motion is moved up to the
ceiling.
It will
pick up all excess and leave the wall essentially true.
Sut there will
be horizontal
ridges
left
by the straight
edge. The darby now comes into use. Grasping
it with both hands
swing it in large arcs, and vertically,
and horizontally
until
the whole surface
ia evened up. It may be possible
to use the
metal trowel
on this directly
and with a few skilful
Stroke8 produce the desired
finish.
If not, use the float,
and then the smooth
trowel.
If water comes to the surface
freely,
leave that particular part for awhile.
strip
if not

IV.
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POIBTIHG,

This is the making or the touching
up of the exterof bricks,
blocka,
or stones,
or the making of artificon paint,
plaster,
concrete,etc.
In some quarters
a protruded
1. Pointing
burned brick.
joint
is uaed. It may have some merit.
The only thing that commends it to us is that it hides the irregularities
of the brick
behind them. It weems inevitable
too, that in making this moat
a considerable
area of the brick
is messed up
conBpicuous
joint,
and this covering
no doubt helps to prewith the pointing
mcrtar,
serve a poor brick
from the rigours
of the weather.
Considering
the
great amount of time required
to do this job, the cement wabted
and poor appearance
when all is done, it
as the joint
is formed,
seems to us that a job of cement plastering
is quite
BUperiOr,
Commonly used joints
on burned brick
are as follows:
ior
ial

joints
joints

ONCP.!‘E JOINT
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The concave and 'V' joints
are
easily
made and lend themselves
to heightened
colour.
It is not
difficult
to run a brush along
the joint.
Cement paint makes an
effective
finish.
If the brick
have good edges the flush
joint
la fair,
but it is n.;t an attractive job. The inside
joint
may be
Wed inside
but it has no feature
to commend it. The,narrow
ledge

of the under brick
is a dust gatherer.
The weather
joint
is one
of the best.
The overhang throws weather
and duet, outlines
the
brick
sufficiently,
and is easily
made.
Imitation
of brick
or block on plaster.
An addition
to a concrete
block hOUSe may be plastered,
and the
plaster
marked to simulate
the blocks
in the house wall.
A fireplace
may be plastered
and the surface
marked and
coloured
to represent
bricks
or blocks.
FIG. 263.

IMITA-i-ION
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The plaster
can be psinted,or
coloursd
when it is made,
Red colour make8 good imitation
of brick,
and cement paint
in the
of lime mortar.
joints
1s a fair
representation
Have your eketch and equipment
all ready when the plasterer commexe8 applying
plaster
to the upper part.
le the finished plaster
ie still
maim,
line
it with a l/4"
or
8” round steel

and disadvantages
of this kind of coikThe advantage8
have been diecussed
in the first
chapter,
Type8 of Walls.
It is sometimes possible
to build with stone and yet not
have fo trim the stone. By all mean8 seek this type of wall because
etone trimming will
add very much to the wage bill.
Seek first
and all the time to bind the wall.
That is have
a8 many stone8 a8 poesible
tie acro86 two, either
in the face
of
the wall,
or across it. You nray have to sacrifice
appearance
somewhat, but that is definitely
secondary.
struction

FCHJSTER TWEZTY
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l2AI2TH WALE

Plea is snort for pia6 de terre,
which means rammed
Pronounce
peezay,
Pi86 is not so strong
as mud brick
or block,
but given
the right
conditions,
make8 a strong wall.
It does not lend it8elf
t0 alteration
or repair.
It 18
ard in corners,
for featuree,
at frame8,etc.
T'nere ia greater
difficulty
in making plumb corners
and
perfectly
straight
wall%.
me formls must be strong,
accurately
dimensioned,
easily
earth.

moved,

The forms themselvee.
We suggest
12" courses,
with 18"
deep frames so that the frame will
grip the wall for 6" below
the surface.
It will
be well *to have all door and window frames the
full
width of the wall.
Lap corners.

FIG 271
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This type of mould can be used on corners
or- straight
If there are enough skilled
men to look after
two moulds,
wall,
one could look after
straight
wall work and the other
take care
of the corners.
The clamping device with quick releaee
arrangement
will
have to be made with your tool shop, metal stock,
and skill
in
mind. We are obliged
to do the best we can with what we have.
The bar 93’ rests
on the block below and supports
that
end of the form. It is bored at each end to receive
the pin or
rod which withstands
the preeeure
while
the moul .d ie being filled.

In order to u8e
ork, we cannot have any
aide piecee.
To keep the
filled,
some such method

this type of mould for straight
wall
batten8
on the inner surface
of the
end in position
while the form is beilrg
a8 we show is needed.

:
*l
i
4
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If the three pins are spaced evenly,
the end m& be reversed for 8traight
wall work a8 8hoWn here. For the saks of clsrity,
the mould shotm here is very ehort;
in practice
it should be
about six feet long*

-FIG

275

Working

around

a f romeo

The temporary
frame and strip
for a chamfered
jamb 18
shown because there is no problem connected
with a full
width
frame. It doee not need. a chamfered jamb of course.
Earth texture,
The earth when brought
to the forma for
emouldingz
should be just daq~ enough to cake, but not moist
nough to puddle when tamped.
This mill take some care, because if the 8~x1 is on this
earth for juat a little
while,
it will
dry out eeeential
moisture,
It would seem to be ideai
if the earth could be dug juat after
the
rainy season wb,en the earth 18 atill
just
a little
moiet.
Then,
provided
there is enough reserve
for each day'8 work, keep the pit
moistened
and covered.
'If this can be arranged
there will
not be
the expense and trou3le
of fetching
water,
mixing,etc.
The earth
might even be brought
straight
from the pit.
However, we recommend a good quantity
of straw to be mixed in with the earth used in pi&,
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Actual
construction.
Plumb and check all forms carefully
should be levbefore beginning
to fill
them. All the corner blocks
elled.
This type of wall doe8 not lend itself
to alterations,
inrepairs,etc,
Hence, check over carefully
all the places
sertions,
where plugs,
blocks,
frames,etc.,
are to go. Have a list
of all
the features
of every wall,
and be ready to put them in when the
time cornea, and not be delayed by a last minute preparation,
Avoid ahaking,
vibrating
the wall as much as podsible.
Place 4” of earth in the form and tamp with quick,
short stroke8,
Be sure that corners
are specially
tamped with a small rod, say
It would be better
to have all corner8
chamfered
1-l/2”
x l-J/2”.
as well as well pounded.
When the mould has been filled,
theesurface
should be
scored a little
to give the necessary
grip to the block to be formed above it.
Usually
the new section
being put in will
be on one that
is at least an hour old. Probably
the top earth will
be dry. When
the form is in place,
and jvst before
the new earth is ?ut in,
sprinkle
a little
water on the old portion.
When the forms are not in use, they should be covered.
At noon and at night,
perhaps they should be soaked in kerosene
or water,
anything
to keep them from warping.
Reinforcement.
Since there is so little
strength
in pise
walls,
we suggest two reinforcing
bands which will
girdle
the
buil-‘ng:
one just above door height,
and the other at the top of
the w&P.
To avoid fracture
at corners,
we suggest
the folio

c
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The reinforcement
should be continuous
all the way round
and be well secured at the joints.
the building,
A wood wall plate for the roof may be sufficient
to bind
but a 6” relnforced
cap would be
the top of the wall-s together,
This latter
may serve as wall plate
if roof tying
irons
better.
are brought
right
up through
it where the rafters
rest.
of the wall ought
If pisd is carefully
done, the eurface
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to make a good finishej
surface.
If thiB Beems to be feasible
when you have begun to get a few fest hi&,
then t&e
a frowel
and touch up any bad places before the wall dries out. It is possiblq that you may moisten
the eurface
and give it a good finish
save the trouble
and expense of a plaeat once. Success here will
tering
job.
When the job is complete,
take care of the forms.
They
have cost something,
and if you are pleased
with the job, you will
doubtless
want them again.
Even if you do not, someone else may.

FlG.280.
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Lumber will
be obtained
from a dealcr,or
from a tree purchased
from the Government,
and 8awn under
the direction
of the builder.
Frequently,
there
is no choice of
supply,
but where there is, consider
the following
factors:
If a tree ia to be cut, there is purchase
transaction,
palaver
with the sawyer,
green lumber,
an extended period
of oversight
of the whole operation
until
all the lumber is safely
on
the building
site,etc,
Advantages
include,lese
transportation
expensee,
the sizes most suitable
to your work,etc.
11, T-RR LUM8ER ORDER.
Before placing
a lumber order,
see that the
correct
sizes,
quantities,
and uses are listed.
In all probability
the lumber will
be hardwood,
insect
proof and durable.
Of course
there
is inferior
lumber jn nearly
every pile.
Get the beet lumber
within
your means. Look around as much aa a year ahead at the lutnber available
in your district,
Estimate
carefully
the amount of lumber for each part of
the qork: frames,
doors, windows,
roof,
scaffold,
farniture,etc,,
All beams and rafters
ahould be of rectangular
section,
and always on edge when in position.
Commonest sizes for all beams,
rafters,
joists,etc,
lR x E”,
l-1/2”
x 12”,
2” x 12”,
2” x lo",
2” x 8”,
2” X 6”, 2” X 4”.
Posts of all kinds should be square or approximately
aquare. Commonest sizes are,
3” x 4”,
4” X 4”, 6” X 6”.
Where there is any scale in prices,
it pays to order just the right
amount of each grade of lumber.
than 2" X 6" or
Usually,
1” X 12” costs more per foot
3” X 4” although
there 1s the same volume of lumber per foot in
each, The reason is that in the 1" lumber there
is considerably
more sawing in the perimeter
for the lR lumber;
it has a perime:er
of 26” while the 2” X 6” has only 16” and the 3” X 4” only 14”
perimeter,
Door frames require
over six feet per jamb, unleea there
is an ant course 4” above the floor.
In this case, a jamb needa
to be only 6’ and l/2”
for a 6’6” door. The movement of furniture
is so often made difficult
when the doors are the standard
minimum of 2’6” X 6*6” that we are recommending
a 2.8” X 6’8” door.
lumber is sold in 127 lengths.
In this case
In come countries,
one length
is required
for each door jamb over 6’ in length.
But
the remainder
is no 106s for all of it can be utilized
by careful
p laming.
We are against
the use of 3" X 4" lumber for door and
window jambs for the following
reasons.
First,
they are not aa
attractive
as 2” X 6”. They cannot be made as secure in the wall

s a %” X 6O without
greater
trouble.
Wd brick,
or even burned
brick wall8 are 80 sueceptible
to vibration,
and are 60 weak,that
muet be taken to fasten
the frame securely,
once
every precaution
for

all,

jamb will
have either
of the two poeitions
then its fastening
is dependent almoet entirely on the metal etrape. If the eecond, then the door iw likely
to
bind on the corner
of the brickwork
and be wrenched from its
hinges. It cannot swing back against
the wall either,
and thie
ia
obj&tionable.
ahown.

If

A 3” X 4”
the first,

@X4” JAMB

FIG. 283.

The two by twelve and the two by six ,ja&e lend themselves
to Becure fastening
and perfect
brick
bonding.
The three by four in
Fig. 284 interfere8
with bond,
We do not recommend rabbetting
jambs. There is so much
tendency
to warping
in the doors and windows in the tropic8
that
an adjustment
is often xequired
to maintain
a good weather ;)oint.
With the uee of an attached
batten
or door etop, the adjustment

for

locks

ie real

or

trouble.

arp

is easily
The rabbett

made. But with the rabbetted
must be gouged OP the door

jamb
pared,

it

III,

BUYING FROI[ THg DEAUR
l..The
state of the lumber market is
such that you ahould buy as 80011 as possible
and of best qc,ality
and have it delivered
to your building
site OF to the
and price,
property
of the mission
somewhere, Stock8 are so lew, and the demand 80 erratic,
that the delay of a few hours may mean loae of
choice or even a bou&i
out market.
2. Select
the l:Mm~ pereonally
if you can.
3, When received,
eta{,.:: carefully
to prevent
warping
or
splitting;
do not allow the lumber pile
to be tk*
BOUPCC of wood for other jobs,
large or EJLXJ~.
IV.

1. Han;

the

eawyer

a list

of the

2, Make a contract
with the sawyer. Take care to provide
him with aa little
advance moc’6-p as ia right
until
the lumber behas been balanced
by value in
gin8 to come in. Once the accost
the stock pile you can make the weekly payments agree with the
output
for the week. But retain
sufficient
of the total
amount to
ensure the proper cdmpletior!
sf the work.
3. Keep a duplicate
record of all transactions
with the
sawyer,
ill
specify
the basis of the payments,
4. The contract
the degree of accuracy
of the aawing,
cape of the equipment,
care
taken of the lumber,
prevention
of and responsibility
for pilfering, including
the practice
of making domestic
requirements
for
the local
inhabitantrs!
5. The lumber muet not be allowed
to accumulate
at the
eite of the tree,
but be brought
in to the mission
property
every
day for proper stacking.
6, Brequent
visits
must be made to the sawyer’8
camp to
see that all is well.
V. CURIRG AJJD PRESRRVATION.

If you have the opportunity
to experiment,
immerse some samples of your wood for not more than threi,
montha.
It is claimed by some that eoaking the lumber renders
it
less liable
to splitting
and decay and enable0 it to dry more
readily
and completely.
Take care 3.~1making the support
for every lumber pile,
that it be true and strong.
The CPO~EI pieces should line ~rp perfectly
from end to end and also be without
twist.
The pile should
be level
from side to eide, but may slope from end to end.
Place the cross piecee about 2’6” apart.
The end once
ahould be about 6” from the end,
The entire
pile
should be shaded from the sun. The ends
especially
should be covered.
That wood which Is for the best
ork may have the ends secured by tacking
a ahort stick
to them.

the pile,
and then

Supervise
the carpenters
as they withdraw
lumber from
making sure that they take what suite
their
current job
leave the pile
in order and covered.
cHAPm
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DOOR AND WIND0

MARIJY,

If possible,
have an experienced
and reliable
carpenter
and his apprentice
come to the building
site well
in
advanc;e of the actual
building
operations.
He can erect a work
shelter,
make benches,
nail boxes, and then make all the door and
window frames and door8 and windows;
lintels
and arch forms, builtin furniture,
ecaffold,etc.
If time permits
he @an build
any necessary furniture
too. He can be watched more closely
and his work
will
not be affected
by the hurry which is likely
to be the case
if all these things
have to be made after
the whole gang comes
when the building
superintendent
will
want to spend all his time
out on the building.
And, there will
be no delaye for frames and
such like as the walls
are going up.
II.

SHELTRR.

The ideal work place will
have a waterproof
shade, open
on three sides.
The fourth
side should be arranged
to lay out the
and if possible,
have a locked tool
carpenter’s
boxes atzd toola,
The work shed should be close to the lumber pile,
room adjoining.
in full
view of the house where the superintendent
lives,
and aa
far away from the usual gathering
places of travellere,
gossipers,
and other dietractors.
Do not nail
the pans, Hold them down with
sticks
of lumber.

-I= -

MaIN

WORK

SWELTER.
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III.

WORK BBNCIIB&

IV,

SIZES oa FEABES
1.m
l

against

high

wind.

That for the carpenter
need not involve
any lose
of lumber. IMe the top OP deck of-three
2" X 12" X 12' planks;
the sets of legs if made solidly
will
do for some work table
after
the job is done. The legs of the work bench should be about 29"
the bench is too high,
let the
long.If
with the 2* deck on this,
feet into the earth somewhat.
The work bench shown in Fig.288
is correctly
braced.
The
the ‘A* for
the apprentice.
The
*ct block
is for the carpenter,
leg sets should be 2# back from the ends. There should be a batten
tacked on the underside
pf the deck halfway
down the bench.
Once all these operations
commence there seems to be a
number of mechanical
jobs requiring
attention,
and sometimes a
backlog
of jobe not related
to building,
undone because there was
no beach on which to mount good tools
such as a vise,
a grinder,
be well to have the caretc. If such has been the case* it will
penter help you get a station
bench ready;
one that will
be used
in the station
work shop through
the pears.
We mention
this because we have never seen the station
that did not need one; have
seen many suffer
for lack of a good one, and have seen btatione
properly
equipped at the first
very much prof itted
thereby.
Description
of this good bench, 2’ X 6’ X 34” high is given in Chapter Four. If it is made at the very first
it will
serve the whole
building
program.
Th.ere is considerable
preparation
of iron,
menda solid
bench.
repair
of pails,
etc. which requires
ing of tool.8,

Standard
2’6” X 6’6”
2’8’ x 6’8”
2’10” X 6’10”
3’
X7’

door

sizes:
No door opening should be
less than 6’6” in height.
Some very small rooms may
have a door width of 213w,

Nearly all modern furniture
has one dimension
which is 30” or less.
Standard
tables
are 2’6” high,
and by a little
twisting
they will
Put with two battens
of approximately
3/4”
pass the 2*6” opening.
is reduced to something
inch each on the door jambs, the opening
like 28-l/2”.
Some things do not pass this with all the twisting
in the world.
And so we recommend 2’8” X 6’8” doors throughout.
The large door between living
room and bedroom is for purposes
of
ventilation.
It would be 5’ X 6’6” normally,
and this
is large
enough, but if there was to be uniformity
of doors,
then this
double door would have to be 5’4” X 6’8”,
A frame is measured from inside
to inside.
Take care in
marking the jemb length.
It is the length
of the door plus the
less the thickness
of the concrete
ant
l/2”
for the upper joint,
course.
they exWe urge that outside
doors open out, and that
tend 2” below the level of the inside
floor.
This is to prevent
most if not all entrance
of driven rain.
Porch roofs are little
protection
in these fierce
storms.
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S

te uniform
inside,
the doors themeelvea
in
To keep the door hei
these outside
frames
ill
need to be that two inches extra in
length,
Large bathe are carried
in and out of the bathroom when
there
is no permanent
bath built
in. The bathroom
door should be
3’ x 7’. This height wcrks in with the window head which needs to
be high.
The bucket
removal door in the toilet
is 14” wide, 16*
he wood is the full
width of the wall and plaster.
frames,
Living
room, pantry
and office
windows
Otherwise
in inclement
weather
there is some
may well be glass.
discomfort
and inconvenience
due to closed windows.
Calculate
the
most economical
sizes of giase and design the window accordingly.
In this method, the window frame will
be the last detail
to receive
attention.
Steel sash can sometimes be bought for lees than the
cost of making and completing
home made wood sash. In case you
intend
to use steel
sash, buy them if poeaible
and have them on
the job for the carpenter
to use as he makes the frames for them.
In sound burned brick
and concrete
walls a wood frame is not required
for a steel
sash, but in mud brick
and weak burned brick
od frame is recommended.
If the delivery
of the steel
walls,
sash is impossible
before
the carpenter
makes the frames,
get the
directions
ieened by the manufacturers,
or measure the sample
frames in the store so that when the time comes to fasten
these
steel
sash in theiframes there will
not be miefite.
Sometimes windows interfere
with the space necessary
for
In some cases it is well to have a high and long winfurniture.
dow as for example for the space over a buffet (c
We recommend at least three windows,each
approximately
3’ X 5’ in the living
room, one like these in the pantry,
and one
in thz office.
In many places
the bedroom windows are a problem.
Plenty
of air is required
at times. During the day glare, and very often
is unwelcome.
We recommend for bedrooms,
a solid
shuttered
not lees than 2.5” wide by 5’ high;
there are two shutters,
’ high and hinged at the side;
the upper in the
remaining
space is hinged at the top. The upper edge of the lower
shutter
is to be above the line of vision
of persons
outside.
When privacy
is desired
without
loss of ventilation,
the lower
shutter
is closed.
This window has proved very convenient.
The
Hieeion
house has five of these units
in the bedroom.
e recommend a high and long style window for the bathroom so that privacy
can be achieved
without
forfeiting
ventilation, The sill
should be at least
5.2” from the floor,
The toilet
windows ought to be at least
12” X 12n each,
18” X 18” is beet, with the sill
6’ from the floor,
V, TEE MAWDFACTURBOF DOOR FMS.
1. Door frame heads, OP lintels.
The most economical
efficient
door frame head has squared ends
even w!.th the outer edge of the jamb. In this joint
there is a
minims
hL.Y.
o? F--A
of
labour expeiided,
SY”I used, a minizmm
and it has
the best appearance
of any frame head. We reject
the practice
of

amking the door head project
beyond the jamb into the well.
It Is
unsightly,
and its purpose can be better
achieved
by another
device,
If the builder
pereZete
in using
theae harm a8 they are
called,
cut the forepaat
off.
It will
make a better
anchor ale0 *
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The la X 1" strip shown on each aide of the frame extends to the
base of the jamb and so Is effective
all the way. Too often this
feature
is coneidered
of such minor importance
that any old scrap
approximating
1' X 1" is nailed
on. This is a fallacy.
We would
suggest that this method of anchoring
the frame merit8
enou& expense
to put in a l-3/2"
X l-l/2
strip
to make 8ure that the wall
really
grip8 it.
The face view of this frame head is the,same a8 shown in

Fig.292.
frame,

2.

it

The bottom
will
rest

of the door frame.
on the ant course,if
1
I:
!
/i
ji 1 I’
/i !
i:\ \

Whether
there

outside
or inside
is one.
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In Fig, 295
side door,,
terior.
But
ter i8 al80

FIG

we 8how one arrangement
for weatherproofing
an outIt will
prevent
most of a flood from invading
the init is not a8 effective
a8 the two inch step, The latmore effeCtiVe
in excluding
8nake8 and lizarda.

296

In Fig.

296 we have not shown the ant cour8e metal which would
somewhat the detail
of the 2” step. Note the almost perfect weather protection
of the step a8 shown in Fig. 297.
In Fig. 298,299,
is illustrated
a method for anchoring
the door
jamba in place on a straight
cement floor.
In Fig. 300 is
seen an effective
way to hold
top
or
bottom
of
any
frame in
FlSr 2%‘.
‘a mud wall.
The metal should
be at least
26 gauge. When used
for the tou of a frame. the
flange
tc I grip tte mud-is turnea a.ownwa:rd.
I I, ‘fl II

Ob8CUre

I
I

FIG ZV4 JAMbS ANCHO’RED
IN C.EMENP fLQoQ

lQAM3S
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Sometimes we get lumber that is not well gauged,
that is
it varies
in thickne88,
even in one piece.
Where this would be
objectionable
in a finished
wall,
trim the edge8 only,88
8hown.

OUwlLY

FIG. 301.
SAWN

S-WK

It is neceeaary
to trim only one edge of each jamb and head. On
any one frame, the gauged edge should be uniform,
but in most
jobe,
it la not neceseary
to gauge all frames the 88me.
and a more durable
edge is obtainable
A fine appearance
by rounding
each expoeed corner of door and window.frame
member8
a8 shown in section
in Fig.303.
Fasten the frame together
with
3" nails.
Select
the beat side
of the frame a8 face, and then
attach
the 1" X 1" X 6' stay
stria
to the back of the jamb
at the rear edge. It ia b&t
to
keep it l/2* back from the edge
to allow cover for the plaster.
Brace the frame a8 ahown in Fig,
304. All the brace8 should remain
until
the feet of the frame have
been secured by the metal ant
conrae.and
several
::ouraee of
brick
have been laid next each
jamb. Then only may the lower
brace8 be removed. The middle
braces should alwaye be on the
frame while the ma8031 18 laying
brick
againet
the frame. If the
door must be used fur paeeage by
workmen after
work ha8 ceaeed
then remove the
for a period,
brace. But keep it in glace a8
much a8 poseible
until
the frame
i8 almO8t entirely
built
in.
Completed frame8 may be given a
treatment
of lineeed
oil and well
rubbed before being stacked.

FRAMES
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VI, WIEDOWFRAMES.
sill
next
yond
shown

m?tp

1. Sills.
Various
types are shown, The sloped
the best and the one with the chamfered
outer edge is
weather protection.
Every sill
that does not project
beface of the plaster
should have a metal weather
drip as
the last few illustrations.
~11 eo-called
flat
or level
sills
should have
8 sliQ;ht fall
outward, about l/8”
in a 6” wide sill.
Except for the
ail16 which project beyond the
plaster,
all sills
must come out a0
far as the finish
line of the plaster. The rabbetted
sill
should be at
leaat S-l/2”
in
thickness,
and the
rabbet 3/4” deep.
We recommend the
sill
shown in Fig.
307 for it has all
essential
features
and is easily
m&e,
Given ideal
conditions, sash should
open inwards,
but
warping
is 80 unEmEN
predictable,
and
masonry requires
so much protection
that we cannot recommend sash which
open inwards.
Also,
double hung sash
restrict
the volume of air currents
unless there
is a
pocket above the
window. This latter
adds to the expense
but it is a very
efficient
window.
Since this type of
rindow requiree
a
different
frsme we
demonstrate
it
with the frames.
The metal drip
is
in
the
in

.
be so related
to the sill
that water dripping
from the
ood to the metal.will
not run inwards.
The eloping
edge of the
metal should reach just
ineide the face line of the sill.
Note
in Fig. 315 that the metal drip extends beyond the end of the
If it did not, the wash from the end of the frame would do
sill.
damage to the plaster
at this point
which the drip all along the
sill
prevents
the rest of the way.
To give the sloping
sills
stability,
a 1” X 1” strip
is
fastened
to the under aide at each end aa shown in Figs. 305,306.
The drip in the overhanging
sill
is made p?f.i&. the plough
round or rectangular.
in section.
plane.
It may be either
A double hung window with race
should

Cross

I
I ,
E

FIG. 3%

INSIDEV\EW

set-

tion of
double
hung win&r with
both- parts
in recess
leave the
-flindow
area entirely free for
ventilation.
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The brick
panel outside
the recess
should be the burned
brick
size,
or else the mud brick
on edge. Before
committing
yourself to this
type of window,
enquire
about -the springs
which are
sash,taking
the place of sash cord and
now made to help lift
eights.
Frsme heads. If the sill
is flush with the plaster,
the
2,
head may be too. If the sill
projects,
the head may also.
Some
arrangement
must be made to prevent
the weather
from entering
the
top joint
of the window, especially
if it is a casement.
The sheet
metal drip shown is not easy to make without
machinery
of some
sort.
The curved one may not be so attractive,
in practice,
as the
other,
but it is infinitely
better
than none. The flange which
enters the wall at the base of the plaster
should have just a
slight
turn up to prevent
water running
inwards.
Note in Fig. 318 that the inclined
edge of the head recedes back of the plaster
line,
This will
prevent
water turning
inwards.
In Fig. 319 the inner
flange
of the metal strip
is
turned up, and is slightly
behind the plaster
inner edge.
In Fig. 320 note that
the line of nails
is staggered.
This gives necessary
rigidity;
any movement of the
otherwise,
drip would probably
loosen the
plaster.
Note too that the lower edge is seamed. This gives
a much better
appearance
and
is safer.
Wherever pOSSible,
seam edges of sheet metal to
prevent
flesh wounds to workmen.
The metal drips may be
put on when the frame is put
up, or left
until
just before
the plasterers
&art
work.
In the first
method, the inner flange
will
be properly
bedded in the mortar,
but workmen will
probably
bend the metal plenty
beforebthe
plasterers
come to it. And before
the
painter
can paint
it,
it must
be straightened.
On the other
hand, when the drips
are put
on after
the wall is built,
there is likelihood
of the inner flange
being mangled or
otherwise
rendered
less effective because of the trouble
of
digging
out the hard mortar.
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The 1” X 1” strip
down each jamb is necessary
for the
frames as well as for the door f rsmes.
Jsrsbs over three feet long should have a bale iron tie
ay up to prevent
warp inwards.
Some metal guard is usually
put on to prevent
burglars
entering
by the windows.
This is discussed
in chapter
three,
but
it is an open question
hether
it should be put on the frame when
the frame is made, or put on when all the construction
work is
done except the plastering.
If it is put on after
the plastering,
there will
be a certain
amount of chipping
off at the joints
with
frames* due to the hammering which is almost inevitable.
The wire
guard can be put on with screws and short iron straps.
But there
is much to be said for leaving
the wire off until
all the heavy
ork is done. The window openings
are most handy for passage of
and scaffold
during
construction,
men, materials

window

detailed

The masonry part
in Book !l’wo, Chapter Fourteen.

This angle of 67-l/2
degrees is the
for the joint
between
angle require
angle is
two pieces whose total
135 degrees,
the outer joint
of the
bag window sill,,
By placing
a sheet
of paper over this diagram,
one .edge
aloog
the top line,
the corner ,at
the point
of intersection,
the angle
line-can
be traced
through
the
paper. Another method of *getting
this angle is shown below.

of the bay window

is

The two corner jambs
are chamfered as shown
above. The planing had
better be done offer
the jambs have been
fastened in the frsme,
en the entire
frame has been fastened
together and braced according to the measurements, reinf arcs the
corner joints
as shown;

side of the sill
and the upper side
of the lintel.
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of good stock
and plane the best Bide and two
Take two pieces
edges of each. If there is an unsquared
end, take advantage
of
its extra length
on the piece you are cutting,
so that the point(W29,
1.
v
i’z”--4
rb---f*

FIG.321.
ed end of your

pisce

3’/u&r __cf
(4’2”)
extends

to the point

of the

irregular

end.

t+-----3’&~-q
RIGHT LINTEL

LEFT

SILL

CCNfRE

LINTEL

In Fig. 325 the top left
and bottom right
pieces
should
be 4'2",
the figures
given in brackets.
But a 12’ Stick will
only
give 3*10-1/2w
each. Often the 12 * stick
has an inch or two extra
length.
Put this to advantage by dividing
the stick
that is left
Measure from *M’ to the end, divide
after
cutting
the sill.
this
exactly
in two, and make the 45degree mark through
the half way
line as shown in Fig. 327. Another way to get msximum length
of
horn is to increase
the length
of the cut, that is make it a
smaller
angle as shown in Fig. 328. A thirty
degree angle increases the length
of each piece 2-l/4”,
making a total
length
of
4.3/4”.
Of course if you have 12’6” or 13' length
of stick
there
will
be plenty
to get t
‘21m ideal length.
The reason we shift
from one Bide of
the stick
to the
other in measuring is that the
width 01’ the
stick
varies;
50
we measure the
face edge of each
member. One of the
W” nbw WAY
advantages
of using this method
of cutting
stock
is that it saves
saw cuts.
The
reason we try to
have the full
4’2” length
is
that the whole
bay frame is
considerably
more substantial
when well anchored
in the masonry.
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BAY WIEDOW FRAME
r'IG. 314. TOP

VlEW

OF

OF 6lLL

CENTRE SILL

‘THI?U ‘S’

Before marking the sills
for checking
for the jambe, prepare the jambs. The three front
ones will
be dressed all four
Select
and place the jambs in position
and number them. Then
sides.
Then put each in its position
on the sill
and mark for the check.
In fastening
the corner
jamb, bring
its outer edge right
out to the intersection
of the face of the sills,
with corners
projecting
as in Fig. 332. When the jamb has been nailed
in place
the projecting
corners
are planed off a8 shown in Fig. 333,
When nailing
the long braces across the frame to hold it
in accurate
dimension
during
the building-in
operation,
fasten
the
brace to the top side of the sills
and the other to the under side
of the lintels
so that the brace will
not interfere
with building.
Do not forget
to affix
the metal weather
drip to the sill
before the frame is finally
set.
Use your level and plumb frequently
in the early
stages
of the building
in. Be sure that the edge of the sills
is beyond
the face of the brick
at least
5/g
Nick the rear
er so that front
may be continuous streamline bend around the corner.
In jointing
lengths
fit
one into
of the drip,

the

other.
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I. IFRAU DOORS.

We designate
a frame door one which has a frame,to
ich is attached
sheet metal,
plywood,
plain
wood, or other
type
of sheeting.
The corners may be half lap as in Fig. 337 or mortise aa in Fig. 338. Never cut the face of a frame stile
part way
down as in Fig. 339. Mortise
or nail any crow piece.
We condemn wood pins for holding
carpentry
joints
except
Scarcity
of tools may preclude the use
in the framing
of barns.
of metal pins in some instancea,
but wood pins,
eepecially
if
they appear on the surface,
are unsightly
and unnecessary.
Uae
and insert
them from the rear or most covered and hidmetal pins,
of the
den side. Wood pins shrink,
and, if there is a wrenching
the wood pin is sure to tear
joint
which will
strain
something,
away part of the wood in which it is inserted.
A metal pin will
tend to bend and tear its way through
the wood, But it ie out of
sight
and doea not mar the surface.
Note the position
of the pino
in these illustrationa,
one in the middle of each end, and one in
the corner.
No two pins are in one line of the grain,
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with

metal

pin

in

place.
Pin is a 2-l/2”
or
3” nail
shortened
so that
and yet not
may be ‘set’
-threaten
the
the noint,

face

opposite

it
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The lightest
frame should not be thinner
then 1”. For
doors,
table tops,
chair seats,
church and school benches etc,,
l-l/2”
lumber is very useful0
Use it for doors if at all possible.
In dressing
lumber for doors,
try to communicate
to the carpenter
thz idea that the frame is to be as thick
as possible;
that not a
shaving more than necessary
is to be taken off the wood. If there
is a slight
fault
in one place,
try to smooth over it rather
than
dress the whole stick
down to ‘that level.
Doors covered with sheet metal,
ply wood, and other simdo not need braces to prevent
sag. A diagonal
batilar
sheeting,
ten may be put in to supply extra resistance
to warp.
Where panel doors are considered
too expensive,
and when
ply wood is reasonable
enough, beautiful
doors can be made with a
1” or l-1/8”
frame covered one or both sides.
The ply wood should
coated with
reach the edge of the frame, and should be thoroughly
come waterproofing
preparation.
Corrugated
iron makes a good panel. Nail
it securely
at
The open ends of the corsll edgea, and across the middle batten.
rugations
can be closed,
giving
the job a finished
appearance.
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Use seasoned lumber for the ply wood door frsmework.
The
joint
shown in Fig.347
is recommended for this type of door. If
the lumber is soft enough, or the wiggily
nails
are strong
enough,
use them in this joint.
Yhen the entire
framework
is ready,
and the
plywood cut near enoughnto
size , glue the plyPaood to the frame.
The frame must lie perfectly
even and true,
so that there is no
warp. Use great weights
or clamps to hold the glue job in place.
A few very small head nails
may be used to secure this joint.
If
nails
are desired
as the main holding
job, try to get fancy head,
upholsterin
nails
with metallic
top. Failing
this,
use common 1”
nails
and p f ace a neat bead over the nail heads.
It may be well to do the preliminary
work on fitting
the
lock to the framework
of this door before
fastening
the plywood,
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II

PANEL DOORS.
A panel door hae a grooved framework
into which
is fitted
a panel of plywood or of lumber joined
to make a solid
sheet between the stiles,
The panel may be full
length, or there
may be one or more cross pieces
in the frame making several
panels e
A panel door is heavy, more or less sound proof*
durable
if well made, and, of course,
somewhat expensive.
But the latter
item muat be taken into account as spread over the years in which
no repair
or replacement
is required.
The pinning
of the tenons
and even further
fastening
may have to be extra well done in
countries
where there
is excessive
dryness which causes all joints
to ahrink
and the frames to sag.
We recommend what is called
the blind
mortise
for panel
door joints.

The tenon should be 3/7 the thickness
of the stile.
To
ascertain
thia dimension,
place a common inch rule across the
stile
diagonally,
as shown in Fig, 349, with the end of the rule
at one extremity
and the 3-l/2”
mark at the other extremity
of
the edge of the stile.
l&&e a pin prick
at 1” and at 2-l/2’*.
Draw
these
pin pricks
parallel
to the edges.
lines
through
The strength
of mortise
and tenon joints
is proportional
to the width and length
of the tenon and to the strength
of whatever device is used to hold the shoulder
in to the mortised
stile.
There should not be less than 18” of shoulder
altogether
against
this
is made up of three
one etile
in any one door. Ordinarily
shoulders
of 6” each.
Make the rails
of the door’first,
with their
tenons,
beThere are various
reasons for this,
the
fore making the mortises.

least
obvious
of which is that the tenons invariably
shrink,
the
lumber not being perfectly
seasoned.
When all the rails
and their
tenons have been cut, start
at the first
one* snd mark the mortise
but make the fit
as snug as
from it. Avoid splitting
the stile,
poasible.
Fig. 350 shows the stile
grooved for the panal,
Make the
to
groove 3/8N wide and 3/8n deep. If the plough does not require
but if it does as indicated
by the
run right
out to the end, well,
dotted
line,
take care that it does not deform the slight
bearing
for the tenon which should be left.
The panels may be made of 3/8" or l,fZG plpood
or of 1”
lumber, well jointed.
In the latter
case, the wood is chamfered
on one side at least.
I
I

I
I

luil

i
I
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Fig. 352 shows the inside
edges of the rails
and stiles
chamfered in the conventional
way. Gauge the edge 5/16” to 3 8We
The chamfer should never be wider than 3/8” on doors. A 3-1 / 2”
radius
as shown will
give a satisfactory
terminus
to the adjacent
chsmfers.
Fig. 354 is a too common sight.
Home and abroad,
ft can
be prevented,
at the start.
The method is not conventional,
but
when we cannot see the mortise
and tenon job, or when we have
reason to think
that it might fail,
any method of stopping
it is
better
than none at all,
26 GAU L
P

FIG. 355:
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Save this joint
from opening
and you save the door from sagging,
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FIG. 3Js.
HINOr

LOWE’R CORNER aWAY FROM
E UIOKING UQ.
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On the hinge stile,
every shoulder
tends to pull away at
the top edge, and on the far stile,
every shoulder
tends to pull
away at its lower edge. We may only put sheet metal at the top
hinge corner and at the lower corner
farthest
from the hinges.
To
augment these metal ties,
we multiply
pins into the tenon,
and on
the rear face of the door only. We put more pins near the top of the
the tenon in the hinge stile
and near the bottom of the tenon on
the far stile.
We also keep the pins as far away from the stile
to prevent
splitting.
These measures
inner edge as possible,
should not relax our care with a close fit
of tenon and mortise,
and all the gluing
and other tricks
of the trade
to keep the
article
from falling
apart.
Perhaps it needs to be said that the metal ties should
not be put on the door until
it has been properly
fitted
and hung
on its hinges.
Give it a clearance
of l/8"
at each side and the
at the bottom,
making allowance
for rugs.
top, and at least l/4"
When all this is done, put on the metal ties.
As soon as a panel door is finished
it merits
some good
preservative
and protection
from damage.
III.

GARAGE DOORS.
This section
includes
also large doors on stores
where motor trucks
sometimes enter to deliver
goods. The frame for
the opening should be heavier
than for an ordinary
house doqr, and
the lintel
have extra strong
iron tying
to hold it up.
‘N.L. ’ is the night
latch
on the 2' X 4'
FIG 358
latch
door. The
i-l
s’
I
framework
of this
door should not be
less than 2" stuff
Diagonal
wood bra&
on doors always run
from the hinge side
at the bottom to the
far side at the top.
If iron braces are
used, they run from
hinge side at the
top to the far side
at the bottom.
This
is because they are
in tension.
The wood
are in compreesion;
pa
ch kind put 9~ TV
+i-__
prevent
sag. Each
large door should
have three strap
hinges;
failing
strap,
then *T* hinges,
the tongue reaching
from the jamb to a
good hold on the
upper rail.

I
I
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‘S* is a strap
Iron tie from the hinge side to the far side at
the top only,
when there is no strap hinge used, and there
is no
real hold on the outer stile.
The wood brace tends to thrust
the
stile
away. If there is a good strap hinge tongue to reach the
upper rail,
then there needs only to be a strap
iron tie from the
upper rail
to the far stile.
@Br is the bolt hole for the long,stout
wood bsr which
in its proper
fastenings
holds the two 1a1? e doors securely
shut.
The security
catch&
in place,prevents
the swing of the bar
by gravity,
wind
vibration
or tinkering.
The night
latch should also
I
be Droof to tinkerI
I
ing: This is disI
cussed in Chapter
I
Eleven.
I
1’
I

IV WI?moW SASH,

As suggested
before , glass windows should be carefully
figured
out before
even the frames are made. Get stock list8
from your dealers
and determine
the most economical
and practical
24" X 24" is a common size of stock in
arrangement.
For instance,
some places.
This will
cut into six panes 8" X 12" without
waste.
Rectangular
glass on end seems to be more in style
than square
panes or lights
as they are known to the trade.
A sash with three such lights
made according
to the accompanying diagrams will
be 3'7" high and 3'7" wide.

.
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IFIG. 362.

FIG?
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FIG. 363.
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PINS
INSIDE

ouTS\xK

ON
FACE

\y/</// /~~~~,#
VIEW OF COkWED
JOlNT

The size8 of etiles,
rsile
and cash bara is admittedly
than standard.
It is because they are hand made, are
grain,
and are more liable
to warp due to expoeure,
extremee of temperature,
drynese and humidit
The bevel is recommended inatead
of a
mould because it is everywhere
feasible.
The meeting joint
of
two sash is alao feasible,

heavier
often of poor

WlXDOWS
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In Big.

362 and in all other drawings
cif panel
doorB,
note that stile6
alwaye run right
through
while
the raila
stop, or are cut in between.
The only exception
ie when a half lap is wed. In this case, the
run throu&
on the
stiles
run throughon the face, and the rails
rear.
The measure of l/2”
X 5/P for the rabbet accommodating
the glass may be considered
a minimum. A study of Fig. 365 will
show the reason for this,

each, and furniture
from top to bottom

FIG.

370.

JO I NT

COMPLE

GLASS
OK
WEPITHES
8lQE

r

FIG. 374.

We have allowed
12” for each pane of glass plue l/16"
allowance
at each edge. All measurements
are made on the glass
side.
2-3/am is allowed
for the top rail,
3-l/8”
for the bottom
Lay all this
out carefully
before
rail,
l.4’2” for each sash bar,
commencing to cut the aash wood into lengths.
Saeh wood ia customarily
cut at least
l/8”
long at each end,
In Fig. 380 is seen the end view of the upright
each bar
and the side view of the two horizontal
bar8 ready cut and in position
to enter the mortise
of the upright
bar. The mortise
is
indicated
by the dotted
lines.
The dotted
lines
in Fig. 381 show
that the end8 of the tenon should not quite meet. The visible
joint
of the chamfers and the top joint
on the other side should
be a8 accurate
and tight
as possible.
Fig. 382 shows more clearly
the mortise
in the upright
bar. This is the same a8 in the stile
where the sash bar joins
it.
The rabbet
for the glaas and putty
is on the out,or
weather eide of the sash.
In Fig. 363 we show the longer sash with four lights
high.
This is an attractive
window, and should be us;,-d in pantry,
and
off ice at least.
V SOLID SHUTTBRS.

This type of window is often neceseary,
and somethe beat solution
to the needs of the particular
room as
case with the bedroom* where privacy
with air are essential
in inclement
weather,
13 very acceptable.
the day; and also,
Five feet ie the common height
of this window, but
in very hot localitiee,
a six foot window -is advisable.

times,
is the
during
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Figs.
385,6,7,
are almost self explanatory.
The dotted
line enclosure
where the two shutters
meet is a bar set in the
frame, It provides
for a firm joint
at the middle and assists
with
the locking
device for the top shutter.
Note that the battens
have just one screw in the middle
of each; there are also slots
in the battens.
!Phia indicates
that
free
to move in
the screws,apart
from the one middle screw,are
these slots when the boards of the shutter
swell and shrink.

FIG

379.

Try to get full
sise 1 n boards for these shutters,
and of course,
as seasoned and true as possible.
When the various
pieces have
been joined by metal dowel, clamp as tightly
as possible
and fasten. Leave the rough edges until
the shutter
is fitted.
By that
time it will
have shrunk somewhat o and adjustment
can be made in
the movement of the screws along the batten.
Even when the shutter
is fitted,
do not leave any more allowance
at the sides than is
absolutely
necessary.
VI.

BURGLAR PROOFIBG.

It is practically
impossible
to keep burglars
out of a house when the occupants
are away and out of earshot;
when the doors and windows can be literally
smashed to pieces
to
effect
an entrance.
But it is possible
to burg&r
proof windows
so that they cannot be entered
without
enough noise to arouse
sleepers
or summon persons from another part of the building.
The
commonest thief
guard is expanded metal,
of all sizes, from 3-l/2"
to l/2”.
The former
is made for concrete
reinforcement,
the latter
is expanded metal lath for plaster.
Expanded metal being diamond shaped, looks very much better with the diamonds in the upright
position,
but this results
in
considerable
waste in cutting,
There is now on the market a square
mesh of round wire,
and all we have seen of it is favourable.
It
has no sharp edged like the expanded metal,
is not brittle,
can be
used lengthwise
or crosswise
and hence has practically
no waste.
Having gone to the expense of wire guard,
it is worthwhile
to fasten
it so that it cannot be torn through
or away without
considerable
noise and trouble,
or without
a special
cutting
tool.

BURGLAR PROOFING
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Fig. 390 shows the appearance
of the connnon 3” expanded metal guard cut to size on a win-

OF FRAME
The connected

ends give

RF=fiCf END

strong

\/

closing

the window.
In Fig. 392 we show a
method of saving iron,
ae, well
CT ENsas
saving inconvenience,
There
are two grooved bars,
into
which the ends of the iron fit.
The last six inches at the top
of the window does not need
guarding;
the lower four inches
can be left
open to allow the
hand and arm necessary
freedom
in opening and closing
the the
lower casement or shutter
which
has a fastener
for various
positiona,
X?ote that the bar is
checked to fit
on the frame in
a wsy to allow the iron to lay
flat.
Thieves have been caught
putting
their
arms through
this
lower opening,
and, with the
use of a long hook, &awing
bedding to the reach of their
fingers. Some devise should be attached to interfere
with this
made simply

instead

of the wood

BURGLAR PROOFING
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In buildings
where appearance
is not so important,
round
iron bars may be used. Of course these must be built
right
into
or frame of their
own which
the frame, or else have some brackets
would have to be fastened
to the window frame. Not only muet the
bars be built
into the frame, but something
must be done to prevent their
being moved ei.ther up or down a little
which would enable a muscular
person tu pull outward, bend the bar down, then
pass through
the aperture
so made.

See to it that all locks and bolts
are as secure as you can make
them. Some suggestions
are to be found in Chapter Eleven.
Xvery building
which is to be locked should have one
well made door with a night
latch, often called a Yale Lock, and
every other door in the place should have strong bolts well fitted,
cRApm
I.
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LIST,

Useful
equipment
when starting
to build
on any stationr
- 12’ ladder for permanent use on the station.
a of rough lumber for current building
11 -12'
only.

1 - 6'

1 :. i ll-

(I

*

n

a

I

n

n

II

6’
step ladder
for permanent
station
use.
18’ ladder on jobs with hi&
buildings,
or high points.
2’ X 6’ X 34” high permanent work bench.
3’ X 12’ X 30” high temporary
work bench for carpenters.
saw bench, permanent.
set of two or more scaffold
jacks for supporting
planks.
set of scaffold
planks.
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UDDERS.

ldateriale:

1, Permanent station
ladder.
Dimensions,
lSp X 12#
or two 10l/2~ X 4” X 12 ).
tw0 2” X 3’ X 12’
eleven rungs 1” X 2” X 18*. All pieces planed at least

a little,

I .h

A.
.

m .

.

FIG. 384.

340.

MARNINC

NOTCH WI?

RUNG

The over-all
idth of 18” gives an inside width
of 14” necessary
for two 2” X 6” scaffold
planks
to rest on the rung. The 2” cleluc
ante is theoretical
only, because the flanks
are not straight,
and the edges may be encrusted
with mud.

1'pQ
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must have straight
grain.
Both rails
and rungs ought to
that is as near 2” X 3* and 1” X 2” as possible.
Round the rail
corners.
Thin ail:! prevent
splintering
and so help
ard safe movement of the hands up and down the rails.
Sncidentally, when climbing
and descending
ladders,
keep the hands off the
rungs. Grip the rear edge of the rail,
Use 3” nails when fastening
the rungs to the rails.
Round the top edge of the rail
where it touches the wall;
cut off
all other corners at 45 degrees as shown.
The metal pattern
shown in Fig. 400 is very handy in
marking the notch for the rungs. Place the two rails
together;
mark them every 12” by the use of a square so that one mark right
across the two will
suffice.
Now using the right
side of the pattern, move right
up one corner marking all the notches.
The pattern
has facility
for the marking
of the top, so that no further
markFer the best work, mark the other rail
too.
ing is required.
For cutting
the notch and for carpentry
work in general,
do not cut out the mark, Adopt a system whereby you leave the
or at least leave half of it; enough evidmark in its entirety,
ence that you have cut to it and not beyond it.
In cutting
this notch*
it is permissible
to ‘qunder cut'
just a little,
so that the angle will
be a trifle
less than 90
degrees.
Th?s will
allow the rung to fit
snugly at the two outer
with the constant
use, the rung will
work
corner8.
Oth&wise,
loose.
Sometimes ladders
are reinforced
by the fastening
of a
wire along the rear edge of each rail,
and securely anchored at
or rather
around each end. The wire should not be less than l/8”
stapled,
to be effective,
and should be frequently
A good ladder merits
a rubbing
of linseed
oil or other
preservative.
Dried out wood is the greatest
threat
to the safety
of the ladder.
Keep this ladder under shade when building
is done.
Dropping
the ladder
a few feet on to one of its feet is
likely
to w-reach the joints
and loosen them. It is well,
therefore,
to brace the ladder as shown in Fig. 397. Brace it as near the
bottom as possible
so that the braces will not interfere
with scaffold planks..
But not right
at the bottom,
for that would be a nuisance where the feet of the ladder are planted
amongst debris.
The rough 12’ ladder
for current
building
work is not
planed and the rails
are not notched.
The lumber may be used for
are the same. This rough
something
else. But the measurements
ladder
is useful
as a stay with the good ladder,
the two making a
it is particularly
helpful
at roof corners
where
12’ step ladder;
the wall scaffold
does net reach,
The six foot rough ladder ha8 been found to be very useful for work on walls about 6’ high where a 12’ ladder
is of no
use. It is also hanQ in that it does not get in the way in small
are nearly
always in use and the short
ladder
rooms. Long ladders
precludes
the constant
moving about of these longer
ladders,
The
short ladder
also can be made into a rough step ladder.
With a big
gang, two step ladders
are always in demand.
The permanent
step ladder.
Every house needs such a
piece of equipment.
Why not make it at the very beginning
and have
the use of it throughout
the building
operations
when it will
be
The rails

be full

size,

SCABrnLD
used over a hundred times,
ie practically
.a21 essential?
Material.
All good
2 pieces
?/8R X 3-3/4”
2
n
7/8* X l-?/8’
1
;g
; 48”
1
1
7j8: X 4:
?/8” X 4”
:
?/8” X 4”
7/8” X 4”
1

during
grain,
X 6’2”
X 6’2”
X: 18”
X 28”
X24”
x 19”
X16”
X13”
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the work
full
for
n
n
”
”
n
”
”

of decorating

when it

size,
dressed.
front
rails
rear
stays
platform
at top
bottom step
II
R
II
I)

The ideal joint
for each step with the aide rail
is a
notch.
But in hand made work,with
wood difficult
to work, and
with scarcity
of tools,
and sometimes skill,
to make a perfect
job,
the notched step support
ie neutralized.
But if it is attempted,
add twice the depth of the notch to themeasurementof
each atep
given above. The top step should not be lees than 13” clear to
allow for scaffold
planks.
Bale iron for the brace at the back, one batten acros8
is required,
materi
1 for that aleo
the Btays, and, if a shelf
should be added to the above list
of materials.
The hinge arrangeby metal or wood.
ment can be effected

-30”

P\G.

s3.

+
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Make the curve suit the wood you have to work with,
put
the top step, 13", in place and tack it. Then put in the bottom
step and tack it. NOW clamp the two sides together
just below
the third
step, about 2'6" from the bottom.
Squeeze the sides as
much as you can* or dare, without
threat
of a fracture
either
during
construction
or in the future.
If you wish a deep curve,
The same method will
have to
soak or steam the sides accordingly.
be followed
for the rear braces.
When the drawing together
has reached its maximum, mark
Before
releasing
the clamp
the step accurately
and tack in place.
8ecure the sides with a through
bolt aa shown under the bottom
step, or a bolted
bale iron as shown under the third
step. To
tighten
the tie,
insert
a block as shown; this block helps to
stiffen
the step.
The step support.
Something beside the nails
from the
outside
is required
to make the steps safe. lPe make one suggestion
with illustrations.
Use whatever
device you can make most easily
which is also foolproof.
Make the stepladder
so that no one will
ever have a mishap on it due to faulty
design or workmanship
or
materials.
A stepladder
fall
is amongst the worst,and
least
expected,around
a building.
Brace the rear unit as shown. Do it so that the brace
will
be taut.
Round, chafer,
or sandpaper
the sharp edges and cbrners
throughout
the ladder.
The hinge.
In the side view of the stepladder,
Fig. 402,
it is nDt obvious whether
the hinge device is wood br metal.
If
of the step ladder
so
you wish to make it of wood, tack the feet
that the rear brace and the front
rail
are 3' apart,
out to out
at the bottom and the top edges are 6" out to out. Shape a piece
of 7/8n X 6” wood like the hinge in the side view. Make tWo.Rail
bolt
through
the brace so that the brace Can swing.
on to the rail;
If the hinge is to be of metal,
the material
should not
be less than 24 gauge. Take a sheet of brown paper and determine
look something
like this
the shape of the hinge you need. ft will
if you have been careful:

Make a new pattern
with added flanges as indicated
by
lines,
or put your pattern
right
on the metal and add
in your marking.
When you have cut out the first
one,
from it, but do not cut out the second until
you have
first
one. If it is alright,
go ahead with the Second*

the dotted
the flanges
mark another
ahaped the

n

the

line.

The flange

on a sheet
Ed

metal

means fold

is to be fastened

pattern
up,

(1)

securely

means bend over
means fold

this

to the platform.

or down from
one first.
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The step support.
In Fig. 401 the second step shows the
1" X l-l/4"
batten
under the end of the step.
In Fig, 466 the
view is from the side of this batten,
the eye being under the
is seen nailed
to the side
step,
so to speak. EF tk,e edge flange
of the batten.
In Fig, 407 the metal
runs across a corner of the
step. The shading shows that the step is chamfered
to correspond
with the angle of the rail
face. The metal lies across the chamfer.
In Fig. 408 a pattern
layout
is shown for the metal.
What you make on your step ladder will
not have exactly
the same
angles,
probably,
but it will
be similar
. The only problem line
is the angle at which the line PW breaks from the line PK,
If a paper pattern
is made with a square projection
beyond PK, the upper edge will
assume the dotted
line from P in
Fig. 406. Measure from this dotted
line up to W which is the bottom of the step. The flange BP may be l-l/2"
long. Try the paper
and you may be able to calculate
the
pattern
on all the steps,
divergence
on each and transfer
it to the metal without
a new
a couple of 2" nails
can be
pattern.
With this type of pattern,
driven
down through
the step into the batten.
Hold a heavy hammer under the batten
as you drive.
A long ladder.

PIG. 400.

METAL

BOUND SPLICE

The two important
things
about this
ladder are, first,
the wide
foot,
second that the splice,
if any is required,
is near the top,
The bsttom rung should be 4" wide and the next rung about 3-1/2m
wide. A ladder
like this should have special
rails
made: about
l-3/4"
X 3-7/8",
It is a valuable
piece of equipment
and should
be well taken care of. Ordinarily,
it would require
three men to
raise
it to position
safely,
One man stands on the bottom rung
with all his weight
on it,
while the other two raise
the ladder.
Of course this ladder
should be well finished
and oiled.

III,

BENCmS.

A permanent
investment.
It is eolid,
ohop equipment,
grinders,

work bench for the station,
is a good
heavy, and on it can be mounted good
viaes,etc.
The tog or deck is made of
two pieces of
2” X 12“ X 6’ of
solid
hard wood;
FIG. 401. TOP VIEW.
0
the posts and their
cro68 bars of 2”X4”
also of hard wood.
The joint
between
T
the two tqp plank8
24” is to be tight,
well
fitted;
uee metal
dowels,
(4” nails)
and on the under
1
side hold the joint
together
with sheet
metal patches.

.

t

FIG

402.

1

-I\

CA’FtPEN~Y

SIDE

FlG.403.

MACHiNE ERD VIEW

VISE HERE

When the deck is complete
and nailed
or otherwise
fastened
to the
posts and frames,
it should be square,
level,
even, true.
It does
not need to be planed smooth 80 long ae a straight
edge placed
in
any position
across
its surface
does not reveal
humps or cavities,
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The front
left
end must be the carpentry
end and side,
the rear and right
end for machine work. Take care that the braces
are put on es shown. Make the frames as solid
as possible.
If the
wood shrinks
later
on, drive strips
of sheee metal
in the cracks
to keep the joint
firm at all times.

POP VIEW
The carpenter’s
bench. This need not take long to build,
and when
its purpose has been fulfilled,
the top planks may be used again
for other things.
The post frames may be used for a rough work or
store room table.
Three sets of post frames may be needed. At first
try the batten
across the middle.
If the top is too flexible,
put
in a single
post under the batten;
if this fails
to give satisfaction, put in the post frame. Again,
take care to brace the bench as
is shown in the illustration
in Fig. 288.
If there
is a gang of carpenters,
set up drums or posts
and arrange planks
so that there are several
rough benches on one
set of supports,
But this is hardly
good enough for door and window
manufacture,
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F\G. 413.
Fig. 422 shows a very handy
I
helper.
The iron clamp should
be about 7” inside
measure to
allow for oversize
planks
and
for some ease in handling.
A
1”
or
l/2”
block
can
be
kept
._.
- . handy to insert
between the 2” X 6” holder
and the piece of work
being held. Many carpenters
saw as indicated
in Fig, 423, Usually a labourer
or apprentice
is required
to hold the plank being
sawn. This mechanical
unpaid labourer
does the work as well or
perhaps better.
If the four foot stick
has not enough weight
in
itself
to hold the work, have a stone or another
piece of wood
handy and place it on the end of the holder
at ‘X1.
Figs.424,5,
show a very handy holder
of another kind.
It
is especially
useful
where there is no vise,
and when small sticks,
mouldings,
round or otherwise
awkward shapes,are
to be sawn.
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bench, One of the handiest

pieces

of equipment

as well as the building,is
the saw bench.
round the
to stand on or place things
on, when a s
i
a chair
Of tours,? the 88s bench is alw
ould do so much better.
in the work shop.
ely useful

ND
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The angles marked and cut on the
leg maa be copie& by placing
a
sheet of paper over these drawings, tracing
the angles,
cutting our the pattern
and transferring
it to the wood. It is a
refinement
to check the top
piece for each leg to set in and
so streamline
the top
edge. The usefulness
of the bench is increased by adding a
tray or shelf,
nailed
to the underside
of
the end battens.
The
foot of the leg is
marked and cut the
same as the the first
cut shown in Fig. 428.
Do not let the joints
become loose.

scAl?Fom
IV,
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SCAFFOlLD SUBPORT.

e have found the scaffold
jack to be satisa-shinglervs
jack,
factory
for most of our work. It is .originally
used to enable workmen to start
shingling
a roof at the eave.
Our bricklayers
do very well on an eighteen
inch scaffold,
but of
course two feet or two feet six inches is better.
For 12’ planks,
space the jacks about every ten feet or less. Have two sets of
props,
one about eight
feet and the other twelve feet.
For high
work, you may have to splice
lumber to make long enough props.
Be sure that the feet are properly
set in the ground so that they
will
not
settle
when the men mount scaffold.
Especially
new men,
who are inclined
to be suspicious
of a scaffold
that stays up by
pressure
and not by posts.
And be sure that they do not seek to
make it safe by propping
the leg of the jack! Just trot
around
and inspect
the scaffold
before
the men start
work. See that the
jacks are in good repair,
the feet are non-slip,
planks are not
cracked,
and that there are no scaffold
traps.
A trap is a place

See jack scaffold
on page 84,

that looks safe, snd ought to be safe but is not. 2" X 3" lumber
for the jacks is the lightest
advisable.
Four jacks can be made
from one 2” X 6” X 12’ stick.
2” X 6” props can be used on edge
on the upper
end of the prop
with these.
If so, tack a 3/4” stick
so that it will
not have play in its place in the jack,
2’ X 4”
In which case, the props
or 2” X g” csn be used for the jacks.
The corner
tie might be better
made of
ought to be used flatwise.
metal.
Bring it out far enough to catch and hold the end of the
prop. The outer edge of the tie sh.ould be flanged,
tiie edge being
turned
once or twice.
The long brace may be 1” X 3” wood or be a
couple of corrugations
from a piece of pan. The edges of this
metal brace should be given a double flange,
about 5/g” wide.
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Pole scaffold.
Walls over fifteen
feet should have a
pole scaffold
or else walls should be built
from the floors
inside the building.
Originally
pole scaffold
wae made with smooth
pole8 or saplings
for uprightsand
cross pieces.
The joints
were
made with rope tyings
by an experienced
scaffolder.
A sawn timber
pole scaffold
is usually
nailed
together.
A combination
of the two
is most practical.
Determine
where the cross pieces,
or ledgers
as they are celled,
are to be. Then nail wedge-shaped
support
blocks
to the post.
Done carefully,
this does not need alteration.
Or, if different
heights
are required , leave the block there and
use a new one at the new height.
When all scaffold
is no longer
needed, remove all the blocks,
easily,
without
danger.
It is very important
that the ledgers
be firmly
secured
so that the end which rests
in the wall,
cannot pull out, or be
for it in the masonry,
or
worked out. It may rest in a hole left
on a window sill,
or part way up a window jamb, with a post to the

Pole

scaffold.

SCAFRXD
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The higher the scaffold
is, the more care is necessary
in it8
construction.
If there were a heavy concentration
near the central
pole in Fig. 433 a& someone pushed on the wall,
the window frame
set in new mud brick wall construction,
might conceivably
give way
and eventuate
in casualty.
Think about this before
it happens to
you. Make the scaffold
80 that it will
not give way. If perchance
the pole leaned toward the wall,
it could not go far, but the sudden panic of a shifting
scaffold
might lead to disaster,
The inside ae well as the outside
of the ledgers
should have battens
or,
if they are horizontal,
liners
nailed
to them. Then on the posts
themselves,
a liner
should be run from end to end ae shorn;
this
would serve as a railing
in case a workman lost balance
among the
debris
on the scaffold.
A brace outward from the central
post is
barely
indicated
a8 a method of securing
stability
if no inside
batten
or liner
were used. The scaffold
cord shown should be wrapped as shown, tied,
and then w,-&i;ped once more and tied.
There is
to the jamb of the window.
a nail driven
almost home in each ledger
There is a strut
to keep the ledger
in place.
In the far window
there is a post as well as a strut.
Nail or rather
tack all post6
and struts
so that movement of the scaffold
will
not endauger the
structure
and life.

- -FIG: 425.
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present a problem of carriage
Buildings
with upstairs
of materials.
If there is a building
nearby,
use it,if
possible,
as shown in Fig. 435Y to support
a ramp or runway.
If a stairbuild
it at once and have it ready for all
se is to be built,
is better
than to have to carry
upstairs
work, Almost anything
all materials
upstairs
by ladder.
Chimney scaffold,
The great expense of making a proper
chimney is a considerable
inducement
to make the chimney right
the first
time. However when the scaffold
is necessary,
make it
on the seme principle
as the pole scaffold.
Anchor it- to the
building
at every lift
or length
of poles.
At chimney height
the
following
arrangement
is advisable.
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Bricklayers
should not have to set frames,
except for
those door frames which rest directly
on the concrete
floor,
and
have iron pins to secure them against
movement. The bricklwtr
will
set the frame in place to make sure that the holes for the
pins are in the right
place.
Then fill
the hole with thin cement
paste,(cement
and water only)
and set up the frame. The carpenter
should have the braces to secure the frame in a true end plumb
position
at once. Level the lintel,
plumb each jamb.
Door frames set on metal ant course.
Door

frames

set on

metal

ant

course.

FIGi 427.
RIGHT

F!s.

428.

FIG 429.

In Fig. 438 the strut has been left
out, or taken out, and the
effect
thrust
of each brick
against
the jamb h g had the cumulative
of distorting
it. Even with the strut,
if one side is built
up and
not the other,
the frame is almost certainly
to be pushed out of
plumb. The heavy line indicates
the wall
ties.
When these have been
built
in and the work has set for a fez ho-urs, the struts
may be
taken out. Constant
checking
of level
and plumb adgee is necessary.
In Book TwoP Chapter
Ten, there is a subdivision
dealing
ith some points
on frame setting
to the line,

FRUE

SETTING

We recommend that the frame be held erect merely,
until
foot has been nailed
to the ant course,
and several
courses
of brick have been laid, before attempting
to plumb it accurately
and fasten
it permanently.
The first
staying
can be a piece of
2” X 6” with two nails
as shown. After
the feet of the frame have
been anchored,
there are at least
two ways of making permanent
fastening.
In the one, the frame is braced with four braces as
shown. Or, it may be braced from a post which itself
has been
firmly
braced.
This latter
is convenient
if there are a number of
frames within
the reach of the longest
sticks
you have.
the

r

When levelling
the lintel,
it iS the
under edge which must be right.
And so
in Fig. 442 the lower edge of the square
is even with the lower edge of the lintel.
This is en emergency method of ltvelling
when there is no level
instrument
at hand. The left
jamb is being plumbed
with a s’tring
and plumb bob. This is an
at the top so
excellent
method of plumbing
a frame. Set the string
that there is room for the bob to swing free. Measure to the inside
Adjust
the
edge of the string
at the top, and then at the bottom.
frame until
the bottom measure agrees with that at the top. To adit ought only to be necessjust a properly
made and braced frame,
ary to lift
one or other of the feet a little.
With the line method, the face of the frame can be plumbed at the same time. Merely
the edges of the jamb and
step to the side of the frsmt and sight
the line.
When all are in line,
the frame
is plumb with respect
to the face of the wall.
Braces from the ground as in Fig.441
are not satisfactory
after
the first
few minutes;
workmen are continually
knocking
them.

2'RAMESETTING.
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LINTELS AND CAMBERS

cwm

SIX

The extra wood lintel
required
for door and window openings should be made individually
to fit
the particular
frame lintel it will
be used with.
The reason io that lumber variee
80 in
idth,
that one lintel
will
be a full
six inches wide and another
It ie a waste of time to reduce all frame lumber to
just 5-l/4=
and name or
the came size0 So, meaLsure the width of one lintel
number it. Then make the lintel
that will
be Used with it. Of
cour8e the over-all
width of all lintel8
should be the 8ame;which
is width
of brick
plus the thicknese
of plaster
both 8ide8.
Under cut the joint
of the extra lintel
80 that a8 class
a joint
a8 pO88ible
will
be made with the frame lintel.
If you
have plenty
of thick
brown paper,
lay a sheet over the entire
lintel to prevent
the sifting
of eand through
the cracks.
In eetting
lintels,
the
lese mortar used the
better.
If, to bring
the
lower face of the lintel
even with the other lintel,
a great deal of
mortar would have to be
Used, get a thin piece
of wood, bed it in mortar and rest the lintel
on it. A very common
fault
ia the 8eCOnd lintel depreeeed below the
first.
This is entirely
due to building
on the
lintel
with too much
mortar
under it. Another
method would be to use
lintel
ha8 been on it 8ome

small etonee and mud and then when the
hOUr8, comence to build
on it.
care that the enda of the lintel
project
equally
ork each side. They are eeen; they are often used
and inequality
will
be observed@
rte,

in-
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446 the wedge used to support
the camber la tacked to the
the janib to support
the weight;
the metal tie is used to
wedge from falling
out ad, 1” nails in this &eet metal
adequate.
In Fig. 448 a wood block ha8 been placed on the top of
wedge block to bring the end of the camber about 3/4” above
In Fig. 448 the reason for thie
top edge of the frame lintel.
shown, The brick8
of the arch must be above the lintel
to alfor the plaster.
OtherWi8e
the plaster
will
cover the frkme,
this is undeairable.

In Fig.
edge of:
keep the
tie are
the
the
18
low
and
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FtOOBFRAMEPREPARATION

I THX STFZ.& -SQUARE.
The freming
square,
commonly called
the steel
equaring
an angle and l-ing
=4u-e
9 has a number of uses beside
of pitch
roof8 7zthis
out a roof.
e do not take up the question
volume because there are a number of excellent
treatise8
on the
subject
in print,
chief of which in our estimation
are Audele Car=
penters
and Buildera
Guide of general
carpentry,
and also Hodgson8
The fact la that this department
of the ateel
equare
Steel Square.
la seldom required
because corrugated
iron require8
few rafter8
and the few on the hip are probably
irregular
in spacing.
The pitch
of an iron roof is determined,
economically,
by the lengths
of iron.
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The study of the steel
square for irregularly
pitched
and to lead up to it,
we will
roofs is more or lea8 elementary
consider
8ome simple applications
of this handy tool.
1, How to cut a shelf bracket
with the u8e of the steel
Bquare.
Determine
the distance
from the wall or the line of the
bracket
bearing
to the toe or point @f the bracket.
Also the point
where the lower extremity
of the bracket
is to be. In the diagram
these point8
are P and W respectively,
Suppose that these distances
of which the bracket
is to be
are 9” and 13”. Take the material
made and place the square on it so that 9” on the tongue and 13”
on the body are on the face edge of the wood, a8 shown in Big.439.
Mark the board along the edge8 of the square*

FIG. 44-O.

2 How to draw varioue
angles and figures.
Do not take it for
90 degrees,
that is if you wish
granted
that any square is really
to do accurate
work with it. Below is shown how to test any square.
Place it on a perfectly
straight
edge or line,
and make a mark ‘16’.
Then turn the square
over, with the edge of
the body along the
first
straight
edge or
line and draw it toward the mark M. If
the tongue agrees per1
l..,;.i
.,...,*,*.
L,I-*rm,,,,**
. . . ’ afeotlv
with this
line
the &are
is Vsquare’.
I
FIG. 442.
TESTING
ml?
qo*.
If it is not,
take care
how you correct
it. The
steel
square is a comparatively
fragile
tool end is easily
broken
where the tongue joins
the body.
Note that a real frsming
square figures
on each side are
not+he
same. On one side the inch is divided
into sixteenths;
on
the other aide the inch is divided
into twelfths.

THE STEEL SQUARE

ROOF I?RAMIBG
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Making the angle8 of forty
five degrees,
sixty
seven and
degrees,
thirty
degreee,
sixty
degreee,
etc.
The degree8 in the angles of any triangle
add to 150,
If, therefore,
one angle be 90 degree8 and another be 30 degree8,
the third
will be 60 degreea. Hence if we do not show all the
common angles required,
it will
be because they are to be found
through
the angles we do give.
In the illuetration
the figure
12 is used
but any pair of figure8 will do to obtain the 45 degree
angle on -the square.
Thi8 angle 18 Cften
required
to mitre
cut
two pieces
in a right
angle 8UCh a8 a fraEIe,
or in wood trim.
FIG. 443.

a half

The 60 degree angle
la prominent
because
the triangle
with
three equal aide8 hae
three 60 degree sngles.

degree angle
18 shown because it 18
used to mitre
cut each
of two piece8 whO8e exterior
angle is 45 degrees. That is, the angle in the sill
of the
bay window whose side
sill
is 45 degreee off
the main lithe,
The 67-l/2
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ROOF FRAMING

THE STEEL SQUAFUZ

The irregular
brace. It may be necessary
to obtain
the
angle on a brace which i8 not parallel
with the diagonal
of the
rectangle
in which it fits.
If ie no problem on a door where the
material
can be laid on the frame and marked at once. But when
the diagonal
exceeds in 1enRth the material
being used, or for
some other reason the angle&la
deaired,
the following
will
be helpfull.
Make a drawing of the
rectangle
and the brece
to
the
ecsle
of one inch
FIG. 446.
THE
PRUBLEM.
equal to one foot
t
ose the length
to’b%
and the height
12’.
Draw in the dotted
line
from one corner to the
other.
We now proceed
to
reproduce
thila dotted
L
line in part on the material
of which the brace
I:: tr, be maado
//

FIG. 447.

THE

SOLUTION

Mark off l/12 of the
width of the board and
make a pencil
point,
Through thie point
draw
a dotted
line parallel
with the edge of the
board,
(See the next
page for method of dividing
a given line into
P number of equal parts)
Bow place the square on
the material
with the
17” mark on *A' and the
12” mark on the dotted
line.
fdark across the
material
from *A’ along
the edge of the square,
This is the angle required for each end of the
brace.
The length
of the brace
can be scaled from the
square.
Place a rule on
17’ mark and on the 12”
modUAYIR. The 1 ength of the
brace in feet is the number of inchee.
If your rule
is not divided
in twelfths
make a line that long and
use the twelfth8
on the
equare.
If the equare has
not twelfths,
the follo
ing table will
probably
be
cloee enough.

ROOBFRAMING

THF, S’I’JZE SQUAhg
In the scale of one inch equals
of one inch on an c;rdinary
inch
1*

is

equal

one foot,
the following
ruler
denote
the inches

191
fractions
indicated.

to 12”

l/8”
n
“v n
l-l/2”
If in the foregoing
problem you cannot use the one inch ecale,
then herewith
a table
for finding
the dotted
line with the other
common scalee,

Problem:
To divide
any width board or line into any given number
Example one. A board. To divide the board into
of equal parts.
The board we have chosen is wider than five
five equal parts.
inches.
We place the heel or corner
of the square on one edge and
the figure
10 on the other edge, Then 2”, 4*, 5” and 8” are in
order,
one fifth,
two fifths,
three fifths
and four fifths
the
width of the board.

To divide
a given line into a certain
number of equal partBe Let
With the heel of the square on A make a
AB be the given line,
mark along the square at the point
which will
correspond
with the
number of parte desired.
Suppose that it is 25. Since we have not
make tile mark
25 R on the square,
we will
use 1/2n. Then we will
at 12-l/2”
which is twenty five half-inch
divisions.
Join the end
of this line with the end of the given line.
If the whole line
18
to be divided
into twenty five parte,
draw lines
through
each half
inch merk parallel
to the end line.
2F
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THZ STEEL SQUARB
an octagon in a given square. Place the heel of

Making
the square OR one line and the end of the oquare,
(the 24’ mark)
on the other line bounding
two opposite
sidea of the 8quare,
Pin point
at 7’ and 17” and draw lines through these points parallel
to the first
two lines,
Where these two lines
cross the
sides of the square , draw lines
at 45 degrees.

F16k 452.

OCTWOM

LAYOUT.

To find the ceatre
of a circle
with a steel
equare. Place the heel
of the square against
the circumference
anywhere.
At B and C where
the square cute the circumference
make pin points.
The line
joining them is a diameter
of the circle,
Again place the heel .againet
the circumference
at some euitable
point
aa at F. Again pin point
the intersections
of the square with the circumference
and join
the pointe.
The intersection
of the two diameters
is the centre
of
the circle.
In Fig, 454 a frame is made, DEC being 8 right
angle,
and blade ER with edge bisecting
the angle DEC. The line AB is 8
diameter
of the circle.

THX STEEL SQUARE

ROOFFMmG
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The commoa steel
equare haa a body of 24” and a tongue
But framing
squares have a tongue of 16” or more. On this
square:
one aide will
have sixteen
graduations
to the inch and the
other side 12 graduations
to the inch. By use of the latter
all
roofs can be
out. An angle involving
two sides,
13’10”
and
?*4’ can be determined
inetantly,
laid

FIG. 457.

MARKING

ANUY ANGLE

ROOFFRAlm
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Pitch
of the
given
value
result
dividing

is the angle
roof and is
8 numerical
which is the
produced
by
the riee
by twice the run.
In frame buildings
and where the wall
plate
ia flush with
the race of 8 masonry w8l1, twice the
run would equal the

PITCH.

I
I

FIG. 461.
‘B1EOICENWtCH
FIG. 62.

idth of
Centre of
idth of
he wall

the building;
but where we place the wall plate
in the
the Wall to get better
be8ring
a8 in mud ~8110, the
the building
ie considered
to be from the outer edge of
plate to the correeponding
point on the other side,
Ifoat roofa have etandard
pitch,
and framing
square6 are
figured
to facilitate
the measurement
and angle cutting
of all
psrta.
But where corrugated
iron is uBed, or eimilar
sheeting,
the pitch
should be determined eomewhat by the lengths
of iron.
This hae been discussed
in pagee 22 ff. Arbitrarily
we have SdOpted a minimum pitch
of 30 degree8 88 standard for dwellinge.
Thie
is a little
steeper than l/4 pitch,
But we do not hold to the 30
degrees 8bSOlUtelye
If the width of house and the lengths
of iron
do not work out evenly,
we raise
or lower the pitch
accordingly
and 80 make use of every inch of %ron and avoid w&ate in cutting.
The commonest pitches
are given in the table on the next
page, Steeper pitches
are cooler,
but of course cost more. Compare the pitch you intend
to use with thoee on building8
you c8n
observe.
Hold your pitch
plan in your hand ae you look at the end
c&another
building
and dcfnide whether yours ought to be higher or

0

ere a roof beyond the wall is eupported
by Wall brackets
we call it roof overhang.
We have adopted the
rather
than poets,
horizontal
bracket
because we can BIUppOrt the rafter
at 8 lower
point
than with an upward pointing
bracket.
VFe found that even in
three feet extension
beyond the bracket
there was sag in the rrfter.

ROOBBRAME
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464 shows a common rafter,

FIG 469.
$- PrrCH.
,g

and the 9.3” mark along
the same edge. Mark from
the 16 * point
acroa& the
material.
This is the
bottom cut of the
Every horrafter,
izontal
cut on the
rafter
-here
ia
made in the same way

PITCH

4% =
&a+

t$P\TCH
+-&

‘47

Lb

PtTCH

&S&

PlTCci

k
34

L J4

IV. THE COldMORRAPTER RIDE?, TO WALL PLATR
Before taking
the square away, make
a fine pencil
mark at the 9’3”
It is worth while having
point.
the edge of the rafter
planed
both sidea of the corner
out to this distance
for
accurate
measurement.
T’ae true length of
the rafter
is the
distance
between
theee marks converted
OR
PLATE
into feet.
f

16’

-4

In this case,
the measure is
practically
la-l/
which by scale is
18’6@ on the rafter.

-..
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Ha&sure off 18’6” on your material
and place the square as at the
first,
except that the top mark coincides
with the 9‘3” on the
be down the edge.
square,
and the 16 * mark will
FIG.

445.

Now since the common
rafter
of our example is
so common, or plain,
it is
not often used. Rather,
there
is sn extension
beyond the plate.
But this does not alter
the true
length
of the rafter
or any of the
angles or figures
as is shown in
Fig. 468. We have shown the common
rafter
used previously,
by the dotted lines.
By moving its upper edge
straight
up we have changed nothingessential.
For convenience
sake we use
the upper edge of
rafters
for all
measuring,

/

FIG.

44$.

It is well therefore
to see that edges of rafters
are straight,
reliable.
A very slight
crown, or slight
curve upward is permissible
in practically
all beams, rafters*
Joists,etc.,
but very little.
They should never have the curve downward.
In Fig. 461 we have called
the small cut-out
for the plate,
the birdmouth.
In all 2” X 6” rafter
work we have set a distance
for this from the upper edge. It is laid out as follows:
FIG 449
kTRUE
LENGTH
Aj454E OF ‘PLUMB CUT --+
8lmMOUTH

e’

*F-rER
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2,The same principle
is used for a rafter
which touches wall
or' a second wall plate. In these latter
and verandah plate,
we will
have an over-all
length which will
have nothing
to
We establish
our pitch
angle from the main
with the plates.

piate
cases
do

*all

We do not us8 a
ridge board because
it is unnecessary
with
rsiters
in a frame for
corrugated
iron roofing.
In
some roofs there are only three
pair of common rafters
snd each
pair is made up into a frame. However,
if for any reason a ridge board is rem
quired,
lay out the rafter
just the same and
then deduct half the thickness
of the ridge board
from the upper end of the rafter.
Make one rafter
carefully
6nd use it for a
pattern
throughout.
But also make a metal pattern
as above;
it will
be usaful
for cutting
birdmouth,
and for any other cuts
requiring
rafter
angles.
One end of the pattern
is for use on one
side of the rafter,
The other end is in case measurements
are on
the reverse
side of some rafter.
The roof frame, or rather
roof frames;
that is, a pair of
on the
rafters
made into a unit on the ground and erected
complete
building.
The failure
of many roofs,
and sometimes of the walls
supporting
them is due to the lack of a cross tie,
or lack of it
at the right
place.
And the right
place for the cross tie to join
the rafter
is the main bearing
point
of the rafter.
If this triangle
is made right
the roof is essentially
sound. Too many roofs have a
besm across the walls,
and from the beam a king post to hold up the
roof.
The truth
is, that a roof properly
built
Will support
ths
king post, and a good deal else besides ! It is only when the rafters are utterly
incapable
of being properly
jointed
and bearing
any
considerable
stress
that a king post might even be considered.
When we use the cross tie we abandon the wall plate
point
3.
of measurement
and pitch
angle and use the point
of intersection
of the lower edge of the tie with the outer edge of the rafter.
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The example chosern to dsmonstrate
the roof frame,
in this case a
The figures
given here
real
*A* frame, is the Mission House Roof.
roof.
can be awed in practice
in making this
c
--I
_--

7

-
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V. LAYING OUT ROOF

019 THE GROUBTD,

ay of laying
out a roof fr
8. Have a quantity
of lumb
Make an outline
of the upper part
pegs, to make measuring
points.
Tack a couple of sticks
togethof the wall and the ceiling
line.
the
stick
placed
to represent
er for a aample rafter ; and another
centre
line of the roof.

‘LSTICK
nG. 474.

YC
-l

On the rafter

stick
measure off the length
of your pan surface.
In the previous
example,
it
as 22’6”.
Place the top mark of the
two on the centre
line,
reet the under side sf the rafter
on the
from the wall out to the other mark on
wall corner,
then measure
the rafter,
This particular
mark ia the rafter
end, which is 3”
inside
the end cf the pan. Hence, we want 0::~ aa.ve mark to be
juat CJ’~~ from the wall.
Keeping the rafter
on the corner,
move
the other end up or down the centre
line zse is neceseary
to get
*2a
all measurea have been
the cave mark just
5’9 n from the wall,
been checked and all the eticka. are in golrition,
tack them 80
that you may make permanent marks, copy angles,etc.
the intereection
I o the plumb cut
Mark the ridge point,
at the top, and the point
I ou the crose tie.
Aleo, mark out a
sheet of metal for the pattern,,
Write all measurement8
on paper,
or better
still
in a note book with all other data about the roof.
This trial
method
be ueed for any roof and is just
ie aocurately
placed.
a8 accurate.
But be sure t t the cave point
e of the
It will
be aeceaaary
in lo
ng it to have the out
acroam to
entire
wall portrayed
on the ground;
also a cord dr
represent
gound level.

VI,

JoI?ITING

ROOF MEMBEFtS.
~11 joints
are made from top
That is, the cut or splice
commences at
to bottom of the piecee.
the top edge and finiahee
at the bottom edge.
There are a number of types and styles
of splicee,
some
with fish plates
or extra piece8
at the Bidem. Practically
all of
these splices
or joint8
involve
a good deal of time if made right
and we are not satfaffed
that any one of them are better
suited
to
our purpose than the wedge shaped splice
shown f iret.
If it is
and ie certainly
the
carefully
made, it is one of the neateet,
most economical
of the lot.
And we are persuaded
it is as etrong
as any that do not use the f IrJh plates.
STRAIGHTENEm

MATE%

I AL

EDGE Of

+--

RAFTER
&ND

FIG. 475:

MA-RR
cur

d---q
f
f

Chosee the beet material
for the lower piece that overhanga,
and
the beet end of it for the eave. Take the edge that has a slight
being prepared
for
upper curve for the top edge. II~ all rafters
the edges are to be quite
atreight.
But in
frame8 or trusses,
any piece which with a Blight
upper curve there will
be natural
eag to give the piece a
eag when in place,
gn d the curve will
straight
line finish,
make the curve continuous,
If there is a
lay that on the second and make it
alight
curve in one piece,
the same, When joining,
after
cutting
the wedge from tht? f irsS,
sight through
and arrange both pieces
in a continuous
curve or
arc before marking
and cutting.
Of course if one piece is 8tre.fght
the other must be and the two should be carefully
lined up bethe two piece8 together,
fore marking.
And again, when fitting
tack them and take a final
sighting
before
nailing
home and bindIt might be a good rule to inspect
all joints
ing the joint.
when they are supposed to be ready for final
nailing.
It is so
much eaeier on everyone than to have to tear a joint
to piece8 and
and correct
it,
The under edge never needa planing
or straightening.
The upper,
good edge seldom need8 planing
all the way to give it
a true line.
There should be no bumps above what may be called
the straight
line.
It ahould be 80 worked that when the complete
rafter
is in poeition
on the roof it will
present
a straight
appearance
from top to bottom.
Search out the carpenter
who has the best eye for sighting
straight
through
for the marking.
Block up the top piece which
ha8 been cut firat
80 that it will
lie in the same plane a8 the
under piece.
As etated before,
when cutting
& a mark, do not
Cut
it out@ Leave a little
for evidence.
-?n
the wedge eplice,we
have adopted the following
set
of figures.
For 2” X 8” or 2” X 9” lumber an 10” wedge; for 2” X
6” a 15” wedge 8.~ above; for 2” X 4” a 12” wedge; for 2” X 3” a
10” wedge; and for 2” X 2” a ?* wedge.

Try

to avoid

making the wedge cut againat
the wood ae in Fig. 476.

the

r IV. ~77.

.
MARK

FIG 479.

7

lUP

grain

of

GOOD.

VIEW.

t

READY

FOR FIUAL

slEiKrlNci

Trti
the lower edgee of each
stick
at and near the joint
to facilitate
binding.

The thickness
of the sticks
is
not always the Bame.
reduce both
At joints,
sticks
to the same width
and thickness
for the purposed
making a good binding
job. The
easiest
and probably
the beet binding
for the wedge joint
is a piece of 26 gauge sheet metal at each
wide and the
end. For 2” X 6” the pieces should be at leastb4”
Always
in
binding
the
wedge
joint,
start
whatever
length
ie 15”.
kind of binding
ie ueed at the baee of the wedge and finish
up
there.
Drive a8 few nails
as possible
through
the thin edge.
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carry the weight
adequate.

The cro88 tie of
2” X 4” ia shown in Fig,
486, When it has been bound by
the sheet metal banda, it may be
reinforced
by the strip
of bale
iron aa shown. Two of the three
frame6 in the mission house roof
*he
end
of
the
roof and the ties should be
of c

FE+.486.

CftOSS TIE

JOINT
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Purline
and wall plate
joints
also cut from top to bottom, but there is more work because the cut is across the width.
carrying,than
thrust
ie judged to be more weight
If t1 ‘? wsll plate
resisting,
it has what we will, call
the flat
joint.
But if it has
more thrust,
(sideways)
it may have the edge-to-edge
joint
which
is easier
to make.

THIS

THIS dOlNT TO
RESIST THRUST/

JOINT

TO RESIST

DOWNW+TtD PRESSURE,

.

IWRTAR

JOINT 7

should be at
The flat
joint
for either
2 m X 3” or 2* X 4” purlines
least
8' long. The whole joint
should be covered by one piece of
sheet metal band, 1.0" X 10". as in Fig. 488. It should not be necessary
to say that the banding of all joints
should be done with
care so that there are no bulges
in the metal.
Some other splices
are shown to give an ides of the range
of joints
for varioue
purposes.
FIG 440
/

FIG. 4q2.

FIG 491.
/
I

When well

NC,l-H

OF

boundp, this

PLATE

=

6

is a good tension

Vd I Ortt,

-7-lmES

SINGLE

FIG 444

A-t-L.

joint.

EAST

TIE

.
.

.

1

.

I

c

l
.

BUILT

FIG. 495.

UP BEAM

DOUBLE

FIG. 496.

.

TI L

/

/

A
.

.

.

.

.

*

l

.

.I .

The length
of the spreader
is eight
nails
or bolts.
Use iron to further

times its
etrengthen

0

.

width.
Fasten with
the joint
If desired,
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VII

THE GABIB ROOf.

If wood ie very marce and the work of making
a roof frame seems too great,
gable wall6 at the end,and builtup partition
walls
in the interior
may form the sole support
for
each gable 88 well as
purlinea,We
prefer
to have a frame inside
intermsd.fately.
If partitions
are built,
see Fig. 498 and text.
Wake a light
frammork
the shape of the roof.
This can
be made by the use of a tape and some stick8
on the ground.
Determine
the pan coverage as before.
Let us suppose that three
6' pans are to be used on each side , and that the angle is to be
30 degrees.
FIG.

LlCH-r FRAME \"x4"

447.

T
8'
1
kk

28’2” m

this framework,
called
a template,
on the side wall6 about
6” from the end wall.
Build up the gable according to this form.
88 shorn on page
The last course up the slope is to be of headers
116. Long bale iron roof ties should be built
in. The places
for
these can be marked on the template
ahead of time. Also,
a header
can be left
out where the purllne
is to set. If a ventilator
winit should not be very large,
dow is to be built
in to the gable,
and it can be centred
by a plumb line dropped from the apex of
the template.
the gable at the other end. The intermediate
gaBuild
bles should have as little
brick
in thttn as possible,
to 8ave
time and brick,
and to allow for passage from one section to the
other and for ventilation.
Without
cutting
or disturbing
the bond,
build
in dry brick
in the ehape of the door waye shown in the illustration.
Leave the dry brick
in place until
the wall is baked
dry. In fact one opening can be cleared
and tSe rest left
until
the roof ie complete
and
all movement ce88es.
/\

Place

FIG.491.

XOOF ‘PnR7lTION.
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The purlines
will
project
beyond the gable about 12”.
Make them the full
length on the ground,
all joined,
ends squared,
three for each side, We recommend that the ridge be one piece of
2m X 6’ or 3a X 4* instead
of two purlines
almost touching.
Between walls
the purlines
require
support.
There are several
ways
A rafter
can be cut in, in fact a frame
of accomplishing
this.
made inside
after
the purlinea
are in place.
Preferably,
the frame
would be made on the ground by the ut3e of the template,
but the
walls were built
to avoid making frame86
The purlinee
can be supported
by a light
wood and wire
truss.
Or they can be individually
supported
by a single
wire and
a strut.

3*x

f&3 sue.

GABLE

C\G.
449.

LIGHT

FRAME.
YRUSS.
#

FIG. 501.

-rwssEb

?uRL\NE

Y”

i
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We admit some of this looks irregular,
but it is better
than nothing:
And sometimes it ie just right
for repair
jobs.
or rafter,
8s
But whether new or old work, prop up the purline,
insert
the short
the caee may be, secure the wire or bale iron,
block,
then let down the prop.
It is essential
to the success of such device8 that the
ire or bale iron be perfectly
anchored at each end. Never, if you
fasten
such tie6 to the under face of the true8
you can avoid it,
piece;
alwaye wrap it around tha end and 80 fasten
it. Two simple
arrangement8
ere shown for securing
the wire or bale iron.

METAL

CROSS’PIECE
INSERTE3 A’

H

WVE-It

Rule for trussing:
The deeper the metal brace,
the lees tension
stress
there ia on it. In other worde, in a truae 10 feet long,
with a goat 6 * long and 100 lba weight
to be eupported,
the tension
on the wire is approximately
1000 lbe. But if the post be 2 feet
long the teneion
on the wire is only 270 lbe.
/4

Circumstances
A 2@ X 6” hip

IO'

100 LSS.LOA=

ill
guide in selecting
the
rafter
23 feet long requiring

Y

right
length
of poet.
support
should have

A0069FRAUg
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a post at least
three feet long, otherwise
the tension
on the bale
iron may be too great.
Further,
a truss may be quite
adequate after the roof is completed,
but quite
inadequate
when a8 many a8
four to six men congregate
over the truss
during
construction.
Hence, if the truss require,
prop it during
the construction
period, To make the post fit
enug, Becure the iron at each end of the
tru8-8, and then cut the post to fit.
When securing
the iron,
a
test can be made as to the approximate
length
of the post.

-

10’

+II

LOOLsS. LOAD
Jr

In Fig, 501 the iron or wire should be continuous
from it8 anchorage on top of one end to its anchorage
on top at the other end. At
each point
of rest it should be secured somewhat uo that it will
not shift
if more tension
is put on one span than on another.
Of
course the iron can be put on while the purline
la on the ground;
the post8 can be put in when the remainder
of the roof is complete
and the final
weight fixed.
If the trues is etreseed
at more than two points
and it
is not stiff
enough in itself
to have only two posts,
it will
be
better
to truss each half
than to have three poets in series.
A three-post
I

truss.
6 TRUSS PIECE

The advantage
of the truss is that wire and bale iron are
often cheaper and more plentiful
than lumber. A properly
trussed
and stayed 2” X 2” will
hold more than a 2” X 4”, and will
not sag
at all.
Truss pieces should be approximately
equare in cros8 section.
The lighter
the truss
material,
the more it need8 staying.
Baeten it
securely
to the various
part8 of the roof it eupporta.
The wood of
the truse
is in compression
as much as the metal is in tension.
If
it is not stayed,
it will
buckle.
Use trusses
for long rafter8
that have no other means of
support,
as when they pas8 over large rooms.

ROOF FRA?a
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VIII.

THE HIP ROOB.

Given the same eave as the gable roof, there is
mea of cover on a hip roof 88 on a gable POOf. That is,
the pitch
is the same on all four SideS. But if the end
take more cover than
steeper
than the side, the roof will
There is more work to a hip roof, more lumber, more
and a certain
amount of waste in cutting
the corners,
even
greatest
ingenuity
in using pieCe8.
think
of it1 ae a figure
of nine
To ley out a hip roof,
lines; the four eaves, the four hips, and the ridge.
See Fig. 510
The ridge length
is the difference
between the iength
of the aide and the end. The mission
house roof is 50 feet long,
the width 39 feet,
The ridge
is the difference,
eleven feet.
of a triangle
The length
of the hip is the hypotenuse
of the common rafter
and the half

the 88me
provided
pitch
is
if regular.
ridging,
with the

Note that the hip line runs right
down the
of the top edge of the hip.
centre
of the hip,
Big, 511 shows the length
the top cut of the jack rafter,
and the cut of the pans on
the corner.
The whole layout
given on the framing
square. See also Fig.
514

and name it AC. place the tongue of the square
the heel at A and the body in the
along this line,
AB po8ition,

a 19'S* racale line from A.
Dr
Remove square,
joint
the end
of this line to C. This is
the hip length,
and
0ca1e0 to 29'5R.

The hip rafter
itself
18 8 few
inches longer
thm
this on
account
of the angle of
the toe which project8
beyond the meseured
length.
For

complete
layout
hip rafter
see
page 220ff.

of
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In Fig, 510 we have a plan or top view of the hip roof.
2.
This does not give the true length
of the con-man rafter
nor of
the hip rafter.
We now proceed to draw the end of the roof
8hOWing the true lengths
of all members, the top cut angle
for the jack rafters,
the top cut for the purlinee,
the length
of the jack8,etc.
The whole end can be drawn on large
paper, but half of the drawing will
suffice
here;
it contains
all
essential
information.
The first
stage of the drawing will
show the jack, or
shortened
rafters
which meet the hip rafter.
The number and epacby the number of common rafter8
along
ing of these is determined
the side of the building.
In this case, we have a ridge
of 11'
with a roof frame or pair of common rafter8
at each end. Obviouea frame, making three,
ly, 11 ' is too great a span, so we insert
with a spacing of 5’3” between each two. (11' less three rafters
at two inches-each
leaves 10'6")
The spaces between the jacks should be
as near 5.3" a8 pO8Sible.
We have in this
drawing to consider
how to divide up 19.3;
/
approximately.
A little
computation
will
show that we must have three jacks with
four spaces.
This figures
out-to
three rafters
at two inches,
four
spaces at four feet eight,
and
/
one inch,(approx.)
for half
of the hip rafter.
We are
still
dealing
with line
the true length
measures,
of members and not the
slight
allowances
necessary for thickness
of 8tick8
and their
/
?Ulglee.
\ dI

FIG

’1:.r

515

Hip roofmmaeter

drawing;

first

stage

showing

jack

rafters.
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for jacks,
spaced exactOn the drawings
put in these three lines
ly at quarter
distances
from the common rafter.
A moment’s consideration
will
show that these three
jacks are respectively
l/4,
2/4, and 3/4 the length
of the common rafter
which is 22’3”.
This makes them 5*6-3,1’4~, llVl-1,!2W,
and 16y$-l/4n
respectively.
This happens to be a very economical
8,rranqement
when using 12’ sticks
of lumber x”or there is practically no waste. From one common rafter,
( two 12’ st:ck.s spliced)
the nne gnarter
and the three quarter
length
jack6 can be cut without waste;
the half length
can be cut from a 12’ Stick.
The jack rafter
cut. This is a double angle,
across
the
top as well as down the side, but is simplicity
itself.
The top
mark may be transferred
from the drawing by making a paper pattern.
The side cut is the plumb cut of the common rafter,
given
on page 199.
Since there are 24 jack rafter8
to cut,
it pays to make
a metal pattern
of this complicated-looking
cut. We first
make a
paper pattern
a8 follows:

Draw a line across
the sheet,
2* from
the top edge.
Place the paper
on the drawing,
as shown, and
trace the hip
line on the
paper.
Reproduce
this angle at the other end as
shown in Fig. 518. Then draw
a line 6” from the first
line
and place the paper on Easter
drawLng on Page 199 as shown
in Pig. 519, Cut off the shadtransfer
t?e shape
ed parts,
to a piece of 26 gauge sheet
metal.
Bend the metal on the
dotted
line,
The pattern
is
good for ~11 jack and cornmon rafters
in the VMi8eion iiouse’

roof,,

__--stick.

easure

b cut to 6s other end by using the cut-off
A. *
ja& jpwmnts
no problem for it is cut from one whole
In cutting
number8 one and three

from the cave point
Place pattern
as
5’6-3/4”.
shown in Big. 520. Mark the
top and side. This cut will
make a right-hand,
number
one jack,
and a left-hand,
number three jack.
Fig. 524
shows why the actual
length
of the jack is the ssme as
the true or lay-out
length.

I+'
*

’ 1’.
I

'

'

K '1

TPeeB
Irwu

---a.
L-a
lines
arc
practically

equal.
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The eteel

square

lay-out

for

the

jack

rafter.

11'1~l/2'
ie
l/2*
scale
for 22’3”.
\
MARK HEUE

FIG 525

FIG. 326

1

*Ii* is a l/2” X la stick
held on the square et the two figurec,ee
shown in Fig. 525. It may be taken to represent
the hip refter,in
a triengle
with the common rafter
and the cave line as the other
Holding
it in the seme position
on the equare,
turn the
square over and place it on the edge of the jack rafter
as ehown
In Fig. 526, and with the stick
along the edge of the jack rafter,
In this caee the mark on the rafter
can be made along the edge of
the square.
The etlck
can be clamped to the square and uced for
all marking.
Ite main purpose here Is to demonetrate
that the angle
ia the one sought D end why. The largest
figure,
(that
for the comin other words, the deeired
angle ie that
mon rafter)
is uppermoat;
closest
to the lexgect
figure.
And, for emphasis,
the plumb cut of the jack rafter
is the
r the common rafter.
8me a0
e now consider
the purlines
whose measures we can get from
the master plan of the hip roof.
One word of explanation
is necessary
about the joint
between the purlines
and the hips.
It is the custom
in most places to have the top edge of the hip in the eeme plane with,
or on the eame line with the top edgee of the common rafters.
Thi5
means that the purlines
rest on the top edge of the hip. Then,to
acof cut-in
purllnee,
parallel
commodate the ends of the pans, a seriee
to the hip must be built
in. This takes considerable
time a8 well as
labour,
We have eliminated
this by ratsing
the hip a vertical
ianatance of approximately
2-3/a”
so that the purllnae
nail to the aide
of the hip, their
upper surfaces
being even or flush.
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Thus
a half short
the lines
on
pan covering.

the actual
of the true
the lay-out,
See note,

end of the purline
ie about an inch and
or lay-out
length.
Before we ten specs
wc muct have a detail
drawing
of the
- “J

PUSLINE 2” X3”
La&Q 01; ‘PWI
bfl

‘I//

/

I

FIG. 52
eecond stage chowing position
HER roof master drawing;
Bob:
If various
lengths
of iron are used, the longest
ic egeinct
the ridge*
the eave, cud the ehortect

of purlincB.
is againct
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Marking
the hip rafter
for the jacks:
Key to Fig. 530.
Note that each measure is exactly
I,/4 the total
length
of
the hip. That is because there are three rafter8
and
four spaces.
If there were two rafter8
and three spaces
we would divide
the hip length
into thirda.
The purlinec
in this plan are drawn in on the
527, 528, for the Miseion
House. If
basis of Fig8.
you are de8igIIing
a different
roof,
make 8 drawing 8imilar
to Big8.527,528,
The purline
noaition
on the hip rafter
must be scaled from the top, in this c&80,
7'9",
15' -l/2",
22'3.l/2",
and 29'5".
The purline
lengths
are scaled from
the centre
line to the hip, Take NO.4
purline
for example. 5'1" is the scale
length on this drawing.
But thia is
oniv for l/2 the end of the roof.
Its total
-length ia 10'2".
By adding the length
of the rfdge,li?,
to this,we
get 21'2".
the
length
of NO.4 purline
on the
long 8ide of the roof.
Before merklng the
wood however,
we have one
small adjustment
to
make es shown in
Big, 531.

Hip rCofll

Master

Drawing,

complete

with

angle8

and meaeuremente.

FIG.

53r.

9”

WPER

Actual
Lay out

SIDE. OF 2”~9”‘PURLINE

length
”

of l-70. 4 purline,
”

”

”

I4

purlinca
meet on top of the
WRUNE
HIP
the layout
dimension
will
be correct.
But in this method
the purline
cuts in to the side
and 80 we must deduct the dietcnce from the centre
line of
the hip to the point
of the purline,
which in this case is
or a total
for both ends
l-3/8”,
of 2.3/4”.
The purline
pattern.
Prepare a sheet Of paper a0 8hown
FIG 532.
in Fig. 532, making two marks,
one at 4” and the other at 2”
beyond it, Lay thla paper on the
master drawing as shown in Fig. 533. and trace a8 indicated.
Cut
off shaded parts,
Then lay paper on Master drawing
of Common rafter
Big, 472, page 199, es ehown, and trace,
Transfer
thie double angle to the other end of the pattern
If

hip,

ROOF FRAME
es

Tratmf
‘er this
-----

in , A-m
Pi u- 1-.s-m
Fi.'iiiHIP

MASTER

ROOF

DRAWfW Cj
FIG. 53%.

I
v(p7mM

pattern
to 26 gauge sheet metel,Inelude the line from point
to point.
Bend thle metal along this
line,
80
that it will
fit
a purline
a8 Been
in Fig. 537. We recommend making 2
metal patterns
if purlines
are to
be given final
cut,
at right
end,
Always mark and cut
up on the roof.

4.

In Fig. 534 the
angle cut from
the pattern
is
the angle A.

Harking

for

2i9

the

the left
hand one first,
and on the
ground,
a8 it ia the most awkward,.
especially
up on the frZLme.

left

hand

cut

Marking

for

the

right

hand cut.

The method of cutting
purline
end8 up on the roof is given in
If your roof is laid out correctly,
the chapter
on roof erection.
every piece can be cut on the ground and be ready for erection
a8 loon es the wells are complete and the wall plate ha8 been set.

(l.)The
plumb cut.
3. Comolete lay out for the hio rafter.
On your own copy of the hip roof master drawing,
Fig, 515, page
212, mark off 19’3” on the common rafter
line at B. Join A B,
Prom B erect
a perpendicular
B C to represent
the riae,
which ir
11’3”.
See Pig* 472, page 199, Join A C, This is the hip rafter
line once more, and if we had not known
its length
otherwise,
we could have
obtained
it here. The angle ABC
is the plumb cut for the hip
rafter.
Thie can all be done
on the ground as well in
the fame manner as we found
the common rafter
length
and angle in Fig. 474,
page 200. A tape and Borne
sticks
are all that
will
be required.
The
pattern
for the hip
plumb cut need not be
compound, or twoflanged
aa in the ease
of the jacks and purlines.
The top cut
of the hip is the
same as for the jack
and 80 we can use
the jack rafter
pattern
to mark
the top cut for
the hip.
27’3”
and 11’3” on
square will
give
plumb cut for hip
rafter.
For method see Fig* 467,
Page 197.

OR

h

bd\DTH

OF

EAVE

LAYOCIT
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FRAME

Since we propose to make a 2” X
The hip rafter
plumb cut pattern.
we will
make a paper pattern
gw wide. Place it on
9” hip rafter,
the previous
drawing 881 indicated
here,
trace,
cut off the shaded
part,
transfer
to metal,Thia
pattern
is for eavc ae well ae ridge
on the hip rafter.
(2) Making the 2” X 9” X 29’5” hip rafter.
On top of a spliced,
but unbound
2” X 6” X 33’6” rafter
with a
perfectly
straight
upper edge, nail
a 2” X 3” strip,
spliced
as shown,
perfectly
straight,
and breaking
joints
with the 2” X 6” approximately
a8 shown. Bind as indicated
in Fig.
541.
I3
Three 12’ sticks
properly
spliced will
make a 33’6” length.
Be careful in jointing
the 2” X 3”
at the upper end that it
does not go beyond
the 29’ mark, otherwiue it will
interfere
with the
marks, cute,
at
the end.
.

I

FIG.

541.

When all the
four hipe are
made, place them together with the lower
ends even. ?.i[ark off 30’3”
from the lower end and use
this mark for all other measures.
The reason for this ie that a whole
12’ stick will
run from the eave to,
and beyond the corner of the building.
It ie etronger
and certainly
more attractive
than a spliced
piece.
(3) Marking the hip rafter.
The various
taken
from
Fig.
530
on page 217
are
jack rafter
and purline
marke
table
is for the
or from a drawing similar
to it. The following
from the top down.
Miaeion House roof. All markings

Hip

rafter

marks for

jack rafters

Jack rafters
7'41l/4"
14'82"
22e-3 Y 4"
Make a short croaa-wise
mark
at each measure, but indicate

PIG 242.

and purlinee.
Purlines
6"
7'9"
15'.l/2"
22'3.l/2"
29'5"
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Fig. 547 I ,howe purlines
ON the hip and the
cut-in
pleees nec8saary for nailing the hip end of
the iron.
One advantage in that the
corner ridging
can
be nailed
to this
cut-in.

thi8
method
the cutin piece8
are el iminat\
ed, the ends of
the iron are nailed directly
to the
hip, Earcept where it
crosaee purlinee,
the
ridging
must be bolted
to the pans. See notes
in Roof Frame Erection
ior tying bottom purline8 at cornera
and nailing

panar to the hip

rafter.
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Big. 549 shorts how the jack rafter and
purline marks are developed and used,
In practice,
a person with a
good eye will
make the purline
311cK.l?AFTEr
mark without a pattern.
Since
it is not 45 degrees,
and to

HMW

get it right
at first,
hold
the ptirline
pattern
against
the edge of the hip rafter
80 that the folded
edge
of the pattern
will
be
in line-with
the
arrowhead.

To make the purlino
marker of metal,
take
-.
the paper purline
pattern and lay it over a
--I
piece of metal about 6” X
6” as shown in Fig.
551.
Continue
the dotted
line of the
pattern
across the metal to *Pr
which represents
the arrowhead
on
the hip rafter.
Remove the paper
pattern,
and complete
the layout
on
the metal a8 shown in Fig. 552. Cut
off the ahaded parta
and bend over
at the dotted
line.
Jack rafter
markp. In this
case, the least that en experienced
man should do is to make a gauge for
the 2-3/8”
mark, which must be accurate. A eimple pattern
indicated
by
‘Hr may do
as shown in
Figa. 5530
and 555. The
angle is the
plumb cut of
the common
rafter.If
the
whole pat tern
ie reqtiired,

fv

I1

fUQl.lNE

MRRK
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proceed ae indicated
in Fig. 553, 554, When completed,
pattern
a8 indicated
in Fig, 555, and mark both eidee
in the manner indicated
by the arrowSo

place the
of the hip

F-Ilk554
-------

-\

---H.

f
H

f-

FIG

1
ss3.

The arrow head is
made with the top cut
of the jack rafter
pattern.
If the point
at
which the jack rafter
is to fit
is not of
uniform
surface,
due
to inequality
6f thicknessee of the 2” X 3”
upper part of the hip rafter, dress it down before
making the mark.

t+

and hip and common rafters.
This is the
The junction
of the ridge,
most difficult
layout
in the en,tire roof,
but taken step by step
will
not prove too complex.

&l&E

LEFT
HIP/ //
G/’

ENSI CWMONW&R

1

LAyoof LIE

ROOF m
Marking

use jack
rafter
top sut.

the ridge

end of the

hip

left
hand
hip.

rafter

right
h.and
hip.

Hf’?’ RAFTE’R
9huMZi

CUT

When you have marked down the
side as in Fig. 560, cut 88 shown. in
Fig, 561. Then mark down the remaining
side \
as shown also in Fig. 561. There only remains to
the right
height
for the seating
upon the eupport
batten
ahown in Fig. 562. In Fig. 563 we have shown a view
of the hip
rafter
as seen from ‘8’ in Fig. 556, and looking
through
the common rafters
as it were.
It showa the end common rafter
in section
and the left
hip rafter
in position
up against
it. Fig.
564 show3 a section
or side view of the seating,
which shows the surface of the cut ‘II’ m shich the mark6 for the seating
is laid out.

ROC?FFRAldE
End view

Surface
batten.

of

*R'

end frame,

reets

against

FIG. 564.

Front view of
surface
'A'

/

SURFACG, ‘A’

&JttF&E ‘A’

.,

T
View
hip
ing
jack
cut.

of under aide of
marked for the seatcut. Make mark with
rafter
pattern,
top
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Fig.566
ers at
On the
in the
On the
placed
rafter
It may
needed
for

shows how the two ridge purlinee
rest on the common raftthe end, and how they fit perfectly
into the hip rafter.
right
of the figure
we have the purline
which is measured
former drawings.
left,
we haveI~“‘\ L IIXL
it down the
A!
a little.
be

better
nailing
for wider ridging.
Of course it would be a trifle
longer
than the measured purline.
Just cut one end, the left,
on
the ground and cut the other on the roof when you have marked the
correct
length.
The left
hand hip, nailed in place,
as seen
from the left
side.

In the chapter
on
erection
of frame
a metal tie is recommended to supplement the nails
for holding
this
important
member
of the roof firmly in place.
this
completes
the preparation
of
Except for the rafter
brackets,
the roof frame. They had better
be cut to fit when the rafters
are
in place,
We add the following
details
of the quick joint
for th.e
end common rafter
with the end frame because when it is done, the
roof is entirely
ready for erection.

ROOF FRAME
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The end common rafter
hae the common rafter
plumb cut.
From the point
of this cut measure down 7" or whatever
distance
it is from the ridge point
of the frame to the top of the support
batten.
Cut a square seating
in the rafter
as
567, 568, The thickness
of the
shown in Figs.
batten
may not be 2". in which case the seating should be regulated
in depth.
Drill
a
hole in the rafter
and drive a 4" or
5" nail
leaving
the end to project
z
a correspond2-l/2to
or 3". Drill
ing hole in the top of the batten, shown in the top view,
Fig. 569. Do the same for
for both ends. This
device has proved
a time saver
in erecting
roof
frames.
FIQ. 568:

F1G.569

END

COMMON

RAF-f'tX.

)
-~-I
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Complete

1.

Wall

2.

Common rafters,

carpenter's

plates.

order

2 - 2" X 4"
2- 2" X 4"
: - 2" x 4"
- 2" X 4"
l2"X4"X

ties.

for

the Mission

House Roof.

X 37'4"
X 25'8"
x 10'2"
X 7'6"
6'4"

10 - 2" X 6" X 22'9"

over

3

point

uncut.

3.

Cross

4.

Support

5.

Frame struts.

6 - 2" X 4" X 4'4"

6.

Hip rafters.

4 - 2" X 9" X 30'6"

over

7.

Jack

4 - left

2" X 6" X 61,

battens.

rafters.

- 2" x 4" X 2895”

all,

3 - 2" X 6" X 4'

4 - right

a,

Rafter

9,

Purlines.
&act
point
to point
measure.

brackets.

point

hand jacks,
"

"

6',

to point.
to point.

all,

4 - 121,

21 - 2" X 3" X 4'3".
?I- 2" x 4" x 91, uncut,

1.

Side of roof.
2m9'3-l/4w

uncut,

for

4 - 121,
4 - ia’

4 - ia*
hip

rafters.

2-2"

End of roof.
X 4" X 38'3.l/4"

2, 2 -2"

x 3" x 40'.1/4"

2-2"

x 3" x 29'~l/4"

3, 2 -2"

X 3" X 30'6~l/4"

2-2"

X 3'

4. 2 -2"

X 3" X 20'11-l/4"

2-2"

X 3" X 9'11~l/4"

5, 2 -2"

x 3" x 11'5.k/4"

2-2" x 3" x 5-l/4"
(Betterl;
~2~16w

X 19'6-l/4"

X 10
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The covered porch at the front
door of a Mission
Ix, =F= e a very ueeful
The 6’ overhang
ie not enough to
house
feature.
There are four main stylee
of porch roof.
give porch ahelter.
protection
from the sun
1. A partisl
flat
roof@ This give6 adequate
and the rain,
but allore
for an open part at the front
which gives
a sense of freedom from walls
end roof, very acceptable
in the evening after a hot day. Yet, with the freedom there ier not the close
contact
with the ground and creeping things which goes with a sitting out in the open, away f ram the home.
roof. That ie, the entire porch covered by roof. Thie too
2. A full
is useful
and not too difficult
to build.
Like the partial
shelter
it can be Qdded eaeily
after
the main roof hae been completed.
under certain
circumstan3. A gable roof. Thile ia very acceptable
ceo and although
it doea not give aa much protection
from the sun
at the front,
might conceivably
be cooler
than a hip roof.
It ie
much easier
to build
than a hip roof.
This ia undoubtedly
the most attractive,
whether
a
4. A hip roof,
hae a partial
partial
or full
cover. The house in the Frontispiece
cover, hip roof.

1, A partial
flat
roof. Draw a partial
or whole
section
the end of the house ehowing a eide view of the porch.
In the
of ‘,two 6 * pans, givexample we have chosen, there ia an extension
ing a new pitch with a length
of 11V6u.

of

FIG 570.

MAIN

ROOF
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Section

ROOF ??FMEE
and side

view

PORCHES

of framework,

Pregare
two 4" X 6" X 6' beams of 2” X 6” wood. Plane the lower
edge and the fwo sidea;
spike together.
Fit the one end under the main houee purline.
Tie temporarily,
and support
the outer end temporarily.
By line or straight
edge from the first
joint
up the roof,
determine
the pitch.
Use
a 2” X 4” block
under this
line to mark the top edge of the 4” X 6.
beam where the purline
will
reet.
Two purlines
will
be required,
2” X 4” X width of porch
plua 18” overhang at each side.
Prepare the face board, made of three pieces
of 1” X 12..
The length
of the face board is the same a8 for the purlines.
After
planing
the face of one board and as much of the second as irs neceasary to complete the full
length,
joint
carefully,
and lay face down.
Fit the cave purllne
by dreasing
the outer edge
to line with the roof and the face board.
Back up the rest of the face board between
the points
where the 4” X 6. beame will
butt
the rearLsurface.
Do not joint
the face
board in the middle of the span. Let one be
full
length.
When backing
up, let the full
FIG .572.
length
of the backing
board evenly straddle
the joint
in the face board,
aa shown.
PURLINE
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Hail,
or xetter,
screw the backing
board to the face board. greet
this entire
framework
and support by temporary
posts and by tying
to the main roof purlihe.
Adjust
as is necsssary
to make the front
purlins
level,
and properly
placed a8 to the width of the porch.
If the rafter
bracket
to the wall is level with the lower trimmed
edge of the main rafters,
make the lower edge of the 4” X 6” besm
level with the bracket.
Otherwise, make the lower edge of the beam
level with the lower trimmed edge of the rafter.
The main roof pans should be tacked in place f fret.
If
this porch fs being added to the house after
the completion
of the
main roof,
the pans opposite
to the porch will
have to be loosed
from the bottom purline.
Raise the second purline
to the main cave
position,
and, after
lifting
the cave pans of the main roof,
insert this purline.
Tack in place with a couple of one inch nails*
Raise this purling
and the pans to the new pitch
line and prop
temporarily.
Now at each end of the porch roof,
place the two corner
pans, their
upper end lapping
under the pans from the main roof 6”.
be even with the face board,
and the whole
The edge <IL the pan will
framework
adjusted
so that the lines
of corrugations
will
harmonize
with the main roof pans. When this
is done, the remeining
pas can
be fitted
in. Any -will
have to be within
the two corner pans.
Do not nail
any pans home until
the entire
porch has been covered
and a careful
check up shows that all is correct.
The outer purline
requires
no further
support
than that
of being securely
na5led to the esds of the beams. The second purline is supported
by short posts from the eave purline
of the main
roof.
The posts should be over main house rafters,
and of course
one at each end over the 4” X 6” beam,
one f;r the foot and one for
Prepare two post plates,
If the curved end is too elaborate,
',aw and
the head of each post.
plane a chamfer as at base of post in Fig. 570.
When the porch is in its final
position,
make the two
they will
be just
about 6’1ong.
If there is a porch wall,
posts.
FIG 574.

WtoNl

FG57s

Bail top and bottom plates
to
plste
to the besm. A metal tie
in the porch wall,
well below
the post.
Another
tie,
neatly
4” X 6” beam, fastened
on the

mm

ne

sm.

Pmr

ssml0NS.

the post,
erect,
and nail the top
should run from s stone anchorage
the porch floor,
to the lower end of
made should connect the post and the
inner edge.

ROOF FRAME
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Also tie

the beam to the main roof purline.
Every precaution
should
to prevent
the wind from lifting
the porch roof.
The space between the porch pans snd the lower edge of
the beam, at the ends, may be aheeted with corrugated
iron in the
vertical
position;
or with 1” boards,
or with some arrangement
of
lattice.
2. A full
porch roof,
flat
pitch.
This is very much the
same as the foregoing.
The Pine is taken this time from the second
Two main roof pans are raised,
and two adjoint
in the main roof.
ded, the total
length of the flat
pitch
being 22’6”.
The 4” X 6” beam is approximately
12 ’ long.
If you are
try to get at least
two pieces which are over
using 12’ lumber,
the 12’ a little.
to make the beam as long as,possibl.e.

be taken

Full

cover,

porch

roof,

flat

pitch.

PIG. 577.

least
three 2” X 6” rafters,
22’9”
long are required
to support
one over each besm and at least one in the span. The
the purlines,
front
end of the rafters
are supported
by nailing
through
the face
board. The other end is nailed
to a header rafter.
-.\
Of course if the porch rafters
csn be made to rest
’
conveniently
on the main roof rafters,
so much the
better.
Support
the middle of each rafter
by a post
from the eave purline
of the main roof.
If the post
comes midway between a wide span of rafters,
the
purline
should be doubled.
As before,
place the outer corner pans
carefully
and line up everything
carefully
before
nailing
the pans home. This roof needs four posts.

At

ROOF FRAME

PORCHES
3, A gable
out right
on the main
low the latter
method
First
draw
the number 8nd length
measure of the eaves,
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roof front
for the porch.
This can be worked
roof freme, or drawn on paper. We will
foland the former may be used in practice.
here,
811 elevation
of the two roofs,
showing,
first,
of the pans to be used. Then, the out to out
which in this case is 19’6”.
Only two roof
frames are required.
The one in front
is shown omamented simply,
justifiably.
The second frame is plain,
rests on the plate
about 6” out from
the
cave
of the
main roof.

FIG.

The porch wall
to out. The an
5’4”
and 9’2.
The joint
with
is taken up in
section
on
roof junct ions.

is
le
2”
the
the

579.

17’ out to out. The posts and beams are 16’6”out
of the plumb cut for the rafters
is 30 degrees or
on the vare.
roof
next

236
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This side view shows why theri!
4.The porch hip roof.
of the hi-,, and cf the
be no *A’ frame; and shows that the length
valley
is the same.
Instead
of the beam or plate all around,
we use a truss
because the 1’7V span across the front
requires
it. The truss
along
the side harmonizes
with the truss
in the front.
Each diagonal
in
the frame should not be lighter
th8n 3” X 4”. 4” X 4’ is good, The
entire
frame should be of uniform
lumber.
The foot of each diagonal should be made quite secure against
outward
thrust.
The length
of the hip and valley
and other necessary
detail
can be secured
from the drawing having to do with roof junctions,
shown in the
next section.

Be careful
to keep the lowest point
of the truss at least
6’6” above the floor.
The truss
shown here is 18” deep. The front
truss is shown in the working
drawing
in the next section,
The two horizontal
pieces of the side truss project
into
the main wall of the house at least 6” and should !Ipve a wood bearat least
the lower one. The upper one should be tied by
ing plate,
metal to a wood anchor on the inside
of the main wall.
This drawing shows what might be termed a minimum projectIt is more worth while
if it extende another
ion for a hip roof.
three feet.
That would make the porch 19’ or 20’ long. This is 8
most attractive
and useful
porch for a family;
it makes an ideal
ehelter
for children,
especially
on rainy days.

ROOF JUNCTIOBS
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X ROOF JURCTIONS,

Dr8W 8 plan of the main roof in the proximity
o!
8s in Fig. 582-i
Locate the eave points
of the porch
roof,
19’6”
apart,
(If working
this out on the roof,
on the eave of the main roof.
from the cave to the porch wall.)
W&e 8 mark
drop a plumb line
and erect a perpendicular
11’3” long. Call the
at halfway,
gt9",
These
end of this
line ‘R’. Join R and the two porch eave points.
two lines
are the centre
lines
of the valleys,
and are,also,
the
true length
of the hips.
A gl8ncs at the side view of the porch,
Fig, 581, will
show that the point of junction
of the ridge with the main roof
is the place to which the first
two pans of the main roof come.
if the pitch
of theporch
roof is the 883118as
In other words,
that of the main roof,
the point
at which the ridge of the porch
contacts
the main roof is the same distance
up the main roof as
from the eave to the ridge of the porch,
learned
from any cross
section
of the porch roof,
the porch

There is a problem with the intersection
main rr)ol ?urline
and the upper plate
of the side
on the same plane.
Instead
of intercepting
either,
objectionable,
we may check out somewhat from the
line as shown, and aomewhat from the bottom of the

of the lower,
truss which are
which to us.is
top of the purplate
as shown.
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Ths.purlfne
may be reinforced
by a sheet metal tie across
the
and the truss plate
may be atreng-bhened
the
top of the joint;
same way by a metal tie acro8a the under side of the joint.
This
may be done more aocurately
when the main purline
is in its final
place and before
the plate
of the aide trues haa been fastened
in
its frame.
It can easily
be raised
and marked for the check, and
the checking
done on the ground 80 much more quickly
than when the
truss
ie up in place,

Make three common rafters
r1ct. sm.
t

as shown here*

Lay out

exactly

a8 ahown
u

but do not cut the plumb cut at the ridge until
you have made the
l-l/$”
deduction
for one half the thickness
of the ridge board,
The l-l/8”
is measured along the face of the rafter.
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Detail
of birdmouth
cut is given in Fig, 469, Page 197. The angle
of the plumb cut is the same a8 for the main roof,
or if you are
acing the equare,
5’2” rise and 9’ run.
Make the two hip rafters
a8 follows.
The length
can be obtained
by actual measure on the roof,
see Fig, 582, or scaled from
for the hip because it is 2-3/W
Fig. 582. There is no birdmouth
above the common rafter,
However,
if a better
seating
ie required,
add a block a8 ehown. The angle of the block
is obtained
quickly
by placing
a aquare on the point
of the hip rafter
and down the
cut. The intervening
angle between the rafter
and the
plumb
square is the angle for the block.
The wedge at the other end affords good nailing.

FIG.

587.

The dietance
on the
hip from the cave cut
to the plumb cut over
the plate
is secured
by using the master
+
18’6” drawing
as in Fig.538
Jd6”
on page 220, or in
practice,
the triangle
already
made on the
roof.
In this case the 19’6” mark ia for the
_
Brett
a perpendicular
ease, and the 18’6” mark ie for the piate.
at thie point
to the hip line.
This measures the distance
from the
cave of the hip to the plumb line over the corner of the slate.
Measure the distance
from the point
of intersection
to the cave
on the hip.
In this case it is 2’3”.
The top cut of the hip rafter
may be similar
to that
of the main roof,mexcept
that there is no need of a support
batten and checking
in the hip for it.
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There are four jack rafters.
One each side of the common rafter
in front
is sufficient.
That means that there are two spaces,
of the common rafter
hence the jack rafter
is just
l/2 the length
The jack rafter
pattern
for the main roof is correct
or 517-l,/2*.
for these. Make two left
hand and two right
hand jack rafters.
Make a ridge 6 * long; the outer end square, the inner
end bevel cut to rest on the purlines
of the main roof.
The angle
is made by the use of a square as in Fig. 589, except that the
square will be on the plumb cut of the common rafter
this time.
The pair of common rafters
can be made up into a frame on the
ground, but the cross ties should not be nailed
home. The rafters
straddle
several
main roof rafters
and the cross tie is below
those rafters.
The following
plan of the porch frame will
help to
show this.
FIG. sm.

PLAN

OF PMtCH TRUSS.

trusses,
one at a time, tie together
well,
support
well
be a sure
with temporary
posts or props in such a way that it will
scaffold
tram which to work. Erect the roof frame on this truss
framework.
Put in any additional,
short,
purlines
on the main roof
which may be necessary
to make good joints
for the porch frame.
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te, the purlines
are run from
hip rafters.
The joint
with
roof purlines
is admittedly
complex, but if the following
is reproduced
on paper and transferred
to the wood, there
be no re
difficulty.
( Big. 591 is not to be copied.)
e show the completed
joint
first,
with the cut-in
lines up the valley.
The centre
line is the string
of the
which has already
been run from ‘R* to the ease points
of
porch.
This string
is the very centre of the valley.

CUT-IN PUQLMJES ,A!

VALLEY LINE

the
tha main
dr
should
purtriangle
the
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section
of a
main roof purline,
a 2" X 3' in this
case, on the r3of,
as it were9 naving
the same pitch
as
the common rafter.
With it.* show a
front
view of the
porch purline
meeting
it. The
dotted
line
back corner of
the porch purline,
which,
of course,
1; level with the
back corner
*T* of
the main purline.
Now draw
Fig. 597, the
top views of
the joint,
wY&mw

is

the four
corners, lines
8, HI K, T,
from the four
Corners of
the purline,in
Fig.
595 o The dotted
lines IEV and
(2)(2)
are the
hidden corners
of the main
purline.
To obtain
the lines
of
the porch puraine
line,draw
ar&
line UK .at
right
angles
to the main
purline.
This
will
represent
the top corner
of the porch
purline,

I
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WV is the front
corner of the porch purline
and ie the e~ame distance from MK a8 EV is from K. GE is the bac!k corner and is the
from WK ae K is from T,
same distance
To get KI, measure down from E the distance
K, obtained
from Fig. 595. This is the distance
from X to the point
where the
back corner of the porch purline
meets the main purline,
Connect
KI and I(l),
The dotted line FH ie the lower corner of the porch purlfne.
We may now transfer
these dimensions
to another
drawing
a8 Been in Fig. 594. It will
or to the wood iteelf,
be a full
size drawing,
whether on paper or on wood. V ie located
on the
neu
corner by measuring
back from the end of the stick
dietance
X from the bottom of Fig. 597. Join VK. This i&.the
cutting
mark
en the upper erurf ace B.
To transfer
KI and I(1) to the rear edge C,make another
full
size drawing aa in Fig. 592. On the far corner at E, mark off
from the end of the wood, the K line,
the dietance
X, At distance
Z from the far corner draw a line parallel
with the corner.
Z ie
eecured from the section
in Fig, 595. I is the intersection
of
this line with a square mark from E. Join KI and I( 1).
If now you want to reduce the work to a minimum, tranafer theee marks to the stick
if they are not already
there,
and
wtart the saw at K, making it follow
KV on the surface B and KI
on eurface
C. Stop at V and I,
Square down from V across surface
A, turn the stick
upside down and square acroee the bottom surface
D from this
line.
Cut etraight
acro88 and equare down to the diagonal
cut ,juet made
from K. This cut at the main purline
will
have the appec:ance
with box iron,
shown in Fig. 599. Bind the purline
But if you wieh to make the complete
joint,
make another
drawing like Fig. 598, the front
surface
A of the porch pnrline.
Distance
VK on the far corner
ie the distance
X. Distance
V(2)
is obtained
from Fig. 597, Square across from (2) to H. Join VH.
To get the mark on the bottom surface D, turn the stick
bottom aide up a8 in Fi . 593. On the near corner mark off the
obtained
from Fig. 597. From the same Fig.
horizontal
distance
K(l
obtain
the piatance
(1) 7 2). Square acro88 from (2) to K, (already
marked on the side.)
Join (l)H.
Bow start
the saw at H, making it follow
HV on the surface
A and ii(i)
on the surface
D. Thie with the other cut from K completes
the cut.
Fig. 596 is a partial
section
of the porch purline,
tahowing its back edge and the point
at which the front
corner
of the
main purline
cuts it.
In addition
to the
box iron binding,&
stirrup
of iron
should undergird
the porch purline
the two ends of the
iron being faetenad
et Y and Y on the
back edge of the
main purline.

_
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When all the porch purlinea
have been joined
up,
cut in
the diagonal
purlines,
Keep them about four inches apart,
twa inthee from the vslley
line.
Theee cut-ins
mpport
the metal valley
iron,
and also take the nailing
st the ends of the corrugated
iron
cut about three inchee back from the valley
centre
line,,

indow ia a vertical
window uet in a eloping
ion is to litit
a living
room under the roof
but in a mission house it msy be used for lighting
the garret
and
providing
plenty
of rent ilat ion.
A very eimpls
and fairly
camon type of dormer roof is
flat,
being of leae pitch
than the main roof.
Then there ie the
the hip roof type.
gable roof type, and finally
11 the angles for all dormers can be obtained
from the
msde.
nge already
roof dr
!Phe dormer wall@ ehould be framed after
the purlinee
of
A wall plate
at each side recta on the
the main roof are in place.
purlines,
and a horizontal
plete
ehould be mounted on a purline
or a special
ehort purline
if there
if one happens to be there,
ia no regular
one.

FIO: 600.

Slob VIEW OF QZM’lEU,

ANa A SEmIoN

OF PVRLINLS.

FIG&. -2.
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e easily
by raising
one length of pans
can be
e made the flat
porch roof,
Fig* 570, page 231. In
dormer which will
be coverafter
11 be made more easily
the exception
of nailing
the
the main roof has bee
pans hone in the vicin
In Fig. 603 18 au example of a flat
roof dormer;
the
ground, the two or more pans are lifted
frame 18 made
head, which ha8 been extended to form a
pls=ed on the
parline,

A

11 dormer

purlina

may
under the aill.
Bail the ,sill
to
the purline;
plumb the frazae and
tack the roof pane to
the frame head. Take
measurements
for a lower aill,
then the upper
en cut, fasten
PIlate.

be needed

together,
and elide u
the roof.
Turn up the
before
fastening
the lo
plate
in place.
This turn up is
part of the
er proofing
device,
Tack it to

needed to which
the iron wall
piece6 are nailed.
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The gable and the hip type roofs
join the main roof just
a8 the porch roof joins
it.
The full
waterproofing
of the dormer
is ahown in ebeet metal work,
Book Five,
FlS.606.

FlG.608.

XII
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Yany grass roofs built by indigenous people8
are qiiite
satisfsctory,
and, many 8re not. The causes of failure
are, termites
which destroy
the frame, the tying,
and the graea~
dsterioration
of graes; poor grade raftera,
the poles used to
make the conical frame; or no pole8 at all,
in which case corn
Et8lkE are used.
the conical
roof on the round
In conetruction
and deeign,
or Shall we slay the only perfect
rOOf
hOUSe i8 the most perfect
known. In construction,
there is always a band or rope of rarlous
rine8,
which rests on the wall.This
lo@81 materials,
corn stalka,
It transfers
the outward
thrust
takes care of thrust,
perfectly.
of the roof to a vertical
stress
on the top of the wall.
There iS
no weak point
for wall or roof.
We are not a student
of aero-dynamic8
but we presume to
s&y that no roof offers
leas resistance
to wind and storm than a
Conical
grass roof. Experience
shows that they seldom if ever Sr
blown off,
and that is what we +ould like
to say about other roo s Sl
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Some of their
non-reelstance
to wind may be due to their
Very structure
which allows
air to pees through,
without,
howeverw
allowing
rain to enter.
It is very pro'bable
that the reason they are not blown off
from the inside
is that most hut8 have one very small door and only
one or two, if any, windows.
The door would be on the lee aide of
storm direction,
and what air current
would enter would be neutralixed by the porosity
of the grass which doe8 not offer
absolute
reeiatance
to the up-draught.
We have seen a large hole blown in
8 gram
roof,
right
over our heads, but this was due, probably,
to
two things:
many large Opening8 combined with 8 pocket
at 8 partition,
and second, faulty
WOrkmanShip in tying
on the grass.
Ordinarily,
grass roofs are not tied on. This is an important factor
in preventing
the epread of community fire,
Immediately
in the path of a conflagration,
townspeople
lift
off roofs and
carry them out of the path of fire.
A good grass roof will
not have a pitch
of lees than 45
degreea.
The best will
have a steeper
pitch
than this,
1, Termite protection
for grass roofs.
This can be either
one or both of the following.
(1) Concrete
and metal ant course 8t the base of the Wall,
opposite
the floor height.
The concrete
ant course can be formed by building
8 md
or mud brick
wall around the outside
of the main wall line,
and another mud wall ineide,
on the floor,
Between these two mud walla,
Reinforce
with a heavy wire or light
steel
rod band
pour concrete.
laid near the outeide
edge and half way up in the
well jointed,
COnCret%. Smooth the top of the concrete,
giving
it 8 slight
outward elope.
MUD BWCK FORMING
CONCQETE
/

SHEET

METAL
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In jointing
the iron,
it may be well to cut the pan in
but gire more width
if that is
half,
Thie will
make more jointe,
desirable.
Note that the end of the iron on the inside
Is the finish line,
but that on the outside,
the middle part of the edge
comes on the finish
l%ne, The finish
line should not be cut until
the entire
circle
of iron has been completed.
Be careful
that the
finish
line nowhere comes within
1-l/2"
of the concrete.
As with
m&al ant cour8e in rectangular
dwellings,
lock,
rivet,
solder
the
joint8
and then paint
the entire
under surface
of the metal with
coal tar,
to prevent
deterioration
of the zinc coating,
(2) A metal
shield
at each point
where the rafter8
rest
on the wall,
or on piers,
blocks,
or etonea,

‘/
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The flret,
most obvious way
Attempt8
to overcome deterioration.
The second ie to get plenty
of
i8 to get the be8t gra88 available.
it. Deterioration
in a thinly
covered roof will
hasten the dey of
one of the greateet
drawback8
to a grass roof.
replacement,
The third
way is to improve the method of putting
graae
on the roof.
The neusl way in many area8
ia to looeely
weave parallel
graea
blade8 togsth?r
in a long mat and then to roll
thi8.
When grase 18 being applied
to the roof frame, the roll8
are handed up and unrolled.
The grace is tied to the framework.
Another
method is to make more or looee roll8
of about four inchee In diameter and place them eide by eide in the roof,
lightly
tapping
them in place 80 that they will
form a more or lee8 homogeneoue
ma88. Theee roll8
are of cour8e tied to the frame with the 8sme
material
used for the other type of roof.
We believe
that this type
type of roof lasts for from ten to fifteen
years,
made of the
8ame grass and other condition8
being equal.
3, Rafter
support.
This mean8 prevention
of outward movement at the point
of reet a8 well as stiffening
midway and extra
prevent
outward movement, reinsupport
at the top. To absolutely
force the locally
made band with galvanized
wire,
8ecure at the
joint.
If the band circling
the ba8e of the rafter8
never gives,
2,
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the roof can never coflapae,
do not buckle or warp,

provided

of course

that

the

rafter8

nn

Even wtth
cause the
edied by
weight
of
framework
number.

If the rafter
material
i8 80 soft that a large
nai; will
not prevent
the
wire band from slipping
up
the rafter,
bind the wire at
every rafter
ueing the nail a8
wire,
well.
Bind with light
wrapping
it around the nail head.
the wire band Borne roof8 will
not stay put. Thie ie berafter8
are 80 weak they bend or buckle.
Thie can be remtrusees
which t&k@ all the
the u8e of one or more light
the upper part of the roof and provide
ar, inflexible
from which eupporte
can run in any direction
and in Sny

3YwDs

2”rr 2” Cm6

I
WI

I

I

I

FIG: 615.

I

TIE.

l

ROOP
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Note that

the mnaliler end of the rafter
in at the top. Bind eve]p
top end tightly
to the apex of the truss.
If nece88aryS
use one or
by a fan 8hap sd
more band8 midwag a8 8hown. Theee can be eupported
arrangement
of props which
can be inserted
after
the framework i
in place.
The truss can be made of sapling8
or other local wood
rtlff
enough to resist
buckling under load. If you hare no boltr
for the ends of the tru88 piecetl,
use eheet metal for 8aWXl wood
and wire binding
for uneam aticks,
If you are compelled
to
u8e fragile
8tiCk8 for
The grain of the
the frame rafters,
brcentre piece Full L8
ace them too with
A
CrO88 Wise t0 th le
grope from the
/A
cro88 tie,
The
centre piece.
metal tie from t ;he
top may be of wli.re,
preferably
doubl led.

FIG. 617.

A small

the

feet

/ A

blcck of wood beeids the iron tie may be nseaed
of the firat
pair of propr,
The remainder
will

to catch
fit
in.

GRASS
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Very often churcherr are built
in.circular
form,and,beyond
a certain
diameter,
the support
of the roof is a problm,
The type
of supporting
frazke is somewhat aquestlonof
what the missionary
on
the job ia willing
to undertake,
A round hOU8e forty
feet in die
meter could be spanned by a single
trass
of the type shown in Fig,
617, except that two half
trussaa
would be added to it to form a
iBqUW8 Cl088
in pan.
Of course this can be extended
80 that three
or four or five
Complete trusses
would intersect
at the centre and
re8enible,in
plan, the spoke8 of a wheel,
Of CoUrBe such a multiple
trues would be made of reliable
membere, the first
two cro88 tie8 being of a total
cross eection
of
4, X 6. or metal of equal tensile
strength,
and the rafter8
would
have to be not less than 2” X 6” and braced midway. The props too
ould be of 8awn lumber of at leaet 2” X 4* cross section
or sapinga of not leas than 4 u diameter.
We feel that this
i8 the 8impleat
form of support
for a large round roof.
In erection,
a ladder
should be secured to the truaa from
the cross tie to one of the rafters,
near, but not at the top. Two
reliable
rope8 should be 8eCUred to each side at the top 80 that
two eets of men on each side would be able to hold the tru.88 when
it has been erected until
two brace8 or a pair of rafter8
have
made it Becure. The truss would first
of all be hOi8ted
to the top
of the wall,
where it would be laid flat
while being prepared
for
the final
lift.
Two pole8 should be eecurely
fastened
to the apex
men at the
on one aide 80 that when the frame ie to be lifted,
bottom of the pole8 could push up
en the men on the wall8 had
lifted
the truse to the extent of their
reach. The feet of the
truss must be held securely
during
the lifting
operation.
When the truss
ie in its final
position,
a man climb8 Up
to the top and receives
from others
the upper end of one of the
eide rafters
which he secures to its place up top. Then one opposite.
Then a half croBs tie from the foot of each is run to the
and the two halves are securely
bound
centre of the first
truss,
together.
We have now the strength
of two trusses.
We admit that the criss-croseing
of tie8 doe8 not lend itself to a church interior.
The best effect
would be to make one
truss sufficiently
strong
to do all the work, and Ron it from the
front
of the auditorium
to the back, or from side to side at right
If it is finished
carefully
it will
not be
anglee to the aisles.
each rafter
would have to be
With only one truss,
objectionable.
pUrline
at one
aelf supporting
between ends,. B y means of a cut-in
or two slace8,
the rafter
would be effectively
stiffened.Big.621,3.
Another
arrangement
for a large diameter
round building
is a ring of posts with suitable
beam8 at the top. Thie lends digIt may be more difficult
to erect,
but it
nity to an auditorium.
Is a very satisfactory
structural
device.Fige.
625.6.
or band of beams at the top might be considerThe ring,
a8
ed as the top of a wall and above it, a truss may be erected
One of the advantsrgea
of a round roof
in the former arrangements.
of my size is the fact that the local
builders
and roofers
are
There are no hips and valleys,
right
at home on this form of roof.
The post6 used are etraight
trees,
often palm
gables or cornere.
tree trunks,
There should be at least
five to give the circular
effect,
but not any more than is necessary,
othorwiae
they may
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<e obtrusive
and will
certainly
be obetructive.
The distance
be
them will
depend very largely
upon the beams which will
span th
tope, It might be argued that the more poets there are, the nearer
the beam at the top will
be to a full
circle
ee contrasted
with,for
example, the pentagon.
But it ie comparatively
easy to prop out the
rafters
from the main frame
into a circular
form. In
Whether cut-in
rafters
or
Fig. 622 is shown the lntereection
of crotm
atrut@ which may be
ueed instead
of the
cut-in
purlines
a8
in Fig, 621,Thelre
are strute
and
not ties.
The
rafters
are
tied at the
so braced
will
never
base.
s.eg or need
further

FIG. 620.

MULTI-PIE
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In Fig. 623 the curved cross tie may be preferable
to a etraight
one.
The curve may be effected
by eta;kes driven
into the ground on a curve
made by a tape, and using a long radiue.
Place 2” X 4” dn edge on the
foot on eaeh end of
ground and conformed to the pegs. Place a rafter
the firet
one. Nail a second stick
to the fir&,
breaking
jointe
by
ae great a dietance
a8 poseible.
Make the cross tie and rafter
joint
quite
secure with bolts
and/or eheet metal plates
with flangee.

FIG: 622.

FIG 621. CUT-IN
OR WRLINE
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CROSS STRUTS.

SAND

To lay out a pentagon.
Al3 and CD are two
righter0
at right
anglee .Bisect
CP
at E. With radiue
EA and centre E
describe
arc AB.
With radiaa AB
and centre A describe
arc FG.
AG ie one side o
of the psntagon.
With radiue
AC
mark off the other
points
of the pcntsgon, J, HI 1.

If there are eix
rafters.
the 3 atrute
as abode will
need
no support.
But if
only five rafters.
a metal tie fromthe apex should
support
the
intereect-

If

the circle
represof
enfe the circle
paste,
the aides of
the pentagon
ehow
the length
,,f the
beams up top. The
raf tere above
these beam would
rest on the points
of ‘the pentagon.
The eingle
frame
erected
on this
circle
of beam
would have to rest
on the centra post
at the back or en-
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trance
side of the church,
and
project
beyond the beam somewhat at the front
end because in the pentagon
there will
be no post
opposite.
The projection
is shown
in Rig. 626. The
beam is shown in
Fig, 627. The exact
projection
is shown
in detail
in Fig,
628.
Circular
seating, with the centre
of lay-out
whero the
speaker stands,
is
very effective,
and
the example given here
is a suggestion
of how
it can be arranged
so
that noone sits behind a
post,
and yet there is
little
if any wasted space.
The walls
of such a
building
ahould not be less
ANI3 SEATING -FUN.
in height
and
than ten feet
one foot in thickness
at the
top. The posts need not be
buried,
in fact it would be
a liability.
Place etch
squarely
upon a large,
flat,
stout stone,
or slab of
concrete.
Brace the posts
well dUrinR conetruction.
Fig. 626 Ghows how the post construction
can
be arranged
to divide
the rafter
eupport
into three equal spaces.
The posts meet the
rafters
one third
the way to the top;
the struts
or cutin purlines
would
stiffen
the rafter8
at the two thirds
point.
A great adFIG 626. CROSS-SECTIONOF ‘POSl3 aM) TRUSS.
vantage of this is
-_. that the ring of
posts is as far away from the centre of the auditorium
as possible.
Finally,
elope the floor
of the auditorium
from the centre
to the
back wall.
The grade should not be less than 12” fall
in every 15’.
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FIG. 622

FiG. 62%. TOT VIEW OF TRUSS.

A round roof on a square building,
Corners,
and valleys,
on grass
roofs give trouble
in making and are more likely
to leak than what
we may call the round tppe, Hence we recommend that no building
have
have a square roof,
or hip, corner.
This can be arrsnged
by using
some or all of the following
ideas.
If practicable,
round the walls
at the corners,
by making
a start
two or three feet down from the top. When this does not
seem suitable,
then pare the square corner off and raise the level
of the straight
wall between corners.
The raised
part will
hold
the rafters
out while
the pared corner will
let the corner rafters
hug that part,
and all together
some approximation
of a rounded
if not a round roof will
be achieved.
The third
idea is to
corner,
always have two or more corner rafters,
none of which are prominsnt.
In a hip roof made of grass there must be some kind of
special
mat sewn on the corner to protect
it. But in the round corner type of roof suggested
here, no such device is required.
This round roof on a square house is made Just the same as
for a round h?usc, but some care will
have to be taken in getting
the proper measurem. In the case of the walls with the raised
part,
the dismeter
of the roof will
have to be greater
than that for the
house with rounded corners.
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It is possible
to combine
the three ideaa somewhat
by starting
to round the
correr
inside
as in Fig,
629, paring
at least 6”
from it on the outside,
and, to raise
the
wall height
between
corners
as in Pig.
roof,
on a square
building
ehould be
th8 diagonal
distance from corner
to corner.
Otherwise the roof will
be too small. One

other development
may be
mentioned.
The rounding
of the corners
taken up
a little
further
than we
have shown will
produce
a perfectly
round wall
top, and the rounded
shoulder8
will
form perfect support
for cornstalk
and similar
very
weak rafters.
But do not
close in the dome: It is
too hot and stuffy.
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(2) Rectangular
grass roofs.
We have been dealing
with
grass roofs that are conical.
Now we discuss
those that have a
ridge.
The common means of supporting
these is by posts and/or
beams. Neither
of these should be used if at all possible
to dispense with them. Posts have to be used to carry frames and beams
in very large structures,
but a beam with a post resting
upon it
is unnecessary.
The very best example of what we mean in a moderate size
church building
is, or was, in a church at Kukar Gadu, near Potiskum, northern
Nigeria,
and built
by Rev. C.F.Beitzel
of the Sudan
Interior
Mission.
The interior
width was at least 25’, and the rafters
were
the trl L’: or stem of a swamp-side
tree called
out there,
Gwangwala.
Its di&*cter
is from an inch at the small cad to 4” in the common
sizes at the butt.
The bark- or skin is smooth, the structure,
very
curved and this
curve is turnlight
and porousq They are naturally
ed up when the rafter
is in position.
They are placed about 6” to
gn apart
*The only support
these rafters
had was a l/4”
wire across
the building
every three feet or so.
If this principle
was used universally,
roof building
would be simplified
tremendously.(Say
these last two sentences
over
again.) I venture* to say that the principle
is the most important
that providing
the rafters
It is,in
other words,
in roof design.
if they arc tied together
or
arc strong
enough for their
purpose,
connected
by a tie fastened
where the main weight
of the rafter
is
supported,
the roof will
have perfect
design in strength
&d in economy,
An example of perfect
design in a moderate
span, untrussed
rafter
roof.
Rev,C.F.Beitzel
builder.

FIG 632.
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FIG 636.

Figures
635 and 636 are hardly
naceseary
for they merely repeat
what ie eeen all over the world.
The Bagged ridge of Fig. 636 ie
sometimea caused by subsidence
of the main wall,
but more often
thsn not it i8 due to the unsupported
‘At frame, The supported
*A1
frame is that in the crone section
of the Mieeion House roof.
In
ie taken at the point
of junction
of
that case, the main weight
the croee tie and the rafter.
The remainder
of the rafter
is mereis actually
8 beam.
ly a t8il
piece.
But in Fig. 635, the rafter
But it is seldom strong
enough to be a beam, hence it is deformed,
The ‘A* frame unsupported
should never be used in ordinary
buildIf it must be used 8s in an ornate
church,
Becure the aervicings.
ee of an engineer
or architect
to check stresses,
strength
of matsUit8bility
of deeign,etc,
The unsupported
‘A1 frame is
erials,
always more expensire
because it requires
etiffened
walls
and
apecislly
constructed
or heavy weight
rafter
members. Bot the least
of the damage caaeed by *Ai frame8 is the puehing out of the ~8118.
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en we move to a building

so wide that rafters
require
stiffening,
have several
solutions.
This of couree is only applicable
to
grass roofe where the rafters
are some unsawn saplinge
or other
natural
wood forma, At certain
intervals
these have to be supported,
8nd since individual
support
is impracticable,
we uee the true purline,
a horizontal
beam supported
by walls,
posts or roof fr8mee,
and on which
all rafters
rest.
is the triangular
frame shown
The first
type of support
seldom be ae elaborate,
but it is the
already
in Fig. 623. It will
The rafter
members ere in compression,
hence
same in principle.
they need to be stiff
enough to resist
buckling.
This can be greatly reduced by having one or more struts
for each rafter
and by tying the rafter
securely
to all purlinee.
The cross tie is usually
enough metal band or rod or Cable ~111 do,
made of wood, but strong
There must be a metal tie from the apex of the frame to the foot
of each strut.
The spacing
of the trusses
depends
largely
upon the tgpe and strength
of the purlinee
to be ueed. A
for
2” X 8” might be alright
an eight foot span under
certain
conditions.
A
purline
to span 12’
may be made from two
1” X 12” boards
with 2’ X 6”
spreader
blocks
every two

feet.

The purline
is to
be at right
angles
to the pitch
of
the roof as in Fig.
639.

CROS

TIE

’
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The poet-down-the-middle
type af support
is somewhat uneatisfactory, but at least everyone may see the speaker
if the poet nearest
to the pulpit
is not too close.
This can be obviated
by 8 trues
from one post to the wall,
the trues carrying
a poet which would
otherwise
be right
in the front
of the church*
As it
appears in Fig. 640,
the single
post support
looks and is
unstable,
but with temporery
supshown by dotted
lines,
port poles,
and with
permanent,
horizontal braces shown in Fig.641,
it
is aatiafactory,
If the
foot of each poet c8n be
buried
safely
and put
deep enough to m8ke it
it will
also
secure,
help the stability
of %his type of roof.
The dotted lines
inPERMAFCENT
1,

‘I

*-POST
II
i’
I I

dicate
raftere
resting
on purlinee.
The purlinea
are l/3 and 2/3
the way up the roof.
In Fig. 642 is shown the double gable arrangement for a church roof,
built
by Rev.H.L,Ogilvie.
The only problem
of this type of roof is the long gutter
between the roofs.
This gutter wae made of properly
jointed
and soldered
roof p8na, flattened
somewhat and then formed into 8 large gutter
a8 shown. By the use
of trusses,
only one or two posts need be used in the whole length.

FLAT ROOFS
XIII
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FLAT ROOBS.

that flat
roofs have at least the
e recomend
pitch
shown here, which is 12" in six feet,
which ie about 9-l/2
degrees,
In a flat
roof,
it does not pay td have a very low pitch
en a higher
and better
one costs practically
the sme.
A little
experimenting
will
demonstrate
this.
A six foot pan on the level
covers six feet,
raised
12” covers 5 qll@,
u
24’
36a

n
”

It is hardly
worth while
risking
leaks and having
such 8 flat
looking
roof
for the sake of one or
o inches of increased

would seem to be best.
Fig. 643 is the simplest
type of flat
roof,
where
one stick wili
carry the
roof.
Where the span
is eo great that
stiffening
is
required,
use h
bale iron trues
tie 8s in Fig.644,
Another
form of
support
is shown in
Fig. 648, pcge 262.

F\6. 697.

AIRPLANE

HAtG#R

Pigs.
645, 646 show the way to care for greater
be extended
considerably,
but it might be wise
pitch
to at least
18” rise per six foot run,

TRUSS.

spans. 645 may be
to increaee
the
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pig, 648 and 649 ahow two way8 of
carrying
a flat
roof.
The rafter3
and the truaa pieces
should
not be leea than 2” X 4”,
Fig. 647 is designed
as an airplane

Of the vertical
and d
all two-line
parts are
and may be one thickness
material;
the three line
parts are in compresaion and must be the
equivalent
of two
thicknesses.

of

A sample truaa
of this type may be
made and tested before
FIG 649.
others
are made and erected.
STIFFEMU)
-PURL1 NEI
The teat load should be the groportion
of purline
and iron load to
1
be carried
by one truaa,
plus weight
to
be carried
by the front
Aoor track,
plua
allowance
for track to carry an engine,
plua
allowance
for holding
plane parts,
the whole multiplied
by four.
Build
a platform
over the truss
and load it with weighed stone,
cement blocks,
etc. The truss will
be supported
at each end on a block,
and will
have
pairs
of posts to hold it in erect poeition
without
interfering
with
the loading
test.
There must be play enough to allow the truaa to buckle
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buckle.
The paira of
poets should be placed
where the purlinea
are
to be, for the purlines
being fastened
to the
truss
will
stiffen
it
against
side movement.
The depth of the truss
at the end, gives 6ome
stability;
the end wall
ehould be diagonally
braced in itself
to
give maximum stability
to the whole rear of
the structure,,
But the
front
require8
an outaids brace or tie.
According
to the height,
thie should be from
three to six or eight
feet from the base of
the wall.
It should be
anchored
in at least
a
ton of concrete
several
feet below the! surface
of the ground,, If wood
is used aa a brace,
it
should have a metal tie
at the top and a metal
tie in the concrete
at
the bottom.
The othler great
stress
on the hangar
is the pocketing
of 8,
strong wind,
It will
tend to distort
the side
walla,
blow out the end
or tear a hole in
wall,
the roof.
To meet this,
diagonally
brace the aide
and provide
the
walla,
end wall with long shallow
shutters.,
hung at the top,
and left unlocked
80 that
In a sudden emergency,
8
strong wind will
push them
open and escape rather
than deatroy
the roof or
end wall.
Twisting
of the
roof can be met by corner to corner,
horizontal
bracea of wood or metal.
secured to the croaa tie8
of the trun8e8,

OHMON

TMFTER
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A square roof on a round house may be dealt with here.
650,, 651, or lay out on the ground.
?dake a drawing
a8 in Figs.
From the cross section
get the length
of the iron,
then draw the
of the triangle
being the length
master as in Fig. 652, the height
The true length
of the hip will
be the diagonal
linee.
of the iron.
Make four frames just like
this,
using aa light
aa 2” X 2” wood for
Nail together
on the
the hip. Use 2” X 4 n for the eave purline.
ground. Erect two opposite
aides, prop up in the middle,
tie the
feet with a temporary
wire tie for cross tie.
Erect the other two.
sides.
Tie all together
at the hips,
including
the ends where the
save purlines
meet. Adjust
the cross tie,
make permanent,
This roof
can be dismantled
and moved to another
place.
Regular ridging
or hand made can be used to cover the
joint
at the hips,
and would be bolted
in place.

XIV MUD ROOFS.
Under certain
circumatancea,
mud roofs are a necessity.
We wish that it might be otherwise.
Problems and drawbacks
are: great weight,
cracking
and leaking, heating
of interior,
and, usually,
unattractive
appearance.
To support the great weight,
thick
walls and. wide footings
are required.
For a mud roof on a 14’ X 14’ room, with wa’le
14’
high,
18* thick walls would be a minimum, The footing
for this wall,
depending
on the earth base of cour8e,
would be not leas than four
feet.
Settlement
of the wall meana cracking
in the roof.
Waterproofing
the mud is a real problem.
Leakage is due to
three main causes, settlement
of the walls
causing structural
cracks;
expansion
and contraction
crack8 due to change in temperatures;
and
the lack of waterproofing
mixture
or application
for the mud Itself.
There are at least
two waterproofing
product8
on the market
and they should be tried
by anyone who must waterproof
a mud roof and
to the present
ha8 not found anything
satisfactory.
*HYDROZO’ is made by HYDROZO PRODUCTS, Inc.,
at Lincoln,
Nebraska.
During the first
of the warp Army Engineer8
at Gering,
Nebraska,
ran many teata of Hydrozo on adobe buildings
and found it
very effective
for keeping
water and moisture
out of this type of
wall.
Hydrozo mixes well with all oil painta.
A light
coloured
oil
paint on a roof coated with Hydrozo ought to be a worth while experiment for all who are in real need of a waterproofing
job. Water waahea
cannot be used over a Hydrozo treated
wall.
Oil paint
must first
be
applied,
preferably
atippled,
(Tapped with the end of the bristlea
on a square end brush to produce a dotted
surface.)
Another
experiment
should be made with whitewash
boiled
together with tallow.
This haa been recommended by a painter
who haa
used it on masonry aurfacee.
We cannot guarantee
many of theee suggestions,
but think they are worth a try.
In another place we recommend cotton
seed tar for mud walls.
Put on hot,
it penletratea,
dries*
and then haa the property
of holding cement wash. Sometimes the cement wash has powdered off, but that
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may have been due to applying
it before
the tar waa properly
dried
in, or applying
it when the wall was hot, or it may have been due
We have seen this cotton
aeed
to poor cement , or other conditlona.
tar,with
the cement wash applied
later, prove aatiefactory
in 80
many places
that we urge its use P.B the cheapeet mo6t satisfactory
mud roofs and other masonry of thie
waterproofing
for mad walle,
tne.
Figs, 653,654
Show mud wall supporting
saplings,

FIRST

Ft6r. 653.

FIRST

Row

w

OF SKPLlN%&

lg. 655 8hOW8 an inflexible
truss aupportlng
2” X 8R joists.
trusses
should not be more tharl about aqven feet apart.

The
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mm Room

Gjoiste
have to be spaced according
to the strength
of the eaplings,
and/‘or their
own strength.
On the saplinga,+lay
a etiff
graBe
mat ‘ and on the mat heavy
aterproof
paper. On
the paper,
layers
3 LAYERS OF MUD
of mud, about
4” thick,
Let
TWER

??-kAQLlN-GS

In Fig.659
is shown an arch
usedi instead
of a
truss to hold joists.
Or,
if aawn lumber is not to be
u8e logs for joistBe
Perpartitions
and archee as
the purpose of ventilation.

I

ahown for

The foot of this arch ought to come out
from the wall about two feet.
But the
thickness
of the arch wall need not be
more than lZw if it is built
of brick,
and if a split
log, or sawn plank in mort

-
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Bridging.
In Figs. 655 and 656 we have shown what is calle To stiffen
and render more efficient
aud
ed ‘herring
bone bridging,
and steady the joists
that are being uaefl, short brace8 are ueed in
the manner ehownd Sometimes there is one row and. sometimes two rowB
of bridging
between epane, At the end of the row, becauee there ie
no joiot,
we have inserted
a short length of joist
at right
angle8
oist.
Beside6 being nailed
through
the joist,
there should
to the
to the bottom edge
be a mei al tie from the bottom edge of the joist
of the short piece.
FIG. 63s.

with
The large room shown in Fig. 656 ia 14 q wide, haa five joiete
each. We have taken thie example to ehow how
six 8pacee9 2g2-l/3n
to cut a sample bridging.
If necessary,
as here, to extend the
aqnare,
do 80 with wood or metal aa indicated
by (XV. Place the
square 80 that the horizontal
distance
between joista,
transferred
ie on the under side of the material
to be cut. The
to the square,
height
of the joiete,
8” in this ca@e, is held even with the top
nailing
home all the
edge of the material
to be cut. Before finally
bridging,
Bee that each joist
ia plumb and in ite exact position.

FIG.660.
xv. Mm DWES,,

It may be practicable
to construct
a mud hut with
a muda grass
dome roof.
If to be without
roof cover,
special
attention
must
be given to waterproofing,
light-refracting
decoration,
and, perhaps,
extra shade from the 6~11. Without
plenty
of high up vents,
the room
would be hot.
Meke a light
frame of the
general
shape of this dome, and place
it in the building
to guide the
builder.
Joint
the ringe as ehown.
At the baee of the first
ring,
place
a metal band, perfectly
jointed,
to
encircle
the building
and prevent
outward thrust
of the dome.

-

-
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-

a
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Wherever there ia clay to make pottery
which is
waterproof,
roof tile
may be made. We present
the eesential
detaila
of a tile
made by a missionary
acquaintance,
The adoption
of thia type of roof should only be decided
upon after
experiments
have been made through
at least
one full
year. Presumably
if the tile
weathers
a full
dry eeaaon and a full
wet eeaeon without
deterioration
or other defect,
it may be expected to weather many seaaorm.
Try the manufacture
and framework
and
placement
of the tile
for one building
a year in advance of the
main building
for which tile
is required.
We merely offer
euggeations about the form and manufacture
of roof tile.
Bor instance
our
tile
example is a half round. Experiment
may show that less than a
half circle
but with a longer
radiue will
do. It ie cheaper,
but it
would not keep out epray as well aa the half round.
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TOP VIEW OF SMJGLE GUTTER.

Fiti: 665.
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JOINT

In Fig. 665 the lug is part
of the tile,
moulded that
way.
It is the only device
uaed to keep the tile
from
slipping
down the roof.
The
cap does not slide
because
it grips the wedge shape of
of the gutter
tile.
Bige.
666 and 667 show the arrangement of the tile
where the
joints
of all come together.
l-1/2*
to 2” ought to be
enough for lap. Theae drawings will
do for the other
tile
in Figs. 662,663.

aLWEfT
WETRL\

FIG66u.
Longer tile
means that fewer raila
MOULOlNGBCMRll
for holding
them will
be required
on the roof.
We recommend that 18”
tile
be tried.
If the tile
are too
large they will
give trouble
in the
and later,
on the roof
manufacture,
may break,
Thick rails
mean fewer rafterso
We recommend l-l/2”
X 1-l/2A
rails
and 2* X 6” rafters,
These latter
should not be more than 4’ apart.
We have shown cross sections
of three tile,
the half round,
Fig, 661; the segment, Fig. 662;
and the camber, Fig. 663. The
half round is the strongest
and
the moat waterproof,
The camber is
is the weakest.
But of course
the csmber covers the greatest
are8 fol the amount of weight
per tile.
We describe
the manufacture
of the half round tile.
Quite arbitr&rily
we choose one with a
6R diameter
at one end. This
means a 7-l/4”
diameter
at the
other end to allow for the lapping at the-other
end. aE shown
in Fig. 664, These tile
are 5/8R
{You may be able to make
thick,
FIG 6%.
them even thinner
to reduce the
7%
ON BLOCK
weight -of the roof.
There are
two dangers,
one that of breakage on the roof i ue to handling;
the other ia heavy hail,
Hail
has been known to mutilate
corrugated
iron.
Admittedly
this
is rare,
but heavy hail
is occasionally
experienced
in the
tropics,
If the tile
were too
such
light
they would not resist
hail.)
FIG. 672.
CLAY PRLLET

TILE ROOFS

Equipment,

After

the clay has been rolled
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flat

to a thick-

ne88 of 5/8’,
there are two methods of making a piece the required
size.
In the first
a pattern
board is made, see Fig. 669. Use a
piece of seasoned rood, 1 . X 15n X 22". Fix two stout battens to
the under side to prevent warping.
Make the upper surface
perfectly true and cover with a piece of smooth sheet metal, Make three
fixed edgea, ABC and bevel A and C as shown in Fig. 668. The bevel
edge on the clay will
produce
a sharp edge on the tile
and contribute considerably
to the prevention
of various
littie
drip leaks,

FICr: 673.

FIG. 475
EDGES
edge D to allow for picking
up the clay when it
sized.
All the edges are to be 5/8” thick.
The
given are purely
mathematical.
Make a few tile
sun dry them and try them for size and fitting
at
adjustment
will
be enough to produce perfect
fitFIG. 614.

TILE

Idake a removeable
has been properly
measures we have
with this board,
joints.
A little
ting tile.
The eecond method of
the right
size of clay
sheet might be called
the ‘cookie-cutterr
way. The la wood is cut
to the exact size of the clay and a metal edee is nailed
to it and
projecting
beyond it at least
3/4”.
It is fitted
with two strong
of
handles,
The metal should be l-1/2”
wide bale iron,
or a strip
22 gauge sheet metsl.
Keep it oiled
so thatein
cutting,the
clay
will
not stick
to it.
prep&ring

Provide

a spatula
for lifting
the clay from the table or board.
Make a mouldlng block
as in Fig. 670. The block at the
one end has a 3’ radius,
the one at the other end a 395/0”
radius.
A sheet of metal is fastened
iso these wood ends, The metal measures lo-3/4"
at one end and 12-5/B. at the other end, and ia 18"
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long. Allowance
ia made for a 5/8” flange at each side, bent down
a little
so that the clay may be moulded into a bevelled
edge as
seen in Fig. 675.
While the clay is on the moulding
block the lug Is added.
for holding the clay while it is being dried will
Pallets
be required.
On one station
a board with converging batten8
was
used, The moulded clay was placed on the board and left to dry. The
space enclosed by the battens
was the exact size of the outer edges
of the finished
tile.
In the example we are using the battens
would
apart at the other end. If
be 7-l/4.
apart at one end, and 8-l/2,
this type of pallet
is to be used, a great number would have to be
prepared.
If each was used three times a day, It would require
100
for a
af them to do the job in 12 days. That is to make 3500 tile
roof the size of the Mission House roof. The coverage of each tile
is about 6” X 16O.

If the newly moulde& tile

becomes misshapen on this

flat

wood pallet,
use a round mud pallet.
Make bricks
the exact shape
of the flanges.
Make them
of the moulding block, with the exception
and just before
placing the clay
smooth on the upper rounded side,
tile
on them, smear them with a little
grease.
The only disadvantage
to the brick
pallet
is that the Inner surface
of the tile
will
not
dry so quickly.
But that is not 80 important
because being cheap
e can make more of them.
Tile clay.
Get the best advice from local
potters.
Building aand in the clay will
give some hardness
and glaze to the burned tile,
Sand also tends to prevent
cracks in the clay.
The clay should be thoroughly
mixed, but at the time of
moulding,
it should be 8s stiff
as possible.
Roll out the clay to
cut with the *cookie cutter,
lift
with the
a thickness
of 5/8”,
spatula
and place on the moulding black,
This also should be smeared with grease. When the clay is in place,
affix
the lug. A metal
pattern
would be best to make sure that the lug is correct4
placed
and shaped. It is at the large end and two lnohss from the end.
Roughen the surface
of the clay, press in the new clsy,
somewhat
moister
than the other,
and smear the three sides.
The face of the
lug shoud be straight,
square with the tile
and full
size, not less
than 3/4” X l-l/4”,
tile,
but is made an integral
part of it.
When the clay is perfectly
conformed to the moul
block,
and the lug attached,
remove the clay to
the mud pallet.
If the
drying
ground is very
hard, the mud pallet
would need to be raised
a little
from the surface to allow the sharp
edges of the clay to
hang free.
Otherwise
they will
strike
the
ground when deposited
and be marred.
The best
nct
W&y t0 overcome this
Will
be to make the mud pallet
l/2-” thicker
than the block.
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As soon as the clay has become hardened enough to be hanwithout
distortion,
remove it from the mud pallet
and place
on the ground until
it is thoroughly
dried.
When all the tile
are made and thoroughly
dried,
place
ask for advice from the local potters.
them in the kiln.
Here again,
Laying the tile on the roof. The greatest
care should be
taken to have the rail8
perfectly
spaced, in this case,, 14” from
upper edge to upper edge.

dled
flat

I+---

12" e
-

14" -U/4”

--

ne. 682.
gxperience
will
show whether
the tile
should be laid a row at a
time, horizontally,
ora vertically.
that is from eave to ridge. We
recommend the vertic.al
because the worlanen do not have to be on the
tile,
Start
at the eave and lay two complete
gutters
to the ridge.
Then cap them with a row. The nearest
gutter
will
need a little
adjustment
so that the joint
will
be snug. We recommend that a mortar
be used to make tight
of the clay , and moist enough to be sticky,
joints,
both at sides and ends.
On a hip roof,
some cutting
will
have to be done. Score the
tile
and break carefully.
A 2” X 4” should be nailed
on top of the
hip rafter
to take up the slack and give the edges support.
Bed the
cut tile
with
clay mortar,
and fill
all voids.Fig.683
shows 2" X 4w.
The ridge and hip corners
are finished
with a row of tile
bedded and jointed
in cement-lime
mortar.
1 cement, 1 lime, and
ten of sand. Or cement mortar,
1 cement, six of sand. Wet the roof
tile
before
spreading
the mortar and wet the ridge tile
before
laying on the mortar.
Prevent
this mortar
from drying
out rapidly.
Do
the job in the late afternoon,
wet it when it is set enough to
withstand
water,
wet it the next day, cover it with grass or other
mat, and keep wet for another
day,
Workmen should not move over a tile
roof without
proper
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CHAPTER EIGHT
I

pieces

and they

in turn

resting

on

ROOF FRAME EKECTIrXT.

-When there
is a gr corner
rafter,
case the corner
joint
wall plate , and in this
ehocld be reinforced
by a diagonal
brace.
If there is only a 6" hip rafter,
use
FPJ extra plate
at the corner to
make a lap joint.

it rests upon the
of the two wall

ROOF FRAME EXECTIOlO
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have

the wall

maeons get down from the scaffold.
Let them spread Aortar
on the
wall,
lift
up the plate
and put it in its final
position,
as to
wall line and as to level.
They must also lead out the bale iron
beside the plate
so that there will
be hacking
to clear
it, and no
lifting
of the plate
to disentangle
it.
If the roof frames are ready
get the rest
of the gang to
FIG 686
put them up and the masona
on the scaffold
will
help
to get them in horizontal
position
in readiness
for
BALE IRON FOR
erection.
TYING ‘RAFTERS

BATtEE: JOlNT FOR
9” HIP lUV?ER

ther facilitate
the fast
and safe erection
of the frames9 make
a nail hole in the end
plate,
midway between the
front
and rear walls,
at each
II.EKD RAFTER HOOK Up.
end. From drawing 472, page 199
it can be learned
that the wall plate
plumb mark is 14'1" from the
ridge mark. Make a common rafter
plumb mark at the 14’1”
and attach a block
as shown. Drive a nail
into the block and on into the
rafter
so that it will
correspond
with the hole in the plate.

NAIL, CR IRON PIN

ROOJ?YRAW gRgCTI010.
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each end wall provide two ZZQX 3w9 one Inside and one outai=
with a 4" nail started in each. ready to nail to the end common
rafter when it has been placed-in
pobition.
They
will have the reaponeibillty
of keeping the
frames upright while men are working
at
aloft until hip and jack rafters
least are in place.
Have one of the ridge purlinea
marked for the roof frame8
and a 4" nail started for
each. When the first
frame
/
END FRAME.,
ita ready for erection,
nail the ridge purllne
to it quite near the
top, and lag the
ridge purline
along
the edge of the
END LJALL
4
frame. When the
frame has been raised
to ita poeitian,
awing the ridge purline
around and it will help
to steady the frame while
the carpenter goee aloft
to hammer the end purline
L
into place. While he is

At

.
III.

I I

.

RIDGE &L\MC

still
up there, raise the second frame and he can reach over and
drive the nail into it. Raise the third frame and attach its end
rafter as the one at the other end was attended to. Some little
adjustment may have to be made before the last ireme erected lines
Make the adjustment and go
up with the marks on the ridge purline.
ahead with the hip rafters.
Lay plenty of planks on the cross ties of the frames for
If necessary, nail a Bhort, temporary cross tie to
good scaffold,
each end frame to enable the carpenter to make ecaffold
and stand
safely
while he ie putting
the hip rafters
in place.
With enough men up top, start the hip rafter up along the
line of the end frame. When the man at the top hae a hold on the
r%fter, the men on the w%ll carry the rafter
toward the corner,
should be recurassisted by the men on the ground. The hip rafter
ed with bale iron as well a8 with nails.
If there %re two jack rafters,
put in the longest psir
IV.
If there %re three, put in the middle length
for each hip rafter.
one. This will
serve
to support the bottom purline which goes in
next. If a purline ueems too long, pull the hip rafters
away from
each other, or push up the end with a prop to the ground. Join up
the four bottom purlinee and secure them with iron to prevent the
corner joint being pulled to pieces se the rest of the frame goee
up.
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As boon a8 the bottom purlines
are in place and secured,
check on the position
of the three roof frames and tack them ternporarily;
then straighten
the purllnee
from end to end, and tack
them to the rafter8 of the m%in frames. Now etraighten
the hip rafters and brace them; then fir all the jack rafter8
in place.
Space the jacke from the
main fr8me r
tack purlinee
When the botto

line8 are level
in permanent place
and the hip rafters
are straight
and the
nG S9. BOTTOM FURLIt&
jacks permanently nailed,
JOINT AT CORNER5
put up the r8muinder of
the purllnee.
The left
w
end of each purline 8hould
be cut already; fasten the
left end in iSr place and leave the rest unfastened. Repeat this all
the w%y to the top. Then check to 8ee that the left end hip rafter
is straight;
if it i8, commence nailing
the purline from the left
to the right,
being cure that each rafter
i.8 straight
from the top
to the bottom. If the purlinee have been cut at the right end aa
well as the left end, they should fit into place and the right hip
rafter should be straight
when they are all in place. If the purlinee
have not been cut on the ground and need to be cut without the help
of a mark, proceed a8 follows:
place the purline flat on the hip rafter and with the edge right over the purllne mark. Indicate
the place
and with the square make a mark across
on the edge of the purllne,
the edge. Place the purline
pettern on

PURLINE

HIP

MARK

RAFTER
FIG. 691.
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V,TYIl?G. Bat until
all roof member8 are in place should purline
tying be done.
nailing,
rafter
tying, and purline
When tying rafter@ with the bale iron anchored in the wall
draw the iron tightly
with nippers or pincers and nail on top, never
on the aide on the way up, When the top is nailed,
a nail may be
driven on the off side. Rafter tying ahould be quite aoljd. A guart
of wind will
tear looae a tying which is not tight.
Tie each purline to the hip rafter
and to each common and
jack rafter.

\

VI.Rafter
brsckets.
When all other roof
wnrk is done, aa soon a8 poeaibfe
-.- for the sake of the plaeterera,
put in the rafter brackets as
shown. A metal tie from the
bracket is rivetted
to %
etrong wood pin at the
inside surface of
the w%ll. The
iron is
pushed

flG. 695.

","i:u,?
and fastened to
the bracket.

KIOF COVERING
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ROOF COVERING.

Correct
side and end lapping
are essential
to
a weatherproof
job and require
particular
supervision.
There will
be little
chance of making the end joints
longer after
the roof
frame has been designed and erected,
but they can still
be bungled
enough to make a leaky roof.
For appearance
as well as jointing
eccurately,
me%sure off
roof sections.
With ring of the tape at the apex of the hip rafter
measure to the point of the hip rafter f with ring at the same place
swing the tape until
the same measure is on the outer edge of the
bottom purline.
A mark here
is the end of a line from the apex of
the hip rafter
which is at right
angles to the bottom purline.
At
10’ intervals
at the ridge
and at the cave make marks. Do this on
both sides of the roof.
At the ends, measure half way between the
hip rafter
points.
A line from here to the junction
of the hip rafters ought to be square to the bottom purline,
On the front
side,
start
laying
the pans by placing
one
and so on until
the ridge
is reached.
at the eave, one above it,
the upper edge of the pan should be exactly
in the
At the ridge,
centre and not something
short of it.
If you want to be sure, you
must climb up there yourself,
place the pan where it belongs
and
drive a nail
in it to hold it there.
Then place the bottom pan
where it ought to be. Now measure the amount of lap of the others.
If it ia right,
(we recommend a minimum of 6”) go ahead with sightIf it is not right,
give all the joints
over
ing the pans for line.
the houee proper the full
Six inches if you can. If there
is a
joint
over the outer wall and another
on the overhang or over a
verandah,
they may be skimped as necessary.
You may even have to
shorten
the drip overhang at the eaveb
Two lines have to be observed
in laying
pans: the line of
ends at the cave and the line of corrugations
from the cave to the
ridge.
The cave lint
is not always right
because there
is a square
line to the ridge.
Occasionally
the end cut of the pans from the
factory
is not 6quare. Take a good look at the cave overhang before
tacking
the pan. However,
if the pans are square with the cave, a
little
divergence
in one pan must be ignored.
Take care that the
general
line of the cave is straight
and uniformly
projecting.
When the bottom pan is tacked,
through
the middle corrugation,
the top pan being already
tacked at the ridge,
line up
all the pans. The carpenters
should be to the left
of the pans so
that they may reach over and nail conveniently.
To maintain
the
right
end-lap
they should seize the edge of the two pans between the
fingers
of the left hand, and with the right
hand hold the head of
the hammer, the handle being in a valley
at the middle of the pan
so that the person sighting
from the ground may see clearly
all the
way from the bottom pan to the ridge.
When all the pans are perfectly
lined and end-lap
is correct,
the bottom man, or the one at the first
joint
up, holds the
two pans where they are as he tacks his joint.
Then the next man
at
tacks his,
and so on up to the top. If more than one man nails
a time, the pans will
shift
and the sighting
will
have to be done

ROOFCOVBRIRG,
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over again. When all jointa have been tacked, sight once more, and
if all is right,
give the order to nail home. The nail should be
driven until
it begins to exert pressure upon the pen. Put in all
except of course at the near edge,
the nails the pans will require,
Regardless of the number of
Making the side joint
correct.
corrugat iona in a side lap, the greatest care must be taken that
if the lap is correct
at the
the lap is exact. Almost invariably,
end of the pan, it will not. be right at the middle, or midway beWeen ends. This is because the corrugation
is dlrrtorted,
flattened.
And so when we place the second pan at the cave we look to the
lap at the middle; when that ie right,
we will
find that the second
pan overlap8
the first
too much at the end. This CWI be corrected*
Again, nail the ridge pan in its right place, nail the ea-ve pan,
and then sight through. Rail the middle corrugation
fir&,
always,
If the men try to nail through the joint they will disarrange the
pans. Do not nail any joint until the centre of the pan has been
end can be drawn into Its
nailed home. Then the awkward distorted
proper place and nailed.
measure over to the next ten
For the third ro
foot guide line and see if top and bottom pans of the row are equalIf not, make suitable
adjustment.
There
ly dietant
from the line.
is no need to have a row of pane out of square.
Occ&sionally
climb up and see that end joints
and ridge
line art? being maintained,
fIG.694.

&DE VIEti

OF MmKED

ROaF

Bail corrugate Nd iro n
through top of car ‘a
rugation and, n ot in
the

GAUGE BLOCK

valley.
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warped

leaves no margin
edgee or faulty
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for

This
eaves 1-l/2n
of metal per pan, or 5-l/2
$ on the cost of the
We believe
that l-l/2
lap ie aa efficient
weathpans for the roof.
in practice,
the upturned
edge
er protection
a8 t o lapa because,

FIG. 701.

ONE AND OHE IitALF

I-M’.

seems to hug the upper pan more closely
than the whole corrugation
On the under
pan, the last i-l/2m
la not
in one or two lap jointa.
effective
in preventing
drift
or leakage.
When the la&
l/2 corrugation
of a lot of pane ia full
8ize,
the l-l,/2
lap ie a8 effective
as two lapa. But when the last l/2 corrugation
is not full
size,
then two laps are required.

FIG. 703.

FULL
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In one or two lap work, work toward the etorm side, so that the lap
in Fig. 700.
gives protect ion , as indicated
In the l-l/2
lap work, every other pan Is right
side up, so
and every other is up side down. Admittedly
the appearance
to speak,
of the pattern
is not so common, but it is regular,
uniform,
and perfectly
adml~sible.
The strongest
arrangement
for corrugated
iron is a broken
joint;
in which one row of pans covers the joints
of the row beneath.
c

FIG 705 BROKEN JOINT LAY UP

,

FIG.?& SPLIT ‘PVRLINE

FIG 707

STFGGEtW

NAluNti
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Miscellaneous
helps,
at the cave, sigh{
it through
and support
it a0
often as may be necessary
to make it effective.
The cave gauge
block may also be used with the line to keep a uniform
overhang.
See ‘Fig, 697, 698.
Very often the line of nails
is so straight
that the purThis may be avoided by staggering
the line of nails
line ie split.
as shown in Fig. 707.
Before putting
a pan in place,
the carpenter
should make
a mark to show him jus$ where the purline
is. The mark will
have
to be juet beyond the place where the edge of the new pan will
come,
Have one carpenter
at each purline.
Let the labourers
put all the nails
in washers before
the
There are two ways of placing
the
carpenters
go up on the roof.
The wrong way is to have the feather
edges turned up; the
washer.
right
way is to have the edges turn down.
Labourers
should be ready to hand a pen to the carpenter
just as soon a8 he can take it. If l-l/2
lap work ia being done,
take care that all pans with trade labels
and other markings
are
the markings
are on the ‘under’
side,
turned the right
way. Usually
These pans will
have to be the ‘over’
pans in l-l/2
lap work.
The carpenters
should have long,
slim taper punches to
start
nail holes.
Especially
at joints,whers
the nail must pierce
4 thicknesses
of pan, the punch ia most profitable.
A sharp light
tap of the hammer, especially
for light
metal will
help to prevent
depressing
the iron at nail holes.
If a nail has begun to bend, and should be pulled
out, use
a block as shown in Fig. 711, Grease or soap nails
far hardwood.
The beat weatherproofing
of nail holes is done with the
use of washers made of roofing
paper, which take up the slack beeen the iron washer and the roof metal.
Tar oozed out of some that
were med.
The washers are cut out of a aheet of roofing
by the use
of a sharp end on a piece of bicycle
metal tubing.
Where there is need of hurry
in placing
the roof pans, and
the bulk of the nailing
done subsequently,
drive one nail home in
each pan. If the carpenter
has difficulty
in ‘finding’
the purline
for nailing,
make a ‘purline
finder’,
See Fig, 713,
If

using

a line

FELT WASHER

The felt
washer should be slightly smaller
in diameter
than the
metal washer. Uae two ply felt.
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011,
ick,
2”

oof
indicates
the centre of the pur line.
Make the outer part
of the finder
lon
nough to elide up :0:inserting
and withd rawing the inner hook. B:aving found the centre
of
the purline,
do not foil ,ow
it! Wail each side of it to
avoid splitting
it down th le
middle.
When a horizontal
row of pans reaches the hip rafter,
stop. Lea me
all the trisngular
holes at the hip rafter
for one job of cutti m3
when all the whole pans have been put in place.
When the second row of ridge pans has been put in plac e,
fold the projecting
one over. We recolmnend that the roof be as
weatherproof
as possible.
Hence, on the storm side of the ridge , the
pans should be at least one full
inch above the ridge
line.
Sim ,the
ilarly,
on the hip rafter,
put the pans on the lee side first,
edges being cut to just beyond half way. When the storm side pa ns
the extra being a 1
are cut, make them about two inches longer;
which can be hammered down after
the nailing
has been done.Fig, 714,5.
Since the nailing
along the hip rafter
is covered,
it
be in the valleys.
This gives maximum strength.
The nails
shoul .Ee
roof nails,
and with their
washers.
Terrific
tropical
storms pu .t
heavy stresses
on roofs,
and reasonable
strengthening,
like roa If
nails
alsng the hip and at the ridge,
is all to the good. The nla118
at the ridge may also be in the valleys
of the corrugations.
The first
nail’in
the pan at the ridge,
for the purpos Ie of
should be a l-l/2”
nail
in the valley.
holding
it in position,
They
are easy to carry,
drive,
and finally
pull
out or drive home.
When the carpenter
at the eave purline
has nailed
his
home, he should call for the next pan snd have it ready to put
place as soon as the next man up the roof is through
his nailin .g and
csn receive
it. And so on up the roof.
When the man at the ridg ;e is
ready, the whole crew will
be ready for the adjustment
of anoth Ler
row of pans. Aa in brickwork,
speed in the unit means speed in the
whole roof.
Adopt a technique
for each row of pans 80 that the men
shouting
will
be I rewill
know every move. Amongst other blessings,
duced to a bearable
minimum.
If a corzagat ion has been badly mangled through
bending of,
and pulling
a nail,
try to restore
the original
shape, and also insert a scrap of. metal between the upper end lower psns to bring
the
area around the nail hole to normal ae nearly
as possible.
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Corners.
We recommend marking
every psn before
cutting
it
for a corner.
And, sighting
it before
marking
it, Here again, work
out a system so that when the carpenter
holds the pan to be marked
he will
be doing what you want: a pro& 8r side lap; proper
end lap ;
mark half way on the hip rafter,
each side of the pan, or, the predetermined
distance
of lap beyond the pan already
t+here, The pan is
then passed down to the ground where you place a straight
edge on
the two marks, draw a line and cut.
Before sending the first
pan up the roof,
make a mark on
a sseond. When the first
is found to be satisfactory,
the second
can be cut and before
going up* another
is marked from it, The second may be found to be a little
off.
In which case the third
can
be remarked.
Do not cut until
you are sure.
In nailing
corner pans, the carpenter
should hold the base,
and the centre of the top edge, If alright,
he nails
the middle corrugat ion of the base. Then when the top is in position,
he drives
a l-l/2”
nail
in a valley
to hold it.
If all is right,
he may complete the nailing
with roof nails
in the valleys.
As the cutting
job progresses,
a stock of left
over pans
will
accumulate.
Classify
them so that when an order comes down
from the roof,
you can tell
in a moment whether a piece is ready
for it, whether with a very little
trimming
one can be used, or
whether
a new pan has to be cut. Never cut a whole pan unless .you
have to. One person on the ground with a helper
can look after
several
carpenters
on the roof. When you get down to the last little
triangle
of a corner at the end of a row, and there
is no piece
One may turn up. Be sure
just right
for it, leave it a little.
that before
the corner
is to have the ridging,
every little
corner
is filled
in. Let the roof be weatherproof
without
the ridging.
is a sharp corner at the
When a corner pan is cut, there
It may cauee a flesh wound. When a pan is cut9 it
top. Nip it off.
often has needle like ali.vere
along the edge. This is caused by
allowing
the tin snips to move backward when they are being opened
as they
for another
cut.
To prevent
slivers,
p ueh the snips forward
open. If the blades begin to cut just where the first
cut finished
there will
be no slivers.
Handle all pans carefully.
Especially
about Where
when handing
them to someone, Do not leave pans lying
careless
people will
step on them and distort
the pattern,
All pan
Keep them all.
Be sure that in storm time no
cuttings
are useful.
pans are left
loosely
nailed
on the roof,
nor left
on the ground
without
being weighted
down. A pan picked up by the wind can give
a fatal
wound, In some areas,
it will
be necessary
to Place all
loose pans in a safe place every night.
Weatherproofing
the ridge
jo iat by bending
the second
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FG. 720.

At the base of the hip rafterp
let the ridging
roll
come right
to the cave line of the psns,
the corners
protruding.
Bend them
on the dotted
line,
under,
neatly,
In
Fig.
718,
the
piece
--e--m
is just too large for
number two on the corner. Cut from the
bottom to make it
FIG. ?lK.
right.
Somet imee
the hip rafter
line is not
perfectly
straight.
To
make a true
line with the
ridging,
fasten
the top end of the
top piece and the bottom end of
the bottom piece and sight the
others.
Some will
have to
be moved sideways,
some
depressed,
and others
perhaps pulled
up into
a sharper
angle.
In most
cases a straight
looking
hip rafter
can
of the ridging.
be achieved by manipulation

GRASS COVERINGS
II.
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GRASS COVEBINGS,

To lessen the heat of iron roofs,
grass covering is sometimes put on. Before doinEj this,
make sure that all other
helps to coolness
in the house have been taken advantage
of. Ventilators
near the floor
and near the ceiling;
a well ventilated
space
under the roof;
verandah ceilings
at vital
spots;
proper
arrangements
of shutters
during the day! roof paint
to refract
light
and heat;
trees8 proper
insulation
of all ceilings
in the house proper;
There
is one special
drawback to the grass cover and that is the contamination
of any water supply from the roof.
But if the covering
is to be put on, determine
that no
nails will
be driven
in the iron roof.
Whatever the framework
for
them
the grass,
wire the up and down pieces
at the top to support
and at the bottom a wire can be led around to the purline,
to prevent the wind lifting
the grass snd frame. The most effective
grass
cover will
be a8 far from the roof as is practicable,
and as thick
as you can afford.

CHAPTER TEN.

CEILINGS.

can be greatith a strong roof frame, the cost of ceilings
ly reduced by using very light
ceiling
joists
and tying
them up to
the roof*
The cost is further
reduced because,
being above the ceilrough. Also,
they can be
ing covering,
they are unseen and are left
made up of two pieces whereas if they were seen, one long piece
would seem to be required.
Whatever the nature
of covering,
2” x 2” joists,
or 2” x 3”
at the most are sat isfactory.
Ceiling
joists
are invariably
put across the narrowest
dimension
of a room so that the corrugations
and/or
long joints
of
the ceiling
surface
run long ways with the room.
I.

BUILDIBG
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lay

-

BOARD CEILINGSc
out.

I
I
I
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-
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Herewith

I
I
I
I
I
I

;
I
I
1

I

I

I

In main rooms
a suggestion,

endeavour to make a balWhen sheets of building
board do not fit
evenly
in a ceiling,
put one
or more in the cexitre
and divide
the remainder
of the space for margins. All the cross
lines
are joists,
but
no joints
will
show
where the dotted
lines
are
are. A 2” X 4” can be
run from end to end
down the centre and all
the joists
tied to it.
The 2” X 4” is tied to
the roof.

CEILINGS
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II.

CORRUGATED IRON CEILINGS.

These do not have the domestic
appearance of some other types of ceiling
covering.
But for cleanliness,
and quiet,
they excel.
They do not warp or
durability,
insulation,
shrink,
no dust filters
through,
they harbour
the least,
if any,
vermin,
are mere or leas indestructible
and fireproof,
carry insulating
earth,
are not affected
by spray or leaks from the roof and
prevent
them from getting
below, and, being earth covered prevent
the noise made by lizards
and rodents
from disturbing
occupants
of
the house.
Other types of ceilings
have one or more of the nuieancee
avoided when iron ceilings
are uaed.
Iron as light
as 36 gauge has been used effectively.
The
of 2" X 2a material
are spaced at 2’ centrer;
and supported
joists
by box iron from the roof or a roof supported
beam. These ceilings
can be made in eections
on the floor
and raised
to their
place In
the ceiling
with the minimum of trouble
and scaffold.
Ceiling
iron is always laid with the eide edge turned up
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Making the ceiling
on the ground.
Usually
the sections
will
be made outside
the house so that they can be fitted
together
as one ceiling
before any one section
is erected.
The 2” X 2” joists
should have 3” bearing
at each end.
line represents
the inner edge of the wall
In Fig. ‘123 the dotted
Otherwise
the illustration
shows what
on which the ceiling
rests.
two sections
look like on the ground,
ready for erection.
Joists
1, 2, 3, are laid out as shown and the iron nailed
to them. Drive the nails
through
the slope of the-corrugation
so
that
the hammer in giving
the final
blows will
not mar the iron.
Drive the nail until
it just pinches
the iron. Use l-1/2”
nails.
Arrange your ceiling
lay out so that the light
will
not strike
the
open part of the joint;
and so that a person standing
in the front
entrance,
for example, will
not see the joints.

To get a good ceiling
Job, make the pans parallel
when you place
them by measuring
from the centre of the crown in one pan to the
centre of the corresponding
crown in the next pan. Pans out of parallel
will
show up against
the wall plaster
line.
/~~Ww+‘/W-.+./-&#
FROM mohm
FIG. 727.
JOINT I5 INVIS\8LE.

Pc3o-k

fIG 72V.
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On joist
3 bring the end of the pan to the edge of the joist.
When
section
1 is complete,
set out joists
4, 5, and start
the pans.
There is a 2” end lap on section
1 but be caraful
not to nail this
home; just tack it to hold it in place until
the section
is complete.
The carpenters
must not kneel or in any other way rest on the ceiling iron.
If they cannot reach their
nailing
properly,
place a pan
of heavier
gauge on the ceiling
pans and rest on it.
When all the sections
are complete
erect section
1, then
two and so on. Move them about up top until,
having proper
bearing
on all walls,
proper end lap etc.. , they are also lined up with the
wall surf aces.
To nail the end lap rnox-e easily,
have a labourer
up top
with a block or heavy hammer to hold over the joist
where you are
nailing.
When the entire
ceiling
has been hooked up, armnge
beams
over the main rooms especially,
to which the short box iron ties
can be fastened.
Then prop up the ceiling
in the middle until
it
is about two inches higher
than at the walls.
The top of the prop
should be rounded so that it will
not mar the ceiling
iron.
The
prop should be’ raised with a lever and blocked
up while
an iron
tie secures the joist
in its final
position.
The ceiling
should
curve almost imperceptibly
from this middle point
to the four walla.
Always place the prop directly
under a joist.
Leave the prop under

CEILINGS
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this central
place and use another prop for the second nearby lift,
otherwise
the box iron tie might have too great a load. Tie up the
entire
ceiling.
When it has a perfect
appearance
from underneath,
seal all the joints
with brown paper covered with mud ridges
to
prevent
dust sifting
down into the room below. See Fig.725.
When completed , including
the end joints,
see *XV in the
same figure,
fill
all these little
compartments
with 2” of earth.
contending
that it is cleaner.
Some persons prefer
mud insulation,
We have never known it to be lifted
by wind, and it has this feature that it is not as good 8~1 insulator
a8 loose
earth.
It is possible
that ceiling
sections
csnnot be manoeuvred
This has to be
into place in some small rooms, from underneath.
studied
out before
the roof frame is complete,
otherwise
the ceiling pans will
have to be nailed
from underneath
to joists
already
in place.
This is a strenuous
job and should be avoided.
Some building
superintendent8
prefer
to have the ceiling
sectiona
put up before the roof frame is erected.
We cannot recommend this method because workmen erecting
the roof invariably
step
drop wood and tools
on it, and it doss impede
on the ceiling
iron,
transfer
of materials
and passage of men who are working
on the
roof.

III.

PLASTER CEILIEGS,

We recommend their
use if the materials
necesasry to their
proper
construction
are available.
True, plaster
is not quite
ao indest~ructible
as iron , but it has very many good
features.
To avoid movement which would result
in cracks,
it may be
well to use 2” X 3” joists
and at 2’ centres.
The lath should be
about l-1/4”
wide and 5/8” thick.
1” wide lath is perfectly
alright
and may be made more handily
if cut from 1” boards.
When using
wood lath,
end joints
must not be in line for over two feet,
otherwise the plaster
will
crack.
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When
joists
with lath attached
have been adequately
tied up with metal supports,
place a labourer
up top for every
mason below. Both men will
be supplied
with plaster;
the labourer
places
large lumps of the plaster
on the lath and presses
it down
through
the cracks @bile the mason spreads
it underneath.
The mason will
need to take some of his own plaster
and form a suitable
thickness
to serve as a base for the final
coat.
The plaster
should be of the very best clay and sand
mixture,
previously
tested
for strength,
cracking,
etc, Mixed
with it there must be ample quantities
of hair,
or shredded vine,
or similar
fine strands
to make the qlaster
cohere.
hemp p sisal
When this first
coat of plaster
is at just the right
score it with small rake with nail points,
to
point
in setting,
form a key for the second and final
coat. You will
find that the
first
coat must be fairly
tacky and not be applied
too thick.
so that the second coat will
But it must be even on the surface,
not vary appreciably
in thickness.
The second coat should be as
thin as possible
and only applied
when the first
coat is perfectly
to warn that the greatest
care
dry. It should not be necessary
must be exercised
by any persons employed up top to avoid stepping
on or otherwise
touching
the plastered
ceiling.
If the plastered
insulation
from roof heat,
spread
ceiling
does not give adequate
an inch or two of loose earth upon it.
The plaster
ceiling
does not need to be raised
as much as
2” in the centre,
but a little
above level will
be acceptable,
The
smount of lift
or camber is proportionate
to the size of the room.
Expanded metal lath might be secured which would be more
economical
than wood lath.
It is more difficult
to plaster
on, but
with
thicker
mud and a little
experimenting
it will
be found satisfactory.
It is easily
shaped and-for
main Gooms, a cove is quite
adds practically
no expense,
and when finished
gives
admissible,
a cozy md finished
appearance
to the room.
If staples
are not available,
use
JO IST
l-l/2”
nails
to fasten
the metal lath to
the joists.
Drive the nail
in about 2/3 the
A
t
way &d bend the head over the lath.
th8

METAL LATH

J
Fl6: 731.
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M)OR AND WINDOW RANGING

CEILINGS

A perfect
lock or key is provided
plied
from both aidee.

CUER

ELEVEN

ceiling

plaster

when it

is

ap-

DOOR AND WINIQW RANGING.

Xi the hinge jamb of a door or window ie not plumb both way8, the
fixture
will
not hang properly.
A door or window should remain in
any position
without
the aid of a stay. And not because of rusty
hinges either.
If the jamb leans toward the door, cut the hinge check
more deeply into the jamb at the top
and more deeply into the door at the
I
bottom.
Similarly,
if the
jamb overhangs
into the
room, set the hinge well
back into the jamb at
the top and well out at
the bottom.
In the accompanying
illustration,
the
dotted
line represents
the pivotal
point;
in
hanging any fixture,
endeavour to have this
line coincide
in all
hinges.
Then there will
be no binding
due to
bad alignment.
We know that the
custom is to check both
I
the jamb and the door
equally,%0
*Souse* (pronounced
houze) the flange
of the hinge.
We
do not practice
this,
First
b8CaUs8 the work on the jamb tend8 to
loosen it in the mud brick wall;
second because 90 often adjustments have to be made; third
because sometimes a door is taken away and the check has to be filled;
and fourth
because it is cheaper to cut just one check. It may be added that because in the tropics there is so much expansion
and contraction
that a greater
allowance ie made betW88n door and jamb, and there
is not the need to
house the hinge in the jamb that there is where enug fits
are permissible.
Yhen checks for hinges
are not at the right
angle,
for one
reason or another,
looeen the hinge and pack it on one aide or the
other with cardboard
until
the desired
results
are achieved.
When
doors bind on the hinge jamb, a little
cardboard
inserted
at the

DOOR AND WINDOW HANGING.
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face edge of the hinge will
often relieve
the condition.
Loose
the screws a little,
push in a strip
of cardboard
about l/2”
wide
and the length
of the hinge.
Tighten
the
screws.
This will
force
the hinge and the door away from the jamb at the pivot
point,
Conversely,
when the door binds on the lock jamb, and a
little
adjustment
can be made without
having the door bind on the
to insert
a piece
of
hinge side , loosen the screws sufficiently
cardboard
at the back edge of the hinge so that the pivot
point
will
be drawn away from the lock side of the door. If cardboard
will
not relieve
the situation
enou , or at all,
you will
have
the check in the
to remove the door and trim it, an or alter
door or the jamb.
Window fasteners.

The Mission

Window requires

a special

FIG. 734.

tu

FIG. 734.

FIG. 735.

If the handle
of wood, a screw
in the under edge
will
serve to catch
on the expanded metal as at the right,
If handle
is of metal, cut a slot in it
as shown at left.
If
the handle
is hooked
when down, it serves
as a lock.
iS

37.

fastener.
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Fig. 739 shows how a window bolt on
a window opening out can be made considerably
more effective
than if held
by the two
small screws
LCXK CqsE
near the edge,

Fin. 740 and
74i - show how to
fasten
a night
latch
to a door
opening outward
to prevent
as
far as possible
tampering
with
the catch.
The metal strike
plate
should not
be less thsn
l/16”
thick,
and
I
I
\
&hould be let in
to the jamb and
to the edge and side of the door atop. To make the job complete,
put a metal strap over the box and with heavy screws fasten
the iron
to the door. This will
greatly
increase
the natural
strength
of the
lock if the door is being pried.
if the night
latch
is on a door opening inwarda,
the metal
strap should be over the strike
plate box fastened
to the jamb. The
door stop oppoaite
the night
latch should be reinforced
with metal
and well fastened
to the jamb to hinder
tampering
with the latch.
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An effective,
made-at-home,
padlock
holder
plats,
The metal should be about tro inches nide
and l/16”
or 3/32” thick.
Make two
identical
places
like the
one shown on the door.
Let each one in to the
wood so that its outer
surface will
be flush
of the
with the surface
wood. One is fastened
to
the door and one to the
door jamb.
Have two keys
at least for every lock.
If you lose a key,
change the lock. You may
be able to trade with
someone else,
unknown
of course to anyone
PAD
who might have your
loat key. The cylinders
LOCK
of night
latches
can
r-l
be changed when a key
for that type of lock is
FIG. 742 .
F-l& 743.
is lost,
Use night
latches
wherever possible.
They
discourage
burglary.
Unless T
of course the directions
given
in which
above are ignored,
snd the catch of the lock is visible;
case, it invites
predatory
characters.

L

CHAPTRR TwEINB

STEPS AND STAIRS

Human muscles and nerves used in step climbing,
or descending,
are remarkably
swift
in becoming adjusted
to the height
of a set of
steps to which they are complete
strangers.
This accounts
for some
serious
accidents
in which one or more steps of a flight
are a different
height
from th e starters;
The slight
variation
causes a stumble,which
might develope
into a serious
fall.
In other words,
the
person mounting your steps unconsciously
trusts
that the designer
has made each step equal in height.
Also,
if at all possible,
make
step heights
uniform
in flights
which are mars or less continuous
or are near to each other.
If possible,approxlmate
a step with a six inch rise and a
twelve inch tread.
This can be obtained9 invariably,
when leading
from
a verandah or porch to the grade level.
How to lay out a simple set of steps or stairs.
Measure
the exact distance
from the lower level
to the upper level.
?llore
often then not it will
be difficult
to divide
this equally
by mathematics.
So measure It off on a smooth 12” board.
Set a pair of dividers at the desired
height
of each step and mark off from en8 end
with the dividers
to find how many steps there will
be. Prebably,
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the distance
being measured will
not come out even. If you wish to
increaee
the height
of the step widen the points
of the dividers
a little
and work over the measured distanoe
until
you get it divided equally.
The number of treads
is one lese than the number of risers.
If there
is no set point
for the flight,
you may choose the width
then YOU mtzst divide
of your tread.
Rut if the space is limited,
the *got or horizontal
distance
by the number of treads.

I

1

I

I

I

FIG. 745.
If

the number of risers
you h&ve marked out conflicts
with the
the combination
of riser
and
of treads YOU WaWi, caloulate
tread you want as in the following
exsmple:
If the rise
is 10’ 9-3/4”
and the go 14.6” what are tho practical
combinations
or risers
and treads we may choose from?
Combination
(a). Choose a riser
of 6”. The number in 10.9” Is about
21-l/2,
This means 20-l/2
treads and by dividing
14 f 6” by this number we get 8 ( inches)
approximately.
This seems a little
short for a tread,
and 6s is
a little
low when there
is not much room. So we
will
try again.
Combination
(b), This time we will
choose an 8” riser.
By the same
process
as above we get 16 risers,
and 15 treads
at approx.
lln each. This time we have an extravagant tread and a steep riser,
80 we will
try a
Combination
(c), middle course and choose 7” for our rise.
This time
we get 18-l/2
risers
and 17-l/2
treads
which work
out to about 9-l/2”
or better.
This seems the most
practicable
set of figures
and so we work them out

Width
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more closely.
Since we cannot have 18-l/2
steps we divide
the rise,
10@9-3/4” by 18 and get 7-3/16n
approximately;
and by dividing
the
14’ 6’ go by 17 we arrive
at lo-3/16 “, approx,
Using these figures
we again take the dividers
and discover the exact working
distance-for
risers
and treads.
Before going further
we will
see that a tread of lo-3116”
is very acceptable.
Until
now we have been
working with the line of design,
or the
theoretical
lines of the steps. But we
msy,by using what is called
a nosingp
increase
the effective
width of the
tread.
Transfer
the exact riser
and tread measures to the
square and place the
square on the stringer
as in Fig. 747. For
a few steps,
the
square alone may
be used, but for
a nu-ber,
use a
wood guide as
shosn in
Fig. 748,
749.

STAIRS
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number of steps.
From thes
With the square4 mark out th, - required
and for the cuts at the top and
marks lay out for the actual
tread,
The marks must not be altered
for the one is
bottom of the stringer.
always the top of the tread and the other is always the face of the
riser,
regardless
of whether there are riser
boards,
nosings
on the
treads,
and regardless
of the thickness
of the materials
used.
If you wish to set the steps back from the edge of the
stringer,
measure from the angle at the back of the step to the
Then make a line parallel
to the front
back edge of the stringer.
edge of the stringer
and as far from it as the angle was from the
back. Set the square on this line and then attach
the guide.
fR7!0.

FIG. 751.

STEF5 OUT TO El&E

FG 753.
--------

FULLY
-------

STEPS
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To make a housed etriagar
for a finished
job,mark
and
cut out as in Fig. 753, Make the rabbett
&t least
5/8” deep, 3/4’
is better,
safer.
If there is a top riser
it is fitted
into it8 place first,
Then the first
or top tread is puehed into its place and wedged up
ae shown, Then the eecond riser
gas8 into place and wedged. Make
sure that the etringere
will
not be able to spread either
during
fitting
of treads
and risers
nor at any subsequent
time,
If there is a stair
well with limited
boundaries,
the
angle of the stair
must be conformed to it.

MINIMUM

OF

/
3
I

-

FIG

FIG. 756.

Draw a 7’ line from the lower
corner ae ehown, Draw a line
from the upper point
of the
stair
line to the bottom of
the 7t line and extend until
it meets the floor
line.
Join this point with the top
I
.
point
of the stair
line.
Divide off the vertical
distance
WST FUGHT
end the horizontal
distance
to
det
ins your step combination.
In Fig. 756 the landings
or platforms
are treated
as steps.
As before,
divide
the
total
rise into an equal number of acceptable
LOwktt
risers;
this will
determine
the number of
FiO0-U
dotted
lines
on the lower landing
lnder’
etepa
ich must be inserted
if there is not enough room for all of the first
flight,

‘7.5s.

FUFUWFURE
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FURNITURE AND EQUIPMENT

There are plenty
of book8 and booklets
dealing
with furniture
of
the conventional
type. We will
deal only with special
problems
met by the missionary.
We have no confidence
in glue to hold anything
together
in the tropica.
We use it, but do not depend upon it for holding
we use sheet metal to hold
a rail
t0 a pO8t. Wherever possible
rails
to posts in chairs
and table8
and cupboards.

SIDE

Fl6i.757.

S GAUGE WEE.-METAL

RAILS

To9

VIEW
1

Two shoulder
tenons are
better
than those with
only one. Clamp the two
poet8 and one rail
tightly and pin the tenon
from the back of the post
TTNEI)
EDM )r
ae shown. When the ent?.re
framework
is fastened
together like this,
apply
the sheet metal plates
top and bottom ae
shown. For both
of them, the
best job require8
that a little
chamfer or even rabbett
ing be done to house
IQ 7S.
JIEVJ OF UN%U SGXL. \
the metal.
This is
particularly
neceae-ary on the top aide
where the thickness
of the metal,
and perhaps of the nail heads
would make the table top lrideV,
We repeat,
if you can hold the
shoulders
of a tenon ag@inPit a post,
nothing
but the worst abuse,
including
accidents,
will
ever cau8e the joint
to come apart.
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Since we have tc make our own tables
we may as welldo
away with the unsightly
and most inconvenient
corner
leg8 of dining
tables,
whether
of the small one-family
size or the larger
ones
necessary
where there is a large staff.
The smaller
table may be square or round. The construction is practically
the ssme* This top is about four feet in dismeter and will
require
at least
four battens
to keep it in shape.
The two cross bars fastened
to the top o’f the pedestal,
Fig. 762,
should be long enough to support
the two outer battens,
Before the

pedestal
is
finally
fastened together,
the bolt for
anchoring
it
to the base
should be put
in a block and
the block thoroughly secured
to one of the
sides which is
parallel
to the
cross bars.
The base may be
made of 2” X 8” material
and
be given the plain
round
finish
shown here, or
moulded somewhat.
Note in Fig. 763
that a strap of
metal reinforces
the under
side of the
base piece
which-has
been halved,
The spread of the
base as shown here may
not in 8 particular
case
be sufficient.
If so, enlarge

lG.762.

it.

FURNI!RJRE
table with pedeetal
Long dining
Note in Fig. 765 that the
long bar hae a shoulder
againet
the leg.
If this proves
inadequate
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eupport

of the table,
brace it. One
suggest ion is
the cross ehown
in Fig. 764.

Fe set up in the pantry
and requires
a table frame.
In this example, two legs are
cut from cbne piece of 4” X 4”.
This will
be found to ‘be-a strong!,
and sufficiently
attractive
well i balanced
and posts need
table.
The joiuts
of ’ rails
_-_.
reinforcing
with sheet meta: 1 as in Fig. 757,8,9.

Securing
a built
in cupboard
to the masonry.
To literally
build
in may result
in the ruination
of the wood and the appearance,
there is danger of this,
build
in
two posts a8 in this
illustration. They should be longer
than the cupboard so
that the top and
bottom may be
better
anchored.

If

it

There is
another method
in which the pasta
are the same length
as the cupboard and are
only temporarily
built
in,
Later they are taken out and
fastened
to the side piece of
the cupboard.
This side piece is
placed
in position
at the proper time
and the cupboard pieces are fitted
and
fastened
to it,
In the other method the cupboard is built
cornsletely
and set in ulace at
the proper
time, and fastened
to the ~06%~ which have
have been built
in,
FRAME
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CONCRETE

BOOK FOUR
CHAPTER ONE
factory
I.

There are seven essential
concrete
job. They are:

CONCRETE
SRECIFICATIONS.
factors

in a permanently

satis-

DESIGN OF THE STRUCTURE.

the world will
if the earth,

The best concrete
in
1. Proper support.
become unsatisfactory
if it has not proper
support,beams or columns on which it rests
are not adequate.

2. ?dass, If the thickness,
bulk,
mass,of the concrete
is
not sufficient
to withstand
the use, vibration,
or abuse it will
receive,
it will
not be satisfactory.
3. Quality.
Various
purposes
require
various
consistencies,
finishes,
ingredients,etc.
qualities
of materials,
4. Reinforcement.
Some concrete
structures
require
steel
reinforcement
which must be in accordance
with building
and engineering
standards
and principles
as to size,
quantity,
position,etc.
II.

Q.UAISTY OF THE INGREDIENTS.

1. Cement. All that looks like cement
is not necessarily
good cement. There are many grades.
But the most
serious
damage is done to cement by moisture,
either
by direct
conThe latter
is obviously
the most
tact with water or by humid air.
difficult
to combat because,as
a rule,
the damage is done before
safeguards
are taken or seem to be needed. When it is not smooth
and flour-like,
but is granulated,
or caked, it is spoiled
to some
extent,if
not altogether
ruined.
If we are placed
in the annoying
position
of having to use
cement that has been damaged,or
do without,
grade it as best you can
and use the best.for
the top coat. Use the next best for the slab
and use more of it then otherwise.
Buy good cement and then protect
it from dampness. Some
paper bags have been quite
satisfactory
and some metal drums have
been found to be defective,
allowing
the contents
to be spoiled.
ONCE MOIS!lTRE REACHES CEMENT, CHEXICAL ACTION BEGINS.
ON THE JOB, MAKE IT A PRACTICE TO MIX, PLACE, ABD FINISH AI& CONCRETE
WITHIN AN HOUR OR THE TIME TRAT THE CEMENT HAS FIRST BEEN WETTED.
2 Sand. By definition,
sand is fine rock particle’s,
and
m concrete
islled,
*fine aggregate,*It
is found in gravel pits,
and on the shores of rivers
and lakes.
Use only clean sand which is free of silt,
losm, vegetable
matter
ad other alien
substances
to which cement will
not adhere.
Ssnd is graded as,
Coarse, the texture
of which is about the
same as ccmmon granulated
sugar.
Medium, which is like fine granulated
sugar;
Kwhich
is like shaker salt;
m,sand
which is like dust in size as well as in other ways.
Dust sandxuld
never be used. If it occurs in any appreciable
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either
by tossing
quantity
in the sand you must use, take it out,
it in the wind as in winnowing,
or else wash it out.
To determine
the amount of slit
or losm,etc.,
in sand,
take a fair
sample and place in a pint
jsr;
about 3/4 of a jar will
shake thoroughly
and allow
do, Now fill
up the jar with clean water,
A fair
idea of the impurto settle
until
the water is clear again.
ity contained
may be judged by the colour
of the water immediately
after
shaking.
the contents
will
be graded as
If there is much impurity,
then silt,
then the finest
of the
on the top layer,
slime,
follows:
send, medium, coarse and small pebbles
at the bottom,
For mass concrete
and slab work the presence
of one sixteenth
of an inch of silt
may not be serious,
but if there is more
in the sample, look for better
sand or wash what you have.
This test should be made in plenty
of time to look for
process
and
good sand, or to wash what you have. This is a tedious
must be done well ahead of the concrete
job or there will
be bad
delays.
If water is scarce,
wash the sand over a barrel
and use
the dirty
water for mortar,
mud plaster,etc.
For the top coat of a floor,
use only good medium and
fine grade sand.
3, Rock or gravel.
This is called
'coarse
aggregate.'
This
is added to sand and cement to increase
its hardness
and wearing
qualities
and also to increase
its bulk.
This latter
reduces the
2ost per cubic foot because stone is cheaper than cement. Concrete
strength
depends upon the ratio
of sand to cesnent and also upon the
coarse aggregate,
The concrete
can be no stronger
than the coarse
aggregate
in it. The stone or gravel must be clean and hard. Stones
with oily or glassy surfaces
to which cement will
not adhere are to
be avoided,
4, Water. Water must be clean.
It must not contain
salt,
oil,
grease, appreciable
quantities
of vegetable
matter,
strong
acid, or alkali.

III,

PROPORTIONS OF INGREDIENTS.
of cement to sand is the greatest
determining
The ratio
factor
for strength,
other things
being normal.
A concrete
floor
made of 1:5:6 concrete
is vastly
stronger than one made from 1 part cement and 11 parts
sand. (The proportions are written
cement, sand, stone.)
Beyond a certain
point
there is no econony in making a
weak mixture.
By experiment
you may be able to economize beyond the
table given here.
First
class concrete
for heavy duty floors,
tanks,
baths,
basins,etc.
the slab:
one cement, three sand, three to six of stone.
the top coat: one cement, two of fine and medium sand.
Second grade concrete
for ant coursing,
cisterns,
steps,
reinforced
floors,etc.
Slab: one cement, four sand, four to seven of stone.
Top coat: one cement, three parts medium and fine sand.
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Weakest

grade concrete
for walls,
light
duty floors,(dwellings).
The slab: one cement, five or six of sand, six to ten stone.
Top coat: one cement, four parts medium and fine sand.
Determine by experiment
with the stone you are to use how much stone
you may put in. As long as the cement and sand mortar
fills
all
the voidsVyou
are alright,
but if there are voids which the mortar
cannot fill,
then you have too much stone.
Too much water will
weaken
concrete.
Here again,
experiment to discover
just how little
water you can use. ILake the consistency
just soft enough to work in place and no more, Use approximately
4/5 as much water as cement for a start.

IV.

MIXING.

Thorough mixing is essential
to good concrete.
And this
includes
preserving
the homogeneity
of the mass once it has been
mixed. The addition
of too much water,
excessive
vibration
on the
way to the placement,
and other bad practices
will
cause the sand
and cement to separate
to such an extent
that a great deal of the
available
strength
of the concrete
will
be lost.
When water is added to the dry mix, add it carefully
to
prevent
as much as possible
the separation
of the cement and the
sand, Supervise
the addition
of the water.
Sloppy concrete
is weak
concrete.
The mixing operation
is described
in Chapter Two.
V. PLACIlTG COFCRETE.

Concrete
bases and forms and all reinforcement
should be in perfect
readiness
before
the c’oncrete
is mixed so
that there will
be no delay in placing
and no disarrangement
after
placing.
All earth bases and forms should be wetted
just enough to
prevent
the absorption
of water from the concrete
and not so much
that there will
be excess water which will
increase
the water content
of the mixture,
All cazying
receptacles
should be ready and wetted.
All equipment
and tools necessary
for the handling
and finof the concrete
should be ready.
ishlng
and other items pertaining
to the
All scaffold,
passages,
safe
and prompt handling
of the concrete
should be in readiness.
WE REPEAT, ALL CONCRETE SHOLZa RE IN PLACE AND BIBISHED
WITI-iIR ON” HOUR CP TKE TIY!E THl3 WATER IS ADDED TD THE CEMENT.
VI.

CURING.

By curing
we mean the process
of so controlling
the
will
be obtained.
in new concrete
that the maximum strength
When concrete
first
turns white,
it has set, and does not
increase
1:~ strength
appreciably
if at all,
if wetted
again. The
purpose of curing
is to retain
the moisture
of the new concrete
for
Concrete
kept dsmp for the first
as long a period
as is practicable.
ten days is ‘72% stronger
than if left
to cure in dry air.
Twenty one
days dsmpness increases
the strength
124%; four months,207%.

moisture
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Warmth is conducive
to strength
of concrete
during
the
curing period.
But protect
from frost,
vibration,
movement, or
any work which will
involve
scraping,
cutting,
bruising
of the
surf ace,
.Concrete supported
by posts,
beams, and forming
must be
kept supported
throughout
the curing period.
Otherwise
the concrete
will
probably
bend, and may easily
fracture.
This applies
almost
entirely
to reinforced
concrete
floors
and beams.
VII.

PROTECTIOW.

When the floor
has been made available
to common use, keep it free
of grit.
It should not be subjected
to
greater
loads and conditions
than that for which it was designed.Raw
Linseed oil dis!ntegrates
cement.
CHAPTER TWO CONCRETE FLOORS.
I.

GENERAL NOTES ON PREPARATIOW.

1. Supplies.
Start
early
to get good
hard sand. If you must have two grades separated,
do that.
Rave some
medium and fine sand ready, by sifting
if necessary.
If the sand
needs water washing,
do that too. And when you have all the sand you
will
need, -and all ready for the work, handy to the mixing
area,
then protect
it. Children
love to play in it, and when they do,they
scatter
it all over and the work must be done twice,
Get all the rock you will
need. Get the hardest
you can,
wash it if necessary,
and reduce it to the size you will
need, Gravel
is ideal for concrete
work; graded sizes in stone is to be sought,
No stone is to be larger
than one half the thickness
of the concrete
it is to be used in.
2, Base. If you have evidence
that ballast,
that is crushed
under a floor
make it a better
floor
stone , gravel,
cinders,etc.,
under the conditions
where you build,
the? use it.
Its primary
purpose is to keep a concrete
floor
dry, when otherwise,
resting
on
moist earth,
the concrete
would absorb moisture.
Our opinion
is that
in very dry places especially,
the floor
becomes too dry and brittle,
and has not the resistance
to loads and heavy duty that an earthbased floor
has. That concrete
needs to be not too far away from
a very little
moisture
to combat the excessive
dryness.
Ballasted
f!.oors sound hollow when struck.
The ballast
costs money in itself
and tends to absorb some of the concrete
laid upon it.
If ballast
is
used, give it a thorough,
uniform
pounding.
Prepare earth bases the day before
concrete
is laid on them.
make the surface
level and clear all earth
Pound the earth uniformly,
The earth base should run down at the
away from the ant course.
wall rather
than up.
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Plan to do a small or medium sized floor
the first
day to
get used to the var\ous
demands of the concreting
process.
Have a
small room ready for concrete
also,
so that if there
is some leftover of concrete
from a batch,
it can be put down at once without
delay.
Plan to start
the concrete
job first
thing
every day. It
is very strenuous
and the finishing
of the floor
surface
is a most
exacting
job. Too often it is done-in
poor light
at the close of a
long day. According
to the size of the gang, do one or two floors
a day, and if there is any time left
over* have the men do something less strenuous*
The most economical
floor
has a designed uniform
thickness. Check the earth base to see that it has a perfectly
level
surface
at the right
height
so that no unnecessary
concrete
will
be required
to fill
depressions.
3. Equipment.
If a ooncrete
glatfcrm
at the base of a
set of steps,
or in front
of the kitchen
ie to be made eventually,
make it first
of all and use it as a mixing platform
for all concrete.
It is probable
that even if a mixing platform
is made for
that purpose alone that it is an economy. It should be at least
4' X 6', and with a strong mixture
top coat. Make it a couple of
weeks before
you will
be using it,
Have at least
two square mouth shovels for the concrete
mixing job, Get the measuring
receptacles
ready. There should be a
large barrel
near the mixing platform
so that there will
never be
a shortage
of water during
operations.
Warn the masons as to the time you will
be starting
the
concrete
work so that they will
have all the necessary
tools on
the job.

II.

MIXING CONClUZTE.
Machine mixed concrete,
properly
attended
to
makes the best job. The hand job is 'heavy and we therefore
suggest
a somewhat new technique.
Ordinarily
the stone is measured out on
the platform,
then on it the sand, and on that again the cement.
Everything
is turned over at least four times;
then a pool is formed, water mixed with the mass, and finally
the whole is turned over
again at least four times.
We suggest that the sand be measured on the platform,
and
then the cement and the whole turned over at least four times. The
correct
method for turning
over is for the shovel to slide
along the
floor,
pick up a load and spill
the load over the top of the new pile,
The two men work tuml about so that as one is picking
up the other
is
emptying.
The main point
is that each shovelful
is turned over the
top of the new pile and runs down the sides of the cone evenly.
This is the easiest
and best way of mixing dry or wet concrete
and
all other motions should be eliminated.
When the dry mix has a uniform
colour
it msy be considered
to be well mixed, but to be sure, turn it over again.
If there is
a strong wind which will
blow poured cement away, damp the sand just
a little,
place the mouth of the bag right
on the sand, and empty
carefully,
Carefully
cover the dry cement with the moist sand and
mull it a little
until
when the turning
operation
starts
the cement
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will

not

be carried

away by the breeze.

The cement poured on
the aand, ready for
mixing.

Flbr

773
The proper way to
mix concrete
bv

It cannot be too strongly
emphasized that too much water will
wealcen concrete.
Hence, measure out the water very carefully.
Uee what
you are Bure will
be insufficient
end mix thoroughly.
If a little
more is required,
meanure that too, Follow
the batch to the place
of deposit
and observe whether
there is too much or too little
moisture
in the concrete.
It should shake, or spade, or pound into
a solid mass without
any voids and without
free water lying
on the
top. Xix the second batch accordingly.
When the batch has been thoroughly
mixed,dry,
form a
crater
or pool,
the sides being drawn out toward the edges of the
in the middle of the
mixing platf 0x-m. There should be no mixture
the amount of water you want for the
pool. Now pour in, gently,
Turn the shovel over and with the square
first
stage of the mixing.
edge scraping
along the floor,
pueh some of the dry mix out into the
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the water under and over it,
pool in such a way that it spreads out,
becoming saturated
with the least possible
of a washing
action
which would separate
the cement and the sand. When the entire
dry
mix has been heaped up in the centre of the pool it should have
taken up all the free water.
As in the beginning,
turn this mass
over and back at least
four times.
Thorough mixing is essential
to
good concrete.
Bow add the measured quantity
of stone. You must judge
whether the stone should be slightly
dampedbefore
it is added. The
important
thing
is that the already
mixed cement mortar will
not be
adversely
affected
by the addition
of stone too wet, too dry.
If, after
the first
batch,
you think more stone may be
added, you may add it. The rule is that all interstices
between the
stones must be filled
with mortar when the concrete
is finally
in
place.
You do not weaken concrete
by having all the stone in it that
it will
take when following
the ruls.
III.

LAYING THE FIGGR.

1. Slab. Start
the slab in that part of the
room most difficult
to get at and arrange
to complete
it at the door
which will
give the easiest
access,
the most light,
and tf possible,
the point
of commencing the next day’s work. Arrange
to have the
joint
between one day’s work and the next at a door way, preferably
in line with one side of the door. The joint
when completed
should
be perfectly
straight
and even.
The surface
of the slab should be almost smooth. It should
be true and even so that the top coat, which is very thin,
will
be
uniformly
thin and even. Try to achieve
the good finish
before
the
first
pounding
operation
is complete.
In other words,
do not leave
projections
all over the floor
and have to hammer them down just
before
the top coat is put on, when the slab has begun to harden and
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all pounding
on the slab will
dislocate
much of the mass which has
been-hardening
for some time.
Provide
foot-walk
planks for the carriers
of concrete
so
that they will
not track earth and dust over the slab as they bring
the top coat.
When the slab is half done, mix a batch of the top coat
and get it started.
Two masons can be working
on it while
others
are busy with the rest of the slab.
It will
speed up the completion
of the job.
The top coat costs money. It should be rich.
But it does
not have to be more than l/2 If thick.
The obvious method would be to
lay a 112" strip
over the slab, pour on the top coat and then smooth
it down to the level of the strip.
In practice
the thickness
of the
top coat will
be found to be well over l/2".
Use whatever
method
seems most practicable
to draw out the top cost to your desired
one
half inch thickness.
If the slab has dried out so much by the time the top coat
is put on that it will
absorb moisture
from the top mix, sprinkle
just enough water on the slab to enable the top mix to retain
its
moisture
consistency.
Finishing
the top coat. The first
operation
is to reduce
the mass to just a little
above its finish
level because it settles
and compacts a little
in the various
operations.
It should be worked
just as soon as it is brought
in because it is understood
to have
only enough water to work it,
After
screeding
or drawing out with a long straight
edge,
it is evened up with a wood trowel,
called
a float.
Kany masons have
This will
allow an uneven surface because it can
a square float.
smooth out little
depressions
without
levelling
them. Try to get the
men to use the rectangular
float,
approximately
4" X 12".
If possible
restrict
it s use to one or two sweeps over the
surface
at a time. It brings
water to the top and whenever this
happens, CEMENT GOES DGWB, leaving
the surface
mixture
weakest where
it should be strongest.
Do not work over the top coat when the water
is more or less free on the surface.
The finish
is made with a rectangular
iron trowel.
Very few
in some countries,
use these,
but here again,
of the masons, at least
try to introduce
them. As with the wood trowel,
water. is brought
to
the surface
bg the movement of the trowel.
Make a sweep or two and
pass on. If the surface
were left
this way, it would have a final
appearance
of being porous.
The last strokes
of the iron trowel
are
to compact the surface
to a glass-like
smoothness and iron-like
hardnees.
is required
to make a dusting
of
Dusting
cement. Some skill
cement effectual.
So often
it leaves dark patches
on the surface*
and sometimes it pulls
away from the rest of the floor.
When done
properly
it makes an extremely
smooth and hard surface.
Provide yourself with a small can with a perforated
bottom.
After
floating
the
work over this
top coat once* 5uat on the cement from the can evenly;
with the float
until
the dusted cement has been incorporated
with
Smooth and iron with the iron trowel.
Experthe top coat mixture.
ience will
show that the final
sweeps with the iron trowel
are made
pretty
much with the edge of the metal.
One edge is turned by wrist
action
a little
up from the surface
and the other edge finally
comsurface.
pacts the pores into a smooth, more or less impenetrable
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CURING AED PRGTECTIGN.

e recommend having all the doors and
windows in a house when the concrete
floors
are laid so that when
ir ‘laid,
the doors and windows of that 'room ms~ be closed
each floor
to keep out people and animals and to keep in the moisture
of the
concrete
and the water put on it to complete the curing.
It is not fair
to a floor
to have men all over it a day or
two after
it has been finished.
If there are no doors and windows,
take the utmost precautions
to keep people as well as animals from
the floor,
until
at least
the surface
will
bear them, And when men
have to walk around,
put down some kind of walk or mat which will
not stain
the floor,
Bor the floor
must be kept wet for at least
four days, better
ten. Mahogany planks
and boards should not be
used for they will
leave a dark red stain.
Porch and verandah floors
which cannot be closed off,
need
a low mud dib;e around the edges as well as a layer of earth.
The
earth is kept soaked, Some kinds of earth will
stain
the floor.
Use
the cleanest
you can find.
Clesn building
sand may be spread on the floor
to retain
water,
but it is not well to walk over or place equipment
on the
sand becauas it is abrasive
and the movement of men and materials
and equipment
over it will
spoil
the cement surface.
V. CGNCRETB TIIZ

FWGRS,

Under certain
circumstances
cement tiles
may be the most practicable
way to make a floor*
Shapes may be
squares or hexagons or rectangles.
Different
colours
will
make a
very attractive
pattern.
The border
of the room would ordinarily
be a strip
of solid
concrete,
ant it may be wise to merely indicate
its place at first
and lay the tiles
in the centre
of t&e room. When
they are all in place,
the border would be laid and there would be
no cutting
or trimming.
Tile should not be larger
than 12” square,
and for this
size the thickness
should not be less than 1”.
The mixture
should be 1:3:3 of cement, fine and medium
sand and coarse sand and very small gravele
A very thin top dressing
of lrl,
cement and fine sand is added. The greatest
difficulty
in
making tile
is the absolutely
true surface which must be made in
a mould, There is a tendency
to have more or less than the exact
amount of eoncrete in the mould, In either
case, the surface will
not be even with the edge of the mould.
The tile
may be laid in mud. Take care that the mud used
is of uniform
consistency
throughout
each single
room. A l/8”
metal strip
may be used to separate
the tile
as they are laid,
and
then before
the mud has dried,
pour in the l,/8” joint
a thick
mixture
of cement, fine sand, and water. Take care that new tile
the
are not walked on for a day or two. To do the work of filling
joints,
place cross boards to support
the plank you work from. If
the tile
are made in one place and require
transportation,
they
need the most careful
packing
in straw for the journey.
One of the
advantages
of their
use is that they can be used in temporary
buildings
and removed as may be necessary.
Another
advantage ia that
they msy be made during the wet season, and in one place which la
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labour,
material8
and traneportation,
meet convenient
for equipment,
We recommend that if a 12" tile
is adopted,
an 11' equare band of
jointed
wire be used as a reinforcement
in each tile.
Approximately one quarter
of inch of concrete
would be placed in the mould,
then the wire placed centrally,
and then the remainder
of the concrete.
line of tile
ehoald be laid
In lwing
the tile , a straight
down each side of the room first,
Then starting
at the top, 80 to
epealr, ley the tile
acro88 from one 8idB to the other,
lining
the.!!!?
edge which re~t8 or.%the two etrips.
by meant of a straight

CHAPTERTHREE

CONCRETE UNITS AND EQUI.E%BNT.

IJJETBIS,
SMALL, LARGE, AND FOR FIREPLACES,
A concrete lintel
ie a beam, and every beam bearing
weight
ha8 two main internal
8tre8808,
compreaeion
in the upper half
and
tension
in the lower half.
The upper half must be conetructed
to
resist
the compression
and the lower to reeist
being pulled
apart
due td the teneion.
Hence in a concrete
lintel,
we place eteel rod8
in the lower part
of the lower half where there ia the greateet
amount of tension.
Ordinary
door and window lintel8
require
very
little
of such &eel.
The end8 of the steel
are to be hooked.
For ordinary
pall
loada,
the following
table w
be ueed.
Concrete

Lintel

Height

Thickness

6“
0"
1';:

6"
;:I;;"
8"-12"

lintel
SP8-n

size8
Quan-

and qUaZItitie8
Steel

Rode

Of 8teel

reinforcement,

or equivalent.

tity

y3*p

;

: ,":

z

v4a
3/aH
3/0"
1/p

',
w
u

",
e
w

".
:

The smaller
lintel8
may be pre-caet
to speed wall erection;
if 80~ make a mark to identify
the position
of the steel
rod8 80 that
they will
be on the bottom when the lintel
Is finally
in position,
If lintel8
are moulded on the wall,
the under side of the
form must be left in place for at leaet ten day8, It will be well if
the side8 too can be left
for that period
to conecrve
the moisture
of the concrete
for curing
purpo8e8.
Build up the maeonry wall at each side of the opening and
a8 far back a8 you want the lintel
to reet,
Then make a bottom form
to hold concrete,
either
eupplementing
the wood lintel
or a complete
but temporary
board support.
A post should support
thi8 in the middle.
If you Wish $0 orname&
the lintel
somewhat, m8ke marking8
on the
face board to repreeent
joint8
a8 in etonework.
The concrete
need not be stronger
than 1:4:4.
Take care that
the lintel
is free from vibration
until
it ha8 taken it8 initial
set.
Do not lay masonry on it until
it ha8 hardened
a little
on top.
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Fireplace
lintele.
By a etudy of the following

drawing8 and
of the drawing8 of the fireplace
in Book
Two, it will be men that the central
lintel
ha8 a
eection of the ffreplace
eloping side at the rear. This can be
ahaped by masonry a8 in Fig. 243, page
119.
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Or the eloping

back can be moulded by a 8heet of metal from the
floor
of the mould to the top rear c+ge. The end6 of the metal mey
be nailed
to a ehaped block placed over the wall or jamb of the
fireplace
itself,
The metal itself
is the epan of the fireplace
opening.
Fig. 779 i8 a top view of the box all ready for the concrete.
An inch of concrete
would be poured into the long narrow
part,
and then the steel. reinforcement,
a 3/8" rod, would be laid
in place.
After
that,
the reat of the concrete
would be poured in.
II

STEPS AND STAIRS.

Step8 need to be well made for several
rea8on8,
They do not need to be expensive,
but they need to be X!EL88iVe,
They 8hOuld have a well founded and solid maeonry ba8e. The stone
may be laid in mud mortar.
A wood form ie made to hold the concrete in place at the risers,
Leave at leaet two and a half inches
space between the wood and the etone
for concrete.
Tack the wood form together lightly
80 that it may be
taken apart easily
about SIX hour8
aft@F the Concrete
i8 poured.
ahi8
is to have a aoft,
green surface
to which the top dressing
may be
plastered,
The step top may
be finished
when the concrete is poured,
or it
may be done when the
face of the r'ser
18 done.

is
The reinforcement
shown by *he hooked
line.
If the elab can
be supported
every
eight feet,
it need
not be more than 4” thick,
For that distance,
three s/2” rods,
evenly 8paCed
acro86 the alab will
be sufficient,
Leave the forming CI~ 8UCh a Slab in place t0 8UppOFt it fOF at lea8t ten days.

CoNcRBm
Lay out

the

etepe

RISE-R

on a rough
FACE

LINE.
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board,
make allowance
for the thickne88 of the forming
board for the
riser,
and nail
on a batten
of l* X
2’ a8 shown. The upper end of the
stringer
will
have to be cut.
Every concrete
step should
have a slight
outward
slope to shed water.
This can be made
when the top
‘BATTEN TO HOLD
dreesing
18
RISER FORMINt$
Putt;:
tread.

!

ant mea80
ure is the
height
of the
riser*
It miiet
be exactly
the
same all the w8y up,

III.

WELL TOPS ABD LIETIRGS.

-AaAL

A properly
constructed
Well top on
a good well may be an economy. It is safer than a wood top, and
it will
shed surface water and keep it from trickling
in the well.
a waod frame may be Con8tIWted
which will
With some ingenuity,
support
the concrete
and then when the concrete
is eelf supporting,
betaken oat.We have shown only a common plank
platform
on which is the frame far the
well mouth.
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A curb of concrete

at the well's
mouth will
prevent
surface
water
from Funning back in, and a box top on the curb will
go a long way
eepecially
a8 a 8afeguard
for children,
to.prevent
mishape,

WELL

---------,

Mom-t4

Some device need8 to be incorporate8
in the
concrete
base to
anchor the box.
Abax
canbe
run acro88
at the eide
--, .
of the hole
and a wire
or box iron
run to it,
A padlock
can be attached to the box 1
lid.
A 3/0" rod
c-

should girdle
the base
shown by the dotted
line.
Another
reinforcement is required
acro88
the base. One rod ie run
each side of the opening.
The base is slightly
crowned,on
top, but flat
on the bottom.
All the
steel reinforcement
lie8
near the bottom.
In the
rod which girdle8
the base,
there muet be a non-slipping
joint.
Hook the straight
rod8.
as

--------

col.axETE
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The following
is a suggestion for a concrete
1inPng for the well
which has begun
to fall
in or threatens
to fall
in. Sections of
concrete
are lowered
into place,
held together
by a metal band,
and then earth ia dug from
the bottom of the well
in such a way that the
concrete
lining
will
eettle
by its own
weight.
Its lower
edge is adapted for
thia by a bevel.
Two sections
or
lifts
may be put
down before
the
digging
operations
begin.
If this type
of lining
were used
at the commencement of
the excavation
of the
well,
or when the sidee
showed need of support,
the
task of digging
would be
$
made much eafer,
and a well
FIG. 791. fop VIEW OF LlN\NB
conserved
for use which might
otherwise
be loat because the cavein ruined
the general
form of
c11.
FIG. 792

SECTION OF WELL
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The metal band would be
made up top, and adjusted there 80 that when it
was lowered
it would encircle
the new lift
of
blocks without
trouble,
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Put

two

3/P

in each quarter

rods

section;
t*he
dotted
line
in Fig. 794
shows how
they are
placed
and Fig.
792

shows

when they
are
placed.

F b’MNLI]I FOR
LI IN MUGS.

Mf-lRL

FIG.
7%.

SHEET
En

METAL
LON8.

?#RTITIOld

A block 18" high, 4" thick,
one
quarter
of the circumference
of
a 4' diameter
lining
weighs
about 175 lba, This is not too
heavy to handle,
Cut out a 4'
diameter
circle
of cardboard
and build
to that shape a mud brick
core. Keep the brick
just enough inside
the pattern
to allow for a
little
plaster.
Slope the bottom as shown in Fig. 795. Lay out a
wood circle
at 4'8" diameter
as shown in Pig. 794. To this fasten
a
sheet of metal.
I&&e the form in two halves.
Make four metal partitions
as in Fig. 796, This may seem an elaborate
block machine,
but if it were made at district
headquarters
it would serve a wide
area. Grease the mud plaster
before
each set of blocks
are made.
Grease the metal sides.
The blocks may be made of wet concrete
or
of the so-called
dry mix as for regular
cement blocks.
Make the
blocks well ahead of time and cure them at least four weeks. If the
form must be used at different
places,
make an inside
core of metal
and wood to correspond
with the outside
form.
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An inside

diameter

of B1 gives

a capacity

THE PRIORITY

TANK.
This
provides
a supply for the
bathroom
if there is any
water at all.
z-.;-om the
roof it comes tc the upper tank first,
and all
that is drained
from the
lower does no% affect
the
bathroom sup~,ly. The forming for the lower tank is
removed through
an opening
which ia cl,eed
when the
lower tank is in condition.
The hole ie closed with
cement to increase
the capacity
of the lower tank.
The overflow
pipe can be
placed outside,
The forming for the roof of the
upper ?ankz can he left
in.

of 78 gallon.8

?per foot

depth.
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A ldission
House roof has 1950 square feet effective
v. CISTEBNS
Making no allowance
for loss from all
forYGGRi$
rain water.
of water per foot of raincauses, this gives about 12,000 gallons
fall.
Ordinarily,
this supply
is ample for all the needs of one
family
thrcughout
a normal dry season: 18,000 gallons,
100 gallons
a day for 180 days,- half a year.
There should be an auxiliary
400-800 gallon
tank above
ground for use while the large tank is being cleaned out, and for
the very end of the rainy season so that after
the last rain,
the
cistern
will
be filled
to capacity.
The cylindrical
cistern
with depth equal to diameter
is
the cheapest and best container
msde of concrete.
To contain
lgIIOOO
gallons
we require
a diameter
of 16’ and an equal depth.
If possible
have a reinforced
concrete
floor
over it,
supported
by a central
post,
or a beam, and then use the top for the kitchen
floor.
The
protected
opening of the tank is just outside
the kitchen
wall.
Scrane the surface
of
grouid
carefully
and
FIG. 798.
SECflON OF CONCRETE CI$TEWJ
describe
a 16.8" circle
so that the excavation
will
be as accurate
as
possible.
Make the
wall as true as possible.
Dish the floor
as shown, and then
shape a scoop pit directiy under the trap
through which water
will
be drawn by pail
or by pump. Prepare
a
3/8”
or l/2"
steel
rod
16’
FLOm

TEIN FORCEMEW
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rJ G

800.

band like thisJ
to girdle
the circumference
of the floor.
It must be understood
that
in all concrete
reinforcement
like this the steel
joint
must be made
To make the best job, hook vertical
3/8" rod6 around the rod
secure.
at the base and etand them up against
the wall while
the floor
is
being poured, Leave the outer six inches rough to make a better
bond
for the joint
at the base of the wall.
When the floor
is hard enough to work on, (keep hob nails
off
please)
lay a course of brick
around the circle,
about six inches
from the earth wall,
and tilted
toward the wall as shown, Fill
the
CrO66 joints,
and clean out any mud which may have fallen
between the
brick
and the earth wall.
The concrete
may now be poured in the space
between the brick
and the earth wall,
Let the next course of brick
incline
a little
toward the earth ~$11 and so bring
the space between the
bricks
and the wall to 4". Use the very best concrete
for this job,
and follow
the specifications
carefully.
The less water you use, the
more waterproof
your concrete
will
be, other condition6
being normal.
Build this circular
wall as rapidly
a6 possible
so that there
will
be the least
chance of structural
cracks forming.
The top of each
batch should be left
rough, and at night leave the top of the concrete
well roughened for the next day"6 concrete.
At the top, thicken
the wall,
outwards,
just a little,
before
laying
'an &tSide
circle
of brick6
to retain
the concrete
which will
be above ground. One foot above ground may be considered
a minim,
It will
be much easier work if the inside
brick walls
are
removed before
the top concrete
floor
is put on the cistern.
When the
tank ha6 been cleaned out and plastered,
make the box forms for the
reinforced
concrete
beams. They are built
as one piece with the wall
beside and under their
ends. Support
the beam boxea with posts and
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leave them in for at least
ten days. As soon as possible,
make the
support
for the floor,
lay the expanded metal over it and pour the
floor
concrete.
At the beams,raise
the expanded metal as near to
the floor
surface
a6 possible,
Mid spane, the expanded metal is to
be near the bottom surface
of the floor.
The trap for withdrawing
water is made almoat identically
a6 the well top. If water ie to be
withdrawn
by pail,
make a safety box at least two feet high over
the trap.
If a pan top i6 preferred
over the tank, make stiffened
rafters
or joists
and on them lay purlines
for the metal*
To get
extra water supply,
drain the pans into the tank, but screen all
openings
to prevent mosquitoes
entering
and laying
eggs.

CHARTER FOUR
I.

SIZB.

factors*

Size

of concrete

block6

CONCRETIZ,BLOCKS.
depends,,

more or less,

upon five

1. Building
by-laws
and regulations.
Make certain
about
before
investing
in machinery
and c&her equipment.
2, The machine
sizes available,
if a machine must be used.
3. 37hether the wall is solid
or veneer block,
whether the
the weight
the wall must carry,etc.
wall is one or two storey,
4, The bond or block sizes which are most practicable.
If possible
make your own moulding machine.
It will
make blocks
inexpensive
to
good enough for most work. They are comparatively
without
difficulty
anywhere,
and require
make, can be transported
no outlay
at all on pallets
like the regular
machine6 do. And there
is little
if any transport
cost from the home land if they are made
machine6 with their
pallet6
are very heavy.
there c The regular
It may be well to adjust
the building
plan to the machine
or make the machine to suit your requirements.
The cutif bought,
ting of concrete
blocks
io an expense which should and can be avoided,
Blocks are of two main types and sizes.
Solid blocks
from
4-l/2”
to 6” in thicknees,
approximately
9” to 12” in height,
and
from 14” to 28” in length.
that is with air chamber6 for insulation,
Hollow blocks,
dryness,
lightness
and economy,from 9” to 14” in thickness,
9”
high, and 14” to 18” in length.
Whatever size of block is used,,lay
up as in Bige 801, one
block laid evenly over two, with small pieces used at the corner to
The small piece should be made in the
m&e the bond come right.
When designing
your block6
and pieces
mouid by the use of partitions.
Work out your bonding problem6 on
be sure to allow for joints.
paper or with 1” blocks
of wood on a table.
Do not allow the intersection
and bonding of partitions
to
interfere
with the appearance
and bond of the main wall.
One course
must run through without
a break from corner
to corner.
If blocks
do not come out evenly,
use just one piece or fraction
of a block
in every course.
these
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When the entire
mould has been put
together,
the inside mea6ures should
be 4-l/2”
X 11-1/4N
X 23-l/4”,
or, of
course whatever
you
have designed.
The
mould may have a
sheet metal lining.
Select
the most seasoned wood; that
hich is least
likely
to swell and warp. We have indicated
how the
grain is to run in the various
pieces.
Unless the side of the mould
is of 103/4~ lumber,
an iron otrap will
be required
to prevent
bulging of the Side when the cement is being tamped into the mould,
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When the

been moulded,

first
block or two have
measure them and make
needed in the mould so

any adjustments
that all further
blocks will
be accurate.
If the block
is bulged even a little
along
the side, the iron etrap
must be tightened,,
To do
this,
insert
a metal wedge
between the strap and the
vertical
batten
holding
it out from the side.
If
the block is
perchance
thinner
in the middle
than at the ends, the
strap is too tight
and
a shaving or two must be
removed from the batten.
Keep the mould clean and
oiled.
Kerosene
is probably the best treatment
to prevent
rust and clinging of cement to the metal
or wood. When you have
no further
use for the mould on one
job, clean it carefully
and put it
then someone else. Keep
if not for yourself,
the draw pin and the hinges well oiled.
The bottom corners
will
be much sharper
and accurate --if - the
lower edge6 of the mould are bevelled
a
little
away from the block,
This will
make it possible
for the moulding
edge
to rest more directly
on the grdund than
if a souare edge were on the ground.
The
ground-itself
should be as smooth, even
and hard as possible.
If you desire
to
have accurately
made blocks,
make a floor
of mud and finish
it as you would a concrete floor.
The blocks
are moulded in
the mould so
rows. To save space, arrange
that when it is being unfastened
from one
block,
the end which swing8 will
swing
away from the last block made.

COMCRETIF
parts

order

for

the

concrete

block

sides .,*b=mrbb.b*b.t.~......
ends . . . ..b.................
ends b~.bbbb...bbb..........
Clamp8 . . . . ..b...0...bbbbb~bb
clamps b..b..................
batten8
for sidea . . . . . . . ..b.
battens
for 4-l/2*
ends.....
batten6
for gw ends . . . . . . . . .
battens
for 4-l/2”
cl~m~]s.;.
battens
for 9’ clamps . . . . . . .
brace battens bD.bb.bObbb.bO.
l-l/8”
- 7/8”
:, - ;-I$*
l-0
”
l-l/4w
ll-1/2”
l-

l-

12
2
2

-

The bulk order
4”
x llX 2-3 Y 4w
X 2-l/4*
X 6.3/4”
X 203/4~
x 2.l/2w

X
X
X
X
X
x

for
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mould

Thickness
l-1/8”
7/v
7/8”
?/0”
7/8”
7/P
l-l/4”
101/4~
l-1/4”
l-1/4”
l-1/2”

the
12$4”
4’
2’
2’
EIt
2’

illuatrsted
X

herein.
Length
302*
Y 2,
;;

Height
1111/Q’

f
::
X
X
X
X
X
x

lumber dealer:
dregneed, Bound,

seasoned

W

W

W

W

R

n

W

n

W

II
I)
II

w

n

W

The hardWare order:
4” loose pin butt hinges,
eteel,
ae for ordinary
20w steel rods for inserting
in the hinges.
l/16”
iron straps
for side braces

A few nails
or carriage

lumber.
W
W
n
W
W

doore.

for the assembly of the partre, but 3/16” flat
head atore
bolts
for permanent
fastening
all parts and hinges.
III.

I+W~UFACTURF:0F CONCRETE BLOCKS.

Mixture.
For ordinary
walls,
1:6 is considered
eatiefactory.
That is
one part of cement to eix parts of fine,
medium and coarse sand.
There is no objection
to small gravel being added, 'but the cementsand ratio
must be maintained.
Since it takes some time to dispose
of a mixture
of concrete
for blocks,
only what you can handle in an hour- should be mixed at
one time, The common practice
of mixing a large batch of cement and
sand and taking
from 1% little
by little
to dampen and use, cannot
be too sfrongly
condemned.
Ae in other types of concrete
work9
the less water the better,
As long aa each particle
of cement has been moistened,
and the tamped
block will
stand intact
after
the mould has been removed, there is
enough water in the mixture,
On perfectly
dry sand sprinkle
a very
little
water.
Mix thoroughly
until
the sand has the feel and appearance of sand which harr been rained
on the night before
and hae somewhat dried out.
Spread about gw of the mixture
in the mould and tamp with a
continue
in layers until
the mould is full.
The
3” X 3” pounder;
mould fa gently
unfastened
and removed. Keep the hot eun from the
blocks.
Wet them when they can withstand
dieintegration
by water.
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!f%ILs.

-Wherever possible use excavation
forming of c.oncre%eb Wherever possible
use mud brick walls for concrete
forming,
If lumber must be uaed,
have plenty of 2” X 4” or 2w X 6’
uprights,
in pairs, and have
good joints
in the wood

walls

for

the outside

forming to retain al.1
the water which would
emerge from the new
concrete. Each pair
of uprights must
bs bound together
by wire, twisted
until
the boards
of the forming
press on the wood

Use a hoe
or long
spade to
compact
the concrete in
the form,

L

In a long

stretch

of

thin concrete wall
use a p!.l-

aster to
stiffen
it b
Short walls
receive
stiffening
from cro88

walls.leave
forming up
for at leas%
4 days,

/

-c.d

Concrete columns are used where
there is too great a
span for a concrete beam,
The base of the column
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Column forming.
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T 4~ Flct 912. COLUMN

should rest on the hardest
earth level
which is practicable,
and should be
a% least four times the area of the
cross section
of the column. It
must bear the column always
without
the least subsidence,
SEFIm B”wlDE
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The base should be a pyramid rather
than a flat
slab,
The usual
reinforcement
is a square frsme with hoops of iron every 9”. The
vertical
posts should be l-l,/2w
back from the face of the concrete,
rods with 3/16” wire
For columns up to 8” square use 3/8” vertical
l/2w vertical
rods and l/4’
hoopa;
hoops ; columns up to 12” square,
5/8” or 3/4” vertical
lode and 318, hoops.
and up to law square,
The column forming
is left
up until
the beams and the floor
have
been in place for about ten days,
III.

BEAMS.

IV.

FLOORS,

Fig. 815 shows why beams are used and how. The floor
has support
a% short intervals,
on concrete
joists,
and these in
turn require
support,
In the example, we suppose a room about 22’
ide and 44’ long, The jois%s are about 14’ long, The entire
boxand the forming of the floor are
ing of the beams and the joists
put in before
any concrete
is poured.
The beams, joists
and floor
are one piece,
Fig, 814 shows the general
layout
for the steel reinforcement
for an ordinary
beam, The one shown here with four 3/4w
steel rods as arranged
would be sufficient
for a lb’ span provided
there was no special load above. The beam in this case would be
about 12” deep no% counting
the floor
thickness,
Where possible,
an engineer
or architect
should be consulted
about the exact dimensions
of the whole layout,
but what we give here is the general
scheme and proportion
of such work. Since each job is different,
this presentation
is more of an idea what is required
in concrete
floor
construction
than it is a working
drawing for any job,
The space between jois%s and beams is called
a bay, The
dietsme
from joist
to joist
is the span of the floor
in the bay,
joist,
aad
But the expanded metal must be crosswise,from
joist
no% along the length
of the bay, In Fig. 817 the metal is lsngthwise with the beams. 1% mrls% never be the other wsy, Do no% allow
metal to joint
midway between joists,
Let it meet over a joist,
1%
may have a lap of two complete
apertures
or dismonds. We prefer
to
lap 1% once and bind it with wire at the joint,
The side lap is just
one diamond. Note in Fig. 816 that the expanded metal is near the
floor
surface
over jolets,
and near the lower face of the floor
between joists,
Lay the expanded metal
over the entire
floor,
pour
about an inch of concre%e,
then lift
the metal so that it rests upon
this one inch of material,
Then pour all but the very top of the floor
and lift
the expanded metal so that 1% will
have the desired
elevation
along the line of the joist,
Apply the top coat of the floor
at once as for an ordinary
earth supported
floor.
There should not be any movement upon the
should not be removed for at least
floor
for four days. The forming
ten days, and even ttlen 1% is well to support
the floor
and jois%s
with posts for another
six days. If the support
is taken away from
concrete
floors
before
they have acquired
sufficient
se%, they will
sag,, The flocrs
and joists
outlined
herein
are satisfactory
for
domestic
use. Avoid concentrations
of people,
jumping,
or any other
stress
for which the floor
is not designed,
to
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FIEISHING TRADES
BOOK BIVB
PART ONE GRADING AND DRAINAGE, PLUMBING, AND SANITATION

CHAPTER ONE. GRADING AND DRAIBAGE.

TREff

CW

For preserving
the foundation
of the building,
as well as for health
purposes9
the area around the house should be well drained
of marface water.
have gutters
and down pipes to take roof watIf p6eSible,
er and lead it away from the immediate
vicinity
of the walls.
Bushes and flower
beds right
against
the kouae may have to
be sacrificed
to safety
for the building.
The earth at the wall
should shed water readily
and slope toward a shallow
trench,
which
or indirectif necessary
should girdle
the house. This leads directly
ly to a secondary
trench
or ditch which carries
off the water to
some distance.
If the house is on a slope,
cut across the slope at some
to carry
distance
from the house, and more than once if necessary,
to prevent
the house area becoming
off water coming down the slope,
saturated.
CRAPTER TWO WATER SUPPLY. PMJMBING
I.

CITY SUPPLY.

Even though the water piped to the house has been
chlorinated,
it may be wise to boil
ail-which
is used for human consumption,
cooking water included.
There are several
chances of contaminat ion.
II.

ARTESIAN WELIS.

ing macinery

required

Usually
these are expensive
to bore a deep well for

because of the drillthe pipe.
In home

WATER SUPPLY

PLUMBING
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countries
there is a sand point which can be driven through
sand
and loam for twenty or thirty
feet to reach water levels,
but it
is doubtful
if this type of well can be driven
in the soil of those
tropical
countries
where there is no rain for six months at a time,
or where there is very hard earth or shale to be pierced
before water is reached.
A pipe, up to 2" in diameter
has a screened point
attached to it, and this is pounded into the earth where there ie believed
to be water.
A hand or electric
pump at the top makes the
delivery
to a pail;or,further
up the pipe to an outlet,
Locating
water.
We have never seen water located
by the
through
reliable
witnesses
that
divining
rod, but we are satisfied
it has been done. When you wish to search for a suitable
location
for a well,
cut a green switch
about l/2”
or 3/4” in diameter
and
about three feet long. Hold it at each end, with the curve upwards.
Where there is water,
the stick
turns downwards.
It is possible
that
with some persons this phenomena will
not occurr.
So take several
persons along on the expedition.
Water piped from a distant
stream.
If there is water above
the level of the ldission
station,
it only needs a simple pipe line
to deliver
it.
In one instance,
the outlet
of a spring was in a
dark cavern high up in the hills
where the local
inhabitants
were
afraid
to venture.
A small dam was built
and a one inch,
screened
was ample for the needs of the villpipe led from it, The overflow
age people.
The pipe was laid on the surface
of the earth and it
was exposed to the tropical
sun so that at almost any time during
the day, the water was literally
'piping'
hot.
Where the stream is below the level
of the'outlets,
build
'Hydrsms*.
This
a dam and instal
an automatic
pump. Some are called
pump receives
all the water you can lead to it, is motivated
by that
force and sends between one fourteenth
and one seventh of that water
The water used for the Hydram
up the pipe to your compound level.
should be well screened at the dam. Do not construct
a dsm for this
pu.rpoRe
until
you have contacted
the manufacturers
and received
instructions.
Common wells are used extensively,
by necessity.
Take care
tr, have all drainage,
eepecially
of septic
tank variety,strictly
isolated,
Build up a mound for shedding water in the immediate vicinity
of the well mouth. Cover the well mouth with a concrete
top
with a safety
box opening.
When the well is being sunk, at the first
sign of collapse
of the walls,
make well linings
and protect
yourself
as well as the
well.
The well linings,
described
in Book Four, Concrete,
are placed
Earth is dug in such a way that the lining
settles.
If
in position.
the well goes dry, dig further
down, and keep adding sections
of lining to prevent
cave in at the point where the linings
were first
required.
Rain water. This is collected
from the roof and stored
in
what may be called
temporary
cisterns
which hold between four hundred and a thousand gallons.
They serve fairly
well in the rainy Beason, but will
not serve more than a few days after
the last rain.
Below-the-ground
cisterns
are being used more and more, the chief
objection
to them is that so many have failed.
The water has leaked,
considerable
trouble
is experienced
getting
water elsewhere,
and, the
investment
is lost.
We have described
the construction
of a cylindric-
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al cistern,

the cheapest
Drinking
water.

WATER SKPPLY

type,
This

in Book Four.
comes under the heading of equipment
rather than buildings,
but it is so important an item, and is so
that we give the following
from our experience.
a problem,
frequently
It has to do with adequate supply,
cooli:ng,
and, freedom
from ants, vermin and other sources of contamination.
For an ordinary
fsmily,
boil four gallons
of water each day
for drinking
water and the washing of fresh vegetables.
Have two
four gallon
cans so that one can stand and cool while the other is
still
being used.
Always at night,
the last thing,
and sometimes at noon after
the noon meal, empty the water from the filters
into the cooling
jar
which is a spherical,
four gallon
jar of burned aarthenware,
slightly
porous. The filters
are refilled
from the four gallon heating
can.
will
be full
of filtered
water,
about four
By morning, the filters
gallons;
the jar will
be full
of cool drinking
water,
and there will
yet be the water heated the previous afternoon.
This system has never
failed
us.
so
The heating
can should have only a very small opening
that the water will
not be smoked. The water cans are used for noIf the water you are compelled
to use is
thing but drinking
water.
very muddy, have as many as four or even six cans, and keep them in
order.
ahat is boiled,
( and be sure it does boil
for at least five
can stand and cool and settle
for as many days as
minutes)
today,
you have cans for. Provide
a large,
clean cloth
cover for each can.
To settle
muddy water add alum, five grains per gallon.
Where there is muddy water you may require
more than the the two
filters,
which under ordinary
conditions
are sufficient
for a small
family.
When the filter
candles
clog too quickly,
scrub them with
a special
brush kept only for that purpose.
The candles need not be
if a brush is attached
to a long handle.
removed at every cleaning,
When buying filters,
get at least
two candle capacity
type.
make your own filter
and have as many as
If you have facilities,
four candles
in the upper chamber.
The earth jar container
when we were first
introduced
to it
was accessible
to ants, and susceptible
to frequent
breakage. To eliminate
both, we made a metal basket for it and suspended it from
the ceiling.
A handle at the right
side enables a person to turn
the jar with one hand, and with the other hold the glass or jug
receptacle.
The mouth of the jar is about three inches in diameter:
large enough to permit cleaning
from time to time, and small enough
to cover with a can which rests upon the surface
of the jar.
The cooling
is accomplished
by the evaporation
from the
jar,
It works much better
in the dry season of course.
There may be
enough evaporation
to require
no drip pan below the jar,
but if
evaporation
does not take care of all that exudes, a drip pan will
be required.
The metal basket for the jar is made of bale iron,
about
around the
l/16”
thick
and l-l/2”
wide. One band passes completely
horizontal
circumference
and the other,
fastened
securely
to it,
starts
just above the first
band, passes underneath
and projects
far enough above the band on this side to make, or be fastened
to
a handle.
The basket should hold the jar so that when full,
the jar
The horizontal
band will
be just
will
be just a little
bottom-heavy.

‘3.e.
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above the equatorial
circumference for best
results,
but not
so far that the
turning
of the
jar is inconveniently
difficult.
When you are buying the jar,
and
since they are 80
inexpensive,
get
Jar turns
at least
two the
same size so that
if replacement
is
necessary
the basket will
not have
to be altered.
The bottom of the
jar should be
about 3'6" from
tic fioor.
If you
need to order the
jar from the potFig. 519, Four gallon water cooler
and reservoir.
ter,
it is about
15” in diameter,
and the material
is about 3/8” thick
average.
It is burned enough to hold water,
but
not enough to prevent
a slight
transpiration,
which with evaporation
cools the jar and its contents.
Never hang the .iar in the sun. Try
to allow iS some circulation
of air.
CHAPTER THREE

HOT WATER SYSTEMS.

I
FIG. 820.

WELb
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In Fig. 820, water is pumped from the well to the reservoir.
The
latter
should be full
before
there is fire
in the stove. Keep the
pipes from the tank to the coil and back to the tank in the same
A can be used entirely
relative
position
as shown here, The outlet
when there is only a small demand daily,
or, it can be used to draw
off hot water before the tank is full.
By closing
valve NO@2, outlet
A from the tank operates.
By opening NO.2, water is drawn off from
B. A is a little
above C so that when it fails,
it will
be warning
to fill
the tank again in order to keep up circulation
of the coil.
When water from B and NO. 1 fails,
it is warning
to fill
the tank
so that there will
be no possibility
of the coil going dry. B is
placed above D so that there will
still
be water in the coil
even
though all the hot water is drawn from the tank.
The cold water supply pipe is run to the bottom of the tank
so that at any time there is hot water it will
not be chilled
by
cold being poured in on top of it.
Another
type of water heator
is a small firebox
built
for water heating
only.
It may have a coil from the tank,
or may
If the tank is high enough
to
give
be built
right
under the tank.
gravity
supply to the house fixtures,
it will
save trouble.
We offer
the following
copper coil heater with the approval
of a plumber.
It has often been talked
about, but we have never seen
it in operation.
It is well worth while where firewood
IS scarce.

PUMP
4/

COLi WATER
SUWLV --,
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Use 3/4"

soft copper tubing;
make the bends over a 4" diameter
circle
of wood or metal.
Run the pipes under the end lap of the
roof pan, Tanks over the ceiling
should have sealed tops and overflow pipe,
CHAPTER FOUR

WASTE WATER FROM BATHROOM AND KITCHEN.

EENED QURT FOU -BOY!5

2" OR 3"

DRAIN

FIG. 822.

Whether there is a septic
tank ox not,
all wash and kitchen
water should be
disposed
of in a separate
system. Trap
the sink pipe to prevent
odour from entera screened port With
i ng the room; nrtt.a4de
‘-“--45
a screened
lid may be used for those outside the house. The screen should be removable so that accumulations
of grease and other
undissolved
matter may be removed periodically.
The disposal
pit is filled
with stone,
broken (burned) brick,
gravel
or cinders,
The top is of loose boards and co%=ered with a little
earth.
The top may have to be removed sometime to clear away excess
grease.
CHAPTER FIVE.FLUSH

TOILETS.

SEPTIC TANKS.

Blush toilets
require
as much as 18 gallons
per day for each person
using them. Where there
is running
water,
there is no question
of
keeping
the equipment
in a sanitary
condition,
but if there is any
doubt about adequate supply,
think
twice about putting
it in. There
is a question of disposal
for each toilet
used. Yn restricted
residential
areas, there will be by-laws about the use of septic
tanks
and you should consult
the authorities
before
going to any expense.
Also, when permission
has been given for such installation,
have your
drawings made, or at least approved by a competent plumber or someone
who has had experience
with these facilities.
And, further,
do not
try to instal
the system until
all essential
parts have come to hand.

SE?TIC TANK
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FIG 824.
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Between the
work in Figs.
824 and 826 a trap
as shown in Fig. 825 may, and we
think
should,
be placed.
Its purpose
is to prevent
sewer gas entering
the

DISPOSAL BEDS
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FIG. $3.
TAR ~PATPE-R CA-P
ON JOIN-I- ?a
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Top vie? of *CLanch showing
layer of stone.

QO-FWUS
)jg’ FALL

line

of tile

TILE
TER

laid

FOCT

-RUhl

on a 3”

house. Some authorities
insist
upon it, others
forbid
it. Since we
recommend the breathers
for the septic
tank,
see Fig. 826, we also
in which gas can
recommend the trap , becauee there is no pocket
The breather
arrangement
for the septic
tank is
become pressurized.
also a simple method of cleaning
the pipes.
All pipes within
the walls of the house are to be 3” or 4”
soil pipe, the joints
to be arranged
as shown, and caulked
as in Fig.
827, first
with oakum, well set to within
one inch of the end of the
and the
flange;
on this
is poured nlelted lead, 4 lbs for a 4” pipe,
surface
of the lead also caulked. Outside of the house glazed sewer
tile
may be used, but the joints
are to be filled
with neat cement or
cement and sand, 1:l.
See Fig. 828. No pipes will
be laid level,
but
have at least
l/8”
fall
per foot,
away from the house. The vent pipe
behind the toilet
bowl may not be required
by law, but put it in.
Take the pipe from the septic
tank a reasonable
distance
from the
There are various
ways of distributhouse, and away from the well.
ing the flow; we illustrate
a fan arrangement
which with mud brick
and will
eliminate
a number of TY
forming will
not be much trouble,
tile.
There is a trench for the tile
beyond the distributing
box; the
water from the septic
tank should soak away into the ground and also
should be drawn by sun heat to the surface,
hence do not make the
disposal
trenches
deeper than about 24”. The trench floor
should not
be less than 18” wide. It is covered
by stone or other ballast
to a
depth of at least
two inches,
and then porous tile,
sometimes called
weeping tile,are
laid from the distributing
box outward for not more
are capped with a piece of tar paper so that
than 100’. The joints
earth will
not sift
through
and clog the tile.
See Fig. 832,3,4,

DISPOSAL BEDS
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Fig. 830 shows how to arrange
a disposal
bed on a slope,
and Fig.
831 shows how to lead the sewage to each level
for distribution.
In the left
hand part of Fig. 830, the elope is regular,
without
but in the right
hand side
contour,
and so the lines
are straight,
there is a contour
as well as a elope,
and so the lines
follow
the
contour.
As before,
the tile
has a fall
of at least
l/8”
per foot
run.
CILAPTER SIX

DRY CLOSETS c

There is much difference
of opinion
about dry closets.
Like other
it depends very much for its value
types of sanitary
installation,
This again depends a great deal upon whether
upon proper
operation.
it is strictly
for family
use, or is semi-private.
In the former
case it may be located
under the main house roof,
but cut off from
or be entered
from a screened porch.
the living
rooms by a bathroom,
as a flush
toilet,
when ashes or
It can be as inoffensive,
almost,
dry sand or other dry cover can be kept on the surface
In the buckimpossible
to ensure this condition
when other
et. It is practically
persons,
not immediately
connected
with the family,
use the closet.
A semi-public
closet
should be completely
removed from all living
rooms by dead walls,
or be in a separate
building,
Fig. 45, page 27 shows the long section
of a satisfactory
dry closet
furniture.
The seat is hinged and has a hinged cover.
The side of the box fits
into the trap door opening made for it,
There is no access for rodents,
reptiles,etc.
When the bucket of heavy metal ha6 been bought,
coat it
well with tar,
inside.
This will
preserve
the bucket for a very long
time, and make the task of emptying and cleaning
it very much easier
and less offensive.
The bucket should stand in a little
depression
in the cement floor.
Fastened
to the under side of the seat there is
a shipld,the
lower edge of which is.just
above the edge of the bucket. The edges of the shield
are just within
the rim of the bucket
when the latter
is in position.
The least bit of attention
will
show
and then the set up should
whether the bucket is in its right
position,
give no trouble.
The box can be fastened
to the wall,
and when noone
or the toilet
door itself
is in the house, the lid of the furniture,
can be locked in such a way as to make entrance
to the house by way
of the, toilet
practically
impossible.
The bucket is emptied at least
once a day and the contents
placed in a prepared
trench
at a good distance
from the house. Every
deposit
is covered by enough earth to prevent
flies
from settling
on
it.
Garbage also should have a special
trench
for disposal,
but
there should be some arrangement
to prevent
dogs and other animals
from scattering
it about.
Sanitation,
for servants.
Provide
a servants
latrine,
properregularly
attended
to and inspected.
Ask your local
ly constructed,
government
officer
for details.
The latest
approved latrine
~6 have
seen is a raised
concrete
floor
with an opening just a little
smaller
than the large bucket used. The bucket
is attended
to through
an
opening in the lower level.
The whole building
is water washed each
day, and, if roofless
as many are, are further
cleansed
by the sun.
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PART TWO SHEET METAL WORK

CHAPTER ONE. FLATTENING CORRUGATEDMETAL
Many sheet metal articles
are not available
unless
we
flatten
it, and make what we want.
take the corrugated
iron,
For hand work use 26 guage iron.Do
not roll
it at f frst.
Lay the sheet on smooth earth or grass, without
pebbles
or bumps,
and tramp out one corrugation
at a time,
starting
with the outalde
one. Do not use heeled shoes, and do not press the iron with what
heels you have. Use ths ball
of the foot.
Press out the two outside
ridges,
one each edge of the pan, turn it over and do the next two,
and so on until
the whole pan is as flat
as you can make it by that
process.
Now if you have a roller,
roll
each corrugation,
again etsrtThis time ti will
not be necessary
to turn the
ing at the outside.
shape you want.
sheet each time. Next, cut the sheet in the general
split
it down the middle.
If you have no clothes
If for ant coursing,
wringers
or any other kind of roller,
make a 3” X 4” rounded bar
and support
it so that you can pass the iron over it and back again,
gradually
ironing
out the remaining
irregularities.
Turn the iron
over several
times. The first
time it is passed over the wood, it
should not be drawn down very much, but as it smooths out, increase
the angle of the bend.
If a small piece is required
to be very smooth and true,
work it over the bar front
and back from end to end, then from side
+*o side. Never strike
sheet metal with a hammer to flatten
it if you
want a good job. Blows stretch
the iron in one place.
CHAPTER TWO. RIDGES. VALIEYS.
The ridging
made plain.
wider than

FACING. ABD GUTTER.

may be patterned
after
the factory
style,
or it may be
Valleys
should be made plain.
Valleys
need to be much
ridging;
pay attention
to the measurements
given.

shown here
has a 5/8” flange
ntended to prevent
any
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made by hand, and does not require
any more than the ridging.
It can
be made at any desired
width,
but for the
sake of economy, make it an even fraction
of the width of a roof pan, flattened,
The
this divided
usual pan gives 29 I* of width;
by four gives an effective
width to the facing
of about 5-l/2”.
One
third
will
give approximately
8-l/4”
which would look like that in
Fig, 838. Where joints
do not come at rafter
shape
ends P make a wood block of suitable
to which the lapped ends of the
facing
can be ne.iled.
In Fig, 839 one method
of bending sheet metal
is shown. Use your
fingers
in the preliminary
stages
of the bend,
and then complete
the
job with a flat
piece of
d with a handle.
Round the
corners
of the striking
surface
which should be about 2N X 6”,
-BENPING

METAL

When making gutters
avoid waste by
splitting
the

If

fractions.
With
3/4”
flanges
a
4-3/4”
diameter
r can be made
of metal,
and an
can be made from
ere the lengths
oint,
rivet
them
ous caulking
for
Soldering
is conventional,
preventing
leakage.
but it has to be a good job or it will
crack open.
rivet
as well.
soldering,
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m% 842.

FIG 841.

3

FIG. 84s.

p6r. 844.

We have shown a straight
down pipe connected
with the gutter,
the
The trade name for this part of a gutter
two being of equal diameter.
is a spout.
It is well to have the downpipe the same size as the
in diameter
at once
gutter
at the spout, but the pipe may diminish
because the flow diminishes.
Turn the gutter
upside down as In Fig.
842 and place the downp ipe on it as shown and mark the downp ipe so
that when cut it will
fit
the gutter.
When tt does, mark the gutter
and then make an inner circle
about 1”
as in Fig. 843, outer circle,
and then cut it as shown by
away from ft. Cut out the inher circle
There should be wide pieces at 1 and 3 and narrow
lines,
the straight
so that they will
fit up inpieces at 2 and 4. Turn all these pieces
to the downpipe,
Bolt or rivet
the flanges
to the downpipe at 1 and
3 always,
and at 2 and 4 for the beet job. When the two pipes are so
fastened,
gently
hammer the flanges
and other edges into a snug fit.
More or less the same process
is used for ends and corners.
If the
spout comes in the middle of a long line of gutter
whic’h slopes toward
up at each end before
it from each end of the building,
bend the gutter
rivetting
it together.
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In Fig, 845 the gutter
is pressed up as far as it will
go at the
high end, or that furthest
from the spout.
Fig. 847 shows the gutter at its lowest point
near the spout.
Strap iron l/8"
thick
is
ideal for the brackets,
but thinner
metal will
do if strengthened
by the wire from the end of the bracket
to the bolt up the roof.
CHAPTER THREE

STOVE PIPES.

EIBOWS. CAPS.

It is worth while to make proper stove pipes by hand. A six inch
pipe is average for "stoves.
This requires
exactly
18-27/32"
plus
the metal required
for the joint.
Every joint
requires
three times
the width of the joint.
If one inch is needed to make a flange
for
a joint,
then one and a half inches more iron will
be required
than the exact circumference
of the pipe being made. The following
table gives all exact circumferences
for diameters
from lW to 12".
Diameter
of
ljipe
g:
3"
4"
5"
6"

Circumference
of pipe.

DiaUleter
of
pipe

Circumference
of pipe.

6.5/8"
g-27/64 n
g-27/64 n
12-g/16"
15-45/64"
l&27/32n

7"
8"
9u
10"

22"
25-l/8"
28- 17/64 n
31-13/32':
34.35/64"
37.45/64"

g::

To each of
these measures
add three
times the
width of the
joint.

3 - WIDTH OF 30lNT

FIG. gsb.T

t+J

+I

To make a series of pipes fit together,
one end must be a little
larger
than the other end of each length.
The difference
between the
large end and the small end is made by adding seven thicknesses
of
the metal to the exact measure. Take seven small pieces
of the metal,
press them together
tightly
and make a record of their
combined thickness, This is the difference
between the large and small end of pipes
which are to be joined.
Cutting
stove pipe from a roof pan with minimum waste:
6 ' 'Phbj

C = CIRCUMFERWCE

T

3 = JOINT NLOWANCE

T=

I

2

iwL

S

%¶ALL END

L
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it is hardly
worth wix
Without
an elbow turning
machine,
trying
to make elbows from round pipe, But the round pipe may be
used as far as the elbow and then shaped into a square which is
in cross
easily
marked and cut. Since a column of smoke is circular
section,
the square pipe which carries
smoke from a 6” diameter
that is, the side of the square
pipe should accommodate a 6” circle:
should be 6”.
Since 45 degree elbows are better
for draughts
than 90 degree
elbows, we will
illustrate
one such. If a 90 degree change in direction is requiredbmske
upper end of section
2 square also,
snd section
3 will
besquare
at lower end and round at upper end.
FIG 653.
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FIG. -2.

All smoke conducting
pipes fit
up into the pipe above; all water
conducting
pipes like down pipes from the roof,
fit
down into the
pipe below.
In Fig, 852, the flanges
of
the lower pipe are shown by
the dotted
line to be fitting
up into the next section
of pipe,,
They may be rivetted
or bolted.
Section
2 should be large
enough to
accommodate section
1, and on the upper end, small enough to enter
the circular
pipe just above it. The dotted
lines
in Fig. 853 indicate how to form corners
and sides on a pipe which is square at one
end; also how to avoid having the joint
at a corner.
Metal chimney caps. We recommend a flat
ceiling,
half the
diameter
of the chimney pipe above the top of the chimney,
and its
diameter
twice that of the chimney.
In our illustration
we give dimensions and directions
for a cap for a 6” chimney stack.
Make a drawing
like Fig. 854,to
scale.
The length
of the
slope will
be found to be 7”. On a 14” square sheet of metal lay
out a 14” diameter
circle.
On another
sheet of metal,
lay out a 12”
diameter
circle,
and cut it out. This is the ceiling.
Wow place the
circle
as shown in Fig. 856, and
ceiling
piece on the 14 )’ diameter
mark off on the larger
circumference
the length
of the ceiling
circumference.
Join the starting
mark and the finishing
mark to the
for a flange
on one of these
centre of the 14” circle.
Make allowance
circle
outside
of the
lines as shown in Fig. 857. Also, make another
14” diameter
circle
to allow for a flange
to turn in to hold the
ceiling.
Cut out the shaded part and then cut out the whole piece.

SHEET METAL
Shape it into a cone, turning
the flange
regular
and the jointvstraight
and
tight*
rivet
it. Now mark out a
6" circle
on the ceiling
and
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inside.

determine
their
6" circumfsrence,+

When the

position,
3 points

cone is

three posts.
To
mark off on the
just 6" apart,

by placing
the centre
of the
compass on the circle
and
making two arcs with 3” radius,
radius.

FIG. 856.

Turn a flange
at the top of each
post and fasten
to the ceiling
so
that the posts when fastened
will
all fit
inside
the stack as shown
in Fig, 854. When the posts have been
been fastened
to the ceiling,
place
the ceiling
in the cone and bend the
l/2”
flange
over it,
and hammer into
place,
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CHARTER FOUR FLASHING.
Flashing
is waterproofing
the joint
between a roof and other parts
of a building
by the use of sheet metal or other material.
The simr
plest
form of flashing
is the lapping
of the wall material
over a
turned up edge of the roofing
material
as :JI Fig. 859. With masonry,
small pieces of metal are laid out as A in Fig. 861 or with a little
variation
as C in Fig. 860. Starting
at the bottom,
A is placed as
shown with the flange penetrating
into the joint
of the masonry.
The
flange
should slope up a little
to throw rain,
and, it may be necessary to drive a nail through
the flange
further
into the joint
to secure the flange
against
later
movement, When A has been placed,
put
making sure that it lapa A enough to keep water from runB in place,
ning down behind either
A or the roof flange.
The raked edge of C is
better
weather protection
than the vertical
edges of A and B, This
flashing
should be put on after
the wall has been plastered
up to
this point,
but before plaster
has been put on above this point.Only
when the flashing
is permanently
in place should the upper plaster
be
be applied
and finished
at the line of the flashing.
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the chimney and the roof construct
a
small gable roof,
called
a eaddle,
see
S Fig. 864. Make valley
flashings
V
and let them run on top of the
chimney flashings
CF. Make
saddle flashings
F and let
them run on top of V, Put
flat
or roof iron on
the saddle roof.
From
the bottom of the main
roof bring
the pans up
to and around the chimney, and cut up to fit
of
the saddle.
the valley
Flashing
CF is now covered with the counter
flashings
as in Fig.860,
Then flaehing
F is covered the same way. A
much simpler
flashing
is shown in Fig.246,
p.
121, but it is not always suitable
for a
major building
chimney.

FIG.864 CHIMMEY FLASHIN
VENT‘ILATORS.

CHAPTER FIVE
caps, but
rain into

SECTION
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FIG. 865:

stack

These are more or leas gigantic
chimney
baffles
to prevent
the wind from driving
the
S is the square base
and R is the round top
of the stack.
P is a
post to support
the
ceiling;
there should
.
be six of these.
I is
I
a l/4” X 1” iron bar
em---bracket
for the baffle;
there should be at least
six of these.
The stack
straddles
the ridge;
there should be a purline to catch the
se of the outer wall
of the stack.
The base of the
stack walls have
6” flanges,
FF.
Fill
in the corner as at X. Bolt
all flanges
to the
roof,
and tie the
frame with at least three strong metal ties,

they require
the stack.

to the

roof
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CHAPTER SIX
SOLDERING,
EQTJTBMENT.
The soldering
iron.
This is sometimes called
the copper
because its main part is a lump of copper,
generally
square in settion and weighing
between a few ounces and six pounds.

Fig. 866. Soldering
Iron.
Solder.
For tinsmiths,
this
is usually
tin and lead. Strong,
hard
solder
is about SO:' tin and 40% lead; medium solder
50-50;
and soft
solder about 20s tin and 80% lead. Use hard solder where the work
has to withstand
the most heat and stress,
but where it cannot bend,
Use medium solder
for common jobs; and soft solder where movement
is present
and the solder must not be brittle,
Flux. Flux is a medium, liquid,
powder, or solid,
which
promotes the fusing
of metals.
Wire solder,
sold on spools,
contains
acid for soldering;
the acid being in small,
regularly
spaced globules so that as the solder
is melted by the iron,
the acid is released frequently
to flux the joint.
The w rk. The work is the metal being soldered.
Tinning
anything
is to coat it with a thin coat of
TTiiz&
solder preparatory
to soldering
it, or, as in the case of the soldering iron, before
it is usable.
SOLDERING.
There are four main operations
in soldering:
Cleaning,
Fluxing, Heating,
and Fusing.
The metal surface
to which solder
attaches
itself
must
1. Cleanin
be +*
a solutely
clean.
This is effected
by filing,
scraping,
scouring
with emery cloth,
or by suitable
acid treatment.
which removes all
grease,
or other foreign
substance
including
the film
oxidization,
left by drawing
the finger
across clean metal.
2, Fluxine;,
Apply flux with a small brush,
!.ike a mucillage
brush.
Table of fluxes.
For lead, tinned
metals,
copper,
brass,
tin.
Resin.
Brass,
iron,
copper,
Sal Ammoniac.
steel,
copper, brass,
Iron,
Borax.
Dirty
zinc,
Muriatic
Acid.
copper, brass,
Clean zinc,
tin,
and tinned metals,
Chloride
of Zinc. Kilied
&riatic
acid.
This is regular muriatic,
(Hydrochloric)
into which zinc,
or zinc-coated
metal
is thrown until
the acid ceases to boil.
Try this first
on all zinccoated metal,
(galvanized
iron).
If it does not work, try a little
dilute
muriatic
acid;
if this does not work, use the neat acid, But
take care that the acid does not eat off all the zinc,
in which case
the bare iron will
have to be tinned,
Commercial
fluxes
are made in
the form of paste,
also as liquid
in cans. The beginner
should have
a fair
assortment
of fluxes
at hand so that if he cannot get the one
to work, perhaps the other will.
Try to get all materials
which
would hinder
the fusing
of the solder
cleaned
away; do not trust
entirely
to the acid to do this.
Unsalted
tallow
may be used as a flux
if you cannot get other more suitable
varieties.
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3, Heat, Solder melts at about 370 degrees,
Adequate heat is indiepensable
to a regular
soldering
job, The work9 the metal
to be soldered must be brought
to the right
heat before
the solder will
adTwo thin pieces of metal will
heat sufficiently
alhere properly.
most at the touch of an ordinary
soldering
iron,
but thick
sheets
of metal or blocks will
require
some heating
before
the solder will
adhere, This extra heat draws so much from the iron that unless
it
is a large iron of four to six pounds,
it will
have to be reheated
every moment or 80~ So, for light
work use a light
iron,
for heavy
work e a heavy iron.
If you have extensive
work, use two irons,
one
to be heating
whiie you use the other,
The irons should not be allowed to get red hot.
If they do, allow them to cool a little,
and
then re-tin
them.
4, Fusing,
This includes
tinning,
When an iron has been heated enough to melt solder,
plunge it into the flux and simultaneously
touch it with solder.
If the solder
at once flows over the face of
the point
of the iron ) you have properly
tinged
that face9 or the
whoie point
if it is done right.
But if the iron does not tin,
then
you must clean it by filing
it, Perhaps you will
have to re-heat
it,
If it is very hot, you will
observe that a coloured
film covers it
almost at once. This is oxidization
and interferes
with the tinning.
Therefore,
as soon as you draw the iron from the fire,
plunge it into the flux end tin it,
If you still
have trouble,
it is probable
that your iron is not hot enough. Coal, charcoal,
coke, or a gasoline fire nil1 give the necessary
heat.
When your iron is tinned,
smear the clean surface
of your
work with flux,
lay the iron on the place to be soldered,
and touch
the point
of the iron with your stick
of solder,
The solder
should
flow to the work and adhere to
If it does not, the work is not
clean,
or properly
fluxed,
or’the
iron is not hot enough. In soldering a single
edge of metal to anything,
it may need some spots of
soldering
at intervals,
while
it is held in place for the spot to
edge has been secured by spots of solder,
the
cooit when the entire
intervening
spaces can be sealed,
If you want to solder
a lap joint,
tin the under side of the upper piece first;
then press the two to
gether,
apply the iron and solder,
hold all solid while you remove
the iron and let the solder harden.
The joint
should be solid between
the metal surfaces
as well as at the edge,
After
some jobs,
dip the hot iron into cold water;
this tends
.I.
r~ keep the iron soft whereas otherwise
it tends to become hard and
crystalline,
To prevent
solder
from running
freely
and adhering
;vhere
Put acid in a
it ought not, smear clean metal with grease or oil.
shallow
glass or porcelain
dish while
it is in use, but to store it
stoppered
bottle
and put away from steel,
tools9
place it in a glassand rust steel
quickly
and badly.
etc, The fumes are very yervasivco
Have all work cleaned and in pos!.tion
for soldering
before
have a common piece of metal to set
putting
the iron into the fire;
the iron on when it is not in use and not in the fire.
Have a cloth
handy on which to lightly
clean the iron when it is drawn from the
flux,
drop
fire,
To solder
inaccessible
points ) put in the suitable
then hold the iron to the outside
surface
in a little
melted solder,
the solof Lhe work, and when it has heated the whole sufficiently,
der will
melt and run end fill
all interstices.
Hold the work firmly,
and when the solder
has hardened,
release
your hold.
withdraw
the iron,
it,
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CHAPTER ONE RANDLINGc
Because of the peculiar
and potent
danger to life
and damage to property and equipment
through
accidents
and improper handling
of electricity,
only those who understand
it should handle it. But it is
sometimes necessary
for those not in the trade to attend
to things
electrical
perforce.
Hence, for the safety
of ourselves
and other%,
let us observe the following:
Never touch a wire or piece of electrical
equipment
or even
a person being electrocuted
until
the power has been turned
off.
The
only exception
which may be made is when the power cannot be turned
off by reason of inaccessibility
and a person is held to an electric
in which case it may be possible
to lever the person away by
wire;
the use of a wood beam, some stick
not iess than 2" X 4", and then
only when you can do so by not touching
the person except with the
stick.
IP you can don rubbers
or rubber boots,(without
holes)
it is
safer than otherwise.
There is only one safe rule in electrical
work, and that is
to be absolutely,
personally,
sure,that
everything
you do is safe.
Do not send anyone to shut off the power, do it yourself,
and make
quite sure that noone will
turn it on while you are working
with it.
A simple testing
device can be made from a porcelain
socket which
has two insulated
wires about 10°1 long attached
to it. Bare the wires
for an inch, screw a bulb into the socket and then apply the two enda
to any pair of wires or outlet
apertures,
or equipment posts when
you wish to discover
whether
there is current
or not.
When a fuse blows,
do not put in another
until
you find out
what piece of equipment
is defective.
When the wire8 in a piece of
or the insulation
fails
and they can touch each
equipment break,
other or touch metal,
the fuse will. burn out. It is a safety
valve.
fufiea,
do not put in a strong fuee when a weak one fails.
Stronger
or substitutes
of any kind may cause serious
damage to buildings
or
loss of expensive
equipment.
Check all equipment occasionally
in an effort
to anticipate
break-down;
insulate
or replace
worn parts,
tighten
terminal
screwa,
see that light
bulbs are screwed in tightly,
worn poets on irons and
and that insulated
wires are not allowed
to
toasters
are replaced,
chafe on each other or on other things.
All joints
of wire should be so1dere.l.
If you are unable for
tie a reef knot in the wire and wrap
any reason to solder
a joint,
as followat
bare l-1/2*
of
the ends; or make a Western Union splice
cross them l/2"
from the insulation,
wrap each end around
each wire,
the other wire to cover the remaining
l/2".
Wrap all types of joints
with electricians'
tape, called
friction
tape.
CRAPTER TWO
The common installation
2. A main ewitch.
3. A
cuits begun, each with
a pair of wires leading
equipment.
The branch
are unable to make sure

COMMONINSTALLATIONS.

consists
of, 1, A power line
meter,
if any, 4, Main fuses.
a pair
if fuses.
5, The branch
ta outlets
for lamps, fixtures
circuits
should have balanced
what a balanced
load is with

from the street:
5. Branch circircuit
with
and other
loads;
if you
your equipPent
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Ordinarily
you may use eight to ten lamps on a circuit,
or if a eewing machine is being run, somewhat fewer.
The same may
be said for the washing machine.
Toasters,
hot plates
and irons
however should have their
own outlets
and fuses.
The common electric
iron draws more current
than any other piece of domestic
equipment except the electric
stove,
CHAPTER’ THREE ELECTRICAL TERMS,
Voltage
is the pressure
of electricity.
Before buying any electrical equipment be sure you know what service
you have and that the
new equipment
can be safely
used. Common voltages
are: 6, 12, 32,
110, 220. Do not use equipment
of one voltage
on a service
of another voltage.
In flashlights,
use 2.5 bulbo in a two cell lamp,
and 3.8 bulbs in a three cell
lamp.
Sometimes equipment
is marked 220-230 volts
in which cake
it can be used on anything
between the two.
Amperage 5.6 the volume of electricity.
Irons draw 6 amperes or more whereas a light
bulb draws only Iampere,
Cycle is the rate o’f pulsation
in an alternating
current
circuit.
25 cycle means 25 pulsations
back and forth
in a second.
Equipment marked for 60 cycle will
work on 50 cycle but will
not
work 80 efficiently.
Some equipment marked one cycle will
work on
bet some will
not. Be sure before
you try
service
of another
cycle,
it. Electricity
and electrical
equipment
should never be subiected
to experiments
except by the trade.
Wattage is the measurement of equipment
and power for
commercial
purposes.
A generator
of 500 watt capacity
should not be
loaded down with equipment
and appliances
drawing 1000 watts.
CHAPTER BOUR PRIVATE POWIERILLUMINATION,
That is, illumination
where there is no public
utility.
Almost invariably,
lack of good lighting
ie a handicap,
resulting
in a shortless reading
facility,
fatigue
from, and
er work day, dull evenings,
apart from eye strain,
etc.
A sufficient
number of pressure
oil lamps is one answer.
oil shortages
and pnor grade oil,
as
But heat,
greater
fire hazard,
well as the care of the lamps will
be avoided
if possible.
Another
answer is the private
electric
lighting
plant.This
and an engine,
or
may be powered from batteries
alone, batterlee
a water-powered
generator.
The 6 volt circuit,
2
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The 12 volt system may have one or more 12 volt batteries,lined
up
as shown here, the voltage
remains at 12, but the power of the line
is increased
by each battery
added, That is, 12 volt lamps will
still
be used, but more of them can be used at a time, and for longer perlads.

FIG.870.
Fig. 870 shows the line up of the engine-driven,
32 volt
circuit,
with batteriea.
A 1000 watt capacity
plant, like this will
handle
radio and loud speaker,
lamps, irons,
toasters,
etc. And, when the
will
transmit
power for thousands
of feet.
When
engine is running,
the batteries
will
carry a few lamps for a
the engine is shut. off,
few hours.
When buying the engine,
get a spare if you can afford
it;
valves,
bearings,
pistons,
and
or at least
get spare
spark plugs,
brushes for generator,etc,
piston
rings,
A 72 volt battery
system can be set up with 16 two volt
batteries
in series,(
like the two batteries
in Fig. 868.) But the
greatest
care must be taken in shipment that the acid be separate,
require
a
and that the glass jars be well packed. These batteries
32 volt generator,
presumably
a wind charger.
This require8
a regular and strong wind,
Water power. If you have a stream which apparently
has enough flow and fall
to drive a generator-turbine,
and you know that
you may have permission
to harness
it, get in touch with an eiectricor a manufacturer
of turbines,
and get instructions
al engineer,
relating
to survey for such installation
before
investing
any money
on equipment.
Batteries,
Get a standard
product
like Willard,
Exide,
or
similar
dependable
makes; get heavy duty,
120 ampere hour. Have them
containers.
sent out empty, with the acid in separate
Wind chargers.
These are made to charge a certain
voltage,
6 volt,
or 12 v. or 32 v. as the case may be,
A car generator
will
charge a 6 volt battery.
In an emergency, for car starting,
take out the generator,
connect
it to the
battery,
and drive the generator
by a belt
from the rear wheel of a
supported
bicycle.
Unless the battery
is too far gone, it will
be
charged enough to supply ignition
to an engine which is started
by
cranking
or pushing.
Battery
condition
depends upon care. Do not use more current than you have to; keep all connections
tight
and clean.
Have
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, one for a spare. Test the batteries
two hydrometers
regularly;
not let the batteries
run down.or get dry,
General supplies.
A D.C.Voltmeter
will
be useful.
NO. 4 or NO. 6, rubber covered.
1@ Wire for 6 volt circuit,
2. Wire for 12 volt circuit,
same.
3, Wire for 32 volt circuit,
No. 6 or 8.
4. Wire for drop cords to lamps, NO. 10.
5. Guy wires for chargers,
poles,
etc. Galvanized
wire NO. 9.
6. Staples
for house wire.
7, Outlet
boxes with terminals
for the wire you use.
10. Sockets.
11. Fuses.
8, Switches.
9. Hot plugs.
12. Lamps and shades. Plenty
of 25 to 40 watt lamps.
13, Insulators
for outside
wiring.
14. Soldering
requisites.
15. Electricians
tape.
Buy these supplies
in your home country.
CHAPTER FIVE,
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Lightning
is the discharge
of electricity
between two masses of
clouds,
or between clouds and the earth,
On the approach
of a storm,
electricity
seeks escaps from the earth,
usually
concentrating
in
the highest
object,
whether
tree or structure.
The drier
the object
is proper
the more confined the earth charge becomes, Unless there
lightning
protection
there may be a strike.
But proper
lightning
installation
is practically
100% protection
according
to one government bullet in.
First
because it provides
eecape from the earth into the air
of the earth charge before
the storm strikes,
Second because if there is Borne remaining
charge it will
not
have nearly
the drawing power of a full
charge and so the possibility of a strike
is much more remote.
Third because when a strike
does come, it follows
the line
which is a metallic
conductor
installed
accordof least
resistance,
specifications,
ing to standard
Lightning
conductors
must be thoroughly
grounded,
that is,
they will
penetrate
to more or less moist and solid
earth.
The bottom end should have tentacles.
Conductors
consist
of copper cable an inch thick,
without
insulatio-1,
or9 a copper bar, l/4” X 1” or l/8” X 1”. The bar follows
a stresmlined
course from the earthing
point
to the roof corner and
There must be no sharp or short corners,
bends,
thence to the ridge.
The rod must be insulated
from wood and masonry. On the roof it runs
and is continuous
down the building
to a
the length
of the ridge
The two earthing
points
should be at diagonalsecond earthing
point,
lly opposite
corners
of the building,
From the ridge rod, several
approximately
twc feet high,
and again
vertical
rods are erected,
must all be by secure wrapping
Or
having tentacle
ends. The joints
use a 2” X 2” wood post to keep the rod
bolting,
On grass roofs,
at least a foot.
An iron roof may be grounded
away from the grass
by two rods at opposite
corners
and without
ridge
installation.
NO
or other metallic
conductor
should be fastclothesline,
wire fence,
If it has to be supported
by a strutened directly
to any building.
Ground all wiring,
piping,
metallic
SYSt~S.
ture,
use insulators,
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PART FOUR PAINTING AND DECORATING

CHAPTERONE

VALmS

A good paint
job preserves
building
materials
from rot,
rust,
and
general
decay, prevents
swelling
and warping
of woods, and always
enhances the value of the property.
The proper selection
of colours,
inside
and outside,
affects the temperature,
appreciably,
in the desired
direction;
with good results
for the
greatly
influences
the lighting
effects,
safety.
eyes, for general movement about the house, and toward greater
Care in the use of colours
adds tremendously
to the general
morale,
satisfaction,
and reduction
of fatigue,
etc.,
and has been
proven to be a favourable
factor
in the dining
room.
A correct
finish
is cleaner,
facilitates
cleaning,
and adds
to the sense of cleanliness.
Painted
surfaces
resist
vermin,
germs
and odours.
And, not the least value of a good paint
job on Mission
buildings
is that it commends, to some people at least,
the Gospel
which we preach.
CHAPTER TWO

PREPARATION OF SURFACES

Do not
rust,
remove
stand
times

waste good painton
a poor surface.
Scrape off all dirt,
scale,
grease,
oil,
old paint,etc.
Brush down to remove all dust. To
old paint,
apply a coat of paint
and varnish
remover,
and let
10 minutes.
Scrape off all you can. Repeat the process
as many
as may be necessary.
All work on or near the surface
to be painted
is to be completed before
painting
begins.
Everything
to be painted
should be
permanently
fastened,
sound, clean,
suitably
smoothed down, There
must be no dampness in the material , paint
is not to be applied
on a
a wet day, or when the moisture
makes the
in and around the
air
h-umici. Nail holes and similar
blemishes
in the surface
are filled
after
the first
coat of paint.
All new work requires
three coats.
New galvanized
iron does not take paint.
One preparation
of
the iron is merely to let it stand for a year by which time the air
will
have neutralized
the surface
of the zinc coating
so that it will
retain
paint.
New iron may be shellacked.
Or it may be weshed with a dilute solution
(lo-15%)
of muriatic
acid and water.
Wash this off with
clean water,
and then be sure that the iron is thoroughly
dried before
it is painted.
If it is impossible
to get all scale and rust from metal
surfaces,
paint
them with aluminum first,
And there are aluminum
paints
which will
adhere to rusty surfaces
and retard
further
rusting,
building

CHAPTER THREE

colImJRs

White or light
creams will
not stand the weather
like
spruce,
yellow
ochre, Venetian
red, or lamp black which lengthen
the life
of paint
as much as 150%. Dark and medium greens do not stand the weather well
a:8 a rule for they do not contain
lead, zinc,
or titanium.
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But for the small amount of woodwork exposed on a masonry building,
we may build
up prepared
paint with the addition
of pure white lead
and raw linseed
oil to make them wear reasonably
well.
Presumably
the masonry will
be given a light-refracting
treatment
which will
also have to be waterproof,
This is dealt with
in the last chapter.
Lighter
shades are cool,
and if right
will
reduce the temperature
in and around the house as much as 10 degrees,
sometimes more. Red is warm, and makes the room seem smaller,
Use
white for the kitchen;
it is cleaner
and cooler,
Tints
of yellow
and other suitable
colours
for the dining
room giving. the sense of
space and being lighter.
Hospitable
colours
for the living
room;
shades of blue and purple
for the bedroom for they are not lively
but on the contrary,
colours,
according
to some advice,
are sleep
inducing.
In the bathroom,
warmth in the colours,
tints
of pink,
deep ivory,
yellow,etc,
Window sash to be white,
inside
and out, to reflect
light.
If woodwork has an attractive
grain and a suitable
finish,
varnish
woodwork may be shellacked.
it, Inside
For %uaximum cleanliness,
have smooth, glossy finishes
as
they catch the least dust and wear best.
The primary
colours
are Red, Yellow,
Blue.
In the right
proportions
they produce black.
With white and black and the primary colours,
any shade, tint,
or colour
can be produced.
Tints are
made by adding white to any colour;
a shade of a colour
is made by
adding black to it,
and blue.
Some secondary
colours
are: green from yellow
Orange from red and yellow.
Purple from red and blue.
Some tertiary
colours
are: citrine
from orange and green;
olive from purple
and green;
russet
from purple
and orange; peach
from orange and yellow.
With t white base the following
can be made: Cream from
raw Sienna and a few drops of raw umber; Ivory with French ochre
and a few drops of raw umber; Canary,
a tint
of yellow;
pink with
American vermillion;
Gray with lamp black;
blue with Prussian
blue;
Modern blue with Prussian
blue and lamp black;
Brown with raw Sienna
and Venetian
red.
To produce warmer tones use burnt Sienna,
vermillion,
or
Venetian
red. To produce colder
tones,
use a little
green, blue,
black,
raw umber, Grays from white shaded with black,
blue-green,
blue-red,
burnt Sienna and blue.
Coloura
come in oil,
very concentrated,
or in powder form.
like ochre, burnt umber,etc.
take a very little
of the colour
To commence mixing
colour,
and mix It with linseed
oil and turpentine
until
the colour
has been
entirely
broken down in the thin paste.
Then add some of the paint
stock you want to colour
and again thoroughly
mix the colour paste
with the paint
stock.
If you are sure that your colour
is not too
deep, add It to the Stock
of paint you will
use for the two finish
coats. Be sure that it will
completely
cover your work twice.
Mix
thoroughly.
If the colour
is not deep enough, remember, before
you
add more, that paint darkens with age, always,
even within
the first
hour after
application.
Paints
should be made 48 hours before me9
particularly
the admixing
of the colours.
Thorough mixing
and stlrring are eesent ial to a good paint.
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CRAPTER FOUR QUANTITIES.

ECONQMY, ESTIMATING,

Order sufficient
quantities
of all supplies.
Left over painting
supplies
are always useful. Be sure that you have sufficient
of
any one colour
for two complete
coats before
you start
the first
coat. It is practically
impossible
to match a previous
mixture
with a new one.
It is economy to put on three coats of paint,
to use good
to use good ingredients
for thinning
it out to its proper
paint,
consistency
so that it may be applied and brushed out to the right
thickness,
to put it on soon. Good paint
costs money. So do the substitutes,
afterwards.
Usually
they come in cans which never bore
a name but the colour of the paint;
and are marked with the selling
price which is about half way between the cost to the maker and the
ultimate
cost to the buyer.

Enamels and glossy

finishes

wear better

than flat

finishes.

New work, inside and out, requires
three coats for the best, most
or primer coat makes a base for the BUCenduring
work. The first,
ceeding coats.
A large percentage
of turpentine
enables the mixture
to penetrate
the pores.
100 pounds of lead will make about 7-l/2 gallons of paints

and one gallon

cover8 about 100 square feet.

List all the labour for cleaning the work down, mixing the
and
paint,
applying
it all coats for every purposeg for scaffold,
for cleaning
up afterward8
and for all reiluisites:
Brushes of all types,
putty knife.
Paint and varnish
remover.
Pure white lead.
Putty.
Prepared
paint.
Pure, raw linseed
oil,
I
Lime.
boiled
w
a
Glue for size.
Pure turpentine.
Driers,
All colours,
Enamels.
Varnish
and shellac.
CHAPTER FIVE

EXTERIOR PAINT .

Ready mixed paint.
For the priming
coat add about one quart
of turpentine
to one gallon
of paint
from the can. For the second coat,
add about one pint to each gallon
from the can. For the third
coat
use straight
from the can unless
it is too thick,
in which case add
raw linseed
oil until
the right
consistency
is obtained,
Use only
raw linseed
oil outside,
boiled
linseed
oil for interior
work. Let
each coat of paint
dry thoroughly
before
applying
a second or third.
If the third
coat seems too oily,
add a little
driers.
only two coats of paint. Thoroughly clean
Old work requires
the surface.
Your own mixed paints.
Prepare
them at least 48 hours before
you want to use them. The night before you start
to mix, open the
white lead and add some raw linseed
oil,
The next day
and m:?x
thoroughly
until
all the lead is broken down and you have a smooth
uniform paste.
The next day stir
in turpentine
and raw oil to make
enough paint
for the whole primer
coat. The proportions
for this
mixture
are turpentine
three parts,
raw oil one part.
They are ‘fo be
added in this proportion
until
the paint
is the right
csnsistency
to
Stir
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brush

on smoothly
and just cover the surface.
When this
is practically
dry, putty
all holes,
shellac
:
all knots and resinous
areas in the wood.
For the second coat, add turpentine
and oil in the reverse
proportions
to the primer
coat, that is three parts
of oil and one
part of turpentine.
Care should be taken that if the third
coat is
that ia oily,
the second coat should not be oily.
to be glossy,
coat is to be glossy,
make the second coat flat
Hence, if the third
with the use of more turpentine
or driers.
Cover thoroughly
with the
second coat. And remember that all the second coat and the third
coat are to be of the same colour
mixture.
Give roofs two coats,
the first
flat,
the second with
plenty
of oil,
But do not apply the paint
itself
heaviiy;
draw it
out evenly,
Aluminum paint
Is about the most satisfactory
for roof
work, being the most durable
light-refracting
product
on ths market.

CHAPTER.SIX

INSIDE WORK

Use gloss or enamel finishes
in the dining,
pantry,
kitchen,
bath,
and toilet
rooms at least.
Apply enamel and gloss coats on flat
coats.
For inside
work use boiled
linseed
oil,
Make sure that all
resinous
wood surfaces
have a flat
coat and that it is well dried
before
applying
any further
paint.
Have all the work well smoothed
and otherwise
worthy
of a good paint
job,
If masonry is to be painted,
apply a coat of glue size
first,
There are many distemper
and other masonry decorations
on
the market,
Any masonry must be thoroughly
dry before
paint
is
applied.
This is especially
true of floors.
Some say six months of
drying.
CHAPTER SEVEN
BRUSHES
with care theymast
for years.
Break them
Buy good brushes;
in on a priming
coat. Bore a hole in the handle and hang them up
each night
in turpentine,
do not allow the brush to stand on the
bristles.
Turpentine
tends tc retain
stiffness
in the bristles;
linseed
oil tends to softness.
The latter
is good for enamel work,
the former for sash trim.
For extended preservation
of the brush+
Or, rinse out thoroughly
in turphang in 50-50 turpentine
and oil.
has been removed from the
ent ine, being sure that all the paint
and then washing out with soap and warm water.
base of the bristles,
There must be no caustic
in the soap, When the brush has dried out,
not exposed to the open air. Never
lay flat
in a dry, cool place.
use kerosene
to wash paint brushea,
or thin paint,
Never me a
paint
brush as a duster
or for lime wash work.
CHAPTER EIGHT
CARE OF PAINTS
Try to prevent
the skin forming
on the paint
in the can. The material
in the coating
is a necessary
part of the mixture.
Do not
air space as
keep a little
paint
in a large can; have as little
is practicable.
Smear a-little
paint
around the edge of the can
just before you put the lid on each time, Press the lid right
down
or when you will
not be using the
into place each time. At night,
paint
for a little
time, pour a little
driers
on the surface.Strain
out all lumps, scum, and other matter which would mar a fine fini&
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CRAPTER NINE
GENERAL HINTS
Wear gloves.
or use Vaseline
on the hands when working
with paint.
is
Take care of all surfaces
not being painted;
sand on she floor
Both sides of a piece of lumber should
not sufficient
protection.
be painted
if possible
to prevent
warp. Have a good cloth handy
for last minute or emergency clean off.
Never leave oily
rags in
a heap; spread them out where there is air.
Clean off paint with paint
remover.
Clean paint
from glass
or a razor blade.
Clean off shellac
with alcohol.
with hot vinegar,
Clean off tar with kerosene.
Lift
fresh paint
from clothing
or upholstery
with clean turpentine.
Take ample precaution
to keep unauthorized
persons,
genfrom the paint
stores;
and give ample warning
erally
children,
and give that warning
before
that fresh paint
is being applied,
you start,
not after
someone has brushed
against
your work.
CHAPTER TEN
GI.42 ING
Glaze sash when they can stanmdled
for a few days. Prime sash
before puttying.
Cut glass with a l/16”
free margin on all sides.
Lay on the ledge where the glass is to rest a ribbon
of soft putty
and press the glass gently
into it. Do not use more putty
than is
needed. Make all the puttying
uniform.
Before doing any puttying,
empty the whole container
and mix thoroughly,
As a rule,
there is
enough linseed
oil in it to make the correct
consistency.
When you
have mixed it all,
put the bulk of it back. When you are not holding the putty
in your hand, place it on a piece of glass or metal
so that it will
not lose oil.
CHAPTER El2VEN
FURBITURE,
coatapply any transparent
When your furniture
is freshly
finished,
ing you desire before
the wood discolours.
White shellac,
varnish,
crude oil or wax may be applied.
Even brown shoe polish
has been
used. In using enamel, apply three coats.
Linseed
oil darkens a
natural
finish,
but with daily*
hard rubbing,
it has produced
a
very fine polish
finish,
CHAPTBR TWJZLVB
WATERPROOFING MASONRY
This includes
mud claster
and mud brick
and oise construction.
The most durable,
economical
and practicable-treatment
of whioh
we know is the application
of hot cotton-seed
tar to the mud plaster. When this has soaked in and dried pretty
well,
taking
possibly
two months or more, it is coated with a cement wash,(cement
and
water).
This must be done when the well
is cool and will
remain so
The cement wash must dry as slowly
as possible.
for some hours.
Experiment
to discover
how best you can get the cement wash to
really
hold.
Try wetting
the wall just before
it is applied.
Keep
the sun off it as long as possible.
Try some lime In one experimental patch.
In any case, apply lime wash after
the cement is set enough
to take it. Experiment
also with lime wash with tallow
boiled
into it.
Also whitewash
With
gIlIf
size
ia it=
Jpply
these tWO last tO t,he
mud wall when you cannot get cotton-seed
tar for the prelimin?ry
coating.

IT BUILDING

PUBLICATIONS

Teachers Manuals
In Kit form.

Each kit contains

game or simulation

a two-part

illustrated

exercise designed to amplify

lecture and a business

and enliven the lecture

material.
Kit 1

How to Decide Business Policy.

Kit 2

How to do Accounting

Kit 3

Contracting

Kit 4

How to Estimate and Tender

Kit 5

Planning and the Contractor.

Kit 6

Introduction

and the Client.

to Work Study.

Price f 5 each.
Prices irzlude
Write to:

packing and postage by surface mail.
Publications Department,
Intermediate
Technology
Group Ltd.,
Parnell House,
25 Wilton Road,
London SWIV IJS,
England

Development

Air mail extra.

Information
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

Papers

Nigerian Building Contractors;
Practices, Problems
and Needs.
An Educational Strategy for the Nigerian Building
Contractor.
Contractor
Development;
Report on the Conference
on the training of Nigerian Building Contractors.
Construction
and Reconstruction;
Towards a Policy
for the Nigerian Construction
Industry.
The Bradford Seminar 1. First Internatiorlal
Study
Seminar held at the Project Planning Centre at
Bradford University.
The Bradford Seminar 2. Second International
Study Seminar.
The National Construction
Corporation,
Kenya; a
Study of an African Contractci, Training Organisation.
Kenyan Building Contractors;
Practices, Problems and
Needs.
A Management Handbook for the Nigerian Building
Contractor.

Price
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